CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs, Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or
at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its
sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the
deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of
both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both
sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be
in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammereddown to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or
at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from
the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the
exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their
appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described as
having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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James E. Lewis

M

1936 - 2016

y father, James Lewis, passed away on November 7th, 2016. He was always passionate about the history of
Third Reich Postal History. As a little girl I would go with him to stamp shows and then later to see his
award winning exhibits of Third Reich Postal History. He was
very proud of being the editor of the Third Reich Study Group Bulletin
for many years. He enjoyed hearing from members and loved working on
the Bulletin, as well as a number of publications by the Third Reich Study
Group.
My Dad taught me to enjoy books and history. He was always a gentleman and enjoyed life. He also taught me a love of animals. He was a US
Army Veteran of the Korean War. He was employed as engineer by Becton
Dickinson before retiring. He volunteered at Hackensack Medical Center
before moving to Cream Ridge. He is now with my mother, Mary Teresa,
who predeceased him in 2009.

My hope is that his collection can now be enjoyed by others who shared
his passion for Third Reich Postal History. This was a labor of love and he dedicated countless hours doing research
and creating exhibits for which he received may 1st place ribbons and medals from shows like NOJEX, Bloom-pex,
BEPEX to name just a few.
Sincerely,
Kelly Stefanacci
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Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
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Outstanding
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Collection Lots and Condition
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and or cover in sound condition; if a stamp; it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
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for purchases,Imperfect
may at Kelleher’s
option,
be considered
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to revoke all return privileges.
Verypayment
Good (VG)		
centering
(stamps)
or poor general
appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.
Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2016/17 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

First Session
Friday, June 16, 2017, at 2:00 P.M.
Lots 1-324
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Numismatic
U.S. and World Coins
1

Switzerland, Coin Collection. With several high face value coins and some early silver, owners face value
count is 240SF+, plus some interesting commemorative and worldwide coins, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

2

U.S., Coins, Intact Investor Grade Holding. Housed in 6 cartons, includes many hundreds graded coins,
plus various collections of : Indian Head 1¢, Lincoln 1¢, Liberty Head, Buffalo, & Jefferson 5¢, Mercury and Roosevelt
10¢, Washington including Statehood 25¢, Liberty, Franklin & Kennedy 50¢, Eisenhower, Anthony, Sacagawea,
Presidential $1, American Eagle $, Type Set, First Spouse Medals, US mint sets & US proof set, Commemorative 50¢ &
$1, plus some miscellany, then a separate grouping of graded-only coins, mostly under $100 each, owner provided a
complete inventory which is available online, his figures from the Coin World and September 2016 eBay prices totalled
over $58,000, our estimate is conservative so please review the inventory or the coins to figure its market value.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

3

U.S. and Foreign, Intact Estate of Coins and Currency. Originally housed in 15 Bankers boxes and
contains many many thousands of coins: several hundred ancient coins from the Roman era all identified and neatly
residing in a cigar box, a Vatican City collection of mint sets and souvenirs, boxes and boxes of worldwide coins, some
still valid, some better, some silver, United States is the best section which contains mint/proof sets, V Nickels, type
coins, Whitman blue folders, you-name-it and it could be found within, silver and gold value also substantial, not to
mention the currency which contains better, inspection a must as we have estimated this conservatively from a stamp
dealers perspective.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States
General Collections
4

H/m
U.S., Extraordinary & Powerful Mint, Virtually Complete Collection, 1845-1949. In a single Minkus
album, only four stamps are used! these are #1-2; #140, 142, a complete collection (as per Minkus, a Type Collection if it
were coins), with many five-figure stamps that one never, ever sees in a collection offering, assembled in the 1970s and
1980s and has been sitting in a vault on the West Coast since the owners passing, almost (50) original certificates are
included, the following are all unused or unused appearing, however when you see the stamps you will see that they
have the “pop” and “freshness” of unused stamps, many still with there original gum and includes: 10X1-2; 7; 11; 12 (PF
cert for pair from which this is the top single) full OG! (cats $30,000); 15; 17; 24; 26; 30; 35; 36; 37-39; 63; 65; 68-72; 73;
75, 92-101; 112-7; 119-22; 134-39; 140 used (PF certificate, reperfed at bottom); 141(PF certificate, regummed); 142
(PF certificate, reperfed at right); 143 (PF certificate, creased, ex-Clyde Jennings); 144 (PF certificate o.g., sound!) and
is very fine (catalog $25,000); 145-55; 156-66 (164 is a proof); 182-91; 206-218; 219-29; 246-63; 264-78; 279//84 (only
one of each design type; 300-13; 314-315; 319-20; 331-42; 343-7; 348-56; 374-82; 384-88; 390-96; 405-13; 414-23;
424-40; 441-7; 460; 461; 462-480; 501-18; 523-4; 547; 551-73; 578-9; 581-91; 599A; 658-79; Commemoratives are
complete!; Airmails are complete, Postage Dues are complete (for those regularly issued) as follows: J1-7; J15-J21;
J22-28; J31-7; J38-44; J45-50; J52-J58; J59-60; J61-7; J68-101; Special Deliveries E1-9; Q1-12; JQ1-5; QE1-4; F1;
K1-17; by and far one of the mostly complete unused collection we have had the pleasure of offering, being sold on the
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order of in the estate, intact. As there are as one might expect, flaws and/or cancel removed, the occasional item in the
wrong spot (as for the case of in the Banknotes), but, most items that we examined were as purchased and unused,
examination is essential as you can determine for yourself the state, grade and quality of each item and determine the
value for yourself, generally F.-V.F. appearance as to issue state and freshness, ex- Livingwell Collection (photo on
web site).
Estimate $60,000 - 80,000
5

H/m

6

H/m/)

2

U.S., Highly Complete, Mostly Mint Collection, 1845-1935. On Lighthouse hingeless pages, the collector
that formed this collection didn’t stop at just one example of each stamp, in many cases there are multiple examples
showing various shades and or varieties, or even often an upgrade to quality, many individually rare single stamps that
would illicit single listings, UNUSED includes: 1; 1a; 2 (certificate); various 1¢ 1851s; 10; 11(8); 12; 10¢ 1851s; 1¢ 1851s
including #22 (certificate); 25; 5¢ includes 28-29; 30; 30A; 31-32; 34; 36; 36B; 37-38; 56; 63 (8 examples which includes
dark blue); 64b; 65(3); 75; 68(three distinct shades); 69(2); 70 (four each a distinct shade); 71; 88; 94; 97-98; 112-21;
124; 133; 145-155; 156-59; 162-3; 165-6; 178-9; 182-91; 206-9 including 209b (certificate); 212-8 (2) extra #217;
219-29 at least (3) #219D plus various other shades of the 3¢-8¢ values; 230-45 ($3-$4 used); 246-61A; 264-78; the
#250 (graded 90J certificate); 279-84; 285-93; 294-9; 303(3); 304(2); 306-8; 310; 312; commemoratives look complete
from there and include 369 & 404; regulars also with a high degree of completion such as 331-40; 374-82; various coils
and coil line pairs; 422-3; nice perf 10s including 477, 479-80; perf 11s include 461; 500; 518b (certificate NH) 519;
523-4; 547; 551-73; 659-79 etc., C1-6; C13-5; E1-9; various J’s a few Ks, Qs JQs, PRs include several large format
including a specimen; PR32; PR38 & PR41 (each with certificates) plus others; an Interior Set of officials and some local
posts finish it off, Confederate includes 1-8; Highlights include USED highlights: #9X1; 1(2); 1d (certificate); 2; 9; various
10¢ 1851s including #16; 1¢ 1857s including #19, 30A; 33; 37 (2); 38; 39 (2examples, both defective, each with
certificate); 64(2); 67; 62B; 70-72; 84; 85B; various E and F grills, 99(3); 100(2); 101; 120; 123 (graded 80 certificate);
137; 138 (3); 139 (2); 141; 143 (2); 144; 262; 315 the owner wished it to be offered intact as one lot, viewing a must to be
able to properly evaluate this one- as there are many examples of unused-appearing (but likely used) and varying
degree of faults as one might expect on a collection of this scope and caliber, certificates mentioned above are one of
the following (Crowe, PSAG, PF or PSE) actually catalog value would be enormous by any standard and real value
topping well above the high end of the estimate, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
U.S., Advanced High Quality Collection, Mint, Used, Covers & Plate Blocks, 1847-2014. Splendidly
sprawling in two Scott specialty albums, the balance of one of the nicer collections offered within the flagship sales,
Includes USED (unless mentioned otherwise: 1(3 singles and 5 covers, one of which is a pair); 2(2); unused 3-4; 7
single and pair, 9, 10-11(22 singles including a corner margin example #10; 7 covers including two green cancels, plus
a vertical strip 10A;); unused 11(3 two with/ o.g.); 15 single and a pair plus a cover from Jackson CA; 17(2); 24(2); 25-26;
mint 26; 30A; 32-33; 35(3); 36; 36B; unused left margin single #39; mint 26 block with double perfs; 25-26 4 covers
including Chicopee star fancy; 62B; 63 with 5 covers four are paying 3¢ rate; 65 (4 each with nice socked-on-the-nose
cancels including Lincoln in stars plus 6 covers one a valentine); mint 65; 69(2 plus a cover); 70; 72; 73(5 four with color
cancels plus five covers); 75-78; 77 on cover; 88(3); 93(3 including green cancel); 94; 97; 99; 113-5; mint 114; 118; 121;
145-50; 153; mint 156; 157-61; 163; 178-9; unused 184, mint 185; then from here on its predominantly mint and never
hinged in many cases: 205-8; 209 sample; 210 honeycomb watermark; 210-1; 212-4; 216-7; 219-29; 230-2; 234;
236-40; unused 242; 247-54; 256-60; 264-6; 268-9; 272-5; 279-80b; 281-4; 285-91; 294-9; 294 plate strip; 314
Schermack coil line strip of 4; 300-8; 310; 312; 319(3 shades); 315 pair, 314, 320 pairs; 323-5, 327, 328-30;
368/371/373 pairs; plate blocks of #367, 371-3; singles: 331-8; 340; 342; 374-6; 378-82; 343-7 the last two pairs; flat
plate coils including pairs (that look good) #348-53; 355; plus singles; 390-6; pairs of 385, 387, 390-4, 396, line pair 390;
397-400A; 401-2; 405-423; coil pairs of 410-3; 441-4, 446, 444 is a line pair; 424-40; coils singles including 446-7, 454,
457-8’ pairs 452, 454-55, 457-58; 462-76; 478; 480; various rotary coils including line pairs, 501-518, 505 double error
block, K1-17; 523-4; 545-6; offsets complete but for 534B; 547; commemoratives from here complete and include plate
blocks of 537; 548-50 (wide tops); 610-2; 614-6; 616 used plate blocks, 551-73; 578-9; 581-9; 599A pair; 617-9 plates;
630; 634A; 647-8 plates; 658-79; complete and includes 803-34 & 1030-52 plates, many items above we would not
have mentioned individually except for the fact that the quality is so nice that they warrant a description, the second
volume begins with airmails: C2-6; C4 plate, various C1/6 covers including C4-6 on one Gorham flight cover, plates
include: C7-12, C18, C19-31 plus others, C10 single pane and booklet; C18 (11) covers with (15) stamps including first
days, Special Deliveries #E4-9, E11-23, Q1-6, Q9-10; JQ1-5; F1; a handful of dues including J88-101 plates, a
complete set of Duck singles from RW1-77, Confederates #1 used (15) other mint singles, #1 #2 each on separate
cover, by-and-far this is one of the nicer quality collections at this value range that we have offered in some time, many
gem stamps that would be worthy of individual sale or for the prudent collector looking to start the United States, either
way viewing is a pleasure, some minor faults/problems (although we didn’t see any) we are mentioning this as to be
completely accurate, overall Very Fine, and will please the most picayune buyer (photo on web site).
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
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H/m

8

H/m
U.S., Useful Collection / Accumulation. Loose stamps on dealer tear sheets and approval cards that were
intended to be put into an album, but unfortunately, before the collection could be mounted, the collector was no longer
able to work on his collection. The collection has many better sets and singles, but it is largely unorganized, so it is very
hard to describe the highlights, so we will describe better areas with the hope that a knowledgeable philatelist will take
some time to view and fill in the missing pieces that cannot be described. The first thing we notice as opening the box is
the large amount of auction lot cards, with many from Nutmeg and other east coast firms, some black Vario cards of
better singles, 261, 262, 275, 277, 500, 523, early Washington / Franklin coils, 20th century plate blocks, strong officials
with O1-O9, O10, O14, O22-O24, O25, O26, O29-O31, O35, O36, O38, O39, O40, O42, O44, O45, O51, O54, O57,
O59-O66, O77, O78, O83, O90, O93, O106, O107, O119, nearly complete set of Shanghai issues, only missing a few
middle values, better Newspapers PR16, PR72, PR74, PR75, PR79, PR81, PR86, PR90, PR122, PR123, PR125,
some good proofs and essays, mostly India and card proofs with a few small die proofs with some pictorials including.
122P4, banknotes, 1890 issues, Columbians, some nice Revenue proofs, some Private Die Proprietary (Match and
Medicine), a decent selection of Confederates including 1 with PF certificate, 2, 3, 4, 5 and other possessions with some
good Hawaii and some good Spanish American War overprints. Condition is a little mixed. Overall a solid collection, that
has the benefit of already being broken down if you are a dealer looking for a good lot for individual sale or if you are a
collector looking to fill in a few holes, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $70,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

9

H/m

U.S., Collection, 1845-1953. Neatly mounted in a green Scott National Album that was carefully assembled
over many years with stamps carefully assembled with the expertise of a collector who has been in the hobby for years,
so the majority of the stamps are correctly identified. As you browse the album, you will notice some great early classics
with P.F. certificates on many of the better items that can be difficult to identify, as you progress into the back of the book,
you will notice some nice dues and officials, as you keep going, you will notice better than usual cut squares and
revenues. Highlights include used: 9X1, 1, 2 PF certificate, 7 double transfer position 89R11 with PF certificate, 8A with
photocopy of PF certificate, 9, 13, 15, 17, 20 (2), 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30 with PF certificate, 30A photocopy of PF
certificate, 31, 32, 33, 34 with PSE certificate, 36, 37 with PF certificate, 39, 67, 68-72, 75-78, 79, 83, 85B, 85E, 86-91
(90 with PF certificate), 92-99 (97 and 98 with PF certificates), 112, 115 with PF certificate, 116-17, 119, 134, 135, 137,
138, 139 with PF certificate, 141, 143 with PF certificate, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 166, 190, 191, 208, 214, 217, 261-63,
276-78, 312-13, J4-7, J18-21, J27, J36, O12, O58, O62, O110, 1LB6-7, 1LB8-9, 3LB1, 3LB2, 6LB5, U16, U71, R52a,
R61a, R64b, perforated first issues mostly complete to $10 (only missing 12 values), R98c, R106, R108, R113, R114,
R140, R141, R143, R147 with diagonal row of perforations, R335, R730, RB2b with two rows of diagonal perforations,
RB3b, Confederate States 1, 9 with red cork cancel, and mint: 10X1, 38 with PSE certificate, 42, 113, 123 with PF
certificate, 219D, 228, 230-40, 242, 244, 258, 269-71, 282C, 285-90, 294-99, 303-5, 307-9, 311, 323-27, 328-30,
338-40, 350 with photocopy of PF certificate, 352, 357-58, 367-73, 390-95, 397-400A, 401-3, 410-13, 414-18, 422-23,
428-30, 432, 434, 437, 456-58, 459, 461 with photocopy PF certificate, 475, 476, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 599A, 630,
658-65, 667-68, 669-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, E1-E8, F1, Q1-12, J41, J43, J48, J49, JQ1-5, O1, O28, O35, O41,
O47-56, O57, O60, O88, O90-93, O122, LO6, U14, U17, U18, U38, U42, U43, U45, U61, J67, U70, U72, U73, UO28,
UO44, UO47, WO50, UO64, UO67, R188, Confederate States 2 and 4. Overall condition appears better than most
collections, with a decent amount of the better, more expensive, items with clean certificates, but this collector too had
his limits, so expect a few faults among the classics and better values. As usual, we recommend viewing to fully
appreciate., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

U.S., High Catalog Collection of Regular Issues and Commemoratives, 1847-1970. A virtually intact,
highly complete collection on Scott National pages that have been trimmed to fit into Lighthouse two-sided one-pocket
stocksheets in a leather-bound Lighthouse binder with slipcase; highlights include (used unless noted) #1 (3), 2, 8, 13,
16, 23 (2), 25A (2), 27, 28, 29-38, 39 (unused), 63-79, 84, 85, 85B & E (with certificates), 86-100, 112-121, 139, 141 and,
143, then just about complete from #145 minus the Special Printings including (mint unless noted “º”) 350, 351 (MNH
pair, average), 354, 355, 449º (certificate), 461, 491º (certificate), 500º, 456, 467, 505, 578-591, 595, 599A,
Kans.-Nebr.º; also includes a few 1930s FDCs. Condition, as one would probably expect on a collection with this many
high-value stamps left in, is not the best, since the collector was interested mainly in filling spaces; virtually all of the
better 19th century and some of the best 20th century are faulty or poorly centered; and, while many faults are not
conspicuous, others are, so inspection is highly recommended. Nonetheless, quite an impressive collection. Scott
$75,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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H/m

11

H/m/)
U.S., Specialized Classic Collection, 1861-67. Rare and valuable stamp and cover collection formed in the
1960’s and 1970’s, containing various shades and cancels of 63 (1c) including two strips of three on cover, two covers
franked with 63 & 73 on cover to Ohio, 67 (3 single), 67 and 68 combination cover to Bordeaux, 68 (one o.g. and one no
gum), 68 (3 singles) on cover to Meissen, Germany, 70 (four singles and one single on cover to England), 70b (one
single and 1 single on cover to London), 73 bisect on cover from Jackson, Miss to Texas, 73 on printed matter circular
folded letter, 78 (3 singles), 71 (1 o.g., 7 used singles, 1 cover to Paris with usual French transit markings), 75 (1 no gum
and 2 used singles), 76 (one no gum, six used singles and a single and pair on cover to Germany), 68 and 75 on cover to
France from San Francisco, 77 (one o.g., five used singles, single and 3c banknote on mourning cover from Hyde Park,
Mass to Lowell, Mass., 86 used, 89 (2 used and pair used on cover to Wayne County, Ohio) and 92 o.g. Old time
collectors really loved finding interesting cancels and varieties and would sometimes sacrifice quality to fill in that
treasured stamp they could add to their collection so you will see usual condition issues you see with old time
collections. This collector had quite a bit of expertise, so identification and gum issues are generally correct, generally
F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $43,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

12

HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1851-1931. Mounted on Scott National pages, with highlights that include used: 9, 15,
68-71, 76, 89, 92, 112-20, 151, 153, 162 and mint: 214, 219D, 223-25, 232, 234-37, 239-40, 243, 257, 266-70, 272,
276A, 279-82, 285-88, 294-96, 298-99, 302-6, 308, 323-27, 328-30, 331-37, 339-40, 342, 343-47 pairs, 357-58,
374-80, 394-95, 397-400A, 404, 405-7, 410-13, 412-13 line pairs, 415-17, 420, 424-35, 438, 439, 450 line pair, 458 line
pair, 468-70, 472-73, 480, 524, 533 pair, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 630 (3), 658-79, 692-701, 832-34 plate blocks, E1-2,
E5-9, J3, J20, J22-26, J41-42, J48-49, J56-57, J67, J75, J78, K5-6, K8, K13-14, K18, Q1-12 and JQ1-5. Condition is a
little mixed with usual varying degree of faults among early 19th century and mostly sound 20th century. Collection is
filled with plenty of lovely better singles that will have substantial value if properly broken down, viewing is
recommended to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $40,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

13

HH/H/m U.S., Collection, 1851-1994. Mounted in two Scott Minuteman albums, with better items that include; used:
14, 25, 71, 76-77, 112, 115, 117, 122, 149 (2), 151, 163, 165, 166, 217, 276, 238, and mint: 229, 230-37, 239-40, 288,
289, 294-99, 309 (no gum), 323-27, 328-30, 399-400A, 446 pair, 454 pair, 498//518 (missing 500, 505 is in double error
block of 12), 524, 532 pair, 534A pair, 547, 561-73, 571 block of 4 and bottom arrow block of 4, 586-91, 630, 658-79,
692-701, 803-34, 833 block of 4, C1-6, C4 block of 4, C10a, C13-15, E3, E5, E7, F1, Q9, plus hundreds of dollars worth
of face value postage. Condition is a little mixed, with usual condition issues among the classics and mostly sound
among 20th century issues, with several better never hinged singles., used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

14

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-2002. In four Scott’s American Stamp Albums, from classics to modern (2002)
issues, with highlights that include mint: 113, 115, 119, 229, 249, 261, 263, 236-37, 239-44, 277, 289, 293, 310, 312,
327, 329-30, 339, 341-42, 357-58, 369, 397-400, 404, 414-16, 421, 422-23, 432, 551-69, 591, 599A, 634A, 658-68,
673-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-2, C5-6, C13, C15, E2, E10, J18, J19, J56, J78, PR114-19, PR121-29, Q10, Q11, JQ4,
RW1, RW10-12, RW14, RW22-24, RW36-37, RW39-60, RW62, RW65-68, Confederate States 1 and used: 14, 77-78,
122, 218, 238 and 245. Usual mixed condition with usual faults among the classics and better condition among 20th
century mint, overall decent and useful collection with many of the key values that are so desirable and much face value
postage, be sure to inspect to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

4

U.S., Mint and Used Collection, 1846-1981. Mint never hinged, original gum and used in Scott National
album. A delightful strong collection with many key stamps with six certificates. Highlights include used: 9X1, 1, 2, 10,
12, 15, 28, 30A, 36, 37, 38, 64b, 67, 70, 72, 78, 78b, 86-90, 92, 95, 97-98, 100, 118-20, 122, 149, 153, 156-63, 165-66,
191, 217-18, 239, 242, 289-91, J28 (2), J37, O24, O26-27, O30, O38, Confederate States 1, mint: 10X2, 17, 35 with P.F.
certificate, 37, 71, 76, 112-13, 117 with P.F. certificate, 146, 151, 152, 189, 205, 207-9, 211, 212-16, 219D, 227, 229,
230-37, 240, 255-56, 271 with Weiss certificate, 273, 277, 294-99, 304-7, 309, 310, 323-27, 331-40, 380, 382, 355 with
PSE certificate, 358 with APS certificate, 393-396, 397-400A, 414, 422-23, 456 with APS certificate, 458 pair, 462-67,
470-72, 479-80, 523-24, 547, 570-73, 630, 658-79, C1-6, C10a, C15, C18 (2), E2-E8, J41-44, J61-68, J77-78, K13,
K18, O2, O7, O15-18, O29, O31, O35-36, O41, O61, O90-93, O126, Q11, RW1, RW2, RW4-7, RW11-19, RW22-27,
RW29, RW32, RW34, RW41-59, RW61-74 and Confederate States 3. Condition appears mostly sound and mostly
o.g., some condition issues, particularly among earlier issues at to be expected., generally F.-V.F., with many better and
well centered stamps throughout.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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U.S., High Value, Unused-Appearing Classics, Reference Group, 1845-1910. Most have failed
extensions or pre-extension tests, included are: 9X1 (falsch); 9X1e (used faulty and unused) 2; 7; 9; 10used; 11; 12;
13-14; 16; 20; 24; 25-26; 29; 30Aused; 33; 36B; 40; 63; 67b; 70a; 71-72; 76-77; 78a(2); 89; 101; 102; 113 used; 113;
116; 118; 120; 123; 130; 133; 138; 150 (fake grill); 150; 151; 161; 184; 189; 191 (stuck to backing); 263; 277; 278; 319Fj
(reperfed to resemble coil); 337; 359var (experimental paper - not bluish); 384 (reperfed to resemble coil), viewing an
absolute must so that you can make your own assessment, still valuable, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

16

HH/H

17

HH/H/m

18

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1851-1963. In Scott National Specialized collection, from regular issues to revenues,
decently represented with some useful stamps with better that include mint: 24, 233-34, 303, 327, 328-30, 374-80, 400,
401-2, 419, 551-73, 585-91, 614-21, 630, 658-68, 678-79, 692-701, 803-34, 832-34 plate blocks, 832g plate block, C1,
C5, C15, E6-7, E9, E12-13, J6 (faulty), J15-16, J22-24, O27, O36, O38, O41, O43, O52, PR114-25 and used: 15,
68-69, 90-91, 95 (clipped perfs), 96, 98, 100, 112-17, 119, 121, 138, 134-36, 145-52, 156-62, 166, 208, 217, 219-29,
235-40, 264-76, 285-90, 294-99, 304-11, 369, Q1-12, R86c, R94c, R249 and RB5a. Some mixed condition, with usual
faults among early classical issues and decent condition among 20th century, generally F.-V.F., viewing
recommended.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

19

H/m

20

H/m/)

U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1898-1955. In three Palo plate block albums with slip-cases, with better plate
blocks that include: 285 plate block of 4, 294, 300, 302, 314, 319, 320, 320A, 323 plate block of 4, 329, 333, 367, 371,
372, 378, 374-77, 384 with star, 384 with letter “A”, 405 with letter “A”, 406 with letter “A” (2), 426, 428, 462-63, 474, 484,
501-4, 506-9, 511-13, 527, 528 (with print flaw on lower right stamp), 528B (2), 525, 534 (3), 535, 536, 537, 538, 538
(S30), 540 (S30, x2), 540 (star), 541, 551-54, 556, 559, 565-67, 569, 568 block of 4, 570 block of 4, 610-12, 575-77,
614-19, 622-23, 628, 632-34, 635-42, 646-48, 649-50, 2c Red commemoratives, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, 785-93,
803-31, 859-93, 1030-53, C4, C7-12, C16-17, C19, C20-22, C24, E13, J61 (2), J62, J64, J65, J86 and QE1-4. A few tiny
natural flaws (such as gum skips / bends, light perf separations), but condition appears generally sound, many well
centered and colorful plate blocks, viewing recommended to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Collection, 1851-1980’s. On home-made specialty pages in White Ace binders, with a great selection
of definitives, commemoratives stop with 1920’s issues, highlights include, mint: 212-15, 230-37, 269, 272, 281, 282,
283, 294-99, 300-9, 323-27, 328-30, 331-42, 343-47 (singles and pairs), 345 side plate block, 346 top arrow block and
centerline block, 367-73, 374-81, 384 left and right plate blocks, 395 pair, 405-7, 414-18, 420, 447 pair, 424-29, 431-35,
438, 457 pair, 484 (3 plate blocks), 498-518 (only missing #500), 497 pair and line pair, 523, 524, 525-30, 526 plate
block, 531 plate block, 532, 532 Schermack type III pair, 534 (2 plate blocks), 536 plate block, 547, 551-73, 591, 614-21,
630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, 1030-53, C1-6, C25-31 plate block set, used: 76, 119, 149, 153, 160 and 239. A lovely
bread and butter collection with many great stamps to take out for individual retail sale, some usual gum issues and
small faults among the earlier issues, but overall condition appears mostly sound, a few used, some early stamps with
no gum or regummed, but mostly o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

U.S., Collection, 1851-1931. Carefully mounted on old time pages. Highlights include used: 9, 14, 17, 20, 25,
32, 33, 30A, 36, 37, 38, 68-72, 75, 76 (3), 78, 85B, 86, 89, 91, 92, 95-100, 112-21, 113 pair on domestic cover, 138,
148-51, 152 (2), 153 (2), 154 (2), 162, 163, 165 (2), 190 (2), 191 (2), 208, 218, and mint: 217, 405-7, 479, 498-18
(missing 505), 545-46, 571 and 692-701. Condition is a little mixed with usual varying degree of faults among early 19th
century and mostly sound 20th century. Collection is filled with plenty of lovely better singles that will have plenty of
value if properly broken down, viewing is recommended to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$28,807 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
U.S., Treasure Trove. In large box filled with several albums and a shoebox filled with covers, with some
interesting areas consisting of an album of mint plate number singles 703//908, First Day Covers; nearly complete
Washington Birthday set, 740-49, 1930’s 3c purples, partial Prexy set to 50c, two Famous American sets, Airmail
Transport set (short 8c), and a stock book with better items that include used: 71, 117, 119, 160 (2), 260 and mint: 571
arrow block of four, 573, 673 plate block, C3 left arrow block of 4, BK14 and RW12 bottom plate block of 6. A great lot if
you like treasure hunting. A good view is recommended to properly evaluate., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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H/m

22

HH/H/m

23

m

24

HH/H

25

m

26

H/m

27

H/m/)

28

HH/H/m

29

HH/H/m

30

H

31

HH/H

6

U.S., Mint and Used Balance, 19th & 20th Century. From the “Paul” collection, includes used: 26; 26A
(grade 85); 29; 30A; 77; 78b; 98; 534B with clean APS cert but bad PSE cert; unused: 40P4; 68; 113; 136; 223P pair;
233; 240; 265 (grade 70); 279Bc; 362; 437; 454; 455 coil line pair; 457 coil line pair; 461; 500; 495 coil line pair; 534 GEM
plate blocks 6; 572; 696 block of 4, a useful group and a breeze to view; an occasional flaw / fault, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1918-2011. Mounted in three Lighthouse hingeless albums, includes many
souvenir sheets, self adhesives and forever stamps, used airmails includes C1-C6 & C18, high face value, review is
suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Specialized 1851 Three Cent Issue Collection. Housed in an album, includes over 50 covers and 145
stamps, with 10s, “Way” on stamp, U.S. Express on cover and on piece, blue “Collect” in box, strip of four, pair and
single on cover, shade, recuts, etc., a sweet lot with many choice items, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Famous American Plate Block Collection. Containing 8 sets of plate blocks plus duplicates of many
values, condition appears generally fresh and sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Specialized 1851 Three Cent Issue Calendar Collection. Clean collection housed in a small
stockbook by month, includes Jan 1, Leap Year, and Christmas, with some duplication, needs seventy four needed for
completion, an exceptional collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Banknote Issues Balance, 1879-87. Scott 183, 186 and 189 with partial number at top captured by
perforations; Scott 206 top margin single with plate number 364; Scott 210 top margin single with plate number 471 and
bottom margin block of four with plate “No. 467"; Scott 212 top margin single with plate number 574; Scott 213 bottom
margin single with plate number 692; Scott 214 bottom margin pair with plate number 421; Scott 209P# top margin pair
with plate ”No. 403"; Scott O91 single with a portion of plate number 86 captured by top perfs, Scott O114 top margin
block of 8 with partial imprint and plate “No. 48’ Scott O117 top margin block of six with plate ”No. 60". Unused mostly
o.g. with a few small faults, Scott 214 with stamp with a pulled perf at top, generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Three-Cent 1851-56 Issues. Collection of 53 stamps (about ten #10/10A) and 28 covers (two #10); the
stamps, many of which have been plated, include a wide range of shades, as well as some nice cancels (Chicopee star,
green segmented cork (with certificate), green (Woonso)cket c.d.s., prison bars, etc.); the covers include four
advertising and a U.S. Express Mail, etc.; condition is somewhat mixed but, overall, generally Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Outstanding Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1955. Mounted in a Scott National album, used with 32,
36, 69-72, 77-78, 96, 97, 112-117, 119, 239-240, 396-404, many with better cancels, mint has 26, 230-234, 285-288,
294-298, 498-504, 506-518, Prexies complete, C1, C4, C18, Q1-Q9, with a nice revenue collection, some mixed
condition on the 19th century material, but overall F.-V.F., a fine pick up.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1965. Housed in three volumes, includes mint 218, 230, 231, 311,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, White Plains sheet, Liberty Issue complete, used 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, mixed
condition, a useful collection worth a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Graded & Encapsulated Selection, 20th Century. 28 all never hinged items: # 324 (80); 515 (85); 518
(90); 548 (85); 549 (70); 550 (75); 559 (95); 681 (95); 733(90); 737 (95); 740-5, 747, 749 (90J or 95); 773-76 (95); 784,
836, 901-2, 913-4, C67 (all 98).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Plate Blocks and Multiples, 1920’s and early 1930’s. Singles: 614-616 set, 646 with P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-Sup 95, blocks: 616, 617-619 with plate numbers, 621 centerline block, 694, 696, 697, 700, 701,
plate blocks: 611, 627, 628, 629, 643 (2), 644, 645, 646, 649-50, 654, 655, 657, 680, 681, 682, 683 (2), 688, 689 and
690, o.g., mostly never hinged; mostly sound and well centered with some lovely well centered stamps, some usual light
gum bends and gum skips, much is Very Fine and better. Scott $1,881.
Estimate $400 - 600
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32

HH

33

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1963. Mounted in two Scott albums, the first has singles, with better
mint such as 232, 2337, 294-299, 323-325, 327-330, 367-368, 370-371, 372-373, 400, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619,
620-621, 658-665, 667-668, 669-671, 692-701, C1, the second album has 3¢ & 4¢ plate blocks, both albums are in
excellent condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

34

H/m

35

HH/H

36

H/m

37

H/m
U.S., Old Time Back of the Book Collection. Home-made pages. Highlights include used: C1-C6, E1-E11,
J5, J7, J37, J43, mint: J4, J19-21, J26, J28, J29, J34, J35, J41, J42, J44, J47, J52-53, J55, J57, J60, J75, O21 and O60.
Overall quality is better than usually seen, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $13,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

38

HH/H

39

H/m/)

40

HH/H/m U.S., Officials, Mint & Used Collection, 1873-79. Mounted on Scott pages, includes mint O2, O16, O25,
O36, O38, O60, O74, O83, O87, O91, used O3-O4, O15, O17-O24, O27, O37, O40, O47-O56, O64, O66, O72-O73,
O75, O78-O79, O81-O82, O84-O86, O89-O90, O92-O93, a nifty clean lot, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

41

HH/H

42

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Pane Accumulation, 1917, 2¢ Rose, Type I (499e). 900+ booklet panes of 6, a positional and
plate number study, 400+ with plate numbers; total Scott & Durland catalog value $5,100, with no premium for n.h.,
F.-V.F., excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,900. Durland $3,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Famous Americans Collection, PSE Graded. 28 stamps graded Superb 98 o.g.NH (9 with paper
certificates and 19 encapsulated) and 8 stamps graded XF-Superb 95 o.g.NH (7 with paper certificates and 1
encapsulated), with SMQ worth many multiples of our low estimate, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $350 - 500

U.S., Collection, 1857-1940. On mixed Linn and White Ace pages, with notable items including - used:
68-69, 76, 112, 230-40, and mint: 222-23, 232, 234, 236-37, 288-89, 297-99, 859-93 plate block set, 42P4, 44P4 and
Recalled Legends of the West pane in original folder. A nice little bread and butter collection with potential if broken
down properly, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Single, Block and Plate Block Collection, 1938-59. In two Scott National albums on home-made
pages, with better sets including: 859-93 and 909-21, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Offer

U.S., Collection, 1930-60. Duplicates of many stamps from the 2¢ Reds through Champions of Liberty on
quadrilled pages in Elbe springback binder; numerous copies of high-value Famous Americans mint and used; used
catalogues over $1100, mint is over $50 face, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S., Airmail Plate Blocks and Multiples. C10a NH, C11 NH block and plate blocks: C7-C10 NH (light gum
skips on C7), C12 (1 NH, 1 slightly disturbed o.g.), C16 (1 NH, 1 hinged), C17 NH, C18 NH, C20-22 NH, C22 NH and
C24 (2 NH); usual light gum bends and gum skips, F.-V.F. Scott $2,291.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Carriers, Locals & Express Companies. Small collection of 23 stamps and 30 covers; the stamps
include a mint Loomis City Letter Express (98L1, creased) and an attractive used Wells Fargo 143L3 with a blue “Pony”
cancel (large skillfully repaired internal tear); 15 of the covers are Carriers & Locals including Blood’s, Boyd’s, Hale’s,
Swarts & U.S. City Despatch (six are stampless) and a pair of small Baltimore covers with 1LB7 or 1LB9 pencil-tied, but
with the U.S. 3¢ stamp cut out; the other 15 covers are Express Companies comprising 10 Wells Fargo, one Bamber’s,
two conjunctive Wells Fargo/Langton’s, one conjunctive Wells Fargo/Pacific Union, and one unused Pacific Stage &
Express Co. envelope.; condition is generally F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Booklet Panes Collection. On hand-made quadrille pages, with highlights that include: 279Bj,
279BjS, 300b never hinged, 300b with plate number 3469, 301c never hinged, 319g, 319n, 319p never hinged, 319Fq,
331a, 332a, 374a, 375a, 405b, 406a, 424d, 425e, 462a, 463a, 501b, 502b, 498f, 583a and C10a., generally F.-V.F.,
This lot has much potential, viewing is a pleasure, don’t wait to bid on this beauty! (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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43

H
U.S., Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1910-2007. In three albums of home made pages, with better
items that include: 375a, 375a with plate number 5446, 405b, 424d positions A-K, 463a (2), 499e positions A-M, O,
501b (2), 502b (positions C, D and I), 552a (positions A-M), 554c (positions A-B, D-J, O), 583a, 720b (2), 1284b and
1395a miscut, 1510c fold-over miscut pane, Dummy Pane for 1213A, C10a and $100’s worth of face value postage.
Useful specialized lot focusing on booklet pane positions, that would be a perfect edition to the booklet pane collection,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

44

HH/H

45

HH/H

46

m

47

m

48

m

49

H/m
U.S., Wines, Collection Balance, 1914-51. Mounted collection of approximately 110 stamps on Schaubeck
pages; includes RE19, 152, 178, 187, 194, and 201; normal centering and condition for these issues; generally Fine or
better. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Offer

50

H

51

HH/H
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection (RW1-RW76). On manila stock page, a few small faults and gum issues
among the early issues, overall condition appears mostly sound with plenty of good stamps throughout, o.g., many
never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $5,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

52

H

53

HH

8

U.S., Booklet Pane Accumulation, 1914, 1¢ Green (424d). 440+ booklet panes of 6; a positional and plate
number study, approximately 150 with plate numbers, total Scott & Durland catalogue value exceeds $3,900, with no
premium for n.h., F.-V.F., excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,600. Durland $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Booklet Panes Collection, 1908-93. In Scott National Booklet Pane album, with highlights that
include: 332a, 463a, 501b, 502b, 583a, plus $100’s worth of postage, nice album with fresh pages that will be perfect for
expansion, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Offer

U.S., First Issue Revenue Multiples. R50a strip of 4, R52a pair, R58a pair, R64b pair, R66a block of 4, R72a
pair, R75a pair, R76a strip of 3, R88a strip of 3 and R89a pair, some small faults, a lovely group of these popular
multiples, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $3,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Documentary, Second Issue, 1¢-$1.50, $1.90-$3 and $5-$10 Values (R103-120, R122-125,
R127-128). Mounted on Scott Revenue pages; centering varies from average to Very Fine, cancellations vary from
manuscript to hand stamped to cut; some small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,899 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Documentary, Collection Balance, 1898-1940. Over 120 stamps in mounts on Scott Revenue pages,
most all used, but includes some unused; includes R169p-172p, R177, R183, R198, R216 (O.G.), R227 (perf initials),
R243 (unused), R249, R257-9, and R276-281; mostly Fine or better, some Very Fine, some small faults as always,
Fine. Scott $2,156 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Private Die Proprietary Collection, 1862-83. In an effort to raise money to fund the Civil War, the
Union Federal government started taxing various Luxury goods, but allowed the manufactures to produce the stamps
that would be affixed to their products (these include Match, Proprietary Medicine, Perfumery and Playing Cards).
These stamps are very popular among collectors because of the “Snake Oil” nature of the Medicine stamps and the
linking of Playing Cards to Magic and various card games, which gives these stamps great cross over appeal.
Contained within this small collection is 79 different stamps including RS142 and RS73 (faults) and many great stamps
in the $5 to $50 range. These stamps are very scarce because the stamps would typically be destroyed when the
container was opened and were usually creases as they were folded over boxes, so collectors generally accept
moderate faults. If you have any interest in any of these areas, be sure to carefully view, Fine appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Duck Stamps, 1936-85. Virtually complete collection for the time period, missing only 5 stamps, in
mounts, on Scott pages; includes RW3-35, RW37-45, RW52, plus plate blocks of RW49 and RW50; RW3-29 appear to
be hinged and later stamps appear to be never hinged; condition appears good, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Quality Duck Stamps, 1965-80. RW32 (4 singles), RW35 (4 blocks of four), RW38 (2 singles and 2
blocks of 6), RW47 (3 singles, 1 block of 4, 2 plate blocks), o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,225 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
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54

s
U.S., Duck Stamp on License Collection, 1934-83. 33 licenses (some of the earlier licenses are unsigned),
a few with state duck usages, with some early usages including RW1 (unsigned), RW2 (2), RW4, RW11, RW16 and
RW17, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Offer

55

HH/H
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-64. Presented in an album, starts off with several seals on covers,
then Xmas seals in multiples, with some foreign, then singles from 1907-1959, a cacophony of singles, blocks and full
sheets, needs organization to maximize returns, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

56

H/m/)

57

m/)
U.S., Precancel Collection, 1910-2000. Over 600 stamps plus covers housed in a Lighthouse stockbook,
includes Washington Franklins, 1922 issues, Prexies, commemoratives, airmails, postage dues, Schermacks, a few
multiples, please examine, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

58

H

59

H/m

60

H

61

H

62

H/m

U.S., Christmas Precancel Collection, 1969. A comprehensive lot in two volumes, includes singles, blocks,
plate strips and covers, with many key varieties, in addition there is a large inventory of precancels that were issued
outside of the Postmaster Authorized program sorted by state & territory, all in all a excellent collection for the precancel
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Valuable Mint Sheet Collection, 1909 onwards. In binders and contains: 367; 370; 397-8; 401; 465
(faulty); 498, 505 single error sheet; 529-30; 548-9; 551-2; 563; 565; 576; 583; 610; 614; 615(2); 617(3); 618(3); 619;
620-1; 622; 628; 629; 630; 631; 632/42 various; 643(4); 644-6(2); 647; 649-50(3);654-5; 657(3); 658-9; 670; various 2¢
reds; 694(2); 696; 699; 701;plus various other sheets including airmail: C7-8(2); C9; C10(3); C16(2); C17; C19; C20-24;
C25-31 with extras; C46; CE1(2); CE2; QE3, although there are some faults and some are average, this is a very useful
collection and should be viewed, generally F.-V.F. Scott $75,000 + Scott (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
U.S., Mostly Mint, Plate Blocks & Blocks, Valuable Compact Safety Deposit Box Holding, 19th & 20th
Century. Comprising of about 50 items and includes: #65 (mint and used blocks of 6, used block with double perfs);
65,68 mint strips off six of each; 73 block of four; 113 used block of four; 157 top margin block of four & 158 bottom
margin imprint strip of 5 (both no gum);185 block of four; 186 top margin block of four; 206 top and bottom margin blocks
of four (one no gum); 206 top corner margin block of 12 with plate # and imprint; 211 block of four; 214 block of four; 230240 (blocks of four the 236 is a block of 9 the 240 a block of six); 235 bottom margin imprint and plate block 10; 234
bottom margin plate block of six; 223P imperf pair; 264, 267 top plate blocks of six; 3¢-5¢ small bureau imprint strips of
three with plate #s; 285-286 plate blocks of four; 294-5 plate blocks of 10; 296-9 blocks of four; 298-299 top plate blocks
of six, 323-27 plate blocks of four, extra 3¢; 2¢ is a plate of ten(tab separated); 328-29 plate blocks of six, 330 block of
four; 397, 399, 401 plate blocks of six,483 plate block of six, 509 top plate block of six, blocks of 546, 571, 701, 578 used
block, 634 block of nine with ear recut, 668 plate block, 833 plate block with central vignette shift, J77 plate block of six,
ends with ten C18 plate blocks, a very nice holding, a few faults as one might expect but many useful and valuable items.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Mint & Used, The Monsignor’s Collection, 19th & 20th Century. In a folder and a small bin, packed
with mint face value plus some better items purchased in the 1970s/1980s: used #8A; 14-15; 245; 277; 292; unused #3;
242; 312, plus others, have a look for yourself as this came in at the last minute and we didn’t have time to fully inspect.
Some with faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Pleasant Mint Starter Collection, 1857-1976. 3-volume White Ace album with scattered, mixed
quality 19th and early 20th century and solid F-VF from the mid-1920s; highlights include (sound unless noted) #26
(NH), 35 (LH, reperfed at right), 63 (LH), 183, 184 (XF, LH), 211, 217 (two minor bends), 220-224, 228 (part o.g.),
Columbians to 8¢ (some regummed, 3¢ NH), $1 Trans-Miss. (no gum), 273, 284 (regummed), 304-306, 547, White
Plains sheet (F, NH), Kans.-Nebr. complete and C1-3; back-of-the-book includes E3, E5 & Q11 (NH); even includes tow
Fine Civil War patriotics. A useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Collector’s Duplicates, 19th & 20th Century. In a lovely fat stockbook, many hundreds, we espied 1¢
1851; Washington Franklins including 509; 511-5; a 326, 551-566692-701 all mint, 906 China plate block, 1052 plate
block, truck s/s, C2 mint, high value singles $35 face plus 1612-13 plates, a plethora of other material, easily worth
beyond the estimate.
Estimate $300 - 400
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63

H/m

64

H/m

65

H/m

66

H/m

67

m
U.S., Classic Accumulation, 1851-1906. In two large stockbooks, containing large quantities of used
issues ranging from just one or two of each up to over 70 of some issues, organized roughly by issue, containing the
following issues: 15, 17, 33, 35 (12, some with perfs trimmed off), 36 (8), 37 (6), 38 (2), 63 (66), 68 (72), 69 (26), 71 (24),
72 (8), 73 (82), 75 (6), 76 (46), 77 (25), 86 (2), 87 (3), 89 (2), 90 (3), 92 (2), 93 (14), 96 (14), 97 (16), 98 (11), 112 (13), 113
(10), 114 (138), 115 (9), 116 (8), 117 (19), 118 (4), 119 (13), 120 (3), 122 (2), 134 (2), 135, 138 and many banknotes
sorted by denomination (not issue): 6c (65), 7c (19), 10c (12), 12c (17), 15c (6), 24c (15), 30c (6), 90c (4), plus many
unsorted banknotes (including some better denominations), many 1890’s issue up to 90c and many mixed 1894-95
issue up to $1 denomination. As with most classic era collections, there are faults, ranging from complete pieces
missing to small faults. Since many of these stamps were only roughly identified, there is a great possibility of finding
some great rarities hidden away. You will really need to take a look to properly evaluate, generally Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

68

H

69

HH/H

70

H

10

U.S., Old Time Accumulation of Better Singles and Blocks. On manila stock cards and Vario pages of
higher value Columbians, Trans-Mississippi, etcetera with tremendous Scott value with better items that include (mint
unless noted otherwise); 120, 157 block of 4, 159 block of 4, 166, 230-42, 241 (5, one is used), 242, 243 (5, one is used),
244 (1 mint and 1 used), 245 (3), 282-93, 291 (24), 292, 293 (2), 311, 312, 313 (2), 479-480, C2 (centerline block and
block of 4), C13-15, C13 (4), C14, E5 block of 5, E4 plate number strip of 4 and PR78. Condition is a little mixed, with
some decent sound high value and key stamps, mostly mint o.g., some regummed or without gum, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Old Time Accumulation of Better Singles and Blocks. On manila stock cards and Vario pages of
higher value Columbians, Trans-Mississippi, etcetera with tremendous Scott value with better items that include; mint:
86, 87, 89, 90, 96, 97, 2 90¢ banknotes, 240, 241 (8), 242 (2), 243 (3), 244, 245 (3), 261 (2), 285-93, 287, 289, 291 (15),
292, 293 (2), 404 (2), C2 block of four with plate number, C13, C14, C13-15 (2 sets) and used: 112-22, 122 (3), 241 (2),
242, 262, 277 and 278 (2). Condition is a little mixed, with some decent sound high value and key stamps, mostly mint
o.g., some never hinged, some regums or without gum, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Old Time Accumulation of Better Singles and Blocks. On manila stock cards and Vario pages of
higher value Columbians, Trans-Mississippi, etcetera with tremendous Scott value with better items that include; mint:
241 (3), 242 (2), 243 (4), 244, 245 (2), 261-63, 276-78, 278, 291 (25), 292, 293 (1), 404, C2 block of 4, C6 block of 4,
C13-15, C13 (4), C14 and used: 122 (3), 241, 243 (2), 245 and 293. Condition is a little mixed, with some decent sound
high value and key stamps, mostly mint o.g., some never hinged, some regums or without gum, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Massive Hoard of Officials. Crammed onto old manila stock pages, several never hinged stamps and
some nice multiples, some used with some interesting cancels, much better than your typical condition officials horde,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $80,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $12,500 - 18,000

U.S., 20th Century Holding, Singles, Plate Blocks & Sheets. Jam-packed into one single carton plus a
tube and, some early 1920s present but includes many mint sheets (few thousand $ face) plus a plethora of plate
blocks, maybe another few Thousand in face as the modern era adds up quickly, spend some time on this one, you’ll be
glad you did as this was received at the wire and is priced very conservatively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Massive Stock and Collection Accumulation. In 28 albums / stock books plus many loose album
pages, containing many plate blocks and strong in airmail issues, 36 pair, 78, 90, 152, 153 (2), 162, 165 (3), 191, 296-98
mint, 238 mint, plus many $10-$100 sets and singles scattered though out if you take the time to look. This is a lot that
you are going to need to spend a little time viewing to properly evaluate., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint Lot, 1923-60. A desirable lot with many premium items, plate blocks include 548, 549, 610, 614,
617-618, 649-650, 2¢ Reds, 704-715, National Parks, 3¢ Purples, Famous Americans (2), C7-C9, C10, C16, C22, C24,
E14, WS10, also full sheet of 649, singles include C18 (3), with some useful duplication, fresh & clean, please peruse,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HH/H

72

HH/H
U.S., Huge C23 Plate Block Hoard. Over 450 plate blocks, ranging in size from plate blocks of 4, 6, 8 and
10, and 21 complete sheets with a diverse selection of different plate numbers, subtle shade varieties and many well
centered singles, condition appears mostly sound, this is an amazing specialist’s dream that should not be missed,
F.-V.F., if you collect this area, be sure to add this lot to your bid list. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

73

HH/H/m

74

H

75

m
U.S., Large On and Off Paper Bulk Hoard. In various shoe boxes, coffee containers and other
miscellaneous containers with pounds and pounds of bulk, a great lot for treasure hunting or for dealers building up box
lots.
Offer

U.S., Philatelic Cacophony. Hefty lot that includes but not limited to recalled Legends of the West sheet,
postage with values up to $5.00, revenues, mint 294-299, 323-327, 400 NH, O84 plate number pair, O86 plate number
single, mint plate block collection with Liberty Issue to $5.00, National Parks perf & imperf blocks of four, a surprise in
every page of envelope, careful inspection will reap huge rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Mint & Used Lot, 1851-1945. Mounted in a binder, used includes 10-11, 73, 65 with a few better
cancels, 113-114, Bank Notes, Columbians to the 15¢, Trans-Mississippi to the 10¢, Pan American Exposition issue,
Louisiana Purchase, Jamestown Exposition, Pan Pacific Exposition, with much useful duplication, condition issues,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint Postal Card Booklets, 1990-2005. Over 175 booklets of postal cards, many still sealed in original
plastic with over $2,000 USPS retail value, with subjects like Baseball Sluggers, Marvel Super Heros, Star Wars,
Cowboys of the Silver Screen, The Simpsons, 50s Fins & Chrome, Disney Magic, with useful duplication, a lot that
would be difficult to duplicate, a few loose cards but overall, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Dealers Stocks
76

H/m
U.S., Valuable Mostly Mint Dealer Stock of Late 19th and Early 20th Century Issues. On Vario stock
pages, neatly organized by issue and sorted into never hinged and mint (original gum or no gum) consisting of: 209 mint
block of 4, 211 (14 NH), 212 (NH block of 10), 230 (27 NH, 96 mint, 1 block of 4), 231 (22 NH, 11 mint), 231 broken hat (4
NH), 232 (2 NH, 4 mint), 233 (1 NH, 11 mint), 234 (1 NH, 2 mint), 235 (3 mint), 236 (34 mint, 1 block of 4), 237 (1 NH, 6
mint, 1 mint with double transfer), 238 (13 mint and a mint block of 6), 282C NH strip of 7, 285 (4 NH, 27 mint), 286 (7 NH,
32 mint), 287 (2 NH, 25 mint), 288 (2 mint), 289 (1 NH, 74 mint), 296 (2 NH, 1 mint), 298 (6 mint), 300 (7 NH, 9 mint), 301
(3 NH, 9 mint), 302 (6 mint), 303 (15 mint), 304 (1 NH, 16 mint), 305 (7 mint), 306 (15 mint), 307 (2 NH, 37 mint), 308 (57
mint), 314 (4 mint singles and 5 mint pairs), 320 (1 NH single, 1 mint pair), 323 (NH plate block of 6, NH arrow block of 19,
singles: 1 NH, 10 mint), 324 (6 NH, 16 mint), 325 (2 NH, 15 mint), 326 (15 mint), 327 (3 NH, 8 mint), 329 (5 NH, 7 mint),
330 (5 mint), 367 (3 NH), 368 (1 NH, 2 o.g.), 371 pair, 373 (5 mint and 1 mint pair), 376 (39 NH), 397 (17 NH, 38 mint),
399 (2 mint), 400 (2 NH, 13 mint), 400A, 401 (1 NH, 15 mint), 443 line pair, 512 (3 NH), 545 (NH block of 6), 546 (3 NH, 5
mint), C4 block of 4, E1 (10 mint), E2 (2 mint), E5a, E6 mint block of 4, J52 (20 NH), 135 (2 used), 291 (14 used) and 293
used. Huge accumulation that adds up to substantial cumulative value, from a knowledgeable philatelist who has been
active in the hobby for decades (so you don’t have to worry about misidentification) but gum and condition are still an
issue so we recommend a careful view to properly evaluate, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $125,134 (Owner’s).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000

77

HH/H

78

HH/H
U.S., 5¢ & 8¢ Mint Columbian Stock, 1893. Nice clean lot, includes #234 with 34 singles, 6 blocks of four, 3
blocks of six and 2 blocks of nine, #236 includes 11 singles, block of four and 2 blocks of six, excellent way to restock,
review urged, F.-V.F. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

79

HH/H

U.S., Dealer’s Stock of Pairs and Line Pairs. Sorted by issue in glassines, with premium issues from the
Washington Rotary coils to 1990’s with the 29¢ denominations, with many useful better premium issues that can easily
be broken down or grouped into smaller lots for retail sale, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $13,850+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S., Dealer’s Stock of Blocks. In small file box, highlights include 230, 285, 286, 294 and 619 with many of
the moderate premium items of the 1920’s and 1930’s, owners approximate Scott value is $2,500 to $3,000. Inventory
list available., o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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80

HH/H

81

HH/H

82

HH/H
U.S., Dealer’s Stock of Booklet Panes. Sorted by issue in glassines, with premium issues from the
Washington panes to 1990’s with the 29¢ denominations, with many useful better premium issues including 374a,
405b, 406a, 501b and C10a (2). A useful group that can easily be broken down or grouped into smaller lots for retail
sale, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $1,450 (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Pre-1940 Regular Issue Stock. Neatly organized on stock pages, with fresh colors, nice Washington /
Franklin coils and singles, 392 never hinged with P.F. certificate, dollar value Prexy’s with 834 (7), etc., o.g., many never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Dealer’s Stock of Plate Blocks. Sorted by issue in glassines, with premium issues of the late 1920’s
and early 1930’s, with many useful better premium issues that can easily be broken down or grouped into smaller lots for
retail sale, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott approximately $2,490 (Owner’s). Estimate $350 - 500

Face Value Lots
83

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot Plus Bonus, 1945-90. mostly full sheets, values range from 3¢ to 32¢, total face
$1,755.00, plus two recalled Legends of the West sheets in their original folders, great lot for the internet dealer, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

84

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2012. Box of mint postage, values range from 3¢ to “Forever”, with self
adhesives and forever issues, excellent opportunity to alleviate your postage costs, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

85

HH

86

HH/H
U.S., Mint Face Value Collection, 1909-2010. In 7 albums containing over $2,700 worth of face value
postage (owners value), with some better commemoratives including 397-99, 614-21, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

87

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Accumulation. Mostly from the 1950’s to 1990’s (3¢-29¢ denominations) plus some
Overrun Country multiples, blocks, plate blocks and sheets, owners face value count is over $2,500, o.g., mostly never
hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

88

HH/H
U.S., Massive Face Value Accumulation, 1940’s-80’s. In 25 albums / stock books plus many loose album
pages adding up to many $100’s worth of face value perhaps $1,000’s, with many airmail plate blocks with decent face
value denominations and Postal Commemorative Panels from 1981-1995. This is a lot that you are going to need to
spend a little time viewing to properly evaluate., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

89

HH/H

90

HH/H

91

H

92

HH
U.S., Face Value & Uncut Sheets, 1960-2005. Meaty little face lot, includes plate strips and blocks but the
value is in 20 sets of 1686-1689 (14) 3377a (12) 3856 complete booklets (4) coils 4273, roll of (100) 4391, then uncut
sheets of 3391 (8), 3408 (2), 3321-3324 (2), 3317 (2), excellent face value, please examine, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

12

HH

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2000. An excellent lot with many high values, includes singles, plate blocks and
strips and souvenir sheets, values 8¢ to $5.00, total face approximately $2,500.00, a convenient way to cut down on
your postage costs, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Face Value Accumulation, 1982-2002. Sheets, sheetlets, blocks, booklets, singles and strips. 20¢ to
$14 denominations only, no junk. Total face value $1,700+. Don’t waste your time at the post office. All stored by
denomination and fresh, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Mint Plate Number Strip of 5 Collection, 1980’s-1990’s. In three stock books containing over $1,250
worth of face value postage definitives from 25¢ coils to 32¢ coil plate number strips of 5, o.g., mostly never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint Plate Block Face Value Collection, 1926-70s. Three 3-ring binders, mostly NH matched sets of
Regular issues & Commemoratives from the 1960s & ‘70s, but also including a few earlier Airmail plate blocks like C7,
C11 (LH) & C25-31; regular issues include $1 O’Neill (51) and $5 Moore (15). Total face, including about $10 U.N., is
$1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Full Sheet Face Value Lot, 1975-85. Nifty lot of all full sheets, many with space themes, with values
from 4¢ to 20¢, total face value $380.00, great lot for the internet dealer, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Offer
HH

Covers and Postal History
94

H/m/)

95

H/m/)

96

H/m/)

97

H

98

H
U.S., Reay Cut Square Collection. 26 cut squares and one entire, includes U74-88, U91-92, U101, U105
(small stain spot), U107 (light bend), plus U85a, U86a and U87a, all unused, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,300+.
Estimate $250 - 350

99

H/m/)

100

H/m/)

101

H

102

H

103

)

104

H/m
U.S., First Nesbitts. Small collection of 13 cut squares hinged to a National page; includes U2*, U3 used, U6
used,U7 used, U8 used, two U12 one unused and one uncancelled, U14 unused, and U16 uncancelled, couple with
smaller margins, generally VF or better., Very Fine. Scott $1,000+.
Offer

U.S., First Plimpton Cut Square Collection. Over 90 cut squares and 6 entires, most all unused including
U108, U109, U111, W112, U122 full corner, U123, W126, U128-9, U132 full corner, U136-7, U139-40, U146, U149,
U153, U158-61, U172-184, U186, U199, U196, U197 full corner, U198, U199 (small), U201-5; entires include unused
U208 and two unused U111a and used U113a, U163, and U166, generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $4,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Plimpton Cut Square Collection, 1876-86. Includes 60 unused and 8 used cut squares, plus 2 used
and 4 unused entires and 6 lettersheets; Scott numbers include U227-40, U243, U250-53, U254-67, U269, U270 full
corner, U287, U289, U291-2, generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,700+.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Plimpton and Morgan Cut Square Collection, 1887-94. Includes 90 unused, 6 used and 2 entires;
Scott numbers include U297 (2), U302 (2), U306, U307, U319, U320, U321 full corner, U322 (small stain), U334, U336,
U336a, U337, U337b (2), U338-41, U340a, U341a, U342-7, a small Columbian Exposition issue study, U352-72,
U362a, and U374, generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,400+.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Hartford and Mercantile Cut Square Collection, 1903-21. Over 130 cut squares and 15 entires;
includes U379-84, U385-399, U400-419, U405a and b, U415c, U420a, U429b, U432c, U436h, U437h, U420-32 and
U433-45; entires include U393 and U394, two U413g, one U414g, U429 albino, U432d, generally Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $1,700+.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Surcharged Cut Square Collection, 1921-25. Over 45 cut squares and approximately 9 entires; most
all unused including Scott U454, 468d, 471g, 490b, 491b, 493, 500, 501, 508, 509B and 514 full corners, entires include
U458d, U459e, U489 and U516; also includes a small section with the 1½¢ unsurcharged (7 cut squares and one
entire), generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,250+.
Offer

U.S., Modern Postage and Airmail Cut Square Collection with Additional Entires, 1926-76. Postage
section with approximately 50 cut squares and 30 entires, most all unused, condition generally VF-ExF, Airmail section
with 37 cut squares, 6 entires and 13 aerograms, most all unused, includes entires of Scott UC9,UC27 and UC29 both
without borders, and UC16c, generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott approximately $1,000.
Offer
U.S., Postal Stationery, Modern Error Mint Entires, 1962-2001. 39 items in total, including #U544c (2),
U544d, U571a (2), U573a, U586a (3), U586b, U586c, U586 with various double surcharges, one on flap, U587a (2),
U588a (listed but unpriced in Scott), U596c, U596d, U597b (2), U599a (3), U605e, U611a (5), U612a, U621a, U623b,
U632a (2) and U646a, along with a few entires with colors mostly omitted and a couple unlisted items; most duplication
represents different envelope types, Extremely Fine across the board, an excellent basis for a collection of these rather
scarce modern errors. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Nesbitt Cut Square Collection, Civil War Time Period. Over 25 cut squares and 2 entires; includes
U34-6, U38 to U43, U46-7, U50, U52-65, U67, U67a, plus U65 entire and U67 entire with Wells, Fargo frank; all unused,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,900+.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal Stationery Collection. Hundreds of entires in the $2 to over $100, with a few highlights that
include; U218-19, U525a (8), UX3, UX7, UX13 and UY5, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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105

H/m
U.S., Small Star Die Cut Square Collection. Hinged on National page, unused unless noted otherwise;
includes U18, W20, W21 used, two W21 unused one each with vertical and horizontal laid paper, U26, U27, U32 with
small margins and a removed cancel, U32 reprint, all with excellent margins, except for the used U32, Scott Catalogue
value over $750, Very Fine or better appearance.
Offer

106

)

107

H)

108

H)
U.S., Official Cut Square Collection. Over 45 with some small duplication, almost all unused with good
margins; hinge on Scott National pages, includes UO6, UO15-16, UO26 and UO26 full corner, two UO27, UO28, UO30,
UO34-5, UO37, UO44, WO50, UO56, UO59, UO64, UO67 all unused, and UO71 used. Condition generally very good
with very few small flaws evident, many in extremely fine condition, catalogue value over $3,000, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

109

)

110

)
U.S., Advertising Postal Cards, 1863-1901. A massive lot of over one hundred thirty postal cards with
advertising, many illustrated, includes subjects like ice skates, manufacturing buildings, produce, music, carriages,
buggies, safes, collars, Centennial Whispering Cord, mowers, machinery and tools, an excellent range of material,
inspection is a must, condition is F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

111

)
U.S., Better Usages on Postal Card Collection. Over one hundred twenty postal cards or envelopes, better
includes illustrated ad cover for hats, illustrated ad cover for Mosler, Bahmann & Co safes, allover ad for Putnam
Machine Co Fitchburg MA, postal cards include illustrated ad card for Seibert Visible Feed Bearing Cup, 1886 illustrated
ad card for coins, illustrated card for Mosler Safe Co., group of five cards with Brazil, Canada, South Africa, Chile &
Mexico as destinations, UX3 with nail & screw marks, group of twenty three cards with better cancels, three UX3 with
watermark varieties and group of UX1 cards postmarked May 1873, first month of usage, with many unusual items
present, a careful inspection will yield significant rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

112

U.S., Autograph Collection. Dozens of signed photos, covers and paper, with better signatures that
includes entertainment Adam West, Robert Stack, Amy Irving, Dennis Quaid, Doris Day, Phyllis Diller, Robin Williams,
Julie Newman, Cesar Romero, political Al Gore, George Bush, Ted Kennedy, sports Walt Frazier, Bob Cousy, Carl
Hubbell, Pete Rose, with many other autographs, unsigned photos and ephemera, inspection strongly urged.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

113

U.S., Ephemera - 19th Century U.S. Silk Ribbons. Eight ribbons in a pristine, lovely album,
commemorating the U.S. Centenary in 1876 (6, picturing George Washington with various patriotic slogans or
quotations), the 400th Anniversary of Columbus’ Discovery of America (using the design of the 2¢ Columbian issue,
Scott #231) and the Salvation Army; slight bump to the album’s top corner, which in no way affects the ribbons; plenty of
space for adding to the collection, an interesting and difficult lot of fragile ephemera.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

114

U.S., Ephemera, Miscellaneous Lot, 1860-1950. Dozens of various ephemera, includes trade cards, ticket
to the 1936 Olympics, documents with revenues, naval covers, exposition picture postcards and covers, Lincoln picture
postcards, exposition view books and a few better covers, well worth a look, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

14

U.S., Postal Stationery, War Dept., 1875, 2¢ red on orange (UO49). Approximately 100 entires, UPSS WD
die 11, size 10, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000. UPSS WD63.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal Stationery, War Dept., 1875, 2¢ red on orange (UO49). Approximately 80 entires, UPSS WD
die 11, size 10, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000. UPSS WD63.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Fancy Cancels on Postal Cards, 1873-90. Approximately one hundred twenty five postal cards with
fancy cancel, with terrific Chicago IL Blues, includes Fancy Double Wedges Box (Berg BDW-4), Fancy Hollow Star in
Circle (Berg STR-9), Fancy Negative Star with Hole (Berg unlisted), Fancy Geometric Box (Berg GEO-10), Fancy “JR”
(Berg LR-3), Fancy “R” (Berg LR-5), Fancy “M” (Berg LM-2), Square of Right Triangles (Berg SRT-10), Fancy Square
Diagonal (Berg SOD-7),"US" in circle cancel, Cole US-55, Waterbury beautifully struck fancy stylized leaf with 14
segments cancel, Rohloff L-51, Waterbury fancy arrowheads with 8 segments type 10 cancel, Very Fine, RRR, Rohloff
B-18, also letters, shields, stars, pictorials, and geometrics, a once in a lifetime lot that could be your’s if the bid is right,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S., Ephemera Collection. Hundreds of miscellaneous documents and etchings, with a strong emphasis
on West Coast documents, with various Wells Fargo receipts and documents, some Oregon Stage Company “Way
Bill” documents, some newspaper cuts outs of detailed engraved pictures mostly from Harper’s Weekly, approximately
a half dozen old British Mortgage documents and more interesting documents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

116

)

117

)

118

)

119

)

120

)

121

)

122

U.S., Connecticut Post Office Hand Stamping Devices, Enfield & Hazardsville, CT. A selection of 18
stamping devices that were actually used at the above-mentioned post offices, markings include Insured; Fragile,
received in bad condition final notice, and others, neat nostalgia.
Estimate $300 - 400

123

)

124

)

U.S., Stampless Cover Collection, 1790-1870. 35 stampless covers, better with 1863 San Francisco to
France with “30" rate in circle, 1838 Chesterfield MA italics straight line, 1829 straight line Oxford MS, 10 New York
straight lines, an eclectic collection that will entice any dealer or collector, mixed condition, don’t let this one get away,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Interesting Stampless Cover Selection, 1795-1849. An eclectic lot of 13 covers and a document, the
latter a 1795 Release of Lien signed by, among others minor Revolutionary War personages, Samuel B. Malcom, who
was personal secretary to vice-president John Adams during Washington’s presidency and son of prominent
Revolutionary War colonel, William Malcom, whose estate is being settled; among the covers is a pretty rimless
Greensburg Pa. c.d.s. on an 1804 written by James Buchanan, Sr., father of the 15th President; a lengthy written by
prominent Methodist Episcopal clergyman, Nathan Dow George, criticizing the Universalist wing of Christianity; three
covers to prominent Whaling merchant, I.H. Bartlett; two 1829 folded covers to American Presbyterian minister with
“PHIL” c.d.s.s, Charles G. Finney; and a red “PHILADA. RAIL ROAD” straightline, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Offer

U.S., Alaska Postal History Collection, 1900-2000. Over one hundred covers, includes 1932 forwarded
cover, 1942 censored cover, 1901 cover to New York City, 19 to Hackensack NJ, 1937 emergency mail services covers
(14), first day covers, Will Rogers memoriam covers, 1947 Canadian Dogteam Mail (3), 1942-1946 Alaska Dog Team
Post (9), first flights, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., California Towns / Usages, Powerful Holding, 19th & 20th Century. Many many hundreds, covers /
cards / stationery, stampless including many better towns and manuscripts, stamped includes:, advertising, incoming,
usages including way, registered, Civil War, forwarding, via Panama, due, paid, towns include Rattlesnake, Yankee
Jims, etc, a once-in-a-lifetime hoard being offered completely intact with many better three figure covers, the value of
this lot will reach well into five figures, careful viewing a must and will be rewarded, this is one lot you don’t want to pass
by, condition issues as one might expect but overall quality is, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., California & Oregon Cancel Covers. 56 covers and cards, California postmarks include Lexington
(S/R 8), Pacheco (S/R 4), Sommersville (S/R 4), San Antonia (S/R 6), Oregon has Croy (S/R 5), fresh lot, examine
please, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Connecticut Post Offices, Picture Post Cards, 19th & 20th Century. Over 200 cards picturing
Connecticut post offices in two three-ring volumes, organized alphabetically, including many real picture post cards,
some one-of-a-kind, very little duplication which is hardly worth mentioning, one of the better collections of this that we
have had the pleasure to offer, would take decades to assemble something even remotely close (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Illinois Wheel of Fortune Cancels on Cover. 64 fancy cancels on cover, some colored, many full
strikes, 7 county postmarks, mixed condition, inspection encouraged, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Iowa Wheel of Fortune Cancels on Cover. 57 fancy cancels on cover, some colored, many full
strikes, 11 county postmarks, mixed condition, examination urged, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $400 - 600
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)

126

)

127

)
U.S., Massachusetts Small Towns, 19th & 20th Century. Well over 150 covers / cards from various small
towns, includes a wide range of issues and usages, advertising noted throughout, includes manuscript towns, fancy
cancels, special delivery use, just about every sort of usage, excellent for retail sales with items individually worth $50,
many in the $20 and up range, examination will unlock the value for the viewer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

128

)

129

)

130

)

131

U.S., Massachusetts: Boston Fancy Cancel Covers. 33 covers and cards, includes negative letters,
letters, ellipses, gears, circular geometrics, scarabs, negative numbers, fresh and clean, examine, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Offer

132

)
U.S., Minnesota Wheel of Fortune Cancels. 42 fancy cancels on cover, several violet, many full strikes,
mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $300 - 400

133

)

134

)

135

)
U.S., New York Straight Line Cancels, 1765-1800. 35 straight line cancels and 4 clamshells, all 18th
century except for one clamshell, includes straight lines 1773 “NEW YORK”, 1785 “N*York Dec 19", 1794 N.Y. Oct 16",
1796 ”N*York Aug 16", 1796 “N. York Dec 30", almost all with contents, mixed condition, with many full strikes, a
premium stock sure to please any stampless dealer or collector, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

136

)

137

)

16

U.S., Massachusetts Cancels on Cover, 1830-50. 58 covers, with stampless and franked, a few better
includes stampless blue “Monson Mass” baker’s cap, 1893 Ridge Hill MA (S/R 6), 1880 Matfield MA (S/R 6), North
Rochester (S/R 6), South Malden MA (S/R 6), 1835 Sandy Bay MA (S/R 6), 1830 “Uxbridge Mass Oct 13" straight line,
mostly complete strikes, with many fancy rates and c.d.s. on the stampless, mixed condition, examine please, F.-V.F.,
ex Beane.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Massachusetts Cancels on Cover, 1809-50. 51 covers, from stampless to early 20th century, some
better includes stampless manuscript Charlton (S/R 7), Falleys Cross Roads (S/R 6), Palmer (S/R 6), Montague Canal
(S/R 7), red c.d.s. with matching “5" rate (S/R 6), South Bridgewater (S/R 6), Ireland Depot (S/R 7), red boxed West
Roxbury, Westhampton MS straight line, and Artichoke (S/R 6) on cover with #213, a valuable and choice collection,
F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Massachusetts County Cancels. 29 county cancels on cover, several colored, many full strikes,
mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Hampshire County MA Cancels on Cover. 66 town cancels on cover, some colored, many full strikes,
11 county postmarks, mixed condition, inspection encouraged, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Massachusetts Postal History, 1860-1960. 59 Massachusetts cards or covers, includes 1897 #273
tied by purple “Chicopee Falls Mass” in italics, 1890 purple Chester MA in shield town cancel, and two Boston MA fancy
cancels- six pointed solid star and a cross, fresh clean lot, a careful inspection will only make it look better, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

)

U.S., Missouri Wheel of Fortune Cancels. 27 fancy cancels on cover, several violet, many full strikes, four
county cds, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Nebraska Wheel of Fortune Cancels on Covers. 50 covers, many colored, mostly strong strikes,
includes Wood River (S/R 9), Mission Creek (S/R 5), Wood River (S/R 9), mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., New York Straight Line Cancels, 1765-1800. 27 New York straight line cancels and 2 Clamshells, all
18th century, includes straight lines 1762 red brown “NEW/YORK”, 1764 with “B/ristol” fancy cancel, 1793 “N YORK
SEP 15", 1798 ”N*York JA 22", some mixed condition, many with contents, be sure and check this out, you won’t regret
it, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., New York Fancy Cancels on Covers. 29 covers, with fancy c.d.s., stars, shields, flowers, pinwheels,
Maltese crosses, many colored, includes Bath star (Cole STA-53), French Point star in star (Cole STG-6), Wallkill star
(Cole STA-8), fresh & clean, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $400 - 600
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)

139

)

140

)

141

)

142

)

143

)
U.S., Fancy Cancels on Cover. 51 fancy cancels on cover, includes Pleasant Hill AL scribble (Cole
GE-166), Portland CT magenta “CHE” (Cole ML-165, along with solid stars in circles, Maltese crosses, outline stars and
geometrics, many full strikes, mixed condition, examination urged, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

144

)

145

)

146

)

147

)

148

)

U.S., Mostly Oregon Wheel of Fortune Cancels. 40 fancy cancels on cover, includes 32 Oregon, 2
Nebraska, 2 Iowa 1 Missouri and 2 Minnesota, with one red and a few violet, with many full complete strikes, mixed
condition, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Pennsylvania Fancy Cancels on Covers. 29 covers, many colored, many strong strikes, includes
Portland negative star (Cole STN-37), Greenville Maltese cross (Cole CSU-38), Freeland star in circle (Cole STC-24),
Coudersport star (Cole STA-39), an attractive lot, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Vermont, Manuscript Stampless Towns. 35 covers from various towns including scarcer ones,
folded lettersheets and envelopes, various rate markings including free, a lovely selection for the Vermont collector or
tradesman, either benefitting from this lot, breakdown a cinch, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Western States Cancels on Cover, 1860-1910. 75 covers from the West, includes eight Wells Fargo
covers, with advertising, registered, better towns include 1879 purple octagon Nortonville CA (S/R 5), purple West
Oakland CA (S/R 4) with matching “Cancelled” in circle, 1886 Grant Springs CA (S/R 6), 1900 Dusty OR (S/R 6), 1869
Todd’s Valley CA (S/R 6), mixed condition, terrific lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Western Express Companies, Valuable Holding. Well over 100 items and includes Adams Co.,
Bamber & Co., Buckleys Express, F. Rumhill & Co., Freeman, Hunter & Co., Northern Pacific, Pacific Union, Reynolds
Express, many Wells Fargo, Whiting Bros Feather River Express, unused includes : Denver & Rio Grande, Eureka,
Holladay Overland Mail & Express, M. Fettis’s Oro Fino Express, Weaverville & Shasta Express, a few condition issues
as one might expect, exceptional and valuable holding that would easily generate into five-figures of value when priced
for sale, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

U.S., Wheel of Fortune Fancy Cancels. 12 cards or covers, including three advertising, Wheel of Fortune
includes 1889 magenta Wolcott IN fancy with matching shield c.d.s., 1887 Waterville MA fancy with elaborate c.d.s.,
1887 Seligman MO fancy with fancy boxed c.d.s., 1884 Ritchie C.H. WV fancy with fancy shield c.d.s., plus three
advertising covers, one for Choice Creamery Butter, one for Slade’s spices and one for White House Tea & Coffee,
excellent for internet or retail sales, Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Fancy Town & County Cancels on Cover. 36 fancy cancels on cover, some colored, many full strikes,
includes 1886 toothed oval Weiner AR, 1882 negative star Wakefield NE, 1898 toothed oval Pleasant Valley MD, 1880
solid star Fremont NE, 1884 flower Simpson AR, a delightful grouping, mixed condition, F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Magnificent Collection of Multicolor Advertising Covers With Matching Illustrated Letterheads.
1902-41, over 30 items, comprising a wide variety of advertising topics: agricultural, automobiles and motorcycles,
fairs, food and drink, guns (one 1921 cover for Hunter Arms Co.), home products, hotels, machinery, office products,
tobacco, soap and more. The covers are generally in clean condition, only a few damaged noted, with spectacular
colors and illustrations; letterheads nearly always match the ads on the covers (a few are different) and there are also
some other interesting collateral items, generally F.-V.F. A very difficult lot to assemble.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Mainly Advertising Stock, 19th & 20th Century. Many hundreds, the best being a selection of around
thirty 1851-57 covers which are quite valuable in and of themselves, the other covers comprise mostly advertising
covers, cards, and cover a wide range of issues / topics, excellent potential for resale, viewing a breeze and will be
surprising.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Advertising Cover Balance, c. 1866-1942. A group of 71, with a few multicolored including 3
incredible Puerto Rico large size multicolored propaganda covers and also large sized circus cover with multicolored
lion, we quickly noted covers (all illustrated) of bridges, Washington, express, sheriff, Banking, commission merchants,
philatelic (early APS), School publication, street car, watches (1860’s on), graphite, smelting and stationery of “Pacific
Coast U.S. Mail and Express Company”, very few duplicates, 5 are postcard including 1 from Germany, 2 multicolored
covers with Indian pictures, lastly a very scarce RFD postman’s Christmas Card; a few faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)

150

)

151

)
U.S., Impressive Picture Postcard Collection, 1903-18. A premium collection of a few hundred picture
postcards, among the better are exposition cards from Saint Louis, Jamestown, Hudson Fulton, Pan Pacific, many with
exposition cancels, also 1905 Liege Belgium Exposition, women & nudes, fire engines, embroidered, artist signed,
political, foreign expositions and military, lots of Santas, college sports, disasters and a nice selection of foldouts and
mechanicals, all in all a lot with many cards that can be listed individually, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

152

)

153

)

154

)

155

)

156

H/m/)

157

H/m/)
U.S., 1982 Western Airletter Collection. In a binder and two small boxes, includes inaugural series stamps
with imperf pair, second day service zip code guides, Burlington Airletter special delivery service guides, selection of
commercial covers, first day covers, newsletters, Airletter Reference Catalog, plus some IPSA material, useful
duplication, few if any condition issues, a great selection of this short lived service, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

158

)
U.S., Airmail, First Two Issues on Covers. 44 covers in all comprising C1 (9 including Dec 16 first flight
cover, postmark not clearly struck), C2 (8 including Jul 15 first flight cover with Henry Woodhouse forged signatures of
(Admiral) Peary & Woodrow Wilson), C3 (5 including May 15 first flight cover, though a likely forgery), C4 (6), C5 (7
including one with a C4, another with a Special Delivery), and C6 (9 including a block of 4 on a 1928 Zeppelin cover; nice
range of flights and usages, generally F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

18

U.S., Premium Advertising Cover Collection, 1865-1920. An impressive collection of over 30 advertising
covers, with many all-over and multicolored, better includes 1906 all-over front and back illustrated ad cover with
illustrated letterhead for Baltimore Bargain House, all-over multicolored illustrated ad cover for W.E. Schmertz & Co
with all-over ad on reverse, 1903 all-over front & reverse multicolored illustrated ad cover for International Stock Food
Co., 1912 all-over front & reverse multicolored illustrated ad cover for Paris Medicine, all-over illustrated ad cover for
Rising Sun Stove Polish & Black Lead Works, and 1898 all-over illustrated ad cover for Frank Lawrence Co, a splendid
grouping ready to add to your present collection or to break up for retail, some mixed condition, owner’s retail over
$4,000.00, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., New England Advertising Covers. 32 advertising covers, includes 1888 allover Plymouth MA, 1898
Carter, Rice & Co American flag Boston, 1896 Prolific Poultry Food Burlington VT, 1900 Old Home Week New
Hampshire, 1924 Wright Garage Merrimack MA, 1891 Hotel Onset, Onset MA, a few condition issues, but generally
F.-V.F., ex Beane.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Picture Postcard Collection, 1907-65. Thousands of postcards, includes linens and chromes,
McKinley collection, Mexico, tons of presidential, advertising, states, mixed condition, great lot for the internet or retail
dealer, please review, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., WWII Patriotic Covers. Many hundreds of mostly different including special cancels, multicolored,
excellent range of items, enormous retail potential, viewing a breeze, internet sellers delight, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., WWII Prisoner Of War Correspondence. Over 70, many items from S. Sgt C. L. Hester, volunteered
with the Army Air Force in December 1942, was wounded and over Germany and reported missing, later reported as a
prisoner of the Germans at Stalag #IV at Gross Tychow, was evacuated and marched 80 days through Germany for 500
miles, liberated on April 26, 1945 and returned home June 1945. A fascinating correspondence showing the various
attempts t reaching him, with many items returned, various Countries and Issues frankings, including transports,
Prexies, famous American, stampless, includes some additional mailings to others, an interesting and historical
selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., World War II Patriotic Covers. About 100 covers including 48 Staehle (including FDCs of the period)
and 14 Richmond cachets; a marvelous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Douglas DC2 & DC3 Collection, 1935-80. Over 400 covers, picture postcards, photos, airmail
etiquettes and stamp showing the DC2 & DC3, with covers from Czechoslovakia, Romania, Netherlands, U.S.,
Sweden, Switzerland, Gibraltar, Germany, Argentina, Israel, France, Ecuador, South Africa, Egypt, wit a few signed by
the pilot, neatly mounted and annotated on quadrille pages, a superior collection for every aerophile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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)

160

)
U.S., Airmail, 1930 Graf Zeppelin Flights. Selection of 8 Europe Pan-America Flight covers or cards
comprising three 65¢ (C13), four $1.30 (C14) and one $2.60 (C15); one 65¢, two $1.30 and the $2.60 with toning
affecting stamp, one other $1.30 with corner crease on stamp. Scott $2,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

161

H/m)
U.S., Local and Carrier Collection. Approximately 300 locals, carriers, some Confederates and a few
related labels, mixed genuine and forgeries/reprints/fantasies organized generally by issues that would form an
excellent base for a good collection or for a specialist to find some additional items for their collection, usual condition
issues, priced appropriately for this diverse virgin collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

162

U.S., Collection of Autographed Covers. Small box filled with autographed covers, among the signers is a
Boyd Station cancelled cover signed by Vivian Fuchs who lead the first overland crossing of Antarctica, WWII Patriotic
signed by Charles Shea Medal of Honor winner, WWII Patriotic signed by Joe Foss leading USMC fighter ace, 50th
anniversary of end of WWII signed by Paul Tibbets who piloted the Enola Gay that dropped the first atom bomb, US
Columbia shuttle cover signed by Ellen Shulman, three time shuttle crew member, Skylab cover signed by Charles
Yeager first to exceed the speed of sound, a signed photo of the Looney Tune family, and many more waiting to be
discovered, huge potential, inspection will confirm this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

163

U.S., The Motherlode of Congressional & Gubernatorial Autographs. An amazing collection of
autographs from the 1990s, includes 270+ autographed photos, mostly addressed to “Jim”, approximately 50
autopenned, over 100 transmittal letters, plus some miscellaneous signatures on business cards etc., gathered by a
retired congressional staffer, a one of a kind lot not easily duplicated, we will leave it to the viewers to determine the lots
true value, a political junkies’ dream.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

164

U.S., NASA Astronauts Autographs & Photos. An enthralling collection of these ever popular items, with
fourteen autographs and fifty photos, autographs include Walter Cunningham Apollo 7, Guin Bluford, Gerald Carr,
Henry Hartsfield, Paul Weitz, Anna Fisher, Joe Engle & Richard Truly Skylab, Fred Halse & Gordon Fullerton, Dale
Gardner, Michael Coats, Joseph Allen, Dave Scott, photos are 8X10 colored and includes Edward White III, Donn
Eisele, Eugene Cernan, Gordon Cooper, Dick Gordon, Elliot See, Don Slayton, Thomas Stafford, Walter Cunningham,
John Young, Frank Borman, Charles Conrad, James McDivitt, Scott Carpenter, plus many more, a tremendous lot to
build upon or break up for retail sales, a few condition issues, inspection encouraged.
Estimate $500 - 750

165

)

166

)
U.S., Mostly 19th Century Cover Collection. 65 covers carefully organized in clean stockbook, consisting
of 9, 10 Pos 36L1E tied to cover with red cancel, APS cert, several more 10/10A covers, a group of 11/11a covers, 25
(2), 32, 63 strip of 3, 73 (2) and 65(2) on cover to Quebec, Canada, another 73 (2) and 65(2) on cover to St. Catherine,
Canada West, 68, 76 strip of 3 on cover to Paris, 71 New Orleans, LA cancel, boxes Franco Prussian Closed Mail cover,
15L16 Blood’s Penny Post, 20L7 Boyd’s City Express, K1 (2) on cover to St. Louis, K2 on cover to Poughkeepsie, NY,
113 to Halifax, Nova Scotia, 113 tied to cover with Philadelphia, PA on advertising cover, 272/281 on registered cover to
Germany, Columbian usages to overseas destinations and registered usages, C58 first day cover that was sent via
TWA flight 595 that crashed while landing at Chicago Midway Airport, 328-30 on cover to Germany, Canal Zone 92, 98,
98 and 106, 107, 109 on reverse on registered cover to New York, generally F.-V.F., interesting collection of unusual
postal history pieces. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Airmail, Collection of Covers, 1926-34. 41 covers, mostly First Flights, but including two Zeppelins
and three Catapults; numbers break down as follows: C7 (5 including two FDCs), C8 (3), C9 (2 including an FDC), C10
(15 including 9 FDCs with three cacheted: Gorham, one first Mauch and a nice unidentified add-on), C11 (6, one a
cacheted FDC), C12 (7 including 4 FDCs, one with a Roessler cachet) and C17 (4, two being FDCs) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Extensive Collection of Patent Envelopes, 1850-1900. 66 covers and letter sheets tracing the
development of different methods of sealing the envelope before standardization occurred, the result of 15 years’
collecting, many rarities, an excellent field for study and exhibition, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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)

168

)

169

)

170

)

171

)

172

U.S., American Bank Note Archive Series. Year sets from 1987-1990 of the American Bank Note Archive
Series, of engravings from original bank note intaglio dies, plus approximately 50 additional loose American Bank Note
engravings, a fascinating small collection, perfect if you appreciate the finely detailed hand etched art work of
yesteryear, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

173

)
U.S., Federal & State Official Cover Collection, 1850-1920. Over seventy five covers in an album, starts
with two stampless Official Business covers, then four covers and one front franked with O17 and two with uncancelled
O17, a 1917 cover from the Department of the Interior United States Indian Service, 1890 Department of the Interior to
France, O75 on Treasury Dept cover, O1-O2, O3 & O4 on three covers not cancelled, O17 & O21 on cover, O50 on
cover, plus a nice selection of state official and other legal size covers, with some nice related ephemera, mixed
condition please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

174

)

175

U.S., Selection of Mostly 20th Century Postal History, 1890-1956. An eclectic mix of about 40 covers,
cards and documents including 1911 Garden City Estates N.J. pioneer flight cover and a 20th Anniversary cover of the
same signed by pilot Earle Ovington; a C3 May 15 first flight cover New York-Washington D.C.; a complete Kans.
overprint set on a registered cover postmarked Florence and Canada, Kans.; two Paul Tibbets autographs (pilot of the
Enola Gay who dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima), one, on a “First Atomic Strike” certificate, also signed by

20

U.S., Correspondence of William Green of Worcester MA. Grouping of six stampless and nine covers
franked mostly with 11’s, includes 1850 ship letter datelined Serena, 1849 Baltimore ship letter addressed to New York,
1853 New York to Chile with Hurtado Heermanos forwarder handstamp, letter from Germany to New York City with red
“New York Paid All”, fourteen with contents, a fascinating glimpse into business dealing in the early 19th century, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Impressive Prexie Postal History Collection. Hundreds of covers, picture postcards and postal
stationery franked with Prexies, single frankings, multiples and in combination with other issues, housed in three
volume, includes 829 on registered airmail cover to Germany, two 807s on cover from Chinese Embassy in Washington
DC, return receipt requested with 812 and pair 820, strip of three 842 with E19 on special delivery, block of four 803 on
naval censored cover from Marine Detachment in Trinidad, enormous break up value, or a great addition to your
present collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Sea Post Covers, 1892-1941. Mounted collection of about 65 covers including 19 U.S.-German
Transatlantic Sea Post, 1892-1914, 13 U.S.-British Transatlantic Sea Post, 1905-17 (including 5 “U.S. Sea Post/Reg.”),
and 8 United States Transatlantic Sea Post, 1893-17 (including 10 off-cover stamps with Sea Post cancels); the rest are
later Sea Post cancels including 6 Transpacific Sea Post, 1925-41. A marvelous lot. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., 2¢ and 3¢ Banknote Specialized Collection, 1870’s-80’s. Over 250 items, with various fancy
cancels, numerals, geometrics, color cancels, some 3¢ grills, perforation varieties, 2¢ covers with interesting Harvard
corner card, 3¢ with lovely illustrated Lovett, Monmouth Nursery, Little Silver, N.J. and a Household Art Company,
Boston Mass, illustrated cover with matching letterhead, a Fattened Rooster The Aultman and Taylor Company,
Mansfield, Ohio green rooster advertising cover and a Continental Life Insurance Company of New York with illustrated
Minuteman advertising cover. A fascinating collection for the specialist. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Cover Backdrop, 19th But Mostly 20th Century. Many hundreds of lower valued covers / cards, but
still a lot of useful throughout, fancy cancels, advertising, towns etc., upon investigation one will find a few plums to be
plucked, great sales potential and profits at our estimate, some condition issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Cover Selection, 1857-67. 23 covers include #25, 32, 64 with certificate a couple of Civil War patriotics
(one a soldiers letter with interesting content re a his view of General Grant…“I think this is the man that will lead us to
victory and end this awful fight.”), #94 on an illustrated advertising cover, etc; there is also a #65 on a cover with
handwritten “Description of a Darky Milking” on the reverse (assessed postage due of 6¢ because of the “message”
written on the outside; also a #26 cover with an Autograph Letter Signed from U.S. Navy Admiral William Shubrick
(1790-1874) to his son-in-law, Dr. George Clymer, whose grandfather, of the same name, was a signer of the
Declaration of Independence, along with three other items of Dr. Clymer’s correspondence; condition of the lot is very
mixed.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
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navigator Theodore Van Kirk, the other on a transcript of a USA Today interview; a type note signed by Harry Truman
as U.S. Senator, Feb 25, 1941; two World War I patriotic postcards, six World War II patriotic covers (one a
skillfully hand drawn cartoon), etc., etc. A very interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
176

)

177

U.S., Consular Mail from U.S. & Foreign Countries, 1880-1940. Group of over fifty American Consular
Service covers and cards from U.S. and from stations abroad, mostly legal size from a range of origins including: Italy,
Cuba, Siam, Algeria, Hong Kong, Singapore, Straits Settlements, Trinidad, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Australia, Russia,
Samoa, Egypt, Greece, also U.S. from the 1880s to 1920s, with some very interesting contents, a one of a kind
collection, mixed condition, be sure to set aside sufficient time to review this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

178

H/m/)

179

)
U.S., Balance of 19th Century Postal History Consignment. Small balance of about 20 covers including
1851-57, Bank Notes and postal stationery; also includes a 1¢ #24 with Paid cancel; nothing rare and condition is a bit
mixed, but interesting variety including a San Francisco Wells Fargo to San Jose.
Offer

180

)

181

)
U.S., Miscellaneous Lot, 1861-1985. Small but intriguing lot that includes first day covers, revenues,
“Celebrate the Century” sets, and a binder of mint & used postal stationery, with mint W77, UX12, UX14 (2), inspection a
must, F.-V.F.
Offer

182

)

183

)
U.S., Postal History Scramble, 1850-2000. Approximately 1,000 covers, includes allover illustrated
advertising, stampless, illegal usage of revenues, perfins, Prexies, Michigan trout fishing license, #114s on cover,
forwarded, mint postal stationery, special deliveries, RPOs, bank tags, official seals, fancy cancels, expositions,
Hawaii, censored, picture postcards, with a decent group of Colorado cancels, with some in the 20.00 to 50.00 range,
excellent internet dealer fodder, come on down, grab a chair and review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

184

)

185

)

U.S., Postal History Collection, 1850-1930. Over 50 covers and cards, includes advertising, forwarded,
stampless, picture postcards, better has a UX18 uprated with a #323 to Switzerland, and a Blood’s local, plus a
collection of over 50 postal cards and envelopes, some nice material present, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

)

U.S., Penalty Envelope Collection, 1850-2000. Comprehensive collection of over one hundred seventy
five covers mounted in two volumes, includes stampless with penalty mail background, cover with O17 & O18, official
stationery, penalty mail forerunners, and penalty mail envelopes, cards and non envelope pieces, a phenomenal
collection with excellent annotation, please examine closely, some rare material presented here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Balance of Cover Collection, 1922-2002. Includes three cover albums of first day covers, a couple of
commemorative folders with sterling silver medallions, uncut sheet of 3412 & 3410, and a box of used company postal
cards, please review, F.-V.F.
Offer

U.S., Collection of Weird and Fascinating Documents and Covers. Including a large Department of State
permit for safe travel, a large Wells Fargo cover for California and Coast routes and a legal-size Wells Fargo cover for
United States line, some photographs, 14 early 20th century covers from various shipping lines, a couple stampless
covers, a couple large pieces (from parcel) with large blocks franked with Washington/Franklins, generally F.-V.F., You
should view to fully appreciate.
Offer

U.S., Postal History Hodge Podge, 1890-1945. Hundreds of covers and cards in a large box, includes
cacheted event covers, Washington Bicentennial covers, special deliveries, advertising, airmails, first day covers,
World’s Fair covers, covers with stickers, picture postcards, postal stationery, RPOs, censored, some moisture issues,
careful inspection should unearth some gems, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Rummage. Approximately 125 covers and cards, with mint & used postal stationery,
Lewis & Clark Centennial cover, first day covers, Christmas Card signed Jimmy Carter, illustrated ad covers, naval
covers, special deliveries, 114s on cover, Crosby cachets, inaugural covers, strip of three 2¢ (87) on cover, with enough
sale able material to make this a tremendous bargain for the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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UNITED STATES: Postal History - U.S. and Foreign
186

)

187

)

U.S., Postal History Mish Mash, 1850-1960. 87 cover and cards in this splendid lot, from stampless to
airmails to baseball, better includes 1936 advertising Louis vs. Schmeling fight, MA Chicopee MA star fancy cancel (S-E
ST-6P 24), 1898 allover flag Spanish American War patriotic, and an 1898 Rough Riders Spanish American War
patriotic, something for everyone in this lot, mixed condition, inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History Agglomerate. Several hundred covers and cards, with stampless covers, first day
covers including unusual usages, Roessler C4 first flight cover, fancy cancels on cover, Conn postal history in a large
binder, mint postal stationery, a great lot to dig through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

First Day Covers
188

)

189

)

190

)

191

)

192

)
U.S., First Day Cover Extravaganza. Several hundred U.S. first day covers with many early such as 623,
Roessler 657, Roessler 680, Roessler 681, House of Farnam 717, 733, Dyer 750, C31, CE1, CE2, E18, American
Wildlife Bennett Cachet on set of fifty, a few hand painted cachets, complete set Classic American Aircraft, great lot for
the internet dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500+.
Estimate $350 - 500

193

)

194

)

U.S., First Day Covers with Poorman Hand Painted Cachets. Approximately 170 first day covers with
hand painted cachets by Curtiss Poorman, includes RW59, 2394, RW58, 2541, 2842 only two produced, 2704 only four
produced, 2092 first Poorman cachet, RW52 one of ten produced, 2100 one of two produced, 2391 only one produced,
and many other rare and unique first day cover, retail value is astronomical, pay close attention to this one!!! Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., First Day Cancellation Covers and Miscellaneous, 1930-2005. Thousands upon thousands of first
day covers, with hundreds of first day cancellations on Christmas cards, photos, magazines, newspapers,
commemorative folders, baseball schedule, and anything else that could be cancelled, also includes a plate block and
first day cover collection, commemorative panels, inaugural covers, and albums of cacheted event covers, you’ll need
time to sort through all of it, the potential is enormous, some mixed condition as to be expected in a lot this size, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., First Day Covers, Massive Collection, 1930-2000. Large lot of several thousand covers, with many
better, includes box of oversized FDCs, with many different cachets, also includes Lindbergh covers, space covers,
inauguration covers, cacheted event covers and Gold Replica covers, be sure and check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Medallic First Day Covers, 1971-74. Over 90 sterling silver medals affixed to beautiful first day covers,
also includes three Pillar Dollars, two folders of Kennedy halves, and a binder of state quarters, huge melt value,
Uncirculated.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., First Day & Event Cover Collection, Yorktown Issue. A collection of over 190 covers, with different
cachets, naval covers, first flights, hand illustrated cachets, many from the 50th anniversary of the battle, a delightful
grouping, please observe, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., First Day Cover Collection, 1960’s-80’s. In approximately 30 albums plus a shoe box filled with
3,500-4,000 covers, the vast majority of which have cachets and are unaddressed, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Foreign
195

22

U.S. and Foreign, Collection. With Kabe, Lighthouse and Scott pages up to 1999 with hundreds of dollar’s
worth of mint postage, with better back of book on Scott hingeless pages including C1-6 mint, F1 mint, E1-13 mint,
K1-15 mixed mint and used, K17-18 (used), Q1-12 mint, some good banknote due’s, O1-9, O10-14, mixed Interior set,
O27-31, O40-45, O47-56, O58-64, O66, mixed Treasury and War Dept sets, PR114-25, plus interesting sections of
worldwide; Belgium in Lighthouse album to 1959 with a few moderately better sets and singles including an interesting
section of Parcel Post, Germany on loose pages and in old Scott International album with some early mint Imperial
Eagles and numerals and some popular Colonies issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

H/m
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196

)

197

H
U.S. and Foreign, Temperance Collection, 1841-1940. 10 European poster stamps + 18 U.S. poster
stamps, 4 pieces of ephemera, 5 corner cards [including 1883 to GB], 19 covers with Temperance labels applied [one
from 1841!] mostly 19th century + 5 anti-Temperance labels, a very rare group, years in putting together, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

198

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Massive Sprawling Tail-End of a Formidable Collection, 20th Century. Housed in
numerous cartons and contains many covers, first days, flights, etc, we note: United Nations; United States, Canada,
Worldwide. a box of US Face Value (worth counting!), various singles and sets from various places- nothing we saw as
individually notable, a careful look-see might find that individual item(s) that we overlooked, one thing for sure- its worth
well above the estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

199

)

200

)
U.S. and Foreign, Collection of Miniature Covers, 1850-1960. Approximately 90 covers or cards in a small
binder, includes two game/school covers, group of mourning covers including cover with bottom pair of U.S. 300b,
embossed ladies cover, U.S. #112 on cover, 114 on cover, 26 on cover, a nice selection of foreign including censored,
and foreign stampless, an exceptional collection, be sure to put this on your “To View” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

201

H/m/)

202

)
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Gumbo. A few thousand cover, includes U.S. & foreign first flights, mint &
used postal stationery, box of Ireland & Switzerland postal history, and a box of miscellaneous U.S. covers with
exposition covers, cacheted events, stampless, RPOs, and illustrated ad covers, great potential here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

203

H/m/)

U.S. and Foreign, Airmail & First Flight Medley, 1926-75. Over 350 cover and cards, with many CAMs &
FAMs, airport dedications, USS Macon & Akron covers, helicopter flights, many signed by the pilot or official, mostly
U.S. but with great Britain, Canada, Portugal, Greenland, France, New Guinea, Trinidad & Tobago, Nigeria & New
Zealand, majority are in the $10 to $30 retail price range, a golden opportunity to pick up stock inexpensively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Lot, 1818-1960. Group of items that includes documents with revenues,
illustrated checks with revenues, marriage certificates, revenue stamped paper, small group of Great Britain
documents, and a small binder with Duke tobacco cards of Postage Stamps, worth much more that our low estimate,
examine thoroughly to ascertain this lot’s true value, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign, Small Balance of Consignment, 1851-1930s. 100-150 stamps and three covers on two
stocksheets and in a small stockbook; almost all U.S., nearly all of which is 19th century, and much of which is faulty; the
best things appear to be $1, $2 & $4 Columbians, all with 2016 P.F. certificates, the $4 fresh and F-VF, part o.g.; we also
note a Fine $1 #423 (h.r), a Fine 8¢ Pan-American (NH); an uncanceled McIntire’s local (99L1) on cover with a #26
(2016 P.F. certificate declining opinion as to whether the local originated), and a mint Togo #43 (VF, o.g., $275) with a
2016 P.F. certificate—there are 21 2016 P.F. or P.S.A. certificates in all. an interesting lot, but no for the
condition-conscious. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Lot, 1930-2000. Thousands of U.S. covers including first day covers, mint postal
stationery, Xmas Seal sheets, APO covers, two large boxes kiloware, WWII patriotics, thousands of cancel and stamp
clippings, some Russia and foreign scattered throughout, a lot of material for the money, mixed condition, inspect,
F.-V.F.
Offer

Confederate States
204

Confederate States, Interesting Collection of Stamps and Covers. Stamps include (unused without gum
unless noted “º” for used) Provisionals 56X1-2, 58X2º, 62X1, 62X2º and General Issues 1º, 2a, 3, 5º, 8º, 9, 11 (unofficial
perf 12, o.g.) and 13º; the seven covers include two Paterson #2, one light blue (across backflap and torn in opening),
the dark blue, a #2 Hoyer & Ludwig, a #4 and two #5 with inconspicuous faults; there is also a turned cover front, a fake
wallpaper cover, an unused Patriotic envelope (F7-4), a 75¢ South Carolina bank note and a group of about 25 forgeries
& facsimiles; condition of the covers is quite nice, but the stamps are very mixed, the best stamps virtually all having
problems, most of them not obvious. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H/m/)
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Canal Zone - Hawaii

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
205

H/m

206

HH/H/m U.S. Possessions, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1933. Includes better mint Cuba 224, 226, mint Guam 3,
6, 8, mint Philippines 219, used Danish West Indies 1, 5, 6, 8, 10b, great lot for the internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,240 (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350

207

H/m

208

HH/H/m Canal Zone, Dealer Stock, 1904-54. Approximately 3000 stamps housed in two Light House stock books,
includes 9-13, 22-24, 31, 36, 40, 44-45, 62, 64, 86, includes air mails, a brilliant lot with enormous catalog value, offered
intact as it arrived to us, unchecked for cancels or varieties, great chance to stock up inexpensively, mixed condition,
please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

209

H/m
Canal Zone, Nearly Complete Collection, 1904-76. Just about all used and mounted on Scott Specialty
album pages; the only missing numbers are #3, 15, CO9, CO10, CO12 & O8; a great starter collection of this always
popular U.S. territory. Scott $3,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

210

H)

211

H/m/)

212

HH

213

H/m

214

H/m

215

H/m
Guam, Collection of Spanish American War Overprints on U.S. Issues. Highlights include: 1-8, 1-2, 2-3,
4-8, 10, 11, 12 and E1. A desirable collection of this popular area, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

216

Hawaii, Missionaries & Numerals Reference Collection. Group of forgeries, facsimiles and fantasies,
most of which are not at all dangerous; Missionaries include nine stamps and a 1-page photo comparison of two 5¢ and
two 13¢ “Grinnell’s”; Numerals are composed of about 80 stamps, mostly of the same origin, including 7 pairs or strips of
3 and a block of eight (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

217

m

24

U.S. Possessions, Show-Stopper Collection, 1898-1941. Intact old-time collection on Scott Specialty
pages for Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam and Philippines in green binder; mainly mint, many appear n.h. (in mounts); few
used are nice cancels; some later issues in n.h. blocks of 4; some scarce stamps in top-notch condition, including Air
Mails, Postage Dues, Officials, even some Revenues; also extensive mint cut squares and even scarce postal card
entires, generally Very Fine, seldom offered. Scott $22,000.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000

Canal Zone, Wonderful Collection, 1904-76. Over 250 stamps, cut squares, and booklet panes; most all in
mounts on Scott or hand made pages; most all unused or OG with an occasional used item; includes Scott 4-8, 9-14,
16-20, 22-46, 49-56, 58-9, 60-66, 68-9, 70-81, 84-95, plus 91c, 96-104, 120-135, C1-5 plus C5a in a pair, C15-20,
CO1-7, CO8, CO10, CO11-2 (airmail officials used), CO14, J1, J4-19, and O1-7 (used);condition and centering are
generally Fine or better; well worth inspection. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canal Zone, Postal Stationery Entires. Large lot of over 1,000 mostly pristine mint envelopes and postal
cards, with some select used covers as well such as U3, U4 and U5. Great lot with high catalog value.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Canal Zone, Collection, 1902-68. In an album of home made pages, with better items that include: 4-8, 9-14,
12a, 18, 39-41, 47 used, 49-51, 55-58, 59 used, 60-66, 70-81, 84-95, 97-104, 120-35 and C15-20. A decent collection of
this popular possession with a few interesting varieties on fresh pages that would be excellent to build upon, generally
F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Canal Zone, Airmail Plate Blocks, 1931-76. Small collection of 39 different plate blocks comprising C6-10,
C13, C15-18, C21-28, C31-34, C36-40 & C42-53. All F-VF, NH. Scott $1,084.
Offer

Danish West Indies, Small Collection. On auction tear sheets, includes 3, 4, 7b with APS certificate, 12
mint with APS certificate, 13, 14, 16-20, 56-57, some faults. Also includes extensive dealer stock of mint envelopes and
cards in generally pristine condition including; UX2 (2), UX4 (33), UX5 (3), UX6 (2), UX7 (2), UX8 (36), UX13 (2), UY3
(2), UY6 and UX15 used, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Guam, Mainly Mint Collection, 1899-1930. 14 stamps comprising #1-8 (1¢ & 6¢ used), 10-12, E1 (used)
and M3-4; all clean and F-VF, the mint o.g. A great lot. Scott $1,945 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Hawaii, Town & Fancy Cancel Collection, 1871-1904. Over 300 stamps with some valuable cancels,
better includes purple circle of “V”s on 43, negative “HI” on 31, “H” in circle on 31, negative purple star in circle, town
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cancels include Waimea, Makaweli, Koloa, Kehaha, Kilauea, Lahaina, Kealskekua, Hilo, Kapaa, Paauilo, Honokaa and
more, needs research, a few mixed condition, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
218

)

219

H/m
Hawaii, Mint and Used Collection. Singles and postal stationery with a decent selection of banknote and
Provisional overprint issues. Highlights include: 27, 47, 63, 75 transfer roll re-entry in E of CENTS, 72f double overprint,
U5, U13, UX1 (3), UX3, UX5 (4), UX6 (3), UX7 (2), UX8 (3), UX9 (3) UX9a (3) and UY2 unsevered. A desirable
collection of this popular area, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

220

HH/H
Hawaii, Mint Stock, 1871-1904. Approximately 130 stamps and 11 multiples, with better 32, 46, 51 (3), 61
(4), 64 (2), 70 (3), 71 (3), 72, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, o.g., hinged or no gum, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200
(Owner’s).
Estimate $350 - 500

221

HH/H

222

Hawaii, Photograph Collection. Over 150 photos of Hawaii from the 1930s & 1940s, includes such scenes
as fishermen pulling in nets, native hut, harbor, crater, flora, Kilauea military camp, young lady swimming, sinking of the
USS Arizona, some are identified, please peruse, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $250 - 350

223

H/m

224

HH/H

225

)

226

H

227

)

Hawaii, Selection, 19th Century. 18 covers, 8 are of items for reference as they are missing portions, but
the other ten are quite useful - #31, each with a PF certificate and used from Honolulu, Hilo, Hilo with manuscript note
“please forward outside the mails”, ex-Coan correspondence, useful and valuable, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hawaii, Mint Collection, 1871-1904. Fifty three stamps mounted on pages, includes 30, 30b, 31-41, 42-46,
48, 52, 53-62, 64, O1-O6, better than average centering, clean and fresh lot, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900
(Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

Philippines, US Administration Collection, 1898-1945. Highly useful collection of over 375 stamps, 5
booklet panes, 5 blocks, 44 cut squares and 2 Japanese Occupation souvenir sheets, in mounts, on Scott pages;
almost all used with only a couple of used stamps evident; includes Scott 192-211, 212-22, 226-36, 241-52, 259-60A,
272, 274, 276-84, 289C, 289D, 291b, 340-52, 433-46, 485-96, C3, C5, C9, C11, C18-28, E1, E3-7, J1 and J2 blocks of
six, J3 and J6 blocks of four, O1-37, U1-27, W1-4, plus Japanese Occupation issues appear complete; condition and
centering generally Fine or better; Scott Catalogue value over $5,500. Scott $11,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Philippines, Postage Due Overprints, 1899-1901. J1-J7; singles, blocks and plate number strips of 3, J1 (8
plate number strips of 3), J2 (3 plate number strips of 3), J3 (8 plate number strips of 3 and block of four with plate
number), J4 (3 plate number strips of 3), J5 (3), J6 (3 plate number strips of 3 and four blocks of four) and J7(5), some
tropicalized o.g. or o.g., hinged, many never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $6,860+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United Nations and U.S., FDCs, 1936-95. Many hundreds of covers stored in 22 boxes and two small
binders; UN predominates, but strong US stock as well; UN FDCs run 1951-95 from all three offices and include singles,
issued sets, MI blocks, stationery, maximum cards and show cards; US run 1936-91 (with a handful of later as well):
singles, plate blocks, stationery and special cancellations (Super Bowl XXXVII, 75th Rose Bowl parade, Egypt-Israel
Peace Treaty), along with some mint and used stationery; duplication throughout (especially UN), with most covers
Artmaster, Artcraft or Official UN cachets; some Ron Meyers, Fleetwoods, Softones and Andrews noted, F.-V.F. Scott
approximately $15,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
United Nations, The General Assembly of Holdings, 1951-2012. Barely Constrained in a Carton and
Contains Just About Every Issue From 1951-2012, and Each Identified With Scott # in Glassine Envelope Or Larger, a
Complete and Detailed Inventory Is Available, Includes New York, Geneva and Vienna, Massive New-Issue Cost, Buy
Now For a Fraction of Its Face Value, F.-V.F. 2010 Scott $28,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
United Nations, Whopping Lot, 1951-2000. Terrific lot of all things United Nations related, includes
thousands of Flag first day covers as well as complete panes, hundreds of U.N. 50th Anniversary presentation booklets,
ten volumes of WWF covers with many official proofs, postal stationery, picture postcards, Pan Am first flight covers,
and assorted ephemera, a grouping that is easily worth many time our modest estimate, the only draw back is the
amount of time needed to examine this killer lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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UNITED NATIONS - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
228

HH

229

HH/H

230

HH
United Nations: Geneva, Complete, 1969-99. In blocks of 4 (many MI blocks) or miniature/souvenir sheet
as issued; over SF1100 in face, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Offer

United Nations & Europa, Collections, 1951-2000. United Nations is mounted in four Lighthouse
hingeless albums, and Europa also mounted in four Lighthouse hingeless albums, with loads of souvenir sheets,
excellent face value, please peruse, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Large Face Value Accumulation. New York estimated value $750, Geneva, Switzerland
estimated value $1,200 (converted to U.S. dollars), Vienna, Austria estimated value $500 (converted to U.S. dollars),
total estimated value $2,450., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Offer

British Commonwealth
231

HH
Aitutaki, Penrhyn and Samoa Islands, Collections, 2010-14. 44 complete sets and souvenir sheets
averaging over $41.30 Scott per set, times 10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets online, stamp
shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Loaded with popular topicals, including Year of the Snake, Pope, JFK, Royal
Wedding, Peony and many more. Actual face value in excess of $6,500+, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $12,363+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

232

HH

233

H

234

HH
Australia, Selection of King George VI Booklets, 1927-52. Twelve complete booklets comprising SB22,
SB23 (panes slightly toned), SB25 (covers slightly toned), SB25a (ink writing on front cover), SB26b (tone spots on
covers & panes), SB28 (2), SB29 & SB30 (4); condition F-VF except as noted, o.g., never hinged. SG £2,408 ($3,130).
Estimate $350 - 500

235

m

236

H/m

237

HH/H

238

m

239

H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Powerful All Mint Collection, 1857-1949. A lovely, fresh, nice
quality collection keenly assembled in mounts on a clean set of Scott Specialty pages; this attractive collection offers a
high level of completion and features many premium singles and sets, such as Scott #1, 5, 11, 11A, 12A, 17-18, 20-23,
24-31, 32-32A, 34-36, 37, 39, 40, 41—51, 54-55, 56-59, 61-74, 78-85, 104-14, 115-26, 128-30, 131-44, 145-59,
163-71, 172-82, 183-99, 208-266, C3, C6-11, C13-17, J1-6, etc. Fresh, generally F.-V.F., many better, a sparkling
collection well on its way to completion, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

26

Aitutaki, Island Views Souvenir Sheet, 2010 (561a). Wholesale group of 200 souvenir sheets, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
Australia, Collection of Complete Booklets, 1953-93. About 200 Queen Elizabeth II booklets, all identified
by ACSC or SG number; some duplication, but nearly all are different when considering Edition/Advertising
combinations; with better booklets including SG numbers SB32a, SB33a, SB41ab (7), SB43a, SB44a (3), SB45a (3),
SB48a., MB1a (2) & MB2 (2). All clean and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Australia, Assortment of Bundles of 100, 1966-80. 83 packets of 100 each, including topicals such as
birds and flowers, ideal for cancel collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
Australia & States, Mint and Used Collection. On #102 dealer stocks, loose album pages and dealer tear
sheets, with highlight that include better Australia and states on auction tear pages, condition is mixed adding up to
substantial catalog value with some better singles, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Canadian Provinces Mint Collection, 1851-1949. A comprehensive collection housed in a Lighthouse
hingeless album, some of the highlights include British Columbia Scott # 2, 7, 16; New Brunswick #1, 6-11; Prince
Edward Island #2, 4a, 7, 10; Newfoundland #1 (2), 3, 5, 8 (2), 17, 15A (2), 25, 26, 27 (2), 30, 32A (2), 33, 34, 40 (2), 76,
128, C2, C3f and C12, very little duplication, condition is a bit mixed in the classic period, but otherwise a useful
collection, Scott catalog is in excess of $29,000+, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Canadian Provinces, Used Collection, 1851-1949. A neat Provinces collection housed in a Lindner
hingeless album, some of the highlights include British Columbia Scott # 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11; New Brunswick #1 (2); Nova
Scotia #1, 2 (5); Prince Edward Island #1; Newfoundland #5, 11, 13, 15A, 22, 23 (2), 25 (2), 26, 76, C2, and C12, light
duplication, condition is a bit mixed in the classic period, but otherwise a useful collection, Scott catalog is in excess of
$15,000+, inspection is recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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240

HH/H/m

241

H

242

HH/H

243

H/m/)

244

HH/H/m Canada, Excellent Substantially Complete Collection, 1852-1974. An outstanding, highly complete,
mostly all mint collection keenly assembled in a Palo hingeless album; begins with a few stray used items like Scott #4,
then continues on to powerful runs of mint issues such as 14, 18, 21-25, 27, 29-30, 34-37, 39, 41-44, 44a, 46-47, 51-55,
59-63, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 90A, 96-103, 14-118, 120, 125-30, 126c and 130a (each no gum), 131-34, 136-38, 139-40,
149-59, 162-77, 217-27 and apparently complete mint n.h. from there; we also note Airs and Special Deliveries
complete, mint F1-3, J1-20, good Officials with perfins, OX3, etc. Condition ranges a bit on the very earliest issues, o.g.,
later issues never hinged, generally F.-V.F. with many better, a wonderful collection, well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

245

H/m
Canada, Stock Selection—Say “Bonjour Hi!” Two storage boxes filled with 104/105 cards, running from
Scott #14 (mint no gum) through 2618; Semi-Postals, Airs, Air Express, Express, Official Express, Registration, Dues,
Fiscals, booklets and Wildlife Habitat Conservation sheets; Provinces are also well represented, F.-V.F., inspect. Scott
$18,059.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

246

H/m
Canada, Revenue Collection, 1864-1967. A wonderful Federal and Provincial Revenue collection housed
in eight binders and neatly mounted on printed pages, virtually every Province is represented including Law stamps
from each province that issued including the Yukon Territory, also included are New Brunswick Probate and
Tuberculosis revenues, Prince Edward Island Tobacco Tax, scarce Newfoundland Military Canteen, Saskatchewan
Law Specimen and Power stamps, Federal Bill, Gas Inspection, Electric, Weights and Measures, Excise, Customs
Duty and Unemployment Insurance are represented, of note, the Supreme Court issues contains some wonderful
examples including used Van Dam #FSC10 and FSC12, a lovely collection for expansion, with a copy of a partial
Revenue Guide to Provincial Revenue Stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

247

H
Canada, Used Collection, 1859-1974. A great collection neatly mounted on Hagner pages, starting with a
study group of 20, 4 ring cancels on Scott #15, Small Queens with various shades, a small study on the “Widow Weeds”
with various cancels and re-entries, Jubilees including the $1 and $2, “Maple Leafs” to the 10¢, “Numerals to the 20¢,
Edwards to the 20¢, a good selection of Admirals including coils and imperfs, collection is weighted more to the 19th and
early 20th Century period, back-of-the-book is well represented with airmails, Special Delivery, Registered, War Tax
and Officials, plus a number of pages containing perfins and precancels, a lot of value packed into 23, two sided pages,
F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1857-1949. A tidy collection housed in a
binder on printed pages, contained are mint Scott #1, 11A, 18, 19, 20, 23; much of the 20th Century is presented
including 1897 John Cabot, 1911 Royal Family, 1919 Caribou, 1923 Pictorial, 1928 Publicity, 1937 Long Coronation
issues etc., a great collection to build upon, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Canada, Splendid Highly Complete Mostly Mint Collection, 1851-1976. In a Lighthouse hingeless album,
includes unused / mint: #3 (specimen removed and laid lines added0; 4; 5d (PF certificate as used); 7; 8; 9 (one of the
nicest examples we have seen!); 11; 12 (possibly reperfed #4); 13a (PF certificate as uncancelled, certificate signed by
Louise Boyd Dale); 14 (VGG certificate unused but regummed); 15; 17-19; 20; 21; 22-30; 34-40; 41-47; 50-65; from
here to 1950 on out complete, need we say more! Airmails, Special Deliveries, Postage Dues and Officials are
complete, a nice showing of the War Tax issues, the album ends with some stationery, a highly complete collection with
tremendous catalog/sales value, although there are some flaws and the possible cancel-removed, we strongly urge
your viewing of this splendid collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance, ex- Livingwell Collection.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Canada, Mint Collection Including Back-of-the-Book, 1868-1992. A wonderful all mint collection housed
in 3 Lighthouse hingeless albums, with highly complete Large and Small Queens including light duplication, Jubilees to
the $5 with three $4, less the 8¢, 50¢ and $1, Numerals, Edwards to 50¢, a great selection of Admirals including coils
and booklet panes, then virtually complete from 1930s to 1985, back-of-the book contains complete Airmails, Special
Delivery and Officials, Postage Dues are well represented, F1- F3 and pair of inverted surcharges of C3a, there are
many color shades and varieties contained throughout the collection, some condition issues can be expected in the
classic period but overall are acceptable, catalog value is high so an inspection of this lot will prove rewarding, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.; with over 15 various certificates. Scott $57,000+.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
Canada, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-64. A valuable, tidy collection mounted on hingeless album pages
containing many high catalog value items including Scott #4 (4), 5, 7(3), 8 (2), 9, 10, 11, 12 (3 plus one on cover), 13, 14
(5), 15 (13), 17(b) (11), 18 (6), 19 (4), 20 (2), plus a study group of 20, 4ring cancels on Scott #15, some with condition
flaws which are usually expected during this period, a useful group worthy of a look, F.-V.F.; with 6 Greene Foundation
certificates. Scott $45,500+.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Canada, Mostly Mint Collection, 1859-1982. Neatly mounted on printed album pages, housed in seven
binders, vast majority of the collection is mint n.h. in the 20th Century, light representation in the 19th Century however
there is a good run of Large and Small Queens, some Jubilees, decent Admirals along with modern coil start and end
strips and definitive mini-panes, a few covers are interspersed in the collection along with a binder of unused postal
stationery primarily from the Centennial era, Airmails, Postage Dues and Officials are well represented, also included
are Nova Scotia 1860-63 and Prince Edward Island 1862-70, a useful collection, inspection is invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

249

HH/H/m

250

m
Canada, Used Large Queen Collection, 1868-76. A nice group, neatly mounted on a stock page containing
multiple examples of each denomination, various paper and watermarked types are included, some with 2 ring cancels,
target and fancy cancels, a worthy group to peruse, F.-V.F.; with 4 various certificates. Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

251

H/m
Canada, Collection, 1859-2014. In fix clean High Seas albums with slip cases, containing good quality
singles in the early era and much face value postage in the modern era. Highlights include 95a, 147-49, 508 block of 25,
F.-V.F., a lovely collection with good quality singles and much face value postage. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

252

HH/H

253

HH
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H/m/)
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m
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HH

257

HH/H
Canada, Booklet and Booklet Pane Collection, 1912-82. Neatly mounted on printed pages and housed in
two binders, starting from the Admirals to King George VI, panes are mostly present but onwards full booklets begin
populate the collection, strong in Centennial and Caricature issues, some interesting varieties in the Caricatures, a nice
grouping worth expanding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

258

)

28

Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-2007. Mounted in four albums, 19th & early 20th centuries are
mostly used, with better such as 18, 19, 60, 65, 84, 96-103, 149-159, with mint after 1953, appears complete for period,
huge face value, examination please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Canada, Collector’s Balance Selection. Nice mint lot includes 34-36, 41-46, E1, 70, 120, 121, and an
excellent group of coils, tremendous opportunity to restock, some trivial faults, be sure to come down and check this one
out, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Canada, Matching Plate Block Collection, 1953-79. Neatly mounted and housed in four binders, both
definitive and commemorates represented over this 26 year span, included are Scott #399 fluorescent paper variety,
610 dull paper variety etc., a great start to expand a plate block collection, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, War Tax Revenue Collection, 1915-17. Neatly mounted on printed pages and housed in a binder,
a nice selection including Van Dam MR2B-MR2D, MR2Bi-MR2Di and FWT8e booklet, FWT11b Scott #MR7 etc., a few
selected covers are also included. A lovely little study group, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750
Canada, Used Collection, 1851-1995. Neatly hinged on Scott Canada pages housed in a National Album;
printed pages run through 1995, with more recent issues arranged on blank or repurposed pages; a lot of effort went into
this collection, which is near complete; both Classics and contemporary spaces are well-filled; highlights include #4 (2),
a close-cut 7, Jubilee Issue (lacking $1, $2, $3 values); Classic pictorial issues complete through $1 values;
Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues, Officials-they’re all here, generally F.-V.F., a lovely collection that’s well worth a look.
Estimate $400 - 600
Canada, Specialized Winnipeg Tagging and Centennial Issue Collection, 1962-72. Neatly mounted and
annotated on printed album pages and housed in two binders, a lovely grouping of definitives showing the start of
tagging stamps starting in 1962 and runs into the Centennial issue, the second binder contains a good run of
Centennials including matching plate blocks up to Scott #544, many paper varieties and coil start and end strips, Cello
Pack mini-panes are included, an interesting group, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Canada, Cover and Post Card Accumulation. Over 90 items mounted in two Lighthouse ring binder album
on clear Vario pages, the vast majority is late 19th to early 20th Century covers, stampless, postal cards, postal
stationery, first flight covers etc., a wide and diverse range of cancels and usages, generally clean, intact material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Canada, “End of the Train” Balance Group. A potpourri of envelopes, stock book and a binders contained
within, some early Canada along with modern mint with a smattering mid to high value denominations, also, revenues,
FDC, Annual souvenir collections etc., a few foreign stamps are mixed in, also, a binder containing the work of Angus
Shortt who designed stamps for Canada Post, each item is autographed, a total of 20 items are included, brief inspect
should prove rewarding, F.-V.F.
Offer

261

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Collection. On manila stock cards and dealer tear sheets, with
highlights that include; 24, 55, 124, 149-59, 162-77, E1, F1b, Newfoundland 1, 33, 40, Nova Scotia 1, 3 and 10,
condition is mixed, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

262

H/m

263

H/m/)

264

HH

265

H/m
Cyprus, Balance of an Outstanding Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1979. A solid collection in a
Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase and extra pages inserted throughout; starts with a strong showing of 1880-81
plate numbers, both mixed mint & used, including such better numbers as ½d plates 12 & 15 mint and 19 used; 1d plate
181 mint and 181-220 used; ½d on 1d (18mm) plate 181 mint and 201, 205, 208, 216 & 220 used; and ½d on 1d
(16mm) plates 201 & 216 mint and 201 used; other highlights include (Scott numbers) used 11-15, 19b (A.P.S.
certificate), 21 with top left triangle detached (SG 18a, £375), 26a & 27 (small thin), 28-71 and mint 11, 12, 14 (no gum
thin), 18, 25a (2) and 28-71 (small flaws on both 45pi Edwards); the collection is then nearly complete, both mint and
used from 1934 to the mid-1960s, plus there are a number of Gibbons-listed varieties a few Specimens, and even an
attractive counterfeit of the £5 King George V with a fake cancel. As for condition, it is somewhat mixed in the early
Queen Victoria issues, but is otherwise just about all F-VF. A tremendous lot. Scott $19,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

266

H/m

267

HH/H/m

Canada, Caricature and Landscape Issue Collection, 1973-76 (586-605). Neatly mounted on printed
pages and housed in two binders, containing matched plate blocks of each denomination and plate numbers, coil
singles, pairs and strips of 4 with Scott #604 imperf pair on hibrite paper, nice single and block example of #597
“Siamese Bears” variety and #592 tag error block etc., a nice, tight collection for the enthusiast, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Canada & Provinces, Revenue Collection, 1909-47. Mounted on pages, includes Saskatchewan
SL1-SL5, SL13-SL20, SL21-SL29, SL33-SL44, SL45-SL56, SE228-SE30, scarce items at a great price, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Canada & Newfoundland, Collection, 1880-1960. Residing in a binder, includes a nice group of Small
Queens, mint blocks of four, Newfoundland has mint & used material, plus a group of Canadian covers and postal
stationery, more than enough to dig through, a great lot for the internet dealer, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Offer

Cook Islands, Insects, 2014. Wholesale group of 2,000 sets with a face value of $76,100, there is not a
current Scott catalog value for this set yet, so we estimated the Scott value at face (x2), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$152,200.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Gibraltar, Balance of an Outstanding Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1886-1994. A solid collection in a
Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcase and extra pages inserted throughout; highlights include (Scott numbers,
“*”=mint, “º”=used) 4*, 5º, 22-38 both mint & used, 24a & b, both mint & used, 25aº, 25bº (2), 27 & 28 with short “5”, both
mint (SG 20a, 21a, £290), 29 with broken “M” mint & used (SG 22a, £190/£85), 59aº, 66-75 both mint & used (plus 72-75
Specimens), then nearly complete, both mint and used from 1931 to the mid-1960s including 1938-49 George VI
Definitives 107-118 with all perf varieties both mint & used, except 110d only used; and there are a number of
Gibbons-listed varieties mixed throughout. As for condition, other than a few early minor flaws, it is just about all F-VF,
the mint Queen Elizabeth II (and some of the George VI) being NH. A tremendous lot. Scott $8,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2009. Mounted in four Kabe hingeless albums, better used
includes 1, 8, 57, 108-109, 139-141, mint has 235-248, 267-268, 286-289, 292-308, 309-312, 317-333, with mint and
used Offices & Officials, mint 1937 Coronation Omnibus, and a boatload of face, fresh & clean, some mixed condition on
the earlies, examination urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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India, Exceptional Selection of over 570 Stamped 19th-Century Covers. A wonderful, generally clean
and well-organized specialist’s holding of mostly 1850-80s covers, each in an individual cover sleeve and oftentimes
with excellent annotation including comments from the Jal Cooper catalogue, etc.; some of the many areas of interest
include remarkable franking combinations, including many 3- and 4-, and even a 6-color franking, forwarding agents
markings, ship mail, excellent town cancels and auxiliary markings (many noted “scarce to rare” or even “unrecorded” in
Cooper), TPOs and railway covers, Minto Fete special cancels, destinations, etc.; we note a Scott #53a on a lovely
picture post card, 5 Scott #29 covers, etc., etc.; given the wealth of information noted, this lot could easily be offered
online, where India remains a strong market, mostly F.-V.F., careful inspection invited, an outstanding, unique type lot.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

276

)

30

Great Britain, Collection of Gerald King’s Lundy Fantasies, 1980. 2 volume complete collection: 950
stamps, 89 pieces of postal stationery and 69 covers. These show the same whimsical imagination that produced his
famous Alice in Wonderland stamps, a lovely collection no longer available and ideal for the Lundy collector looking for
something new and special, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Great Britain, Gerald King “Elizatoria” and Other Fantasies, 2000. Approximately 1100 re-imaginings of
early British stamps in the QEII era as well as a whole variety of “revenues” and the United States of BNA (US classics
with Victoria heads), US bi-colors, 1869s, Columbians, etc., great fun, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Great Britain, Mint & Used Stock, 1887-1960. Delightful lot for the Anglophile, includes used 116 to 122
with moderate duplication on a stock page, then dozens of display cards with items such as mint 78, 220, 113, 131,
185-186, 305, useful and desirable material, a few condition issues, but generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,600 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Great Britain, Lovely Prestige Booklets Collection. Attractive, highly complete collection of 48 different
Prestige Booklets, beginning with the very first £1 Wedgewood and going through the 2010 “Britain Alone” booklet, all
housed in two binders; many lovely designs included, with a face value over £310, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Offer
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Home Office Stock. In two storage boxes on 104/105 cards; from Britain
Scott #1 through 2293, with Airs, a nice selection of mid-series Machins (including £ values), Officials, Dues, booklets,
Offices and selections from the Channel Islands; solid material throughout to add to your collection or sell, F.-V.F. Scott
$16,128 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain & Channel Islands, Collection, 1840-1992. In a fairly new large Scott International blue
binder (with dust case) on fresh and well filled Scott International pages with glassine interleaves, from #1 through 1992,
used until 1959, unused until 1964 (#437), and afterwards appear to be all mint never-hinged in black Showguard
mounts; better used items are in mounts, and include: #1, 4, 17, 21, 32, 39, 43, 49, 50, 54, 61-2, 67-8, 78-81, 96, 92//105,
114-22, 127-38, 139-41. etc; some of Alderney (first few sets); Guernsey complete mint never hinged through 1985,
with a number of sets through 1992; Isle of Man and Jersey, complete mint never-hinged through 1992; several dozen
used British Offices in back, also mint postage dues, some souvenir sheets and additional items, such as mint
never-hinged gutter blocks of high-value definitives (#773-75, 1445-8); like-new pages are included through 2005; this
is a carefully-selected, quality collection, suitable for expansion or retail sale; includes all the difficult early issues of
Channels Islands, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Hong Kong, Mint Dealer Stock. A diverse and valuable lot loaded with better material, includes stamps,
souvenir sheets, first day covers, presentation packs, with better such as 715a (10), 1158 (3), along with dozens of first
day covers and presentation packs from 1989-2005, a lovely selection of this ever popular country, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

India, Outstanding Specialist’s Holding of 500 Stamped 19th-Century Covers. A vast and diverse
holding of 500 mostly 1860s-1900 covers or items of postal stationery, with just a few early 20th century items included
as well; each item is more or less selected for interest and housed in an individual cover sleeve, with many containing
references to the Jal Cooper catalogue as respects scarcity, etc.; we note quantities of attractive 2- to 3-color
combinations, dozens of items of cancellation interest, a good variety of auxiliary markings, ma items originating in
present-day Pakistan, along with some used in modern-day Bangladesh, etc.; as a fair number of items contain
pertinent information that can easily be used for descriptions, this lot equally appeals to the specialist and the internet
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trader as well, bulk generally F.-V.F., this lot, along with its sister lot in this sale, represents a highly unusual opportunity;
well worth a thorough inspection.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
277

)
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Iraq, The Extraordinary Barry Scott Exhibit, “The Royal Air Force Desert Air Service” Collection. The
superb, meticulously assembled collection magnificently presented and profusely annotated on 122 exhibition pages.
The exhibit traces the development of the RAF’s military air services in the Middle East, beginning after the
Government’s Colonial Office conference in March 1921, until the Imperial Airways take-over of mail services in
January 1927. In addition, there is a powerful section of early Special and Emergency airmail flights, commencing in
1917 and extending to July 1921, which include the June 12, 1921 “Royal Flying Corps” cover (1 of 3 known), the 1919
flight between Baghdad and Cairo (1 of 23 known), the March repeat flight (1 of 7 known), fascinating coverage of the
various 1919-1921 emergency flights resulting from the 1919 Civilian General Strike, the May 1919 civil disturbances
and the May 1920-July 1921 Arab Revolt—including four different examples, each quite rare, of different flights from
that conflict.

India, Postal History, 1870-1975. 75 cards and covers, includes registered, postal stationery, censored,
Bombay Foreign postmark, air mail letter, “On Active Service” covers, nice range of markings and usages, mixed
condition, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Beginning with the July 28, 1921, proving trial first flight, and chronologically continuing through dispatch 137, the final
RAF flight prior to the Imperial Airways takeover, a great majority of dispatches are presented and documented,
including way more than a handful which offer existing examples of between 2 and 20 of each.
Unlike much of Aerophilately, which is supremely well documented, relatively little is known of these early RAF flights,
which spanned the 550 miles of desert between Cairo and Baghdad. What is certain is that this was a critical link in the
establishment of the Empire air route from England to India and beyond.
Much of the highly detailed information is the result of the personal study and research of the exhibitor, Mr. Barry Scott.
Uncommon and significant items notwithstanding, unequivocally the exhibit is a keepsake work of art.
Be sure to view the entire collection as it appears on the Web.

Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

A recent publication by the Royal Philatelic Society of London states that the reason for so few covers with the overprinted
“BAGHDAD IN BRITISH OCCUPATION” is that the stamps were sold out in just 17 days after going on sale !!!! Also the reason for
so few covers with these overprinted issue is that only the stocks found at the civilian post offices in Iraq were overprinted, hence
the rarity of these covers. This would account for the scarcity of such covers and why so few are known today. It took 14 years to
form this collection, as many of the flights carying the mails do not have examples today. The main reason for this fact is that many
of the covers were “official” and thus were disposed of by the OHMS dept. mail clerks.
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H/m
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H/m
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H

Ireland, Excellent Parallel Mint & Used Collection Balance, 1922-90. A fairly complete collection in a Palo
hingeless album with slipcase; highlights include both mint & used 1-8 (the mint NH), 15-35 (10d & 1s mint NH), 39-55
(the mint NH), 65-75 (10d & 1s mint NH); mint only 12-14, 58, 79 (NH, one short perf), 79b, 91-92 pairs (NH), and used
only 59-62, 60a and 96-98; then the collections is virtually complete, mint NH, from 1938-1990, and nearly so used until
the mid-1960s, with a large number of used right up to the late ‘80s; as for condition, it’s virtually all clean and F-VF. A
great lot. Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Ireland, Outstanding, Highly Comprehensive Parallel Collection to 1980. A wonderful, clean and high
quality collection of many hundreds neatly assembled and housed in a nice Davo hingeless album; this collection could
easily stand on its merit as two lots, as each the mint and used sections are largely complete; just a sampling of the
premium items show mint Scott #1-8, 10A, 12-14, 23-35, 44-58, 65-76, 77-79 and apparently complete from the 1937
St. Patrick issue forward; used highlights show 1-8, 12-14, 23-35, 65-76, 94-95 and lengthy runs of later as well;
additionally, we note inserted extra pages, which include better duplicates, such as mint coils, 87 (4), 92 (2 pairs), plus
nice used, including multiples, lovely marginal control markings, booklets, Revenues and more. Fresh, F.-V.F. most
better, excellent keepsake collection; inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Ireland, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1922-74. A White Ace album missing only #10A, 11A, 36-38, 97
(wrong watermark), 106-117, 120, 123 and the coils; all F-VF and mostly NH from the mid-1960s. Our catalog value
counted hinged in the NH period at 50%. Scott $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ireland, Postal History, 1920-2000. A few hundred covers in a small box, includes registered, airmail,
propaganda, first day covers with lots of topicals, a nifty selection of fast selling items, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

284

)
Malaysia Area: Straits Settlements, Used Postal Stationery, 1887-1931. About 40 pieces, one being a 5c
Queen Victoria registered envelope used Singapore to Japan, Sep 1901); the rest are postal cards (including
message/reply cards), virtually all are used from Singapore or Penang; comprises 18 Queen Victoria (6 different), three
King Edward VII (2 different.) and 18 King George V (6 different.); mostly U.S. or European destinations, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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)
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H
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H/m
New Zealand, Powerful One-Volume Collection to 1967. In a Palo hingeless album, containing good used
earlies like Scott #4-6, 7b, 8-10, 11-15, 27-30, 31-37 (less 34), 39-41, plus nice mint from the 1870s on, including 51-52,
61-67, 107-20, 122-25, 130-39, 131d, 130e-33e, 145-59, 165-84, 185-96 (less 185A), and mostly complete mint from
the 1946 Peace issue on; also included are nice sections of Semi-Postals, Airs, Officials, Dues (with mint J1-11), some

32

Ireland, Used Dealer Stock, 1922-91. In stock book of Manila pages, containing a stock page of 1922
overprints, some 1938/1943 St. Patrick high values, high values from 1930’s-50’s sets including: 100, 119, 132 (9), 136
(5), 140 (9), 143 (8), 144 (9), 148, 150 (10), 152 (8), 154 (8), 156 (8), 162 (3), 166 (4), 168 (6), 172 (7) and 176 (3). High
cumulative Scott value, well worth the estimate. Usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Malaysia Area: Malaya, Picture Postcards, 1903-41. 34 cards, 8 franked with Malaya 1c/4c Tigers, the
balance Straits Settlements; a few unusual cancels, but mostly Penang or Singapore and primarily to the U.S.; nice
variety of subject matter; just about all F-VF (photo on web site).
Offer
Malaysia Area: Malay States & Straits Settlements, Vast and Valuable Specialist’s Hoard. Wonderful,
generally clean and valuable assemblage of thousands, often manageably duplicated and parallel mint and used,
neatly arranged by issue and state and housed in two large stockbooks; just a random sampling shows Straits
Settlements mint Scott #21, 22, 23, 33-35, 58, 59 (2), 60 (2), 68, 51-57, 128 Specimen overprint, 134A-44, plus used 23,
25B, 31, 32, 35, 60, Trengganu 17-18, J1-4 (mint and used sets), Sungei Ujong 4, 11 (APS cert), 25 mint, plus used 6
and 11 (each BPA cert), excellent Selangor overprint types, excellent sections of Perak, Penang, Federated Malay
States, Kedah, Kelantan, Johore, etc.; massive aggregate catalogue value; a wonderful lot of popular material rarely
seen in the scope of this lot in the market today; ideal lot for the internet trader, generally F.-V.F., inspection invited
(photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Malaysia Area: Malay States & Straits Settlements, Fantastic All Mint Collection. Splendid and very
clean, keenly assembled in a pristine Palo hingeless album; includes an absolute wealth of premium material such as
(Scott numbers all) Johore 1A, 3, 8, 10, 14-17, 18-24, 30-36, 30a, 37-47, 55, 56-58, 70, 76-85 (less 82), 97-99, 101-22,
124 Specimen overprint, J1-5, NJ1-5 (signed E. Bailey); Kedah 46-54; Kelantan 1-13; Pahang 14-15, 16-17; Perak 15,
plus good 1c surcharges, 62-68; Selangor 42-44; Trengganu J1-4, NJ1-4; excellent Sungei Ujong 4, 4F, 11, 14 (signed
Kohler), 15, 20-21, 22, 23, 25, 26; wonderful Straits Settlements including 2, 4, 9, 21, 38-39, 40-57, 61, 65, 68, 134A-44,
179-201 (less 192), J1-6 Specimen overprints and lots more, F.-V.F., well worth a close inspection, a lovely, fresh
collection of seldom-offered material (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Malta, Balance of an Outstanding Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1963. A solid collection in a
Lighthouse hingeless album with slipcase and extra pages inserted throughout; starts with virtually complete
mint/unused 1860-82 and a large number also used, then includes such highlights as an 1885 1d carmine (9) in a very
rare used gutter pair (with Sismondo certificate), 1886 5s (14) with inverted watermark mint & used (plus a used pair with
normal watermark), 98-114a mint (both £1) plus three £1 used (2 watermarked upright), 1926 “Postage” overprint
inverted (122a, two mint & one used), J1-10, mint tête-bêche pairs, J11-20 Specimen overprints, etc., etc.; the
collection is nearly complete, both mint and used from 1916 onward, plus there are a number of Gibbons-listed varieties
cataloging to about £150. Condition is somewhat mixed in the early Queen Victoria issues, but is otherwise just about all
F-VF. A great lot. Scott $15,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
New Guinea, Relief Cancels on Cover, 1969-81. 35 covers with relief postmarks from various post offices
used until the permanent hand stamp arrived, includes Kiunga, Wakunai, Bulolo, Kagua, Hula, Mendi, Salamo and
other, mounted on pages and well written up, could be the basis for an exhibition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Postal Fiscals and more; useful lot, with some variable condition on the earliest issues as nearly always, generally fresh
and F.-V.F., well worth inspecting (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
291

H/m

292

H/m

293

South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, Large, Comprehensive Collection, 1855-1904. Specialized, parallel
mint and used collection with a good bit of duplication, especially used, arranged by Gibbons number on black
stocksheets; starts with two used 4d Triangles and some Triangle forgeries, then gets more serious in the “Hope”
Issues; nothing rare, but lots of $100-and-up stamps; highlights include (mint without gum or regummed unless noted,
SG numbers) 23a (2), 24//24c (4), 25a/b (2), 33 (2, one o.g., other with bar only) 34, 37 (2 with o.g.), 38, 39, 46 (used), 51
(NH block of 4), 60-61 (black plate proofs), 68 (2, one NH), 70-78 and Vryburg 1-2; also included are several Revenues,
a small collection of cancellations comprising about 35 town cancels and about 80 numerals (60 different); plus, there
are 8 covers, 11 used & 18 unused (Capetown) Picture Postcards and more than 70 pieces of Postal Stationery
(including duplicates), 31 of which are used, 10 of those overseas usages including an Edward VII registered envelope
to Tasmania. Overall condition is generally F-VF. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

294

m

295

H

296

H/m/)

297

H/m/)
South Africa: Orange Free State, Voluminous Collection, 1868-1909. Specialized, parallel mint and used
collection with a good bit of duplication, especially used, arranged by Gibbons number on black stocksheets; nothing
rare, but loaded with $100-and-up stamps; highlights include (mint o.g. unless noted, “º” =used, SG numbers) 2
(part-sheet of 94), 4 (block of 4, LH/NH), 7 (block of 24), highly specialized surcharges including 12, 12aº, 13 (2), 13aº,
38-42 (first two o.g.), 53bº (pressed crease, B.P.A. certificate), 58a (small thin), 58aº and 81c; V.R.I. overprints, which
including many multiples, are also highly specialized including 101c; Edward VII issues include 139/47 mint &
Specimen; back-of-the-book includes Police Frank PF3, Military Frank M1º (3), Telegraphs (more than 120 including
duplication), Postal Fiscals and Revenues, plus there are 12 covers and more than 80 pieces of Postal Stationery
(heavy duplication, no Borckenhagen provisional cards), 22 of which are used and another 10 of which are Specimens
(all Edward VII). Overall condition is generally F-VF. An excellent lot. (photo on web site). Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

New Zealand, Collection, 1864-1985. Early issues are mostly used and the modern issues are generally
mint, hinged to Scott Specialty pages, containing some better modern long sets and better items including early
perforated Chalon heads, early Victoria issues, good selection of 1898-1902 Scenic singles, 122-25, George V,
382-404, good postal fiscals including tough 7/6 Olive Gray, B3-4 Boy key set and officials, generally F.-V.F., a well
represented collection, mostly complete in 20th century to 1985. Lots of great sets adding up to decent value (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Sierra Leone, Collection, 1859-1985. Classics are mostly used and modern issues are mostly mint and
hinged to Scott Specialty pages, with a strong selection of long definitive sets, plus many modern commemorative
issues including better sets: 11-20, 21-31, 34-45 (revenue cancel on high value) and C100-105, generally F.-V.F., an
attractive group with plenty topicals that quickly add up to decent catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m/)

South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, Used Collection. Highlights include 1, 2, 2b, 3, 4, 5, 5a, 6, 6a, 9, 12b,
13, 14, 18 and 21, some faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $7,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
South Africa: Griqualand West, Mint and Used Collection, 1877-79. About 100 mostly used stamps
(approximately 32 different), including a few fakes, arranged by Gibbons number on eight two-sided black stocksheets;
highlights include (“*”=mint/unused, “º”=used), SG 14aº, 15a*, 15aº, 16aº, 16dº, 20*, 25aº & 28aº; also includes about
15 Revenues; overall condition is generally Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
South Africa: Natal, Impressive Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1909. Specialized, parallel mint and
used collection with a good bit of duplication, especially used, arranged by Gibbons number on black stocksheets;
nothing rare, but loaded with $100-and-up stamps; highlights include (mint o.g. unless noted “º” for used, SG numbers)
9 (2 + a used strip of 3), 11 (3, two no gum + 15 used), 12, 13º (3), 15 footnote (1d single, 3d pair), 19 (2), 20, 21 (no gum),
23 (strip of 3 + no gum single & an imperf proof),24 (no gum), 25 (wing margin, regummed), 27º, 28aº, 32º, 35º, 48º, 50 (2
no gum), 54 (no gum), 59 (short perfs), 60 (5, four no gum), 61, 62 (no gum), 63 (regummed), 69 (plate no. single), 72/73
(6 + 5 used), 76 (no gum + 4 used), 81 (2, one no gum + 2 used), 82 (2 + 2 used), 84 (with dropped “P” & “T”), 93 (no
gum), 93cº, 109a (2) 127-142 Specimens (5s-£1 toned), 127-140, 127-143º. 146-157 (mint & used), 165-170, 165-171º
(£1 creased), and much more; back-of-the-book includes Officials, Telegraphs and Revenues, plus there are about 20
covers and more than 70 pieces of postal stationery, 33 of which are used and another 13 of which are Specimens.
There is also a letter from Edward D. Bacon, curator of the Royal Collection, written on Buckingham Palace stationery to
an unknown recipient, regarding some Natal stamps, which Bacon opines that “they look to me to be printer’s waste.”
Overall condition is generally F-VF. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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South Africa: Transvaal, Pieterburg Locals, 1901. Specialized collection of about 100 stamps, including
duplicates, arranged on black stocksheets; comprises 66 imperforate (11 unsigned, 18 used) and 34 perforated (6
used); includes typesetting varieties ((mint unless noted)) SG 7n, 7k, 10e, 11d, 18a, 18b, 20c (used on piece) & 26g;
used stamps include a few postally used, but most are favor-canceled; additionally there are the following multiples:
11-12 - unsigned - two blocks of 4, one with bottom stamps wide “4”, 25-26 used block of 4, 26-27 used vertical. pair, and
26-27 mint block of 5, one w/o stop after right “AFR” (26e); also includes a double die proof of the ½d in black (R.4/3 &
R.4/5) made sometime in the 1980s from the original clichés; condition, other than a group of 20 ½d perforated with red
initials (19-21), which are a little mixed, is just about all F-VF. A marvelous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

301

m/)

302

H

303

H/m

34

South Africa: Orange Free State, Borckenhagen Provisional Postal Cards, 1889-97. Accumulation of
66 cards, 18 of which are used, the rest are mint save for 5 that unused with favor cancels. Among the used cards there
is one to Holland and one to Germany, the rest being domestic usages; most are the more common varieties up to £18,
and there is a lot of duplication; four of the mint cards have their stamps affixed sideways; condition is generally Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
South Africa: Transvaal, Large, Comprehensive Collection, 1870—1909. Specialized, parallel mint and
used collection with a good bit of duplication, especially from 1878 onward, arranged by Gibbons number on black
stocksheets; no rarities, but lots of better material. The collection starts with over 100 1870-77 Arms types including
(mint/unused unless noted (“º”=used), SG numbers) 2a, 4 (2), 5 (2, one o.g. with certificate), 8 (4), 9, 13 (4 including
pair), 16º, 18º, 19, 19aº, 20, 23 (o.g. w/certificate), 25, 36, 88º, 103º, 103bº (w/certificate, thinned), etc.; 1878-80 Queen
Victoria types include 133-139, 134-139º, 138 unused block of 4 stuck on paper backing—said to be from Bradbury,
Wilkinson archives, 140º (2), 141aº, 142, 143, 145aº, 146º (2); the 1885-97 Arms types include 3 used £5 (one with
certificate) + a “Monster” (Specimen) overprint, 205s/8s & 211s, an excellent selection of Surcharges, an album
containing a collection of all 62 Reprints, and many, many large multiples of both originals and reprints; Edward VII
types include 244/55 (mint, used & Specimen), 256s/9s, 256-258 mint, 258º, 260/72a, 269 (NH plate no. pair), and
273s/6s; back-of-the-book issues include about 75 Telegraphs & Revenues and 11 Bakker Express, while Locals
include Lyndenburg (including #1 with 2 certificates) Rustenburg (including ½d signed Rendon & 2d tied on piece by
Rustenburg squared circle), Wolmaransstad #9, and Zeerust 1d on 1s Revenue mint o.g. (Barefoot £100 for used); in
addition there are about 50 covers (10 QV period), and about 90 pieces of Postal Stationery (including duplicates),
about a third of which are used. Condition is somewhat mixed in the early issues, but otherwise generally F-VF. An
outstanding lot.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H

South West Africa, Used Accumulation, 1923-52. Presented in a stockbook, over 300 stamps and 3
covers, many on piece with complete cancel, nice range of town cancels, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
Sudan, Magnificent Highly-Specialized British Sudan Cancellation Collection. An extraordinary
collection mounted exhibition-style on pages, comprising many hundreds, all 1897 first issues, superbly presented and
fully annotated on 36 pages; includes extensive analysis of Wadi-Halfa camp markings by type, used in Egypt
examples, plus town cancels from Abu Fatmah, Atbara, Berber (including a rare manuscript example “B” when the Post
Office reopened in September 1897), Challal-Wadi-Halfa TPO cancels—the earliest of their kind used in Sudan,
identified by Stagg type—Darmali, Debbeh, Dongola, Halfa, Kassala, Korti, Merawi with Star & Crescent types, Merowi,
Sawakin, Tokar, military and desert railways, etc.; a superb collection of stamps and multiples, with the few covers
which were once present removed, F.-V.F., easily one of, if not the, finest analyses of the subject—specialist’s delight.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Sudan, Magnificent Collection of Postal Stationery. An absolutely fascinating and superb, keenly
assembled and profusely annotated collection of many hundreds of pieces arranged by issue; begins with an
exhaustive study of the bilingual “Soudan” overprints by type as illustrated in The Nile Post catalogue, with a wonderful
range of completeness; the used items are outstanding as well, including scarce rates (among which is a beautiful
concessionary rate example), cancellations including Tokar and Gambeila (Ethiopia) to note just two, specimens,
censored usages, etc.; includes Classic-era postal cards, entires, paid/reply cards, Official cards, Express envelopes,
Officials, wrappers, aerograms, etc., largely F.-V.F., a remarkable study by the foremost authority—and a unique
opportunity, many items are noted as “scarce” or “rare” or, in some cases, the only recorded example (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Tonga, Personalized Sheets, 2012 (1188). Wholesale group of 100 sheets of 20, a great little lot if you have
ever wanted to print your design on a legal stamp. Here you will find enough stamps to add to invitations, personal letters
or just have fun with, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

307

HH

308

HH

Sudan, Outstanding Mounted Collection of Premium Items of Postal History. A wonderful, superbly
researched and annotated mounted collection of 25 covers or items of postal stationery, including a rare 1898 enlisted
man’s cover to the UK sent on the Desert Railway TPO, a Wadi-Halfa Camp envelope entire with great military and
philatelic content, scarce mint and used examples of the “2 milliemes” provisional postal cards, a couple lovely O’Leary
philatelic covers, a 5m stationery item used in Egypt with rural service marking charged postage due, etc., F.-V.F.,
terrific group for the specialist; examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Tonga, Butterfly Issue, 2012 (275-286). Complete set of twelve values in sheets of twenty containing over
1,800 sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $97,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Tonga, Personalized Sheets, 2012 (290). Wholesale group of 100 sheets of 20, a great little lot if you have
ever wanted to print your design on a legal stamp. Here you will find enough stamps to add to invitations, personal letters
or just have fun with, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Tonga, Giant Panda, 2013 (1225). Wholesale group of 200 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

Area Collections
309

H/m

310

H/m
British Commonwealth, Collection, 1840-1960. Housed in six Minkus albums by geographical region:
Africa, Americas, Asia (2 volumes.), Europe and Oceania, starts with the Penny Black and Penny Reds and 2p Blues
imperf and perf, and runs through Great Britain #376; all stamps neatly mounted and identified; lots of material (used
unless otherwise noted): Great Britain includes a plate 159 Penny Red with a 159 numeral cancel (fun, if nothing else)
along with multiple Penny Red plates, Seahorses and Castles…along with 7, 40, 46, 52, 57, 74 (trimmed perfs), 87,
94-95, 96, 108 (mint), 109, 139, 140 (mint), O6; from the Empire we find Australia from the first Kangaroos, 127-29
“Specimen” overprints, M1-6 mint; strong Australian States; nice selection of Barbados Britannias; Crete 2-5 mint;
Cyprus 2-3 mint; impressive India and States; solid Bahrain, Hong Kong and Southern Africa; very much worth a look,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

311

H/m

312

HH/H

313

H/m/)

314

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Collection of Mint & Used, 1868-1945. Mounted in a Scott album and a box of
display cards, some better mint in the album includes Antigua 84-95, Bahamas 70-83, Barbados 140-151, Bermuda
71-79, British Guiana 210-222, Canada 141-14, 217-227, 241-245, C1-C9, E2-E11, Dominica 97-110, Falkland Islands
84-96, Jamaica 75-87, Leeward Islands 29-40, Newfoundland 78-85, along with many other mint complete and short
sets, the box contains approximately (70) cards with mint & used singles and sets, a terrific lot for the internet dealer,
please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth, Britannia Rules! . At least still in these three file boxes of better British material;
from the Penny Black and a neat Keating’s Cough Lozenges proprietary, this selection will take you from Abu Dhabi to
Zimbabwe; nice material throughout; nearly everything lists at $20 or more—and often much more—making this a great
supply source for your shop or show stand, generally F.-V.F. Scott $60,092 (Owner’s). Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

British Commonwealth, Accumulation. In five boxes on 104/105 cards in country and Scott order; the sun
never sets on this selection of stamps from Aden to Zimbabwe; good holdings throughout, with Hong Kong and
Seychelles among the strongest; pour yourself a cup and enjoy the time looking through this lot, F.-V.F. Scott $34,119
(Owner’s).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth, Souvenir Sheets, Miniature Sheets and Panes. Two plastic file drawers of
materials covering the globe, from Aitutaki to Zambia; good selection of Great Britain booklets and Prestige Booklets,
and very strong Canada, Grenada, and New Zealand; some duplication throughout with high resell value; an excellent
opportunity for both collector and dealer, o.g., majority never hinged, generally Very Fine. Scott $12,810 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, Bodacious Mint & Used Lot, 1847-2000. Mounted in nine volumes and on stock
pages, with good coverage of Great Britain with back of the book and mint blocks, India & States, British Pacific,
Newfoundland, a stellar lot that will please any British collector or dealer, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Commonwealth, Omnibus Collection. Containing the following sets: 1937 George VI Coronation,
1946 Victory and Peace, 1963 Red Cross, 1965 International Co-Operation Year, 1978 25th Anniversary of QEII
Coronation and Princess Diana 21st Birthday. Sets appear complete, popular topic, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Offer

320

HH
British Pacific, 2013 Year of the Snake and 2014 Year of the Horse. Wholesale souvenir sheet
accumulation of 500 of each, consisting of: Cook Islands 1436 and 1504, Aitutaki 599 and currently unlisted Horse
sheet, Penrhyn both souvenir sheets are unlisted, Tonga 1196 and 1245, Niuafo’ou 293 and 318, Samoa 1139 and
currently unlisted Horse sheet, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $55,495.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

321

HH
British Pacific, Wholesale Collections, 2010-14. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 123
different complete sets along with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou
which average Scott catalog value is over $33.00 per set, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Popular Topicals abound such as: JFK, Royal Wedding, Year
of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects and much more. A perfect lot for
resale and priced low for a great profit potential! Actual face value in excess of $21,350., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $40,650+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

322

British Pacific, Prince William and Kate Royal Engagement, Christening and Royal Baby Issues,
2011-13. Wholesale group of 100 of each, Scott numbers: Aitutaki 562-68, 571, Cook Islands 1355-6, 1358-61,
1364-66a, 2013 Royal Baby and Royal Christening, Penrhyn 476-82, 502, 2013 Royal Baby, Samoa 2013 Royal Baby,
Tonga 1220-4, Tonga Niuafo’ou 296-300, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $43,900+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

323

H/m
British Pacific, Come Out on Top by Going Down Under. Accumulation in four storage boxes on 104/105
cards, step through the Antipodes of your choice: Australia (including States and Australian Antarctic), New Zealand or
Papua New Guinea; nice range of material throughout, with Australia running Scott #1 through 3097, with Airs, Officials
and Revenues; New Zealand from #52 through 2104, with Airs, Officials and Newspapers; PNG from #31a (mint
inverted watermark) on; you’ll have a g’day with this lot, F.-V.F. Scott $12,342 (Owner’s). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

324

HH/H

36

British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1990. Residing in 7 volumes, excellent coverage
on most countries with better mint such as Silver Jubilee Omnibus Issue, Peace Omnibus Issue, Aden 24-27,
Bechuanaland Protectorate 133-136, Bermuda 55-60, North Borneo 155, B14-B24, fresh and clean, some mixed
condition, a desirable collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
British Commonwealth, Covers with U.S. Postage Dues. Seven covers that includes Queensland 114 to
St Louis MO with J39, Australia 26 to West Berkeley CA with J63 & J64, Tasmania postal card to Portland ME with J46,
two Australia 144 to Philadelphia with pair J81, Leeward Islands 3 to Flushing NY with J42, Australia 21 to Chicago IL
with two strips of three J61, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, 25th Anniversary of the Coronation 1953-1978. Presented in four deluxe
Lynhurst albums, hundreds of sets, varieties, booklets and souvenir sheets, with many scarcer items, a must for any
Anglophile, fresh and clean, inspection is urged, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, 1977 Queen’s Silver Jubilee & 1981 Royal Wedding. Residing in two albums,
the Queen’s Silver Jubilee is mounted in a White Ace album and appears complete, while the Royal Wedding set is
mounted in a Herrick album and is missing some issues, includes mint sets, booklets and souvenir sheets, a lovely lot,
please review, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

HH

British West Indies, Useful Group of Complete Mint Sets. On Scott album pages with strength in Omnibus
Issues and including better like Bermuda SG 68-76, 121, 121b, British Guiana 283-87, 308a-19, Nevis 34 and
Newfoundland 257-67. A clean, fresh collection mostly lightly hinged, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Europe and Colonies
325

H/m
Albania and Bulgaria, Collection, 1912-66. On quadrilled pages in Biella springback binder; hundreds of
different! Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

326

H

327

m
Austria, Study, 1850-59. In a Scott Ne Plus Ultra album, this is a history of Austria and its early issues
created in 1926 by John B. Thomas, who did an impressive amount of research and exquisite work to present his
findings; each section/topic has its own frontispiece (a picture post card), typed introduction and examples presented
on homemade quadrilled pages; includes dies, reprints, St. Andrew’s Crosses, shades, plate and paper varieties, town
cancels, railroad and steamship cancels, cancellation types; lovely folded map of Europe from the mid-1920s also
included; well worth the look—if only for the author’s dedication, F.-V.F., Thomas won first price at the January 1924
Androscoggin Stamp Club competition for best single-country exhibit with this material.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

328

H/m
Austria, Compilation Collection, 1890-1997. The Strudel Surprise, neatly arranged in three 64-page and
one 24-page Lighthouse white-sleeve glassine-interleaved stockbooks; earlier issues have generally five of each,
mainly used; gradually sets of mint stamps appear, many n.h.; from 1940s onwards, there are generally five each used
and mint (mainly n.h.) of pretty much each stamp; for the online dealer or collector who wants to cherry pick, especially
as regards cancellations; fabulous lot with many thousands of nice stamps—over 2500 Sch face value, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $24,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

329

H/m

330

H/m

331

H/m

332

)

Andorra (French), Nearly Complete Collection, 1931-58. Comprises #1-17, 23-142, C1-4 & J16-41. Scott
$2,150 (40% in NH period) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Austria, Great Collection, 1850-1937. On Ka-Be hingeless pages in springback binder; Classics and
earlies are used, with some better later issues n.h.; includes many choice cancels, perforation, shade and other
varieties; several stamps have Certs; includes 1861 small newspaper postally used with Newspaper stamp; strong
Back-of-the Book; extensive Bosnia, Lombardy-Venetia, Offices in Crete and the Levant, and Feldposts, F.-V.F. Scott
$16,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Austria, Wonderful Mainly Used Collection, 1850-1974. Partly specialised collection, overall in very good
condition, including cancellations, duplicates, stamps on piece; most value in the Classic period including all the key
stamps, interesting 9kr perforated (private perforation?), powerful Lombardo-Veneto, Newspapers, Telegraphs,
Fieldpost and Occupation, very good Levant, interesting covers, some reprints (valued accordingly) in stockbook;
catalog value around €40,000, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Austria, Top-Quality Used Collection, 1850-1974. On Ka-Be pages in two-post binder; extraordinary
examples of cancels on nineteenth- and early twentieth-century stamps, including perfect c.d.s. and dated town
cancels in “Lux” condition; many stamps in black Showguard mounts; great Back-of-the-Book, including Newspaper
and Postage Dues, Offices in Crete, Lombardy-Venetia, Austrian Levant and Feldposts (most mint, some used); many
choice select examples of Classics and earlies, generally Very Fine. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Austria, WWI Feldpost Mailed in Russia, 1914-18. Over 660 cards in four volumes, includes Austria cards
postmarked in Russia with postal cards and picture cards, some featuring natives, towns include Tomsk, Bijsk,
Semipalatinsk, Tobolsk, Jenisseisk, some POW mail, a huge variety of postmarks, censored markings and military
markings, a joy to examine, you never find another collection like it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Austria, Zeppelin Flight Collection. 32 covers or cards comprising various flights and frankings, priced
from $50 to $400 each, total marked exceeds $6,000, an excellent grouping that should benefit the collector or trader
alike, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

334

HH

335

HH/H/m

336

H/m
Austria, Large Collection, 1850-1994. On hand-printed Lighthouse quadrilled pages in two two-post and
one springback binder; stamps—many thousands—are in black Hawid-style mounts; some better n.h. and later issues
all n.h.; looks pretty much complete from the mid-1930s onwards, including Back-of-the-Book; largely parallel collection
from the 1920s on; here’s a great way to beef up your Austrian collection and still have plenty to sell; fresh and crisp,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

337

H/m

338

m

339

H/m

340

m

341

H/m

342

m

343

HH/H

344

HH/H/m

38

Austria, Tremendous Post-WWII Collection, 1945-83. Appears complete n.h. in Ka-Be Europa
springback binder on hingeless pages, with certs/provenance for the key items; includes Scott #405-27, unissued
Semi-Postals Michel VI-VII “Niemals Vergessen” (“Never Forget”) Issue, and Renner souvenir sheets (#B185-8), plus
an extra set of singles, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and choice, look no further—it’s all here. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Austria, Mainly Mint Collection, 1850-1980. Many hundreds on attractive, well-filled Lighthouse hingeless
pages in two attractive, well-filled Lighthouse binders, to 1980; a few nice classics mint and/or used; complete mint,
many NH, from Scott #51, except for Dolfuss, WIPA sheet and Renner sheets; extra specialty material such as B110 on
cover, 427 with APEX cert; good back-of-the-book, including Postage Dues, Occupation issues and Bosnia &
Herzegovina; nice quality throughout; fresh colors and whistle clean! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Austria, Extensive Collection, 1850-1966. On Lighthouse hingeless pages in springback binder; later and
better items appear n.h.; Classics and earlies mainly used, with some nice cancels; with Semi-Postals, Airmails and
Postage Dues; a great collection for the serious collector about to embark on more advanced specialization, F.-V.F.
Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Austria, Clean Collection, 1851-1937. On Schaubek pages in springback binder; most stamps in clear
Hawid-style mounts; great for those who prefer postally used or nice cancels; includes Back-of-the-Book, plus Offices,
Bosnia Feldposts, etc., Fine. Scott $5,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Austria, Fresh Collection, 1850-1995. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder; some better quality on
earlier, then becomes mainly mint, later stamps appear n.h.; all in black Showguard mounts; strong Semi-Postals and
Back-of-the-Book, including Airs, Dues, Offices and Bosnia; Wunderbar, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Austria, Mercury Newspaper Collection, 1867-1880. Over 5000 stamps, incredible hoard of the issue and
includes still on Newspaper bands, multiples, cancels, shades and papers, varieties of every sort to be found. a true
virginal holding that would be the basis for a study and/or exhibit, has to be seen to be believed as it is almost
incomprehensible, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Austria, Mainly Used Collection, 1850-1937. On Lighthouse pages (many have Hawid mounts) in
springback binder; nice clean cancels; many of the mint appear n.h.; fairly strong Back-of-the-Book; fabulous collection
for advanced-level starter moving to higher level, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Austria, Useful Used, 1850-2003. In two large stockbooks; for last 50 years many are one item each, but
earlier material is up to five different, including some better items and nice cancels, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Austria, Mint Collection, 1920s-30s. On Vario pages with better sets, including Scott #303-24, 326-39,
340-53, 354-73, B93-98, B100-05, B106-09, B110, B112-17, B132-37, C12-31, C32-46 and J132-158, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $4,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Austria, Collection, 1850-1976. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder, earlies mostly used and virtually
complete, including mint 1936 Dolfuss; semi-postals are complete mint, except for #B71, #B74, #B110-1 and Renner
sheets; airmails complete mint; postage dues virtually complete mint and/or used; also some Military stamps mint,
Newspapers, Italian Occupation; decent Offices Abroad, scattered Lombardy-Venetia, Romania, Serbia; complete
mostly mint Bosnia & Herzegovina except for #1; a few “#L” numbers; bright and fresh! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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H/m
Austria, Starter Collection, 1850-1998. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder; many hundreds of
stamps, including back-of-the-book; couple better items, including a few nice cancels on earlier issues; bonus of some
face, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

346

H
Austria, WWI Feldpost Collection, 1914-18. For all you military and history buffs! Amazing WWI Feldpost
collection on Lighthouse hingeless pages in springback binder; almost all mint; a number are scarce, or even rare,
including perforation varieties, blocks, inverted surcharges/overprints! Hundreds of different! You can almost feel the
artillery shells shaking the earth! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

347

m

348

H/m

349

H/m

350

H/m
Austria, Collection, 1850-1999. Couple thousand different stamps on Scott Specialty pages in green
binder; many nice stamps; includes back-of-the-book, Offices, etc., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

351

HH

352

m
Austria, Post-WWII collection, 1945-80. On Lighthouse hingeless pages in matching springback-binder;
high-quality items, from late-1945 onwards appears to be complete, Very Fine. 2017 Scott approximately $1,350.
Offer

353

HH

354

m

355

m

356

m

357

H/m
Austria, Stock, 1860’s-1950’s. Thousands of stamps on old stock pages filled with interesting cancels and
shades that should provide hours of fun for the specialist, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer

358

H
Austria: Post Offices Abroad and Lombardy-Venetia, High Catalog Mint Collection, 1850-1908. With
lots of specialist shades and paper/perf varieties; highlights include (mint, o.g. unless noted) Lombardy-Venetia #1c (no
gum), 4, 7 (part o.g.), 24 (1 mint, 2 used), PR7 (no gum, Ferchenbauer attest), and used Offices in Crete #21 (two,
canceled Beirut & Jerusalem) and Offices in Turkey #57 (used in Jerusalem) [the cancels on these last three look good,
but are not guaranteed]; 19th century condition is mixed, 20th generally Fine to Very Fine. A wonderful lot. Scott
$16,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Austria, Collection, 1945-87. Nice used collection on Lighthouse pages in springback binder; appears
complete, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $400 - 600
Austria, Collection, 1863-1965. In Lighthouse interleaved stockbook; almost all mint, later appears n.h.;
many have several examples; useful lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Austria, Unique Collection, 1981-2001. Apparently complete on like-new Lindner Dual Hingeless album
pages in two Lindner 18-ring binders; from 1981-92 all are postally used, many with socked-on-the-nose cancels—very
tough to find like this; from 1992, all appear n.h.; an additional French collection (most n.h.) on like-new Lighthouse
hingeless pages in springback binder is included, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

Austria, Mint N.H. Collection, 1920-78. An excellent collection in a bulging Lighthouse hingeless album; the
pages are complete from 1850 (most have pencil notations), but the stamps don’t really start until 1920 and then are
only scattered until the mid-1940s, from which point they are fairly complete through 1973; the only really high value
stamp is a B110 (though with a short perf), but there are loads of $25-$75; and everything from 1920 onward is NH,
clean and F-VF. A great starter collection.
Estimate $250 - 350

Austria, Complete Collection For Period, 1965-2001. In like-new SAFE-dual Hingeless pages and three
matching maroon 14-ring deluxe binders; bright and beautiful stamps; bonus small collection of modern Switzerland on
Biella pages and springback binder, o.g., apparently all never hinged, Very Fine.
Offer

Austria, Nearly Complete Collection for Period, 1945-93. On like-new Lindner-T Hingeless albums in
Lindner ring binders; appears complete from 1946, Very Fine.
Offer

Austria, Accumulation of Used First Issue, 1850. Stock of used Austria 3, 5, 36, unchecked for perfs or
shades, F.-V.F.
Offer
Austria Used in Liechtenstein, Collection. 25 stamps sorted by town postmark, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Offer
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HH/H/m Belgium, Collection, 1849-1980. Comprehensive and extensive collection on hand-written and described
Lindner-T quadrilled pages in four Lindner 18-ring binders; most used with nice cancels; classics are specialized by
papers, shades, perforations, dies, printings; includes souvenir sheets, most socked-on-the-nose, but several are
MNH; with extensive back-of-the-book, with virtually complete Semi-Postals; also Newspaper, Parcel Post, Telegraphs
and Postage Dues; Belgium bulging with choice items! generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

360

HH

361

)

362

H/m

363

HH/H/m Belgium & Colonies, Collection, 1849-1980. Jam-packed European pages bulging in mammoth blue
Minkus Master Global binder with hundreds of pages of mint and used stamps, nineteenth century mostly used with
twentieth-century mint and/or used, many both mint and used, later is all mint and some appear NH; a few highlights on
glancing through: #171 used, #B125-31 mint, B144-50 and B169 mint; there is even another set of pages with stamps
mixed in, needs reorganization; earlies have somewhat mixed condition, later fine to very fine; includes Belgian Congo
and Ruanda-Urundi; many sets complete, sometimes two sets; a real wheeler-dealer’s delight! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

364

HH/H/m Belgium & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1985. Includes used 1, mixed mint & used B1-B8,
B25-B27, B28-B30, B31-B33, B78-B83, B93-B98, B99-B105, B107-B113, mint B225-B232, B241-B248, B302A,
B437-B441, B442-B446, B468-B476, B480-B484, B485-B491, B495-B497, B499-B502, B503-B510, B511-B513,
B515-B520, B532-B537, E1-E5, with plenty of back of the book material, also included is Belgian Congo &
Ruanda-Urundi, with plenty of sale able material, this should be a slam dunk, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

365

H

366

)
Belgian Congo, Censored Cover Collection, 1938-46. Approximately 150 censored covers from the
Belgium Congo, many with better frankings, with forwarded covers, mostly U.S. destination but a few better such as
Gabon, Senegal, South Africa, Cameroons, Brazil, with a few airmails, a lovely lot that is sure to please, examination
urged, F.-V.F., ex Hawkins Maulding.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

367

HH/H
Bulgaria, Mint Dealer Stock, 1900-60. Packed in glassines in a box, with items like 336-340, 341-345,
358-359, 360-363, 364-377, 384-385, 392-396, 397-400, 420-433, 545-552, 577, 596-601, 604, 611-615, Q1-Q18,
with heavy duplication throughout, much is NH so care is needed when evaluating, most material is identified by Scott
number, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

368

H/m

40

Belgium, Assortment of Better Mint NH, 1930-70s. Small group of mint sets original auction lot pages or
black cards; better numbers include (all NH) 449a, B250-255 (2), B426-441, B460-466, B468-476, B485-491,
B495-497 (2), B521-522 with/labels, B544-546 (2), B547-554, B558-560, B57-585 & Q427; all clean and F-VF. Scott
$1,800 Over.
Estimate $300 - 400
Belgium, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1957-2007. Approximately 100 covers, in a
small Lighthouse cover album containing Belgium expositions to Antarctic to promote general scientific advancement.
Antarctica has become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Offer

Belgium & Colonies, Extensive Collection, 1869-1986. In two fairly new Lighthouse stockbooks and parts
of two other stockbooks separated from bindings; Belgium waiting for a home in an album; some duplication; thousands
of used and mint (many appear n.h.) stamps, with many in cut-to-size black mounts; great Semi-Postal sets, Parcel
Post, Dues, some Belgium Congo, and nice early cancels; we noted: Scott #B106 used with first-day c.d.s., B169 used,
B466A-B n.h., B513a n.h., B561-6 n.h., B605a n.h., generally F.-V.F., really nice stamps. Scott $8,200.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Belgian Colonies, Collection, 1886-1955. Belgian Congo includes #1-4, 6-10, 29-30, apparently complete
139-299, B1-33 & C1-7; Ruanda-Urundi includes #1-25, 37-55 & 60-62. Scott $1,950 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Czechoslovakia, Colorful Collection, 1918-72. Many hundreds of stamps on hand-made quadrilled pages
in Biella springback album; most issues are here, including from Bohemia and Moravia; some slight duplication with
nice cancels and better items, appears largely complete; from early 1950s many stamps are n.h.; includes 17 Austrian
stamps with c.d.s.s from Czech or Slovak towns, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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H

370

H

371

H

372

H/m
Finland, Accumulation, 1866-74. Includes 43 singles and 3 pairs of #7, and 11 singles of #8, generally used
or no gum, many have complete teeth, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

373

H

374

H
Finland, Collection of Complete Booklets, 1938-90. More than 100 mostly slot-machine booklets, each in
a glassine envelope and identified by Facit or LAPE number; virtually all different with better booklets including Facit
H10, H11, H13, H15 (2 diff.) & HRE8. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

375

HH/H

376

HH

377

H/m

378

HH/H/m

379

HH/H/m France, Collection, 1849-1993. In Scott International blue binder on Scott International pages with glassine
interleaves, from #3 through 1993 (#2361), mainly used until 1956, and from then (#786) appears to be complete all
mint never-hinged in black Showguard mounts through 1993 (#2361); empty like-new pages continue through 2004;
low-to-moderate-value early issues are attractive and in great used condition; tremendous value in three-and-a-half
decades of complete mint never-hinged, including back-of-the-book, which is fabulous for expansion, filling in empty
years or retail sale, such as topicals or year-sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Denmark & Danish West Indies, 1851-1955. Includes Denmark #2-4, 7-8, 11-20, 55-69, 72-78, 82-135,
161-175, 192-230, 233, 238A-358, B3-23, C1-10, P1-10 (!) & J2-37 - no Parcel Posts; Danish West Indies comprises
#5-13 (#12 rounded corner, no gum), 21-22, 29-39 & 43-J8. Scott $8,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Denmark, Collection of Complete Booklets, 1936-91. More than 150 booklets, including about 30
slot-machine booklets, each in a glassine envelope and identified by Boom or Facit number; virtually all different Facit
H1 & H3 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Denmark, Christmas Seal Collection. 350 singles, mostly different, from 1910/1957, plus five complete
sheets from the late 1950s and early 1960s, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer

Finland, Collection, 1856-1902. 40 early used Finland, choice examples—-The “Pepsodent Special”: over
two-dozen 1860s-70s Serpentine roulettes with full, clean and intact teeth! You can spend a decade or two trying to find
“full-toothed” examples, or just get this Lot! Very Fine to Extremely Fine. 2017 Scott $9,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Finland, Collection, 1866-1990. On Scott Specialty pages, with highlights that include: 13, 19, 25-29, 46-55,
83-110, regular issues and semi postals mostly complete from 1920’s-1990., generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
France, Spectacular Collection of Imperfs, 1941-86. Nearly intact collection of about 1700 different
stamps, all in complete sets, arranged on black stocksheets in a large 3-ring binder; strongest from the 1960s
onward—in fact, probably nearly complete in that period— and loaded with items cataloging €100 and up; many are
sheet margin singles with several in pairs and a few blocks of 4; all NH, clean and Very Fine. If you want to add imperfs to
your French collection, this is the way to start! Yvert €60,000 Over ($67,200) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2004. In three Scott albums with value concentrated in the 20th
century, beginning with some classics, followed by a large amount of desirable sets issued in the 20th century, including
significant semipostal sets and singles issued in the 1914-70 period, plus airmails, postage dues, officials and some
offices abroad examples. We also noted a fair number of Euro face stamps, including several miniature sheets. We are
sure that close inspection will reveal pleasurable surprises, F.-V.F. Scott $7,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
France, Strong Collection, 1849-1963. An excellent collection in a German Lighthouse hingeless album
(pencil notations on pages); the 1849-75 period is virtually all used, while the 1876-63 issues are all mint, virtually all
never hinged, and highly complete from 1936 onward; a few highlights include (Very Fine NH unless noted) 78, 116,
116a, 121, 125, 127, 130 (nibbed corner), 194, 247 (one pulled perf), 299-314, B2, B27, B41, B44-65, and then 98%
complete from 1938 to 1963; condition on the 1849-75 issues is a bit mixed, but better than average; and the post-1875
issues are virtually all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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380

H

381

HH/H

382

H/m

383

HH/H/m

384

H/m

385

HH/H/m France, Very Fresh Collection, 1853-1976. Over 1400 different on Scott Specialty pages in nice two-post
green binder; a few early used, but strength is in 1937-76, in which all stamps are n.h. in black Showguard-style mounts;
a number of complete high catalogue value sets, generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $2,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

386

HH

387

H/m

388

m

389

HH

390

)
France, Postal History Delight, 19th & 20th Century. Nice holding of many hundreds, includes all time
frames, classic which is a bit weak but represented, we noted better airmail usages, #C2, C6b (EIPA), C17, etc., a
philatelic cover with #B10 (cats $1,550 as used stamp), over 15 sets of the B66-67 Louvre museum cards both unused
and used, various maximum card FDCs, censored, some German occupations, POW, etc. a worthwhile holding that
includes items well worth three figures, which alone would exceed the estimate of the entire lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

42

France, Parcel Post Bundle, 1919. 41 stockcards filled with “colis réclame” stamps, issued to pay a lower
tax for claimed parcels (apparently sent within Paris; stamps are inscribed “Colis postaux de Paris pour Paris”; 1585
copies of Spink-Maury #49 (25c yellow), 1838 copies of #50 (25c violet) and 374 copies of #51 (50c green); all mint and
spot check shows n.h.; singles, pairs, strips and blocks—a plater’s dream! Condition varies, generally F.-V.F., worth a
look at these uncommon stamps. Maury 49-51; €57,000 ($63,840).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

France, Mint Dealer Stock, 1935-65. Mint dealer stock in three stockbooks, includes 590 (10), B152a (3),
B153 (3), B154 (30, B155 (2), B156 (2), B157 (2), B97-B100 (6), B101-B102 (6), B112-B113 (10), B157a, must be
examined for NH material, a tremendous opportunity to restock, F.-V.F. Scott $11,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
France, Collection Mint & Used, 1849-2009. Housed in a Scott Specialty album, with many hundreds of
mint and used stamps, includes material such as mint B83, B97-B100, B101-B102, B104-B107, B117-B128,
B147-B148, B153-B157, B359-B364, used 37, C23-C27, C34-C36, also includes postage dues, a clean collection with
some mixed condition in the 19th century material, a nice lot to build upon, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
France, Semi-Postals and Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1914-78. On Scott Specialty pages in worn
green binder, mainly mint, many in mounts, later appear NH; includes: B8, B11, B28-33, B38, B39-41, B66-7, B157a,
B285-90, B294-9, C8-13 and many other Airmails, Postage Dues, Council of Europe and others; plus a manila folder
filled with booklets, booklet-panes and other Semi-Postals from 1960s and onwards; many complete sets and material
tailor-made for online retail or to beef up an existing collection; hundreds of great stamps! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
France, Collection, 1900-70. Housed in a 16-page stockbook in preparation for mounting in album; strength
is 1930s through 1960s; many used have either light or nice cancels; most mint appears n.h., including (at a glance)
Scott #B153a, B258-63, B267-72, B294-9, C22, generally Very Fine, fresh.
Estimate $400 - 600

France, Interesting and Unusual Collection, 1977-2000. A lovely and useful group, apparently complete,
neatly assembled on Scott pages in one volume; additionally we note a second 1997-2000 mint n.h. collection of 164
stamps, 9 booklets and 12 souvenir sheets on Scott pages, plus a stockbook of mint or used collector duplicates with
Classics, etc., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. or better, nice modern material throughout, much of which you don’t often see;
examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
France, All Different Collection, 1900-55. On Biella quadrilled pages in springback binder; a couple appear
NH; a few better items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
France, Collection of Used Advertising Labels. Five Scott quadrilled pages of used advertising etiquettes
from 1920s and ‘30s French booklets; labels plus 146, 167, 168, 174, 178, 245, 260, 267, 271 and 276; most singles, but
a several top-bottom pairs included; noted a couple Algerian issues as well; a fun lot—find out what the French were up
to (or being told to buy) in the inter-war period.
Offer

France, Mint NH Collection, 1944-73. A solid starter collection, about 90% complete for the period mounted
in black mounts in a Borek album; all clean and F-VF, NH.
Offer
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)
France, Postal History Selection, 1853-75. A baker’s dozen of covers sent within France and to
Switzerland and Italy; mute Paris stars, Bayonne lozenge, blue anchor and paquebot straightline cancels on Napoleon
III and Cérès issues (Scott #15//58, including 15 var. (“Susse” private perforations) and 35a); range of handstamps and
backstamps as well; some covers show expected mail-use wear, but overall a F.-V.F. or better grouping. Maury €1,875
++ ($2,100).
Estimate $350 - 500

392

H)
France, WWII Propaganda Cards. 13 comical post cards, each of a political nature and quite scarce, Very
Fine, Retail $1,625.
Estimate $250 - 350

393

H/m

394

HH/H

395

HH/H/m

396

)

397

H
French Colonies, Beautiful Collection. Three Minkus “French Community” albums house Alaouites to
Wallis & Futuna from the earliest up to 1965 (with a few later), mostly hinged though some mounted; part parallel
mint/used collection; includes many special items, including imperfs, trial color strips, deluxe sheets, and Fournier
forgeries of each colony in pristine condition; some not-often-seen material, including Algerian Railway Package
stamps and a New Caledonia #1 reprint sheet of 25; overprints (some inverted), set-offs, cancels—whatever your thing,
you’ll find it here; selected items include Cameroons Scott #255-81; Cilicia 101-09; Dahomey 17-31, J1-8; French
India 21, 140a; Tahiti (most signed S.G.), Indonesia B8-13 (used); Ivory Coast 21-36; Ste. Marie de Madagascar
1-13; Martinique SG #5a; Mauritania 1-17; New Caledonia 1-17, 40-58, 66-80, 83a, 182-207, 217-51, J1-8; Réunion
B1 (used), C19-41; St. Pierre & Miquelon 12-14, J48-56; Somali Coast 21-22; Wallis & Futuna 94-126, J24-36,
F.-V.F. or better, clean collection of beautiful and colorful stamps; must see to appreciate. Scott $114,000 + (2014 for
Classics) (Owner’s).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

398

HH/H

France & Colonies, Stock. Three file boxes with material ranging from France Scott #3 through 3773, with
Semi-Postal sets and booklets, Airs, Air Semi-Postals, Dues, Military, Officials, Parcel Posts; also includes French
Colonies issues, singles and sets from individual colonies, as well as Council of Europe and UNESCO sets; nice items
throughout, F.-V.F. Scott $23,239 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
France & Colonies, Mint Dealer Stock, 1900-2000. Two stock books filled with mint singles, pairs and
blocks of four, includes singles 315-320 NH, 337 three blocks of four, single 349, B79 three blocks of four, C30 block of
four plus six singles, two C35, plus Algiers and Tunisia, a magnificent lot with fresh stamps with eye popping colors,
examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
France & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1950. Residing in four volumes, France includes nice
selection of used 19th century stamps, with better mint 477-495, New Caledonia has mint & used singles and sets, with
40-48, 50, 53-54, 66-71, 81-87, 117-121, 217-222, C21-C23, CB1, some better items throughout, mixed condition,
please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
French Offices in Egypt, Excellent Selection of Covers. Wonderful selection of 20 premium covers
showing French Offices usage; we note excellent Port Said usages, including 5c (pair) of the local overprint types (Scott
#5var) locally used on picture post card, 1Fr (Scott #13) on registered cover to Holland, a lovely properly used incoming
postage due cover bearing 2 copies of the 15m on 5c (Scott J2), plus a second J2 cover bearing a single example,
incoming from France; a pair of amazingly franked covers from Port Said to the Belgian Consulate, bearing large
quantities of low-value issues; a splendid cover bearing a pair of 25c on 10c surcharges (Scott 16); strong Alexandria
types, etc., F.-V.F., outstanding group, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Colonies, Beautiful (Mainly Africa) Pre-Independence Collection, 1884-1966. On large folio
Yvert & Tellier deluxe pages (most hingeless with clear mounts) through 1940s, with some countries through the 1950s
in a deluxe Yvert Tellier “Album de Timbres-Poste” leather binder—-this is considered the “top of the line” of French
area albums and are much sought after; includes: Anjouan, Benin, Cameroun, French Guinea, French India, French
Sudan, Gabon, Grand Comoro, Guadeloupe, Ivory Coast, Martinique, Reunion, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Somali Coast,
Togo, Tunisia, and Wallis & Futuna; several of these countries are complete, or virtually complete, with many later NH;
very high quality with some better items signed by Calves, Brun or others; the Navigation and Commerce Issues are
virtually complete across the board; a few early stamps are with c.d.s. cancels, rest are all crisp and fresh mint with
eye-popping colors; this collection is pretty much complete except for individual rarities and some postage dues; check
this one out! Mon Dieu! If you collect French area, simply bid on this one! Pages are almost like new! You’ll never see
another one like this! generally Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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399

HH/H

400

HH/H

401

H

402

H/m

403

H/m

404

HH
German Area, Booklets, 1919-91. Amazing collection housed in Scott Specialty binder; arranged by Michel
booklet number with Michel and Scott numbers for panes provided as well, many with varieties; most Post Office fresh,
though a small number exploded (Germany MH11, MH12, MH18b; BRD MH1)—but the individual panes for MH18
catalogue €1,000; more than half of the items catalogue in excess of €100 each in 2011 Michel Handbuch-Katalog
Markenheftchen Deutsches Reich and 2014 Deutschland-Spezial (Band 2), o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine,
worth viewing. Michel approximately €16,000 ($17,920).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

405

H
German Area, Largely Complete Collection, 1850-1997. Largely complete, even for recent issues,
housed in four Scott Specialty albums (ignore what the spines say); includes Germany #1-11, 12-13 (pen canceled),
Symbols of Empire sets, 210 (2), 211, 804, B33, B68, B91-92, B105, B292-93, B294-95, Berlin complete, Offices in
China, Morocco and Turkish Empire; German Democratic Republic (DDR) largely complete; States include Hamburg
complete (less #7), Hanover complete (less 7 and 17), Lubeck, Saxony complete (less 1), Thurn and Taxis (North and
South Districts), Wurttemberg near complete; extensive Bavaria, Danzig, Saar; several States issues (Bergedorf
Michel #1a, Bremen Michel 3 and 7, Oldenburg Scott 8) come with certificates; Colonies include a nice selection of
Heligoland, Kiauchau, Marianas and Marshall Islands; must see to appreciate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

406

H/m
German Area, Collection, 1852-1995. In Scott Specialty album; better singles and sets with very high level
of completion—even early; includes better singles and series; noted #22 used, mint 62-64, various perf/hole sets of the
Representations of Empire series, 585A-93, 593A-99, 670-85 (with 677 misperf pair), B33, B68 (n.h.), B102-105,

44

French Colonies, Mint Accumulation, 1945-2000. Hundreds of mint singles and sets, includes Chad C1,
Central African Republic C4 (8), Comoro Islands C16a, French Satellite Omnibus set, along with other France & British
Commonwealth omnibus sets, a great deal of value throughout and with condition better that on would expect, viewing
strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
French Colonies: Algeria, Mint Collection, 1924-58. Virtually complete for the period, lacking only the
1949 U.P.U. & 1955 Rotary issues (226-228, 264); all o.g., clean and Fine to Very Fine with a good bit of never hinged
including 33-67, B1-13 & C4A. A great lot. Scott $1,350+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Georgia, Consular Post Collection. 36 different including proofs, rarely seen, perusal encouraged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

German Area, Specialized Collection. On KaBe pages, mostly used, with minor duplication of Scott
numbers, but actually various Michel varieties, with better items that include: Cameroun 1-6, 16-18, 53-62, Caroline
Islands 5a - 45 degree angle overprint with BPP certificate, 6, 9a (2 on piece and 1 on post card), 18 on piece, 19 on
piece with BPP certificate, German East Africa four 19th century German stamps with German East Africa cancels, 1-5,
6-10, 12-21, 21, 41 (3, 1 used), Evangelical Mission in Wuga (2½ pair and two singles of 7½), German New Guinea 1-6,
7-17, 19 used with BPP certificate, 23 (2 mint), New Britain 18-19, German South West Africa two 19th century German
stamps with German South West Africa cancels, 1-4, 7-12, 13-25 (5m with small BPP certificate), 26-34 (3m is mint,
extra mint value of 2m and 5m x2), Offices in China fourteen stamps with 19th century German stamps with China
cancels, 1-6, 24-35, 36A, 37-45, 52, $1 values with various Michel varieties: 53, 54 (5, 2 are used), 55 (5, 1 used), 56 (7,
3 are used), Offices min Morocco 1-6, 17 (2), 18, 20-31, 33-43 used, 41-44 mint, Offices in Turkey 1-6, 8-12, 21-23,
40-41, 43-52, 54, Kiauchau 18, 29, 30, 38, 39, 42, Mariana Islands 14, 26-28, 29 (2 mint), Marshall Islands one 19th
century German stamps with Marshall Islands cancel, 2 with BPP certificate, 3a (2), 4a (2), 6 on piece with BPP
certificate, 7-12, 13-22, 24, 25 (3 mint), Samoa two with 19th century German stamps with Samoa cancels, 51-56,
57-68, 73 (2 mint), 109 on piece, Togo three 19th century German stamps with Togo cancels, 1-6, 8-17, 19, 35-40, 63,
three Witu stamps and German Seapost 10c black, blue green and yellow. A great specialized collection of German
offices and Colonies not of quality not typically seen here in the U.S. Many Michel listed varieties including many of the
difficult German issues used abroad with Colonies postmarks. This is “a must own” if you wish to fill in this popular
section of your collection, generally F.-V.F. Scott $30,349.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
German Area, Extensive Collection, 1849-1956. Near-complete in a Schaubek album; includes Germany
and States, Occupation issues, post-war Zones (including Provisionals), GDR, Colonies, Danzig, Memel, Upper
Silesia, etc.; highlights include (used) Germany Scott #11, Symbols of Empire sets, B33 on clip, C27-34, Bavaria
256-75 (less 262); mint Germany 26, B68, B91-92, C38-39…plus many, many more; the collection was built with an eye
to quality, as its even, unparalleled strength shows, an impressive gathering worth viewing. Scott $30,000. Estimate
$3,500 - 5,000
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C20-27, C40-42, OL16-21; military airpost, officials, newspaper and franchise stamps as well; several nice pages of
overprint errors (doubled, inverted, etc.), definitely worth viewing F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
407

H/m

408

H/m
German Area, Stock. Wide-ranging selection housed in three 11-inch file boxes; good German States,
Germany from Scott #2 through 2428a including complete booklets and panes, Semi-Officials, Airs, Officials, a range of
general Back-of-the-Book, along with Offices, Berlin, DDR, Danzig, Kiauchau, Marienwender, Memel, Saar and Upper
Silesia; solid, clean material for your next show, F.-V.F. Scott $19,943 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

409

HH/H/m German Area, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Assortment, 1920s-2000s. In three Elbe stock books with mint
& used duplication arranged in parallel. We noted Third Reich period, including regulars and semipostals, plus a large
amount of Federal Republic never hinged blocks of four and singles. Excellent for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

410

H

411

H

412

H/m

413

H/m/)

414

H/m

415

HH/H/m German Area, Collection, 1872-1993. Including Germany, Berlin and German Democratic Republic on
Scott International pages in blue binder; early issues for Germany are used and nicely cancelled, such as: 2-5 ($108),
15//24 ($250), 27 ($43), 29-34 ($41), etc; later includes; 670-85 ($41), 668-9 ($90), etc.; from about 1966, for Germany
and Berlin collection becomes mint, apparently NH, in black Showguard mounts, then largely complete through 1993
(with pages through 2000); GDR is more scattered, mainly used, with pages to 1990; basis of a great collection, to fill
empty spaces or for sale online, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

German Area, Valuable Scott Album Collection. Extensive Colonies, Plebiscites, DDR, Occupations and
States assembled on Scott pages; noted items include extensive Memel, very nice Saar with better mint like Scott
#B16-22, B23-29, B30-36, B37-43, B44-46, B47-53, B69-73; good Occupation of Poland; solid Offices in China,
Morocco and Turkey; good Mariana and Marshall Islands; excellent Berlin, including mint 9N1-20, 9N35-41, 9N61-63,
9NB1-3, 9NB4-5, plus used 9N21-34, 9NB6-7; a fair range of States and lots more, generally F.-V.F., good collection of
popular material; inspection invited. Scott $14,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Area: States, Colonies and Occupied Areas, Collection, 1849-1945. From Allenstein to
Wurttemberg, mint, used and covers; very pretty and largely complete collection apart from States; includes Germany
#41-42 mint, Offices in China and the Turkish Empire; Baden and Bavaria postal covers; Eastern Command,
Plebiscites, Memel; Azad Hind, Ljubljana essays, Serbian souvenir sheets, Saar through 1957, Belgium, France and
Poland occupation issues, worth a look F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Area: Occupations and Berlin, Collection, 1919-90. Nearly complete, nearly all mint collection in
Scott Specialty album; starts with Belgian occupation stamps following WWI through the fall of the Berlin Wall; AMG (all
three printings), French Zone and Russian Zone issues; local posts; regular issues and semi-postals, a few full sheets,
souvenir sheets, se-tenant printings, a small selection of Berlin First Day Sheets (ETBs) from 1956-60—a very nice
collection worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Area, Collection, Including Occupations and Plebiscites, 1914-39. Housed in a Lighthouse
binder on hingeless pages, includes WWI Occupation stamps (Belgium, Eastern and Western Commands, Poland,
Romania (M.V.i.R.), Belgian Military Post in Rheinland, Eupen and Malmedy); Danzig and Port Gdansk; Poland,
Memel, and Allenstein, Marienwerder, Upper Silesia and Schleswig (the last four including Plebiscites), and a few
Ukraine overprints; much useful material, the majority mint, generally F.-V.F., strong completion; worth viewing. Scott
$3,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Collection of Mint & Used, 1890-1945. Mounted in three volumes, with States, airmails,
Danzig, DDR, most of the value is in the colonies and offices, Cameroun with 10, 16 & 18, Caroline Islands, Samoa,
Marshall Islands, Mariana Islands, German East Africa 23-24, 25 pair, 26-27, Kiauchau, German New Guinea 19,
German South West Africa, Togo, also includes Memel, Poland, Belgium, Offices in Morocco, China 42, Turkish
Empire, Upper Silesia, Allenstein, with many mint & used issues, a couple of covers, some condition issues but overall,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Collection, 1920-39. Danzig, Memel and Saar on Ka-Be specialized pages in springback
binder; hundreds of different stamps, many nice cancels, including dozens of c.d.s.s on piece, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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416

HH/H
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H/m
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H/m
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HH/H/m

420

)

421

)
German Area, Better Stampless Holding, 18th & 19th Century. About 100 items, each selected for
scarcity of town, usage or cancel, includes overseas usages, a treasure trove for the postal historian, worthy of a closer
look, most items would price out to $50 each retail and up, providing a tidy return to the lucky buyer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

422

)

423

)

424

H/m)

425

)

426

H/m

427

m

46

German Area, Group of Early Blocks. Bavaria #17 block of 10 with Brettl certificate, #16 block of 8 with
Sommer certificate, #23 block of 10 with Hennies certificate, a few light gum skips and perforation separations, overall
bright and fresh appearance, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Area, Collection, 1852-1982. On Scott International pages with interleaves in springback binder;
pages are very full, and include Thurn and Taxis, North German Confederation, Empire, Weimar, Third Reich and
Post-War West Germany and Allied Occupation issues; many nice stamps, with fairly extensive Semi-Postals and
Back-of-the-Book, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Area, Collection, 1872-1935. Older collection on Schaubek pages, Germany, Allenstein,
Marienwerder, Danzig, North Schleswig, Upper Silesia and a few Occupations, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

German Area: Offices and States, Accumulation. In small Schaubek stock book with over 300 stamps,
mostly lower and middle values, with a nice variety and some lovely cancel strikes, o.g., some stamps never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Offer

German Area, Postal History Jumble. Over 175 covers and cards with material such as C15-C19 on cover,
B172 on cover, 1230 on cover, 600-616 on cover, Poland German Occupation N103 on cover, C36 on Graf Zeppelin
flight, Berlin 9N79 first day cover, with many more premium items, if you collect or deal in Germany, this is your lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Area, Sea Post Cancels, 1890-1935. A collection of 20 cards in a album, most cards have either
the German Seapost cancel, or a scene of an ocean liner, a few gorgeous cards present, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Postal History Collection, 1887-1914. Residing in an album are 94 postal cards, picture
postcards and covers, includes pair #8 on picture postcard to Germany with Constantinople Deutsche Post cancels,
Togo postal card with Klein-Popo cancel, Cameroun postal card with Duala cancel, and many more choice items,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Area, Picture Postcards of German Warships, 1901-18. A collection of 89, with Prince Albert,
Brandenburg, Deutschland, Helgoland, Kaiser, Mainz, Ostfriesland, Rhineland, Wilhelm der Grosse, and many others
alphabetically arranged in a binder, most are mint, please examine, huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Area, Marine Schiffspost Picture Postcards, 1897-1920. 70 cards and covers with “Marine
Schiffspost” cancels, includes lots of warships including submarines, propaganda, battle scenes, and we note a cover
with"Torpedo Div" postmark, intriguing lot, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German States, Mixed Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1937. On fairly-worn Scott Specialty pages for
“German States and Colonies;” most are used, including some nice classics and cancellations; strength is in Baden,
Bavaria, Danzig, Oldenburg, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein; hundreds and hundreds of stamps, generally Fine. 2017
Scott $9,400+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German States, Great Specialized Collection, 1868-70. Over 100 different items, 90% used on five
Lindner-T Dual Hingeless pages; includes Franco-Prussian War Alsace and Lorraine Occupation issues; tremendous
examples of shades and other varieties, strong range of different cancellations in black and other colors, with many
c.d.s. and other desirable cancels, generally F.-V.F., real hunting-ground for the specialist or exhibitor.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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German States, Specialized Collection. 54 sides of stocksheets filled with multiples of each issue, with
roulettes, imperfs and perfs, color shades, loads of cancels, as singles, pairs, strips and blocks; cancels come from
across the States, including Thurn & Taxis, Schleswig-Holstein, Saxony, Oldenburg, Mecklenburg-Strelitz…the list
looks to be complete; a wonderfully solid and clean gathering, heaven for the cancel hunter or specialist, and a boon to
the dealer as well, generally F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German States, Tremendous Collection, 1868-70. On both home-made and Schaubek pages (sleeved) in
14-ring SAFE binder; incredible range of cancellations on- and off-cover; 200 different stamps and 16 covers, all in
exceptional condition and written up in detail; includes stamps arranged by town, state and Bahnpost cancels; very
helpful charts and schedules; a real gem; Go for the Gold! Very Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

German States, Large Mint and Used Collection. With some quick highlights that include; Baden 1, 17,
Brunswick 4, 6-11, 12, 16, Thurn and Taxis Northern District 4 (4), Wurttemberg 5, 7, 32, 39, 40, 44, and more on loose
dealer tear sheets and #102 cards, some usual faults, high catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German States, Stampless Cover Stock. Many hundreds of German States stampless covers in two boxes
and an album, with straight lines, boxed and c.d.s., some colored, most with contents, different official seals or
handstamps on some reverses, a great deal of patience will be needed to maximize the return on this lot, but the reward
will be substantial, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German States, Stampless Cover Collection, 1625-1860. Over 130 stampless covers, straight lines, c.d.s.
and tombstones, some colored, with some 17th & 18th century folded letter sheets, towns include Ansbach, Beilngries,
Wriezen, Ottobeuern, Stuttgart, Oberndorf, Rottweil, Tuttlingen, Grafenwohr, well worth our low estimate, please take a
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German States, Stampless Accumulation, 1840-80. Several hundred stampless covers, from towns such
as Dannenberg, Aurich, Hademstorf, Gartow, Engter, Hanover, Luneburg, Obrndorf, with straight line, c.d.s. and
tombstone town cancels, a superior lot, fresh & clean, F.-V.F.
Offer

German States: Bavaria, Stampless Cover Collection 1840-1890. 80 stampless covers, with postmarks
from Ensisheim, München, Ottobeuern, Donauwörth, Babenhausen, Augsburg, Nürnberg, mostly with contents,
includes straight lines, c.d.s., some colored, a lovely lot, gets better upon close examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

German States: Hanover, Wonderful Vintage Era Postal History Accumulation and More. Comprising
approximately 50 covers, of which there are 10 with the first issue designs, including two with network overprints (Scott
#11), plus several multiple frankings, etc., plus 26 covers franked with the 1g Scott #19, etc.; we also find quantities of
#19 used on piece, mounted on pages for cancellations; condition ranges, but an interesting vintage selection
nonetheless, examine.
Estimate $350 - 500
German States: North German Confederation and Alsace-Lorraine, Collection. In typical Scott number
format. North German Confederation with a decent level of completion with four covers and a nice group of cancels on
various stamps, Alsace and Lorraine section is 19 stamps and two covers, with a few great clear and readable town
cancels, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German States: North German Confederation, Amazing Collection, 1868-70. On eight hand-made
exhibition-size pages in Lindner 18-ring vinyl pages; mainly used with c.d.s. and other desirable handstamps/cancels;
many choice items, including Officials, pairs, blocks, a great cover. and more than four dozen Franco-Prussian War
Alsace-Lorraine Occupation stamps; tremendous variety for a narrow area that can be built upon for high-level exhibit,
generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $11,600+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German States: North German Confederation, Extensive Collection, 1868-70. Hundreds of items on
old-time German quadrilled pages; needs some sorting, but great stuff here; including dozens of fabulous cancels
including c.d.s. and other better items; with Officials and dozens of Franco-Prussian War Occupation stamps; this
collection can go in many different directions, generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $7,500+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Germany, Fokker Aviation Brochures and Photographs, 1923-30. 30 pieces of ephemera from the
earliest days, 1923, to the merger with General Motors in 1930, a group unparalleled, each being a rarity and ideal for
the serious student of German aviation and Fokker in particular, VF.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

444

HH/H

445

HH/H/m Germany, Weimar Republic/Third Reich Collection, 1923-45. On Schaubek pages in Lighthouse
springback binder; many of the stamps in mounts appear to be n.h.; pretty much complete, includes Wagner set mint,
many Olympics, souvenir sheets, C38-39 mint signed, and many dozens and dozens of se-tenants
(Zusammendrucke), mint and/or used; a great selection for both the collector and the retailer, generally Very Fine. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

446

H/(H)
Germany, Proof / Essay Group. Consisting of a ultramarine issue similar in design to Switzerland seated
Helvetia issue, two ultramarine proofs similar to Germany Scott #13 and North German Confederation 1gr black corner
margin block of 8, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

447

m/)

448

m/)

48

German States: North German Confederation, Deep and Rich Stock. On black stockbook pages pulled
from their binding, a specialized accumulation of NDP issues in quantity; organized and sorted by Michel number; most
rouletted issues are here, with the majority of items imperf with perfs appearing as well; quantities vary from 1 to 10
each, with color shades and cancels aplenty to explore; for a taste of what’s here, the on-piece items include Scott #3
pair, 3 plus 4 combo, 4 (2, one with net cancel), 6 (single and pair), 7 (2), 8, 10, 11, 15 pair, and a cover (missing flap) with
perfed NVI with Hamburg 13.4.72 cancel; Flemming photo cert for #23 (18k), with many other experts’ handstamps
noted throughout; some nice France Occupation issues (N2//N7) included as well, well worth the time to review. Scott
$6,845.
Estimate $600 - 800
German States: North German Confederation, Stockpage of Better. Multiple sets neatly arranged on a
single side of a seven-row Vario page; complete less Scott #9: rouletted, imperf and perf issues are all here; includes
two sets of 1-11 and 12 with different roulette settings (including 2 #11s used); perfs run from 1/3g through a nice 18k
used; two copies each of #25-26 (1 with manuscript cancel only, 1 with combination manuscript and c.d.s. cancel),
generally F.-V.F. or better, a lovely collection and an excellent source for the cancel hunter—must see! Scott $3,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
German States: Oldenburg, Lovely Old-Time Selection of 25 Covers. A splendid, recently unearthed
holding comprising 12 First Issue 1/30th franked #1 covers, plus 13 1g rose (Scott #18) covers; the First Issues are
delightful, highlighted by an all-different range of straightline or boxed killers, while the 1g covers offer a lovely array of
boxed killers, mostly F.-V.F., ideal specialist’s lot with good diversity; examine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany, Hufeisen (“Horseshoe”) Cancels, 1864-1871. A meticulous collection of these intriguing
cancels and covers stored in a large stockbook, with over 120 stamps and 30 covers, starts with Berlin and continues
alphabetically by town, most represented with a cancelled stamp and a cover or card, includes a nice selection of
Cologne cancels, a serious find for the avid specialist, worth many times our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Germany, Complete Booklets & Se-tenant Combinations, 1933-45. A virtually complete collection of
Third Reich Issues in a “Ka-Be” album with leatherette binder & slipcase; exploded booklets comprise (NH unless
noted) Michel MH32.2, 33, 35, 36.2, 37.1, 38.1, 39.5, 43, 45 lhp, 46 lhp & 48.2. Intact booklets are MH34.2, 40.2, 41,
42.1, 42.2, 44 & 47. Se-tenant combinations are complete but for S255-256 (??!), all LH; also includes extra panes
from a few of the intact booklets. All clean and F-VF. A great lot. Michel €10,000 ($11,200) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Germany, Extraordinary Bahnpost Cancels Collection, 1880s-1910. Well over 1,000 different
items—stamps, pieces and some covers—from 49 railway post routes/lines on hand-made quadrilled pages in a Biella
springback binder; includes some transnational usages on French stamps, Very Fine, tremendous historical resource
and stunningly beautiful; these are avidly collected in Europe; you can’t go wrong with this gem!
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Germany, Stunning Bahnpost (Railway Post) Cancel Collection, 1868-1950s. Over 600 items on
30-pages of Lighthouse stock book; includes some covers and scarce inflation-era; plus bibliographical and philatelic
information on Bahnpost cancellations, as well as a small catalogue; includes a few dozen cancels on German State
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stamps (mainly North German Confederation); most are late nineteenth and early twentieth century; this material is
much sought after and highly desirable; Absolutely Fabulous! generally Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
449

H/m/)
Germany, Local Inselpost Issues, 1944-45. Small collection of four stamps and five covers nicely written
up on seven Exhibition pages; includes Michel 8BII (MLH & two covers), 9 (MLH), 10BbI (two covers) and 10BII (used &
a cover). Michel 8 B II//10 B II; €1,670 ($1,870) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

450

m
Germany, Collection, 1872-1923. German Empire to early Weimar Republic collection on Schaubek pages
in springback binder; all used; many c.d.s. and other desirable cancels; some tough-to-find stamps postally used!
generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $2,350+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

451

m

452

m

453

m

454

)
Germany, the Mother of all WWI Feldpost Holdings. Many thousands of cards/covers, maybe over ten
thousand - you decide, filling five large cartons, a true hoard accumulated and put aside over the past several decades,
containing material from various stations/fronts, included we noticed a feldpost bag and other ephemera, certainly a
veritable bargain at twice our estimate, don’t even need to look at with this conservative estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

455

)

456

)
Germany, Military Mail, 1937-45. Mounted exhibition collection of more than 450 covers (a small number
are unmounted) and collateral items featuring such separate sections as “Violations of Feldpost Regulations”, “Parcel
Mail”, “European Theater”, “Occupation of France & Belgium”, “Russian Front”, “16th & 18th Armies in the Demyansk
Salient”, “Occupation of Poland”, “Foreign Legion Mail”, “Feldpost Dispatched by the Civil Post Office”, “Mute Feldpost
Cancels”, Army Division & Corps Post Offices, “Navy Feldpost” (73 different ships), and Feldpost After the War”.
Virtually everything is identified by Unit with a huge variety of “Kenn-” (Code) Numbers, and a large percentage is
Registered. A fabulous collection, representing a lifetime of acquisition and study that is surely worth more than the sum
of its parts. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

457

)

458

)

459

)

Germany, Cancellation Collection, 1872-1934. In two Lighthouse stockbooks; focus on c.d.s. and Luxus;
almost three thousand different, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Germany, Colonial Cancels on German Stamps. 61 stamps with colonial cancels, includes Cameroun,
SWA Voileuf, Constantinople, Tanga, Apia, Jaluit, the prefect lot for the specialist, includes pairs and blocks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany, China Cancels on German Stamps, 1897-1910. 27 stamps, pairs, block and strip with
Shanghai, Tientsin cancels, excellent specialist lot, F.-V.F.
Offer

Germany, Valuable Inflation Era Postal History Collection. Powerful and well annotated exhibition quality
collection in 10 bulging volumes with over 1400 covers / cards, a treasure trove of usages by date and issue, formed
over a collectors’ lifetime and intact as received, includes many of the scarcer rate periods, an opportunity to start a
collection of this intriguing period of history this being the building block, or to parse out and sell retail or on the internet, a
winner in either case and a veritable breeze to view, Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Germany, Mainly Inflation Cover Holding. Many hundreds (guessing more than 750) covers / cards, some
expertised, excellent valuable items, single frankings, mixed frankings, airmails, censored, occupations, etc., huge
retail / sales potential, viewing invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Germany, Postal History, 19th & 20th Century. The Germans have landed!! many many hundreds (maybe
thousands) filling a carton, Empire, Inflation & Reich periods all well-represented, includes usages of every sort, a really
interesting assemblage that would benefit form a research and sort as there are many better items to be mined from
within, careful viewing suggested and will not disappoint as the sales value will be a multiple of the estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Germany, WWI Prisoner of War, Censored Mail & Ephemera. Captivating collection outlining WWI with
over 1000 covers / cards plus very informative and interesting maps, field notes, etc., a truly vast array of items that only
needs to be better organized and presented or broken up and sold, inspection invited and truly fascinating, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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460

)

461

)

462

)

463

)

464

)

465

)

466

)

467

)

468

)
Germany, Picture Postcard Collection, 1900-18. Consists of 83 Gruss Aus picture postcards including a
mini postcard from Hamburg, and 101 mostly postcards with a few postal cards and cover thrown in of Feldpost or
Marine Schiffspost cancels, includes warships and military, we note a Zeppelin card and a card celebrating UBoat 9’s
exploits, with many multicolored, a choice lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

469

)

470

)

471

)
Germany, Postal History Collection, 1860-1945. 127 cards and covers in a cover album, includes
commemorative, commercial, postal stationery, advertising, inflation, airmail, registered, and picture postcards, some
scarce and attractive material, be sure to check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

472

)

50

Germany, Premium Selection of Zeppelin Covers. Beautiful, clean and valuable group of 17 covers,
comprising 14 Zeppelin covers plus an unused ballon card and two better flight covers: one a 1934 example with the
complete set of the 1934 Workers series; the 14 Zepp covers are excellent, nearly all on their original public auction lot
cards from a prominent New York City firm, including numerous South American and Chicago flight franked examples,
etc.; lovely select quality group, F.-V.F. or better, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, WWI Feldpost, Exhibition Quality Collection. In 16 volumes, over 2000 covers / cards, on well
annotated exhibition quality descriptions, very interesting collection of this era, we note many of the scarcer ones
present, examination invited and can either be expanded upon or broken down for sales, conservatively estimated,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Massive Postal History Hoard. Likely thousands of covers, from Empire, states, inflation,
plebiscites, a few non-German scattered within, this is the true meaning of a hoard, when reviewing, one will find
pockets of various areas of interest and value, all neatly presented, many in plastics and priced—-ready to sell, one can
breeze through the viewing or just bid at or above our conservative estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Germany, Massive Postal History Accumulation. Huge collector’s accumulation of approximately a few
thousand covers, stationery items, etc., including WWI occupations, Bavaria, nice DDR, good post-war early Bund,
WWII Allied occupations, lots of 1920s-30s commercial mail and more; large quantities of material here, F.-V.F.,
examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, Concentration Camp Mail Collection. 29 covers, all from Buchenwald Camp, all the same
correspondence to Frau Leopololine Christeler in Vienna, amazing they are still together, please review carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, Concentration Camp Mail. 15 items, 14 letters / cards, Dachau Oranienburg, Auschwitz,
Theresienstadt, a frightening group that shows the postal system in the camps and its use. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany, WW1 POW Cards, 1916-19. 184 cards housed in a cover album, various censor markings,
excellent range of destination and origins, mixed condition, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany, WW1 Feldpost, One Man’s Collection. Approximately 1500 items, envelopes, cards and picture
post cards, many items identified, huge variety of military markings, a wonderful holding that needs further research,
you’ll need plenty of time to sufficiently review this lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany, Massive Collection of WWI Feldpost, 1914-18. Over 350 cards or covers in four volumes, every
one meticulously identified by band and Feldpoststempel number, all on well annotated pages in German, a labor of
love, includes listing of all numbers and locations, an easy viewing, be sure to check her out, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany, WWII POW Cards & Feldpost Cards, 1938-46. 180+ covers and cards on pages, mostly POW
cards and feldpost cards, also a couple of Ukraine occupation covers, POW letters, Red Cross Russian cards, some
picture postcards, be prepared to give this lot a thorough examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany, Inflation Cover Accumulation, 1920’s. Approximately 500 inflation covers, mostly 20th century,
with some wonderful frankings, various town cancels, mixed condition, inspection needed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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473

)

474

)
Germany, WW1 & WW2 POW Cards & Covers. 139 items mounted in a binder, includes covers, Red Cross
folders, cover with a Berlin local stamp, cover to Texas, cards from Russia, many with original contents, needs
research, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

475

)

476

)

477

)

478

)

479

)
Germany, Diverse & Valuable Cover Collection. Approximately 170 covers and cards, includes flight
covers, feldpost, POW mail, Zeppelins, commemoratives, helicopter flights, balloon flights, postal stationery, picture
postcards, great potential, few condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

480

)

481

)

482

)

483

)
Germany, Postal History Collection, 1905-25. 75 covers, with many unusual frankings, retail values from
$10 to $35, useful for internet or retail sales, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

484

)
Germany, Miscellaneous World War II Postal History, 1939-45. Balance of about 100 covers and
collateral items from the wartime “Deutsche Dienspost” System; most are unmounted, but there are 28 Exhibit pages
which include about 15 Lager Post covers. A most interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

485

)

Germany, Third Reich Cover Compendium. Many hundreds, includes set briefs, special cancels, parcel
cards, better individual items to about $100 value each, loaded with many interesting usages that would provide hours
of fun researching for the German specialist or for retail/internet sales, tremendous potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany, Zeppelin Covers. A selection of seven German & one Russian covers, includes 1930 South
American Flight to US franked with C36, C38-C39, 1932 South American flight with C35, 1930 South American Flight
with C38, 1928 card with C36, 1929 from Malta to U.S. flight with C36-C37, 1931 flight card with C44, 1936 North
American flight with C57-C58, and Russia C26 & C29 on 1931 polar flight, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Inflation Era Cover Collection, 1919-23. Over 250 covers from just after WWI, progressing
gradually through the inflation era, adding more and more stamps with higher denomination as the years progressed
until you see some interesting covers that are covered with stamps, a very interesting collection that shows little
snapshots of this volatile era that set the stage for the Nazi party, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Inflation Era Cover Collection, 1919-23. Over 230 covers from just after WWI, progressing
gradually through the inflation era, adding more and more stamps or higher denomination as conditions became worse
until you see some interesting covers that are covered with stamps, that give a good historical view of this volatile era
that set the stage for the Nazi party, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Germany, Picture Postcard Collection, 1898-1910. 200 picture postcards, includes but not limited to
military, propaganda, Christmas, balloon, flirting, family, mixed condition, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Germany, Town View Post Card Collection. Late 19th and early 20th century containing over 300 cards,
most are postally used of monochrome, color cards and some lithos mostly with town views and showing scenes of
various famous building or town views, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany, WWI & WWII Feldpost Mail, 1915-46. 290 + cards and covers, postmarks include Portfrei. Italian
Front, Russian Front, many cities like Budapest, Eger, Graz, Kolin, Marburg, Ried, Trient, on postal stationery, picture
postcards, and covers, a nifty collection that can easily be broken down, mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany, WWII POW Mail, 1939-45. 145 covers from Germany POW camps and Allied camps back to
Germany, many with censored tapes, only a few are franked, from Canada, US, Russia, a great find for the WWII dealer,
be prepared to examine carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Germany, Booklet Stamps Used On Cover, 1933-45. An excellent mounted collection of 33 covers, mostly
commercial, all franked with se-tenant stamps from booklet panes or booklet sheets; a few highlights include a cover
franked with Michel S103/105 strip of two stamps and two labels, a cover franked with S107 and another with two S110
+ S106; also includes three mint panes and five complete booklet pane sheets: MHB 49.1, 52, 63 (separated), 64 & 65
(63 & 64 folded). A most unusual lot. Michel €1,860+ ($2,080) (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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486

)

487

)

488

)

489

)

490

)

491

)
Germany, Town View Post Card Collection. Late 19th and early 20th century containing 128 cards, most
are postally used of mostly Hamburg and area showing scenes of various famous building or town views, generally
F.-V.F.
Offer

492

)
Germany, Full Color Military Picture Postcards, 1898-1910. 42 military postcards, with generals, troops,
battle scenes, propaganda, the best is a 1904 postcard cancelled with a Russian, German & Austrian stamp and cancel,
please review, F.-V.F.
Offer

493

Germany, The Lost Colonies, 1934-40. Mounted exhibition collection of about 30 cards or covers, mainly
publicizing the German Colonies League, including postcards and cancels for various events and overs franked with
the 1934 Lost Colonies Issue (Scott 432-435); also including a membership card for the League and three sets of the
labels printed in 1923 mourning the Lost Colonies, one set on a special display page published by Friedrich Peter of
Nuremburg. An interesting and unusual collection. (photo on web site).
Offer

494

H/m/)

495

m/)

496

H/m

497

H/m
German Offices in China, Magnificent Vintage Superb Quality Selection. A remarkable, truly old-time
selection of hundreds, carefully assembled and identified by current Michel numbers on old, brown approval type

52

Germany, The Military Censor Office in Munich, 1939-44. Exhibit collection of 28 covers plus about 50
unmounted covers, all having passed through Munich with appropriate censor markings and/or tape; among the more
“exotic” covers in the Exhibit are “Secret Writing Test”; “Rejected by Censor” (5); Belgium to Lourenço Marques; Allied
P.O.W. Camp “Oflag II C” to Switzerland; Hamburg to the S.S. Exochorda at sea: passed by Munich censor but
impounded by British Censor in Bermuda; Croatia to London (prohibited destination) by way of Box 506 in Lisbon,
Portugal; Vatican City to Bohemia & Moravia; Netherlands to Buenos Aires; Spain to Slovakia; Occupied Poland to
Baden; P.O.W. in Hereford, Tex. to Italy, Italian Socialist Republic to Vienna (2); among the 50 unmounted covers are a
number addressed to the International Red Cross in Geneva. A very interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany, WW1 POW Cards & Covers, 1913-18. Over 65 cards and covers mounted in a cover album,
posted during WW1, also includes ephemera, includes cards from Bavaria, Sweden, Great Britain, Austria, nice range
of postal markings, a few letters without covers, a fascinating collection for the Germany maven, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany, Cover Collection, 1910-60. Over 60 covers or cards, with registered, semi-postals, advertising,
uprated postal stationery, inflation covers, picture postcards, does not appear to be any rarities, just decent saleable
material, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany, Sea Post Cover Collection. 77 covers and cards with Seapost cancels or picture postcards of
German ships, includes ocean liners, warships including submarines, some with commemorative cancels, an
enjoyable lot to browse through, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Germany, Zeppelin Picture Postcards, 1908-39. Selection of 9 used cards (most real photo) and 4 mint
souvenir cards that were given to visitors to the Zeppelin Shipyard in the late 1930s, Very Fine.
Offer

)

German Post Offices Abroad, Collection, 1884-1914. Presented in a Lighthouse stockbook,
approximately 950 stamps and 24 covers and cards, better includes strip of seven Germany 36, 47 & 51 with Shanghai
1897 cancels, Offices in China 1901 mint set 24-35, 36A, Offices in Turkey 8, 9, strip of three 11 & 12 on piece with
Constantinople cancels, with loads of stamps with town cancels, mint singles, needs some TLC, but with endless
potential, mixed condition, inspect, enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Post Offices Abroad, Used Stamp & Postal History Collection, 1899-1914. 114 used stamps &
50 cards & covers housed in a Lindner hingeless album, includes used Offices in Morocco 7-17, 20-32, 45-57, used
Offices in Turkey 1-3, 5-6, 31-41, plus a marvelous selection of postal history, huge break up value, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Post Offices Abroad, Massive Specialized Collection. Hundreds and hundreds of single stamps
from early Reichpost issues to Germania issues on stock cards and pages of clear well struck cancels and printings,
sorted by city and type, with a great selection of China . A great lot for the specialist., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $7,500 +++ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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pages. The first thing that strikes you regarding this incredible holding is the absolute freshness of all the stamps, as if
they were put in a time capsule of sorts and just recently located! The second thing apparent is that the owner oftentimes
did not bother to acquire the common stamps of an issue, hence what is here is largely premium, with just a sampling
showing (mint), Scott #1c (5), 5 (12), 5a (10), 6 (6), 6a (10), 16, 17, 36b, 36A (6), plus used #5 (9), 5a (8), 6a, 16 (6),
Tientsin handstamp #18 (4), 19, 20, 36b (10), 36A (2), plus #6 (3 gutter blocks of 4), 29-32 (blocks of 4) and even better
coverage and quantities in the later issues. Many items signed, with an additional ten 2015 BPP certificates included as
well; just a super lot, Very Fine, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
498

m

499

H/m/)

500

m
German Offices in China, Beautiful Cancellation Collection. Lovely, clean and high quality mounted
collection of many hundreds neatly assembled and annotated on Lindner pages; includes a premium array of mint or
used singles, pairs, etc., from the first issue forward, with some scarce multiples, etc.; lovely, high-end collection, mostly
Very Fine, examine. Scott $14,000+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

501

H/m/)

502

m/)

503

m

504

s

505

m/)

German Offices in China, Powerful All Used Stock. Valuable and neatly assembled in a large stockbook,
with nearly all the coverage and value in the watermarked and unwatermarked 1905 and 1906-13 issues; the catalogue
value is enormous, including 110 examples of the unwatermarked 1½d on 3m (Scott $12,650) and 70 examples of the
watermarked 2½d on 5m (Scott #56, $4900), etc., etc.; very nice quality the rule, generally F.-V.F. or better, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
German Offices in China, Extensive Collection, 1884-1914. Mounted in a volume, 288 stamps and 55
cards and covers, with many different and better postmarks, with studies of different towns, mint includes 24-35, 36A,
great postal history, high catalog value and viewing will be a pleasure, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$9,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

German Offices in China, Specialized Collection, 1898-1919. More than 200 stamps, essentially
complete both mint and used for the 1898 & 1901-19 Issues and also including two mint Tientsin 5pf handstamps (both
signed Bothe BPP); also included are many, many additional used singles on piece with premium postmarks, as well as
a 1901 3m on a 1902 registered cover from Tschifu to Germany; loaded with $100-and-up stamps, a large percentage
of them signed, all nearly arranged and mostly identified on blank Lindner “T” hingeless album pages. A fabulous lot. A
scan of every page in this collection can be viewed on our website. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Offices in China, Postmark Collection. 122 stamps and 16 cards or covers, all identified by the
c.d.s., with useful duplication, amazing in scope, any dealer or collector of this area will recognize the labor that went
into building this collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Offices in China, Fairly Complete Used Collection, 1898-1918. Comprises 1898 overprints
complete (3pf 45º mint), and 1901, 1905 (unwatermarked) and 1906 (watermarked) issues complete; the 1901 set
includes two 5m type I, both with red & white retouched (one with a Jäschke-Lantelm certificate) and a 5pf used on
postcard from Schanhaikwan to Germany; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Scans of this entire collection can be
viewed on our website. Scott $3,850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Offices in China, Group of Forerunners, 1891-95. Two singles and seven pieces with various
German stamps canceled in China; includes a block of 15 50pf Eagles (Mi. V 50d, 3 creased), a 2m gray lilac (V 37c, perf
faults) used with two 50pf; also including 9 other 2m (V 37e) and a pair of overprinted 50pf (6 I) canceled Feldpost Sta.
No. 7; a scarce group, F.-V.F. Michel €2,500 as cheapest shades ($2,800) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Group of About 30 Stamps & Two Covers, 1893-1910. stamps comprise a
selection of 11 German 2m used in China (Mi V 37 shades) and German 80pf, 1m, 2m & 3m “Reichpost” used in China
(2m canceled Feldpost Station No.2, others Peking, 2m & 3m signed, 3m repaired); also a “5 pf” Foochow provisional
(16, Mi. 7 II) canceled Foochow 4 Aug 1900, and a group of 1899-1901 Kiauchau Forerunners, mostly first “China”
overprints, including Mi. V 5 I & II, V 48d, etc. Covers are a 5-country postcard mailed locally in Peking with stamps of
Japanese & French Offices, plus China 5c and a 10pf Germania, all tied by appropriate cancels and including a Russian
Offices in Peking c.d.s. (no stamp), all dated 19 Apr 1901. All on the original German auction lot cards on which they
were purchased., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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506

m
German Offices in China, Group of 59 Neatly Canceled Stamps, 1898-1908. Among the highlights are 10
Forerunners (including a 2m strip of 4, Mi. V 37e, Jäschke-Lantelme certificate), 1901 3pf dark orange brown (Mi. 15b,
signed Bothe & Steurer BPP), and 1905 $1½ & $2½ unwatermarked surcharges on pieces canceled Shanghai & Amoy,
respectively, both signed Bothe BPP, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

507

m/)
German Offices in China, Selection of Stamps & Covers, 1898-1912. About 250 used stamps and 8
covers; the stamps are heavily duplicated and mostly low values, but with some premium cancels and a few better
numbers including 1905 $1½ on 3m (45, Mi. 36 A) and 1906 (watermarked) $2½ on 5m with left star on point (56 var., Mi.
47 I A L II PF I, €300); the covers include two sent via Siberia and forwarded multiple times, ending up in Basel
Switzerland, one with Swiss Postage Dues; also a letter on a colorful letterhead datelined Peking, 5 April 1901; still on
the original German auction lot cards on which they were purchased., generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

508

m/)
German Offices in China, Group of 11 Stamps & 8 Covers, 1893-1910. The stamps include German
Germanias used in China (10pf (2), 20pf (2) & 30pf (Mi. P Vc, Vd & Ve); Kiauchau 3pf, 10pf, 20pf & 50pf Yachts used in
Peking (1901-02), a 5pf “China” 40º overprint canceled Hankau, and a 5pf 1901 “China” overprint canceled undated
“CHIN WANG TAO/ Deutsche Post” circular postmark; covers in 5 Forerunners (1890-99) and 3 Boxer Feldpost cards
to Germany: undated “Peking/ Deutsche Post” (Oct 1900), Feldpost Station No. 8 with undated “Shanhaikuan/
Deutsche Post” (Jan 1901), and Feldpost Station No. 9 (Jul 1901). All on the original German auction lot cards on which
they were purchased., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

509

HH/H

510

m

511

m

512

H/m/)

513

H

514

)

515

)
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German Offices in China and Kiauchau, Mint Collection, 1898-1901. 70 mint stamps mounted on pages,
includes German Offices in China 24-35, 36A, 37-46, Kiauchau 10-22, 23-30, useful duplication, inspection is quick and
a pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Offices in China, Small Collection of Forerunners, 1887-98. 14 items, either off- or on piece,
including pairs of the 1875-80 5pf & 50pf and a block of 4 of the 1890 20pf, F.-V.F. Michel €1,130 for the cheapest
shades ($1,270) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
German Offices in China, German Stamps Used in China. On pieces with various Chinese postmarks
from the late 19th century on 44 stamps on 25 pieces plus six loose stamps, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

German Offices in China, Collection, 1898-1914. On display pages, with 33 stamps, 4 China cancelled
picture postcards, a mint postal stationery, and a few collateral items, a nice start to this ever popular country, please
review, F.-V.F.
Offer

German Offices in China, Superb Collection of Postal History, 1900-02. A wonderful and clean,
beautifully presented and mostly annotated (in German) collection comprised of approximately 50 covers or items of
postal stationery, used between 1900 and 1902. Much, of course, is centered around the Boxer period, including many
different corps and c.d.s. types, Imperial Chinese postal cards used with Chinese or German adhesives, scarce
Chinese oval or boxed cancels, Chinese Paoting large dollar chops and much, much more. In addition, many items are
BPP expertized, generally F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful lot of this turbulent period, of interest to both German and
Chinese collectors; be sure to note the images on the Web (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
German Offices in China, Attractive and Diverse Array of Covers. Spanning the years in China, here are
40 covers or items of postal stationery; we note nice Feldpost usages, red band covers and Chinese Imperial postal
cards used by the Germans from the Boxer period, various picture postcards from the Boxers, regimental markings,
maritime usages, a nice range of “China” overprinted issue covers, etc., F.-V.F., attractive, wide-ranging group; nice
specialist lot—examine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
German Offices in China, Superb Postal History Collection, 1898-1914. A remarkable, nicely presented
collection comprising approximately 40 covers or items of postal stationery, each selected for interest, assembled on
Lindner pages, many annotated (in German), along with certification, etc. There are some truly stellar pieces here,
notably a very scarce private ship cancel on “China” overprint 10pf card with detailed notations by J. Kilian, numerous
First Issue diagonal “China” overprint covers, a splendid and rare 1901 picture post card used at Tientsin franked by the
elusive 5pf Tientsin handstamp (MI #9, Scott #18, $1500 on cover), signed Bothe & Hamecher with 1999 Jakubek
certificate, an equally rare 1901 10pf postal card with Tientsin handstamp used to Oldenburg (signed Bühler) and much,
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much more too numerous to note, including Boxer items, rare cancels and frankings. Items are fresh, and generally in
true “German” quality, F.-V.F. or better, be sure to view all images on the Web (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
516

)
German Offices in China, Boxer Rebellion Collection, 1900-01. A superior collection mounted in a album,
with 7 stamps on piece with 1900-1901 cancels, and 59 postcards or covers with date cancels in the same period, with
Ostasiatischen Expeditionscorps postmarks on several of the covers, with four hand drawn, and many military related
scenes, a gorgeous lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

517

)

518

)
German Offices in China, Boxer Rebellion Collection, 1900. 20 covers or cards, begins with a full color
“Grüss aus Kiautschou” picture postcard, and proceeds through several Marine Schiffspost numbers-23, 30, 38, 39, 43,
46, 50, with a nice range of military and auxiliary markings, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

519

)

520

)

521

)

522

)

523

)

524

)

525

)

526

H/m

German Offices in China, Covers, 1884-1914. A sweet collection of 50 covers, postal cards and picture
postcards, with town cancels Shanghai, Hankau, Tientsin, Tonka, Tsinantu, Peking, Tongkin among others, generally
full strikes, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Offices in China, Marine Schiffspost Cancels, 1898-1914. A Lindner cover album with 52 postal
cards, picture postcards and covers, a few better includes a cover with China 100 & 101 tied by cancels, private mailing
card of SMS Hertha with postmark, Shanghai Municipality Local Post 1 cent picture postcard of Chinese dinner, and a
picture postcard of the Suez Canal with postmarks, with a high retail value and overall potential, this lot is well worth
exploring, condition runs F.-V.F. throughout.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Cover Selection, 1884-1914. 32 covers, postal cards and picture postcards, with
town cancels such as Canton, Hankua, Shanghai, Tientsin, Tongku, also a ticket to the Kaiser’s birthday party, mixed
condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Postal History, 1884-1914. 30 items from China, includes 22 picture postcards,
7 postal cards and one cover, with some better postcards including a few cards of courtesans, Chinese troops, Chinese
Marines at cannon, mixed condition, useful group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Postal Cards, 1884-1914. 55 cards or covers, includes 33 mint postal cards with
seven unsevered paid reply cards, nineteen used postal cards, one cover and two picture postcards, great lot for retail
sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Offices in China, Field Postcards, Boxer Rebellion Years, 1900-01. 40 Germany Feldpost
postcards, many from the Boxer Rebellion, many different c.d.s. and Feld Poststations, needs research, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Offices in China, Postcard Collection, 1894-1914. 23 picture postcards and postal cards, with
warships, man being transported in carrier, view of Yenoshima, and Chinese courtesans, some very nice material
present, well worth checking out, there is much potential offered, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Offices in China, Postal History, 1890-1910. 16 covers and cards, with postal card uprated with
two 37, real photo of a couple with 39 to Germany, and a picture postcard of artillery battle with 39 to Denmark,
inexpensive and useful, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Offices in Morocco, Remarkable Superior Quality Vintage-Era Selection. An amazing old-time,
manageably duplicated selection of hundreds, comprising mostly better items in premium quality, identified by Michel
numbers on old, brown approval-type pages. This holding is the companion to the Offices in China lot listed prior to this,
and the same rules apply, with a freshness of issues that belies the imagination. There are quantities of the various
6p25c surcharges, all by Michel types, both mint and used! Additionally, many of the best stamps are signed by the
various German authorities. The owner claims current Michel catalogue value is around €29,000, and while we haven’t
checked it, we don’t doubt it. A superb lot ready for break-down, Very Fine, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Collection. On Safe stock pages, with Germany 3, 19, 20, 32, 33,
36 with early Turkish Offices cancels and offices in Turkey: 1-3, 5-6, 22-23, 24B, 43-51, 53-54 and 55-59. Interesting
specialized collection with some interesting early offices and better singles, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Postal History Collection, 1894-1914. Over 130 cards and
covers, better includes cover from Jaffa to Germany with 8, 9, 11, picture postcard from Constantinople to Germany with
21, cover from Constantinople to Germany with 13 & strip of three 16, and a cover from Smyrna to Germany with 16,
some excellent frankings and scenes on the picture postcards, mixed condition, an intriguing opportunity for both
dealers & collectors alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German Offices in Morocco, Complete Used Collection, 1899-1911. Scott numbers 1-57 including both
types of the 5m 1900 and the five values overprinted from new plates in 1903; all neatly mounted in black mounts on
hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Scott $4,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Offices in Morocco and the Turkish Empire, Group of About 25 Stamps and 8 Covers,
1875-1918. The stamps include Offices in Morocco #39-44 (Mi. 40-45), each on a separate piece (various cancels), the
four best values signed Bothe; and a German 1875 25pf Eagle socked-on-the-nose Constantinople (Mi. V35a); the
covers include Turkish Offices 1pi black surcharge on 20pi cobalt (Mi. 3c) on an 1886 folded letter Constantinople to
Amsterdam, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Offices in Morocco, Mint & Used Collection, 1899-1911. Mounted on pages, includes used 1-6,
20-32, 41-44, mint 20-32, 31 corner example with huge margins, 54 (3), 55 (2), 56 (2), 57 (3), useful duplication, quite a
few choice stamps in this collection, examine carefully, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Nearly Complete Used Collection, 1884-1912. Scott numbers
1-23 & 24B-59 (missing only the 1900 25pi on 5m type I); all neatly mounted in black mounts on hand lettered pages;
also includes an 1890 cover from Constantinople to France franked with two 10pa on 5pf and a 20pa on 10pf (8-9);
condition is apparently all clean and F-VF. Michel €3,300 ($3,700) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Postmark Collection, 1884-1914. 41 stamps and 16 covers,
postmarks include Constantinople, Beirut, Jaffa, Jerusalem, Smyrna, and feldpost, with individual types of each city
identified, better includes 55 with Jaffa c.d.s. on cover, pair of Germany 31 on cover with Constantinople c.d.s., a fresh &
clean collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Small Collection of Forerunners, 1872-90. 14 items, either off- or
on piece, one a cut square from a 10pf postal card) and a cover (V 34a), includes N V 16-17 used together on piece, V
18, V 19 pair on piece, V 21a on piece, V 20 pair on piece, and V 29; all used in Constantinople; virtually all clean and
F-VF. Michel €2,880 ($3,230) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

)

German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Postal History Collection. 17 late 19th century covers and folded
letters which have Constantinople postmarks, three of which are 10pf postal cards and the remaining covers are
franked with 20pf Pfennige / Pfennig issues, mostly with Western Europe destinations with many sent to France, plus a
large stampless cover from Istanbul to Berlin and a military mail cover franked with 10pf (2) Germania stamps from
Constantinople to Holland, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Offices in the Turkish Empire: Palestine, Selection, 1902-12. Approximately 60 stamps & 11
covers or cards, with detailed description of the Jaffa & Jerusalem cancels including dates used, with some better
frankings on cover, a terrific lot for the specialist, please review, worthy of your diligence, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Extraordinary Specialist’s 25-Year Cancellation Assemblage and
More. A truly remarkable and fascinating holding comprising over 8500 selected-for-interest stamps, neatly assembled
on 290 8¼ x 5¾-inch clear-face, mostly five-row stockcards; these items were largely culled from collections over nearly
three decades and comprise premium, or selected-for-quality, cancellation strikes from all the foreign Post Offices as
well as from all the former colonies; the result of this pursuit is rather staggering, with thousands of select cancels on the
myriad of issued stamps, forerunners, multiples, combination of items used on piece, etc.; there is a small but
formidable group of unused stamps, many also for interest, with lots of German East Africa Wuga issues, 14 Offices in
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China “Specimen” overprints, 3 beautiful premium Orient Express stamps used on pieces with British Levant or German
issues, etc., etc.; enormous aggregate Michel value as well, nearly all Very Fine, a careful inspection with a trained eye
should prove most rewarding.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000
It is nearly impossible to adequately describe this lot, but we can say we’ve never seen anything quite like it.
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, High Value Collection, 1884-1919. Impressive, relatively complete,
mainly used collection in a Safe “Dual” album; innumerable better stamps throughout with high values from all 13
Offices and Colonies, many of them signed and/or with certificates, including most of the high value Yachts; additionally
there are a good number of scarce Michel-listed plate varieties cataloging up to €250; and the collection is further
enhanced by nearly 60 covers with at least two from every Office or Colony. Condition includes a few small faults here
and there, but is otherwise F-VF throughout. On top of our owner’s listed catalog value, there is an additional $6,000+ in
owner’s estimated retail prices on the covers. An outstanding lot for collector and dealer alike. Scott $27,000 ++.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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HH/H/m German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1884-1914. Over 490 stamps housed in a Lighthouse
album, includes used Offices in China 33-35, 36A, Offices in Morocco 20-28, 30-32, Offices in Turkey 1-6, German New
Guinea 16-19, German East Africa, German South West Africa 22-25, Cameroun 1-6, Caroline Islands 16-19,
Kiauchau 19-22, Mariana Islands 26-29, Marshall Islands 22-25, Samoa 66-69, and Togo 1-6, a useful clean collection,
few if any condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection. Housed in a Lindner stockbook, over 600
stamps and 12 cards or covers, starts with a nice selection of Offices in China with many town cancels, Offices in
Morocco with a picture postcard of two nude maidens, Offices in Turkey with many town cancels, German New Guinea,
German East Africa with postal cards posted in Korogwe & Mombo, German South West Africa, Cameroun, Caroline
Islands, Kiauchau, Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands with postal cards postmarked in Jaluit, Samoa, Togo, a wonderful
lot with many better postmarks, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Cancel Collection, 1884-1914. Presented in two volumes, with over
1,800 stamps and 147 covers or cards, some better covers includes German East Africa tied by a Tanga c.d.s., German
South West Africa postcard with pair #16 tied by Windhoek c.d.s., Togo postcard with 2 tied by Lome c.d.s., Cameroun
postcard with 8 tied by Edea c.d.s., Kiauchau postcard with Tsingtau c.d.s., and this is but a glimpse of what is here,
excellent for replenishing stock for a dealer, or for a collector looking for a good album base for further expansion,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint, Used & Postal History Collection, 1884-1914. Mounted in
three volumes, with 46 cards or covers and over 500 mint & used stamps, with Offices Abroad and Colonies all
represented, better includes used Caroline Islands 16-19, Kiauchau 19-22, Mariana Islands 26-29, Marshall Islands
22-25, Samoa 66-69, Togo 16-19, German New Guinea, German East Africa with Occupation issues, German South
West Africa 31-34, Cameroun 16-19, Offices in China, 53-56, Offices in Morocco 20-32, Offices in Turkey 51-54, with
plenty of better covers & cards, enormous catalog value, the time spent viewing will be repaid several times over,
F.-V.F. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Powerful Collection, 1884-1919. Intact, mainly used collection on
Lindner “T” hingeless album pages; fairly complete and loaded with high values from all 13 Offices and Colonies, many
of them signed, including most of the high value Yachts; just a few highlights include Offices in China 3pf, 5pf, 10pf &
20pf 1901 handstamped overprints (17-20, Mi 8-11), 5pf canceled Feldpost Sta No. 3 (signed Bothe BPP), others
Tientsin, 1 Jan 1901, 3pf with Bothe certificate, 20pf signed Thier, Mi. €2150) and German East Africa 1r Wuga
Mission local (Mi. V, small crease); condition includes a few small faults here and there, but the overwhelming
majority is clean and F-VF. A truly marvelous lot. Scott $32,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mainly Used Collection, 1884-1919. Excellent, reasonably
complete collection in a Lindner “T” hingeless album; highlights are too numerous to mentions, but suffice to say that are
14 different used 5m or equivalent high values with just about all the best stamps signed or with certificates; and
condition is virtually all clean and F-VF. Michel €18,500 ($20,720) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1917. Mounted in a Lindner hingeless
album, over 450 stamps and 17 covers and cards, with mint Offices in China 24-35, 36A, used Offices in Turkey 31-42,
used German New Guinea 1-6, used & mint German South West Africa 26-34, along with some excellent postal history,
light duplication with many extras, great potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Lovely Collection. Nicely filled, clean and often duplicated, neatly
assembled in a Lighthouse album; overall, there is a high level of completion, with most entities nicely represented.
Fresh, F.-V.F., a wonderful basis for further expansion; examine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

553

H/m
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. On hingeless Lighthouse pages, with better items that
include: Cameroun 1-6, 17-18, Caroline Islands 1-5, 10-15, 17, German East Africa 1-5, 6-10, 11-20, 28-29, New
Guinea 7-15, German South West Africa 13-24, 30-32, 34, China 24-36, 37-46, 47-54, 56, Morocco 1-6, 39, Turkey 1-3,
5-6, 8-12, 20-22, 28, 40-41, 43-52, 54, Kiauchau 19, 39-40, 42 mint, Mariana Islands 14, 29 mint, Marshall Islands 7-12,
Samoa 56 and 57-66. Lovely classic European collection of better quality than usually encountered here in the states,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,600. Michel €7,800+ ($8,740).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Strong Collection Balance, 1884-1919. A primarily used and fairly
complete collection of a few hundred stamps from German New Guinea, German South West Africa, Caroline and
Marshall Islands, Togo and Offices in Morocco and the Turkish Empire. Loaded with high values, literally too numerous
to mention with a large percentage being signed by the proper experts; condition is generally F-VF throughout. An
excellent lot. Scott $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Interesting Collection of Better Items. About 35 covers and twice
that many stamps written up and displayed in a large stockbook. to illustrate the diversity of the collection, a few
highlights include a 1911 picture postcard mailed from German P.O. in Peking then traveling through and franked with
stamps from Holland, Luxembourg, Germany, and to the U.S., before being returned to Peking; and Morocco complete
first overprints on registered cover to Germany; and a complete MNH sheet of 20 of the Togo 2m Yacht; also included
are four German Seapost covers including an 1894 Egyptian postal card from Port Said to Nürnburg uprated with a
Egyptian adhesive and a 10pf German Eagle tied by an “Ostasiatische Hauptlinie b”. Condition is clean and F-VF
throughout and a very large percentage of the items are accompanied by certificates. A great lot. Owner’s marked retail
prices total $6500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1897-1914. Mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless
album, includes Offices in Morocco 7-18, 20-31, 33-44, Offices in Turkey 1-6, 13-23, German New Guinea 7-19,
German East Africa 11-21, German South West Africa 26-34, Cameroun 7-19, Caroline Islands 16-19, Kiauchau 10-13,
15-22, 23-30, 33-42, Mariana Islands 11-16, Marshall Islands 13-16, 18-25, Samoa 57-69, fresh & clean, a wonderful lot
for the advanced collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1884-1914. Over 450 used stamps, better includes
Offices in China 1-6, 24-35, Offices in Morocco 7-18, Offices in Turkey 13-22, German New Guinea 7-19, German East
Africa 11-21, German South West Africa 13-25, Cameroun 1-6, Caroline Islands 7-18, with many extras, fresh & clean,
a great lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1884-1914. Over 350 used stamps, some better
include Offices in China 37-43, 45-46, Offices in Morocco 7-15, 17-18, Offices in Turkey 31-41, German East Africa
19-21, German South West Africa 26-32, 34, Cameroun 7-17, 19, Kiauchau 42, Mariana Islands 29, a useful lot with
many premium stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1884-1914. Over 450 stamps and over 100 cards and
covers housed in a large stockbook, with such note worthies as used block of (25) East Africa #11 upper right corner,
#41 used on piece, German South West Africa postcard franked with pair 13, pair 14, 15, 16, 18, Cameroun with
postcards cancelled at Buea, Victoria, Douala, an exciting lot to dig through, be prepared for many pleasant surprises,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Substantial Mostly Used Collection. Worthwhile assemblage
neatly arranged in a stockbook, including some better sets from the Colonies through the 5m values, a few nice covers
or cards, items of cancellation interest and more, F.-V.F., a useful holding with a catalogue value of over $6000; worth a
review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. Mostly used on hingeless Schaubek pages, with better
items that include: Caroline Islands 16, 17, 19, German East Africa 6-10, 19-20, 22-29, 37, 41, German New Guinea 5,
16, South West Africa 13-25, 30, 31-32, China 53-56, Morocco 31-32, 41-42, 55, Kiautschou 30, 39-41, 42 mint,
Mariana Islands 27, Marshall Islands 22, Samoa 1-5, 68, Togo 16-17. Better classic collection from Europe of better
quality than usually encountered here in the states, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,407.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1914. Over 100 mint & used stamps,
includes used Offices in China 1-6, 18, Kiauchau 10-22, and a large cover with 24-35, 36A franking, a useful lot with
great potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint Accumulation, 1897-1914. Hundred of mint, many NH, with
Marshall Islands 27 (2), German New Guinea 23 (2), Offices in China 38 (16) NH, Caroline Islands 1 (6) NH, Cameroun
1 (4) & 1b NH, German South West Africa 30 (14) NH, Offices in Morocco 31 (5) NH, a superlative selection, don’t let this
one get by you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. Of over 400 stamps in Lighthouse stockbook, sorted by
Colony and by issue with mild duplication, neatly laid out with some interesting shades and lovely cancels that would
surely please a specialist, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,862 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1914. Several hundred mint & used
stamps, mostly inexpensive examples, with a few covers, a used collection of postmarks, and a wonderful selection of
“Seapost” cancels on stamps, a great deal for a little money, some mixed condition, inspection please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1884-1914. Mounted on Lighthouse hingeless
pages, includes Offices in China 2-6, 18-22, 24-35, 37-45, 47-51, 53-54, Offices in Morocco 1-6, 20-29, 31, 45-53,
Offices in Turkey 1-3, 6, 8-12, 13-22, 31-41, 43-52, 54, German East Africa 1-5, 1-20, 22-27, 28, 41a, German South
West Africa 13-21, 23-24, 31-32, Cameroun 7-16, Caroline Islands 4a, Kiauchau 10-20, 29, Mariana Islands 16, Samoa
57-60, 62-66, Togo 5-6, 16, fresh & clean, an inexpensive opportunity to restock, F.-V.F. Scott $5,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1884-1914. Housed in a Lighthouse stockbook,
includes Offices in China 2-4, 6 (2), 6a (7), 34 (2), 35 (2), 43 (3), Offices in Morocco 1-5, 29, Offices in Turkey 28, 29,
German New Guinea, German East Africa, German South West Africa, Cameroun, Kiauchau Samoa & Togo, useful
duplication on many, please inspect, excellent catalog value, fresh & super clean, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Eclectic Collection, 1884-1914. Comprised of 11 stamps, a cap
band for the Lloyd D. Preussen, 20 covers and picture postcards, and 5 steamship menus, from China Suez Canal, with
several seapost cancelled cards, an unconventional collection that will elate any collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection. Mostly used on hingeless German pages, with better
items that include: Cameroun 7-16, 25 mint, German East Africa 2, 6-10, 37, German South West Africa 24-25, 31-32,
China 47-56 ($1 and $1½ are mint), Morocco 32 (fault), Kiauchau 19. Better classic collection from Germany of better
quality than usually encountered here in the states, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,145.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Used Collection, 1884-1914. Mounted on Lighthouse hingeless
pages, includes Offices in China 24-27, 29-33, 37-43, Offices in Morocco 1-4, 7-10, 13, 15, 20-22, 25-27, 45-53, Offices
in Turkey 1-3, 5, 8-12, 31-35, 40, German New Guinea 7-10, 17, German East Africa 3-4, 6-7, 9-10, 11-14, 16-17,
22-25, 31-37, German South West Africa 13-14, 16-24, 26-27, 29, 31-32, Cameroun 7-10, 12-15, 17-18, 21-22,
Caroline Islands 8, 10-12, 14, Kiauchau 10-13, 16, 33-36, 39, Marshall Islands 3, 7-10, 12, Samoa 57, 59-61, 63-65, 67,
Togo 2-6, 7-12, 14-16, great lot to break up or build upon, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Accumulation, 1884-1914. Approximately 650 mint & used stamps,
mounted on KaBe pages and on a stock page, nothing rare or valuable but lots of quality stamps for restocking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Collection, 1899-1914. On display cards consisting of 49 stamps and
8 cards, many of the stamps are on piece with full c.d.s., includes Peking c.d.s. on Kiauchau 14, with Ramansodrift,
Gobabis, Rehoboth, Windhuk, Karibib, Lindi, Dar Es Salam, Bagamoyo c.d.s. on stamps, 1905 German postal card
with Cameroun cancel, and seven Samoa picture postcards, better than normal condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal Card and Cover Collection. A total of 93 pieces of
overprinted Germania and Yacht issues, with interesting usages, destinations or auxiliary markings, consisting of 54
postally used covers or postal cards (8 of which were postally used in China), 31 unused postal cards (9 of which are
Offices in China), plus 8 unused post cards with German colonial themes, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Card Collection. 46 postal cards and picture postcards, better
include postal card with 2 & 3 tied by a Kasis c.d.s., postal card from New Guinea to Germany, Cameroun picture
postcard with 8, Offices in Turkey with 10 tied by Bajamol cancel, great little lot perfect for internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Cancels, 1884-1914. 66 cancelled stamps on piece, most with strong
complete town cancels, includes China Shanghai, Tsinanau, Canton, Tientsin, Tsingtau, Kiautsciu, Peking, Marshall
Islands Jaluit, German East Africa Mombo, German South West Africa Swakopmund, Rehoboth, Morocco Tangiers,
Offices in Turkey Smyrna, Beirut, Constantinople, an appealing collection for the German specialist, also includes New
Britain G.R.I. overprints 1-4, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Meaty Mint and Used Collection,1884-1914. Includes mint & used
Offices in Turkey, Offices in Morocco, German East Africa, Samoa, German South West Africa, Togo, with mint
Cameroun, Caroline Islands, Kiauchau, Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands, German New Guinea, a few duplicates,
please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Offer

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal History Selection, 1896-1910s. About 30 covers or cards
and two cover fronts; includes six Forerunners, 12 used and 8 mint postal cards and four stampless Feldpost usages to
Germany (3 cards & a cover, one card China, the other 3 German South West Africa); nice range of Colonies and
Offices, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Better Covers, 1884-1914. 15 covers, postal cards and picture
postcards, includes Grüss aus Togo picture postcard franked with Togo #1 (5), 2 & 3, Cameroun cover, franked with 7
(2), 8, 11, Marshall Islands franked with strip of three 9, picture postcard franked with East Africa 7, a huge retail value
present, examination will only make it look better, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal Cards, 1884-1914. Over 200 postal cards, most are mint,
includes Offices in China, Offices in Turkey, Cameroun, Caroline Islands, German East Africa, German South West
Africa, German New Guinea, Kiauchau, Mariana Islands, Marshall Islands, Samoa, Togo, with about 20 used and 20
Paid Reply Cards, a delightful lot, a few condition issues, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1914. 12 picture postcards,
includes Gruss aus Dar-es-Salam, Gruss aus Windhoek, Gruss aus Tanga, Gruss aus Jaluit, German South West
Africa 7 on postcard, all choice cards, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal History, 1890-1915. 25 cards & covers, includes cover to
Switzerland with Offices in China 30, cover to Germany with Offices in China 41, picture postcard to Germany with
Kiauchau 11 and cover to Germany with Offices in China 36 and 39 (2), plenty of sale able desirable covers, an easy
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Cover & Card Collection, 1897-1914. 24 covers and cards, includes
hand painted card with deer & rabbits, Peking cancel on picture postcard of officers and their bicycles, and a picture
postcard of Peking pagoda with “Corps Expedition de Chine” cancel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Covers & Cards, 1890-1910. 15 covers and cards, with feldpost,
Marine Schiffsposts, postcard with Tientsin scene franked with Offices in China 25, small but useful lot, F.-V.F. Offer
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579

)

580

)

581

)
German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Maps & Ephemera, 1899-1908. 1899 map of German Colonies,
specimens & proofs of German Colony stamps, steamship schedule to German Colonies, 1908 map of German
Colonies, 1907 map of Togo, nice collateral material for the German collector, F.-V.F.
Offer

582

HH/H/m

583

m
German Colonies, Used Collection, 1884-1912. Offices in China with 2-6, 7-15, 24-35, 36A, 37-45, 47-56,
Offices in Morocco 1-6, 7-19A, 20-32, 33-40, 42-44, 45-51, 53-55, 57, Offices in Turkey 1-2, 4-6, 8-12, 13-23, 25-29,
31-41, 43-54, 55-59, German New Guinea 1-6, 7-19, German East Africa 1-5, 6-10, 11-21, 22-29, German South West
Africa 1-6, 7-12, 13-25, 26-25-33, Cameroun 1-6, 7-19, 20-24, Caroline Islands 1-6, 7-11, 16-17, Kiauchau 10-22,
23-30, 33-40, Mariana Islands 11-16, 17-28, Marshall Islands 3-4, 7-12, 13-21, Samoa 51-56, 57-69, Togo 1-6, 7-19,
with many full town strikes, mint where stamps were not placed in use, a magnificent lot sure to be the centerpiece of any
German Colony collection, F.-V.F. Scott $17,300.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

584

H/m/)
German Colonies, Collection, 1884-1914. Over 230 stamps and 66 covers, better includes mint Caroline
Islands 1a-6a, Mariana Islands 17-29, Marshall Islands 22-25, Samoa 57-69 mint & used, with a great selection of town
cancels and postmarks, on piece and on cover, a useful lot to break up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

585

H/m/)

586

H/m/)

587

m/)
German Colonies, Cancel & Postcard Collection, 1897-1914. In a binder with 129 stamps & 38 cards and
covers, many with better cancels, includes seaposts, with many of the East Africa Line, the postcards are mostly from
Kiautschou, a fine collection with enough sale able material to make this worthy of a careful inspection, mixed condition,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

588

HH/H/m

589

m

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1914. 15 cards, with Samoa,
Gruss aus Bagamoyo, Togo, East Africa, Souvenir de Jerusalem, Caroline Islands New Guinea & German West Africa,
F.-V.F.
Offer

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Postal History, 1897-1914. 12 covers and cards, with a few Marine
Schiffspost covers, picture postcards of China market, Souvenir de Port Said, Palermo, European royalty, Gruss von
Bord des Dampfers, F.-V.F.
Offer

German Colonies & Offices Abroad, Marine Schiffspost Collection, 1897-1920. 24 covers & cards, all
with “Marine Schiffspost” cancels, on postal cards, covers and picture postcards, F.-V.F.
Offer

German Colonies, Mostly Used Specialized Collection, 1898-1914. A significant collection of hundreds of
used German Colonies presented in a stockbook, includes on piece and multiples, with better Boxer Rebellion cancel,
Caroline Islands 10a bisect on piece (2), “Guam” straight line inter island trading schooner used abroad, Samoa
forerunner Apia town cancels on Germany 52 & 55, thirteen G.R.I. issued under British Dominion with many tied to
piece, Togo British Protectorate issues, many socked-on-the-nose town cancels from China, Marshall Islands, German
East Africa, German South West Africa, Cameroun, Offices in Morocco mint & used blocks, Offices in Turkey perfins, a
surprise on every page, surely on of the most comprehensive collections of cancels available, plan on spending time
evaluating this beauty, F.-V.F. Scott $45,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

German Colonies, Collection of Mint & Used, 1887-1914. 112 stamps and 23 cards and covers in a binder,
used with German New Guinea 7-19, Mariana Islands 11-16, 26-29, Marshall Islands 22-25, Samoa 51-56, a neat lot,
an opportunity not to be passed by, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
German Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1914. 90 stamps & 61 covers in a Lindner stock book,
used with German East Africa 11-21, 1904 cover franked with 22, 23, 26, 27, Cameroun 16-19, Togo 1-6, ephemera
includes menu from East Africa Lines and two documents, great potential here for collectors and dealers.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

German Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1884-1914. Includes Samoa mint 53, 59-62, 65-67, Togo mint
1-4, 7, 12-16, 18, 20, 22-23, Marshall Islands mint 3, 7-9, 12, 22-25, 26, Cameroun used with different town cancels,
Caroline Islands with mint 16-19, Mariana Islands mint 26-29, German Offices in Turkey, Offices in Morocco, Offices in
China, German New Guinea, Kiauchau, German South West Africa, and German East Africa, a nice clean lot that’s sure
to please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

German Colonies, China to Togo. Singles and on piece with some better shades and interesting clear
cancel strikes, a couple better shades with certificates, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,135.
Estimate $400 - 600
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m

592

)

593

)

594

)

595

)
German Colonies, Postal Cards and Cover Collection. A total of 52 pieces, with 17 used post cards of
South West Africa and 35 unused postal cards (6 offices in China and a good mix of German Colonies cards), generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

596

)

597

)

598

m/)

599

)

600

H/m

62

German Colonies, Postal Stationery Collection, 1898-1914. 83 mint postal cards, 18 mailed picture
postcards from various colonies and 12 covers including a homemade wrapper in a cover album, with many unsevered
mint paid reply postal cards, a choice collection with many better items, please review, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies, Used Collection, 1884-1914. 84 used stamps on display cards, with German New
Guinea 18, German East Africa 20, Cameroun 19, Caroline Islands 19, Togo 16, plus a couple of post cards, excellent
catalog value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies, Picture Postcard Collection, 1884-1914. Over 100 mint or used picture postcards plus
postal stationery and covers, in plastics and in a cover album, with some extraordinary views, includes Chinese Temple
with Kiauchau franking, warship off Tsingtau with Kiauchau franking, with many warships, officers and scenic cards,
also is includes a 72 card set of German Colony scenes put out by a shoe care company, a wonderful valuable
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies, Postal History Eruption, 1884-1914. Over 135 cards and covers housed in two
Lighthouse volumes with many better, includes German SW Africa with 21 (2) tied by Omaruru c.d.s., German SW
Africa with 1 (2) tied by Otjimbingue on picture postcard German Samoa with two blocks of four 58 tied by Apia c.d.s. to
Germany, Bethlehem picture postcard with pair Turkey 110 & Offices in Turkey 13 tied by Beirut c.d.s. to Belgium, and
German East Africa cover with strip of three 9 tied by Taboro c.d.s. to Algiers, and this is only a token of what is in store
for the winning bidder, a impressive collection, viewing will be a pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies, Picture Postcard Collection, 1884-1914. 50 picture postcards, mostly posted, includes
13 East Africa, 13 Cameroun, 9 South West Africa, 3 Kiauchau, 3 Marshall Islands, 1 Samoa, 5 Togo, a few Gruss aus,
mostly full colored, a great lot for the cover or postcard dealer, some light useful duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Colonies, Marine Schiffspost Cancels on Cover. A collection of 56 picture postcards, postal
cards and covers with Marine Schiffspost cancel in a cover album, mostly clear strikes, with many different post
numbers, some duplication, a wonderful grouping with many better destinations and picture postcard views, mixed
condition, inspection is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
German Colonies, Postal Stationery and Postal History Collection. 9 post cards (with various views of
Colonies, some of which have Chinese themes or usages), 7 covers with colony usages, a registered cover containing
a full set of Morocco (offices) overprints (Scott 1-6), 8 used postal cards, 2 unused postal cards and 3 unseparated
postal reply cards, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

German Colonies: Cameroun, Group of About 110 Neatly Canceled Used Stamps and 5 Covers,
1895-1913. A large percentage are on piece; comprises 8 Forerunners (plus a 10pf Germania used on a 1907 cover
from Duala to Berlin; 22 First Issue overprints, including 4x 25pf; and about 80 Yachts, including 3 each 1m-3m (plus a
mint 3m) and a 5m; the remaining covers are a 10pf Yacht from Duala to Norway (1904) and 3x 5pf Yacht postal cards to
Germany, virtually all clean and F.-V.F. The lot also includes 8 certificates. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
German Colonies: Cameroun, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1920. Over 150 picture postcards,
includes many natives with several nudes, military, native huts, native working, a golden opportunity to acquire some
better material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: Cameroun, Complete Primarily Used Collection, 1887-1919. Starts with 12
Forerunners on 10 pieces including V 41b (pair) & V 42c together on one piece (10 Jul 1887), V 44b, and M 49b; these
are followed by the 1897 & 1900 Issues complete used and the 1905-19 watermarked Yachts, the 5pf & 10pf used, the
others MNH; all neatly mounted in black mounts on hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Catalog value
includes Michel €1140 for the Forerunners, figured as the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scans of this
entire collection can be viewed on our website. Scott $2,190 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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H/m/)
German Colonies: Cameroun, Selection of Better Items, 1891-1917. Comprises 27 Forerunners on 22
pieces (including V 50d, four on one piece canceled Victoria), a pair of 1911 registered covers mailed locally in Duala
franked with 1.) 3pf (3) and 50pf Yachts and 2.) 25pf, 30pf & 40pf Yachts; plus 10 British Occupation overprints: Mi.
(mint) 1, 2, 7, 9, and (used) 3a, 4, 5 pair, 6 & 8; all clean and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

602

German Colonies: Caroline Islands, Small Collection, 1899-1919. Comprises used 10pf & 20pf 48º
overprints, complete 56º overprints, complete 1901 unwatermarked Yachts, and mint 1915 watermarked Yachts (the
5m (25x17 perf holes) is NH); also including 1905 provisional 10pf bisect on card (Mi. 9 H3); apparently all clean and
F-VF. Scott $1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

603

H/m

604

H/m/)
German Colonies: German East Africa, Cancel & Postal History Collection, 1884-1914. 134 stamps
and 26 cards or covers, with both arranged alphabetically by town, with color copies of picture postcards, and includes
both stamps and covers, a few better has 24 on cover tied by Mohoro cancel to Germany, 24 strip of 4 tied by Mosci
cancel to Germany, 23 on picture postcard tied by Tanga cancel and forwarded several times, careful inspection will
reveal several primo items, put this one on your “To view” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

605

H

606

)
German Colonies: German East Africa, Magnificent Specialized Collection, 1897-1914. Mounted on
pages in a binder, includes 34 stamps and 22 covers or cards, with 1904 cover from Dar Es Salam to India, 1901 card
from Dar Es Salam to Dresden, forwarded and returned, 1899 card from Kilwa to Hamburg and returned, with many
Michel listed stamps, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

607

)

608

)

609

)

610

)

611

)
German Colonies: German East Africa, Postal History, 1890-1910. 16 covers and cards, includes five
picture postcards, one of naked natives, ten used postal cards and a cover, most addressed to Germany, delightful lot,
F.-V.F.
Offer

H/m

German Colonies: German East Africa, Nearly Complete, Primarily Used Collection, 1890-1916. Starts
with 12 Forerunners on nine pieces followed by the 1893 through the 1905 watermarked Issues complete, all used
except the watermarked 1r, 2r & 3r Yachts, which are mint (the 3r NH); all neatly mounted in black mounts on hand
lettered pages; condition seems to be clean and F-VF throughout. Catalog value includes Michel €745 for the
Forerunners, figured as the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

German Colonies: German East Africa, Colonial Train Cancellation Collection. Over 475 stamps neatly
mounted arranged on album pages, excellently annotated and arranged, a lovely collection with multiples, on-piece and
various other collateral, all cancels on the Hohenzollerrn issue, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

German Colonies: German East Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1920. 179 picture postcards,
includes many natives with several nudes, military, a plethora of better material, mostly mint postcards, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies: German East Africa, Postal History Selection, 1894-1914. 8 covers or cards and 8
stamps; covers include 3 cards with Marine Schiffspost cancels (No. 10 or 11), a German 10pf postal card sent
registered (1901) from Songea to Hann, Münden uprate with1896 2pes, 3pes & 5pes surcharges; a 1912 registered
cover from Daressalam to Germany franked with watermarked 2½h & 20h Yachts; the stamps comprise 6 Germany 2m
Forerunners (including LINDI, 1894, and MIKINDANI, 1897), a German 5pf Germania canceled KOROGWE c.d.s.
(signed Siebentritt), and a watermarked 7½h Yacht canceled rare RISSNJI c.d.s., 4.3.14 (couple slightly short perfs).
All are on the original German auction lot cards on which they were purchased., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
German Colonies: German East Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1900-14. Over 120 cards, with
dozens of scenes of building, natives, German military, villages, mission, pier, fascinating selection at a bargain price,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies: German East Africa, Postal History, 1890-1910. 16 picture postcards, includes Lindi,
natives washing, four real photo, native huts, a fabulous lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Offer
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613

H/m

614

m
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Extensive and Valuable Cancellation Collection. A
wonderful and substantial, neatly assembled and well-annotated collection pursuing the difficult task of obtaining
comprehensive cancels for the Colony; begins with Abbabis and goes through the town issue entity of Windhuk and
additionally includes seapost, Feldpost cancels, etc.; overall a fine level of completion, with better individual stamps
noted throughout as well, F.-V.F. or better, well worth inspection.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

615

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Selection of Better Postmarks, 1894-1907. A total of 26
pieces with 5 Forerunners, including VS 46c block of eight (Windhoek); 12 “Mitläufers” including M 45c (Outjo), M 47d
pair (“Khanrivier” provisional manuscript in a different hand than illustrated in ArGe), M 49b pair (Cap Cross), M 50d (5)
used with 10pf & pair of 20pf 1898 overprints (Windhoek, Mar 1898); 6 better stamps/postmarks including 3pf brown (1)
with manuscript provisional “Kappenousseu” (ArGe type 1a) and 25pf orange (11) with Windhoek c.d.s. and a
watermarked 5m Yacht (32 Aa) canceled Windhuk, 13 Jun 1913 (signed Bothe BPP); also two Mar 1904 Feldpost
cards, one internal use, the other to Germany; all clean and F-VF and still on the original German Auction lot cards on
which they were purchased. Be sure to see our online photos of this lot—-we’ve scanned every item! (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

616

m/)

617

m/)

618

H/m

619

)

64

German Colonies: German New Guinea, Group of 21 Used Stamps and a Cover, 1890-1914. 5 of the
stamps are 10pf (2), 20pf (20 & 80pf Yachts canceled in small towns: Deulon, Eitape, Manus, Maron & Moroba, ArGe
€1100; the other 16 stamps are Forerunners including 5pf violet (Mi. V 40 II), two singles and a pair arranged as a block
and canceled Finschafen, 22 Jan 1890 (two stamps creased, cat. €2400) and a 3pf medium brown (V45b) block of 4
canceled Berlinhafen, 22 May 1898; the cover is a German 2pf postal card to Germany uprated with a German 3pf and
3pf & 20pf “Deutsche-Neu-Guinea” overprints canceled Friedrich-Wilhelmshafen, 26 Dec 1900 (received 27 Mar
1901), generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies: German New Guinea, Outstanding, Primarily Used Collection, 1888-1916. Starts
with 14 Forerunners on nine pieces including V 42 c, M 49 b (Oct 1898), and strips of 3 V 40 II and V 44 b (the latter with
on stamp damaged); these are followed by the 1898 & 1901 Issues complete used, the 1914 watermarked Issue MLH,
the (British) G.R.I. 4d on 40pf and the two G.R.I. Officials MLH (plus the 1d on 3pf Official used); all neatly mounted in
black mounts on hand lettered pages; condition, other than the previously mentioned 50pf Forerunner, seems to be
clean and F-VF. Catalog value includes Michel €2900 for the Forerunners converted at €1=$1.10. Scott $4,650 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

s

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Used & Postal History Collection, 1897-1919.
Presented in a Lindner album it consists of 34 used stamps and 66 covers and cards including some unposted, with 1-4,
7-12, 13-25, a few 19th century picture postcards, 1905 cover with 20 to Germany, and a cover front with 13-13-16,
18-20, 23-23, this collection will make an excellent addition to any dealer’s stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Postal History Selection, 1896-1913. 11 covers, 26
Feldpost cards and a few stamps; the stamps include Germany 5pf & 25pf Germanias tied on piece by Onguati c.d.s.s
(1907) with matching registration label (manuscript “Onguati”); a 20pf & two 10pf Yachts tied on piece by violet
“Brackwasser” provisional rubber stamps; a Feldpost card with a “Gobabis” seal (1906); and 5pf & two 3pf Yachts tied
by “Kapenousseu” provisional rubber stamps on cover to Leipzig; among the other stamps are 8 Forerunners and
among the Feldpost cards (all early 20th century) are 6 canceled Hamburg West Africa Line ovals. A most interesting
group; all are on the original German auction lot cards on which they were purchased. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Complete, Primarily Used Collection, 1891-1913. Starts
with 16 Forerunners on 11 pieces including 25pf Otyimbingue (VO 49a, €700, Briefmarkenprüfstelle Basel certificate)
followed by the 1897 through the 1906 watermarked Issues complete, all used except the 25pf & 50pf First overprint and
the 3m watermarked Yacht, which are mint (first & last NH); all neatly mounted in black mounts on hand lettered pages;
condition seems to be clean and F-VF throughout. Catalog value includes Michel €1145 for the Forerunners, figured as
the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scott $3,465 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies: German West Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1920. 90 picture postcards,
includes mostly military with many real photo, a few natives, some attractive images, please preview, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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m
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)
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Cover & Card Collection, 1897-1914. 20 covers and cards, includes a few
picture postcards of royalty, please examine, F.-V.F.
Offer

630

H/m
German Colonies: Mariana Islands, Small Mainly Used Collection, 1899-1919. Comprises used 10pf &
20pf 48º overprints and the 56º overprints complete (figured as type II cancels and counted at 50% of Scott), the 1901
unwatermarked Yachts complete, and mint 1905 watermarked Yachts complete; all neatly mounted in black mounts on
hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

631

)

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1884-1914. 43 postcards,
with Zieher stamp card, Rehoboth landscape, a Schutztruppe patrol at rest, bushmen, Rehoboth natives, musical band,
and many other, terrific retail value, don’t miss out on this opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1920. 90 picture
postcards, mostly military in nature including a patrol on camel back, several real photos, a splendid collection to break
up for internet or retail sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1884-1914. 17 cards or
covers, with Panoramic View of Swakopmund, Swakopmund Post Office, The Diamond Country, and other scenic
cards, a nifty lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
German Colonies: German South West Africa, Picture Postcard Collection, 1900-15. 59 picture
postcards with scenes of natives, towns, natives, industry, mostly mint, a great collection with scarce views, please
examine, Excellent.
Offer

German Colonies: German South West Africa, Postal History, 1890-1910. 20 picture postcards, includes
natives swimming, two Zieher stamps cards, native huts and various scenes, please examine, F.-V.F.
Offer

German Colonies: Kiauchau, Group of 48 Neatly Canceled Stamps, 1900-14. Includes four 5pfg.
surcharges (one #2a), 2m & 5m Yachts (both signed Bühler), 1¢-$½ unwatermarked Yachts, and a watermarked $2½
Yacht, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Used Collection, 1898-1909. Starts with 11 Forerunners on 8 pieces
comprising V 45c, V 46c, V 47d (2), V 48d and one piece with China overprints V 2 I (2), V 3 Ia-6 Ia & V 1 IIb (2) canceled
Tsintanfort Marine-Feldpost; these are followed by two 1900 “Pfg.” surcharges (48º & 56º), the 1901 Yachts complete
less the 25pf and including an extra 2m tied on piece by “Deutsche Seapost Shanghai-Tientsin” oval, the 1905
unwatermarked Yachts to the $1 and the 1905-19 watermarked Yachts complete; all neatly mounted in black mounts on
hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Catalog value includes Michel €740 for the Forerunners, figured as
the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scott $3,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Collection, 1884-1914. Residing in stock pages, 63 stamps and 12 covers or
cards, stamps include used 19, 20, 29, 30, cover & cards include Kiauchau cancel on a #1 on picture postcard, paid
reply card with Kiauchau #12, plus five Tsinghau cancels on German stamps, and a cover to Hong Kong franked with
10, 23 (2), 24, 25, the covers alone are worth our low estimate, a very pleasant collection that makes for enjoyable
viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Used Collection, 1890-1910. 36 used stamps on display cards, with 19-22,
40, nice high values, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

German Colonies: Marshall Islands, Manuscript Town Cancels. 8 covers with Marshall Islands
manuscript cancels, includes “Schooner Gazelle 1/6/08", ”Lituib Jan 15 1909", most backstamped “Jaluit Marshall
Inseln”, rare material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,501
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German Colonies: Togo, Primarily Used Collection, 1894-1919. Starts with 14 Forerunners on nine
pieces including 2m V 37e, 3pf V 45b (block of 4), 25pf V 49b; also including 10pf & 3x 50pf (V 47b, Vd) on an 1894
Parcel Card from Klein-Popo to Hamburg; these are followed used 1900 Overprints and the 1900 unwatermarked
Yachts complete plus the four watermarked Yachts (5m 25x16 holes) mint; also a 1d on 5pf British Occupation & a 20pf
French Occupation; all nearly mounted in black mounts on hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Catalog
value includes Michel €1500 for the Forerunners, figured as the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scott
$2,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

640

H/m/)

66

German Colonies: Marshall Islands, Mint and Used Collection, 1891-1916. Starts with 5 Forerunners on
three pieces comprising V 42c pair & single on one piece (two Jaluit c.d.s.s), V 45b & V 46c; these are followed mint
1897 5pf (2), 10pf & 20pf “Jaluit” overprints & complete 1899 “Berlin” overprints; then used 1897 “Marshall-Inseln”
overprints complete, the 1901 unwatermarked Yachts complete and the two watermarked Yachts (5m 25x16 holes);
also included are British “G.R.I.” type I 1d on 5pf (mint) and 2d on 10pf (mint & used); all neatly mounted in black mounts
on hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Catalog value includes Michel €950 for the Forerunners, figured
as the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scott $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
German Colonies: Marshall Islands, Selection of Better Items, 1890-1901. Comprises two Forerunners:
5pf V 40, 2 pairs on one piece, and 10pf V 41b pair; three used “Marshall-Inseln” overprints: 10pf & two 20pf; and three
registered covers: with “Marshall-Inseln” overprints to Germany: 1.) 25pf+10pf, 2.) 25pf+20pf, 3.) 50pf; and a 1901
registered cover to Italy franked with 5pf & 20pf-30pf Yachts; all clean and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
German Colonies: Samoa, Primarily Used Collection, 1892-1915. Starts with 23 Forerunners on eight
pieces including 20pf V 42b (pair), 50pf V 44b (strips of 4 & 5 on one piece, 3 Apia c.d.s.s) and 10pf, 20pf & 50pf V 47d,
48d & 50d on one piece; these are followed used 1900 Overprints less the 20pf, and the 1901 unwatermarked Yachts
plus the five watermarked Yachts (5m 25x16 holes) mint, plus used G.R.I. ½d on 5pf & 2½d on 20pf; all nearly mounted
in black mounts on hand lettered pages; apparently all clean and F-VF. Catalog value includes Michel €1300 for the
Forerunners, figured as the cheapest shade and converted at €1=$1.10. Scott $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies: Samoa, Small Selection of Better Items, 1892-1901. Comprises three Forerunners:
10pf V 47 (4) & 20pf V 48 (10, two damaged) on one piece canceled Apia, 1892; and two 50pf V 50d with boxed
“BEZAHLT Kaiserl. Deutsche Postagentur. Apia…” (ArGe 4, €550), one a complete, though blurry strike on a piece,
7-7-1895, the other a clear partial strike off piece; then three better postmarks on Yachts: 3pf with ALEIPATA c.d.s.
(Steuer certificate), 10pf MALUA, and 20pf with complete PALAULI on piece (signed Bothe BPP); all clean and F-VF
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
German Colonies: Samoa, Picture Postcard Collection. 14 picture postcards of Samoa, includes
Samoan family cooking, a Gruss aus Samoa, two half nude Samoan women, and a card of natives harvesting coffee
beans, please visit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $75 - 100
German Colonies: Togo, Group of 74 Neatly Canceled Used Stamps, 1895-1914. About half on piece;
comprises 12 Forerunners, including 8x 2m, 20 First Issue overprints, including 3x 25pf and a 50pf, and 42 Yachts,
including 2 each 1m-3m, a 5m and 4x watermarked 10pf; a clean, F.-V.F. group. The lot also includes 8 certificates.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Colonies: Togo, Mint & Used Collection, 1897-1957. Over 250 mint & used stamps, with used 1-6
& 1a, 7-15, mint 16-19, 181-192, 193-209, 216-252, 270-295, C14-C17, C20, a few covers, a terrific start to this popular
country, please look her over, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

German Colonies: Togo, Selection of Better Items, 1892-1914. Comprises 10 covers or cards and 25
stamps; the covers are four Forerunners, four with 1897 overprints and two Seapost cards; the stamps include 9
Forerunners, one a 5pf German postal card cut square with a rare STATION SANSANNE MANGU/ DEUTSCHER
SUDAN c.d.s., 19 Jun 1897, a rare KETE-KRATSCHI c.d.s. tying a 10pf Yacht on a small piece (ArGe €150), 12 British
Occupation overprints and 3 French Occupation; generally clean and F-VF. All on lot cards as purchased from a
German auction house. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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German Colonies: Togo, Postmark & Postal History Collection, 1884-1914. Consisting of 38 stamps and
17 covers or cards, most stamps on piece with full c.d.s., a few better includes registered cover with Germany 49 (2) tied
by Klein Popo c.d.s. to Germany, registered card with Germany 48 & 51 (3) tied by Lome c.d.s., and cover with Germany
49 tied by Lome c.d.s. to Stuttgart forwarded to Schwabisch Hall, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

644

)
German Colonies: Togo, Picture Postcard Collection, 1897-1920. 124 picture postcards in a cover
album, includes great images of natives, buildings, Lome, markets, canoes, ocean liners, a gorgeous collection, be sure
and evaluate this beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Germany: Danzig, Fabulous Collection, 1920-39. On Schaubek pages in two-post binder; largely
complete and most used; most stamps have socked-on-the-nose cancels in Luxus condition; fresh and bright choice
items, generally Very Fine. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

652

m
Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-37. With a decent level of completion, with good strike cancels and
better items that include: 156-67, 193-99, 201-9, B9-11, B21a, B23-27 and C31-35, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Scott $3,147.
Estimate $600 - 800

653

H/m

German Colonies: Togo, Used Collection, 1897-1919. 23 stamps on display cards, includes 7-10 & 13,
with some duplication but generally with different cds, take a look and decide for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
German Colonies: Togo, Postmark & Postal History Collection, 1884-1914. A fabulous collection
consisting of 17 stamps and 81 covers or cards, includes different towns and c.d.s., with registered cover to Germany
with pair #10 tied by Atakpame c.d.s., registered cover to Switzerland with #12 & 14 tied by Kleinpopo c.d.s., cover to
Germany with #7 (4) tied by Lome, with many extras, a few condition issues, there is much potential to be had here,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

German WWI Occupation of Belgium, Cover Assortment. About 900 covers / cards with various
combinations and frankings including registered and some postal cards, interesting and useful to the collector or
re-seller, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German WWI Occupation of Belgium, Collection, 1916-18. Approximately 250 stamps with clear strikes
of various town cancels, single stamps and stamps on piece, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer

Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-23. 6 pages (12 sides) of a Lighthouse glassine-type stockbook with
hundreds of stamps, almost every one expertized, many choice better items, with duplication, F.-V.F., a retailer or
specialist’s heaven. Michel 1//189.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-37. In hingeless Schaubek album, nearly complete (only missing a few
stamps), with the difficult used issues with full strike cancels, with better items that include: 33-46, 25-30, 25c-30c,
156-67, 168-92, 193-99, 200-9, B21a, B23-27, C31-35, J30-39 and O42-52, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany: Danzig, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1920-40. Hundreds of mint & used stamps in a stockbook,
appears complete for definitives and commemoratives, includes semi-postals, airmails, postage dues and officials,
enormous potential, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Germany: Danzig, Used Collection, 1920-37. Over 400 stamps mounted in a Lindner stockbook, with
definitives, semi-postals, airmails, postage dues and officials. a lot of stamps for little money, mixed condition, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany: Danzig, Collection, 1920-39. On Quadrille pages with a decent level of completion with regular
issues, airmails, dues and 14 “Port Gdansk” overprint singles on Polish stamps, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
$2,450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Germany: Memel, Collection, 1920-23. Several hundred on Lindner-T hingeless album pages in 18-ring
binder, also includes Allenstein and Marienwerder Plebiscite issues, as well as Danzig, Schleswig and Upper Silesia,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350
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H/m
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)
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German WWII Occupation of Sudetenland, Marvelous Mounted Collection, 1938-39. On about 80
exhibit pages including about 75 cards or covers and a few stamps; there are two sections titled “Period of Postal
Anarchy” and “The Unnecessary Plebiscites” followed by 48 covers, each with a different town cancel (45 different.
towns); includes three Zeppelin covers and a few “Liberation” overprints. (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
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H/m
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)
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)
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Germany: Danzig and Saar, Solid Collection, 1920-39. Solid accumulation of good quality Danzig
(1920-39) and Saar (1920-56) issues; a wealth of better material, including Danzig Scott #9-13 and 15 used on piece
with nice cancels, 29 (5m on 2m overprint with flag—not illustrated in Scott), 195 used with part c.d.s. and large heavy
“X”, B212 used and C41 mint; Saar begins with the Germania “Sarre” overprints, followed by Bavaria overprints
(including 35-39 mint), and largely complete through the German/French/Plebiscite/German period—giving you a view
of history across the pages, generally F.-V.F. or better, useful lot of clean and crisp stamps; a solid foundation on which
to build—viewing welcome. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany: Memel, Remarkable Comprehensive All-Used Collection. Superb and virtually complete (less
maybe an odd value or two), keenly presented in a pristine Lindner hingeless album; an additional benefit is the
collection’s inclusion of many premium quality duplicates; perhaps the best part is that there are dozens of stamps
signed either Klein or Petersen BPP, including all the ones that should be, mostly Very Fine, don’t miss the complete
collection images on the web. Scott $20,000+ (Owner’s). Michel €29,000 ($32,480).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Germany: Memel, Powerful Collection Balance, 1920-23. Highly specialized collection of a few hundred
stamps, plus some blocks and eight covers; the basic stamps appear to be complete mint or used (or both) for both the
French Administration and the Lithuanian Occupation, but the real value is in the innumerable varieties, including
virtually all of the Michel-listed types, plus plate varieties and errors; especially noteworthy is 1930 twice surcharged set
(NB87-90, Mi. 230-233) in vertical se-tenant pairs of types II-III (glazed gum), many signed by Dr. Petersen; overall
condition is clean and F-VF with the some of the mint stamps being never hinged. A tremendous start on an
award-winning collection., ex Wyer (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Germany: Saar, Straightforward Collection 1920-59. On Borek pages in springback binder, mainly used;
also includes Memel, generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $1,250+ (Owner’s).
Offer

German WWII Occupation of Bohemia & Moravia, German Military Mail, 1939-45. Impressive mounted
collection of more than 125 covers on Exhibit pages; includes sections entitled “Military Mail Transmitted Via the
Deutsche Dienstpost” (23 covers), “Postal Centers of the Deutsche Dienstpost System” (10), “Post Offices of the
Deutsche Dienstpost System” (20), “Postal Services of the Deutsche Dienstpost System” (23), “Replacement Units in
the Protectorate” (17), and another 34 with various titles including “German Occupation of Czechoslovakia” and
“Pre-War Feldpost”. Truly exceptional. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

German WWII Occupations, Primarily Mint Collection, 1941-45. Interesting collection in a Lighthouse
album; highlights include (Michel numbers, mint unless noted) Belgian Legion I, III & IV miniature sheets, IX-XIII
miniature sheets, Walloon Legion I-III miniature sheets (these three groups are all NH, but missing one sheet for the
complete set), French Legion Polar Bear sheet, Kotor 1-5, Lithuania 1-8 (NH), Ukmerge 1-2tied on piece 29 Aug 41,
Rokiskis 6aIII & 6bIV (both NH & signed), Telsiai 10II (NH), Montenegro 29-35 canceled to order, nice Serbia, etc.;
virtually all clean and F-VF. Michel €8,750 ($9,800) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German WWII Occupation of the Channel Islands, Postal History Exhibition Collection, 1940-45. More
than 80 covers (12 are unmounted) including 20 with Guernsey Locals and 19 with Jersey, many of them non-philatelic,
also including 11 Red Cross lettersheets, some incoming Censored Foreign mail and outgoing German Feldpost, as
well as various collateral such as 7 Propaganda leaflets and a Jersey citizen’s German identification card. A fascinating
lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German WWII Occupation of Ostland & Ukraine, 1941-44. Comprehensive collection of about 120 covers
and a little collateral mounted and written up on Exhibit pages, about equally divided between Ostland (Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania & White Russia) and Ukraine; virtually all franked with overprinted Hitler Heads (we note one Pleskau local
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(Mi. 11)) with an excellent range of usages including many registered; the Ukraine, in particular with exceptional variety
of Post Offices. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
664

H/m
Germany: Allied Occupation, AMG Study Collection. Impressive two-volume study of the Allies’ early
occupation stamps for use in Germany at the end of WWII; Washington, London, Brunswick printings; singles with
shade, paper, printing varieties; errors including set-off, double impressions; imprint and plate blocks (with varieties);
postal stationery and Postage Paid markings/handstamps; AMG Austria and France issues as well; this is an
exhibit-level collection with lots of background information (clippings, bibliography, etc.) included as well—giving you
the perfect starting point to delve further into the topic, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Germany: Berlin, Marvelous Never Hinged Collection. 1948-55. Complete for the period comprising
9N1-117 and 9NB1-16 including the souvenir sheet 9NB3a; all clean and F-VF, the overprints signed Schlegel BPP.
Scott $5,225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

669

)
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Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1980. Nice starter collection in a Scott Specialty album (Minkus
pages for 1972-80); starts with some useful large Hermes Heads and is fairly solid from there onward; no rarities, but
lots of $25-and-up singles and sets including used 378-380 and C5-7; also includes a small collection of Crete;
condition is mixed among the large Hermes Heads, but is just about all clean, F.-V.F. thereafter. Scott approximately
$8,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

German Democratic Republic, Near Complete, 1948-90. Mostly mint, in three Scott Specialty albums and
pages; proofs, booklets, perf and imperf souvenir sheets; #82-84 hinged, semi-postals, airmails, officials included;
several thousand Euros catalogue value (Michel) for booklets; a clean collection presenting the full history of East
Germany through its stamps, must see F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Democratic Republic, Used Assortment, 1949-81. Housed in a thick, well-filled stockbook,
containing a large amount of sets & singles in the modest range with some better such as 1950 Academy of Science
(Scott #58-67) and 1951 Mao (82-84), Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
German Democratic Republic, Used Collection, 1949-69. Presented in a three-ring binder, and fairly
complete for the period; better sets & sheets include 1950 Academy of Science (Scott #58-67), 1951 Mao (82-84) &
1953 Marx-Engels imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets (144a), and 1950 souvenir sheet (B21a), F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Offer

Germany: French Zone, Selection of Postal History. About 400 covers, most commercially used
envelopes, a wide variety of issues encompassing many various usages, a few special cancels but a nice general
holding which includes various rates, includes single frankings, mixed frankings and registered, the best item we
noticed was a set cover which should be worth $50, excellent for the show dealer or specialist and a bargain at the
estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Germany: Federal Republic, First Day Cover & ETB Collection, 1956-96. Several hundred first day
covers and Ersttagsblatt cards, excellent range of topics with animals, sports, famous people, also includes DDR and
United Nations and Israel, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Greece, Superb & Extensive Small Hermes Head Collection, 1886-95. A fantastic specialized old-time
collection and companion well-organized back-up selection, mint or used, including some excellent items still on the
original Vlasto’s auction pages; includes outstanding sections of the Belgian printings, with better mint values as well as
perf 11½ & 13½ examples, wonderful Athens printings with part perfs, multiples, items of cancellation interest, etc.;
highlights show mint Scott #69-72, 86, 89, 93 (3, shades), 95, 110 (3, shades), 110b (5), 111 (3, shades), 114, many
imperf between pairs & much more, not even delving into the used section which includes hundreds of items, F.-V.F.,
lovely old-time holding which is well identified; inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Greece, Collection. Wonderful old-time specialist’s one-volume collection, absolutely loaded with scarce
items including listed & unlisted stamps, dozens of varieties, many lovely covers, etc.; we note Crete Scott #85-95;
Corfu N1-N8, N9-N14; Ionian Islands 1-3, plus 3 pair, N1-N12, N1a-N5a, plus Naltsas listed sets; Turkey M1-M5 plus
multiples; excellent Thrace; Aegean Islands N1-N32, N182-N187, N219-N238, some great covers & more, excellent
lot, fresh, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1978. Mounted in a binder, includes nice selection of Large & Small
Hermes Heads, used blocks of 117 & 118, mint 677-687, 691-707, 708-715, C1-C4should be plenty of better among the
earlies, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Iceland, Must-See Collection, 1873-2006. Eyjafjallajökull! A hot little number, all mounted, near complete
and nearly all mint; through 1971 on loose Scott pages, 1972-2005 in two Lindner albums on hingeless pages, plus
complete booklets and a few later issues in a small stockbook; highlights (all mint) include Scott #1-3, Í Gildi issues, Two
Kings, C4-8, C9-11, C12, and the gold-overprinted Halldór Laxness souvenir sheet (noted in Scott after 960a); early
stamps largely very lightly hinged, with post-1960 issues n.h., generally F.-V.F. or better, lovely collection worth the time
to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Italian Area, Incredible Never Hinged Stock. A fabulous, clean and valuable, manageably duplicated,
nearly all n.h. stock, generally in quantities of 1 to 6 each, comprising mostly ca. 1920s-50s sets from Italy, San Marino,
Vatican City, plus select Colonies and common design issues; the scope of this holding is remarkable, with an absolute
wealth of premium material like (all n.h.) Vatican Scott #1-13, 41-46 (2 pristine sets), 47-54 (5), 55-60 (4), 122-23, 173
(6), B1-4 (2), C16-17, C18-19 (10 sets, including blocks of 4), C20-21, C22-23 (10 sets, including pristine corner margin
blocks of 4), E1-2, E11-12 (4), lots of Sassone-listed gutter pairs and much, much more; premium San Marino offers
308-19, 320-26 (5), 327-34, 375-84 (4), C43 imperf pair, C63-71 (2), C76, C80 (many sets, including corner margin
blocks of 4), C90 (10); exceptional Italy includes 258-64, 377-86, B17-19 (2), C23-26 (2), C42-47 (4), C48-49, C62-65,

70

Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1983. Mounted in four volumes, with mint & used singles and sets
through the 1950s, mostly mint to 1983, plus airmails and other back of the book issues including Postal Tax,
Occupations, Crete, Epirus & Thrace, some condition issues in the 19th Century, but overall, F.-V.F., please examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1986. Mounted on Harris album pages, starting with some XIX
Century examples, and value concentrated in the XX Century issues, including airmails, regulars, semipostals and
some postage dues, we noted 1940 Greek Youth Organization scarce set (427-36, used), view to appreciate, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Hungary, Collection, 1871-1972. Several thousand different on Schaubek pages in two-post binder; later
appear n.h.; regular issues before 1970 complete except for about a dozen stamps; also, many Semi-Postals and
Airmails, plus over two dozen souvenir sheets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Hungary, Mint Collection, 1945-94. Mounted in four albums includes 700-707, 871-884, 1182,
B198A-B198D souvenir sheet, B202 souvenir sheet, B203 souvenir sheet, C67 souvenir sheet, C66, C80, C81
souvenir sheet, CB1D, CB2, CB1-CB1C souvenir sheet, as well as hundreds of mint complete sets and souvenir
sheets, catalog and break up values are enormous, the “Must See” collection of this sales, what was checked was all
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hungary, Classics Collection, 1871-1936. More than a thousand stamps, mainly used, on hand-made
quadrilled pages in Biella springback binder; strength lies in nineteenth century, especially the First Issue (Franz
Joseph), with multiple examples both lithographed and engraved, many nice town cancels; also, very strong
Back-of-the-Book, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Hungary, Collection, 1926-45. Couple thousand stamps on quadrilled pages in Biella springback binder,
generally F.-V.F.
Offer

Iceland and Sweden, Dealer’s Stock, Early to Contemporary. Two 11-inch file boxes, one for each
country; Iceland runs from Scott #2 mint and 4 used (thins) through 979, with Semi-Postals, Airs and Officials; Sweden
runs #2 used through 2517c n.h.; good selection of mid to modern Swedish booklets and panes, along with Airs and
Officials; some duplication (especially of joint US-Sweden issues booklets); excellent source for dealers, F.-V.F. Scott
$10,747 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Iceland, Mint NH Collection, 1933-80. A great starter collection in a German Lighthouse hingeless album
(pencil notation on pages); scattered through 1952 but virtually complete 1953-1980; a few earlier highlights include
209-211, 274-277, B5 & C15-20 (20a is perf 14, C16a); all clean and F-VF throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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C79-83, C95-99 (2), 1945 Maccagno #1-8, good CLN issues, strong Cyrenaica like C12-17 (4), excellent common
design issues for the Colonies and tons more; a small amount shows light marks on gum side from being on
stockpages, but this is not monumental and has not been figured into our estimate, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., a super
lot, well worth the time spent for a thorough inspection.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
685
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Italy, Major Collection, 1862-2006. On almost like-new Marini deluxe hingeless pages in nine gorgeous
green leather-like 22-ring binders (with gold embossing) and matching dustcases; high-quality thick-bond pages
include Italian States and all Italian stamps issued through 2011 (no stamps included for 2002-4 and 2007-11) and
include the specialized “Almanacco Filatico Italia” pages for each year available; this is the top-of-the-line Italian-made
specialized albums, and they retail about $2000! Stamps are all mint, earlier issues are mixed condition o.g.; some
issues in 1920s-1940s are NH, but from around 1940s all issues appear MNH; That’s 90-years of basically complete
mint sets by Scott number, and well over a half-century of MNH sets! Not sure we have the calculating power to add up
the total retail value—-twentieth-century Italian government issues complete by Scott numbers (including Airmails)
except for about a dozen stamps; post-War Republic issues complete, including souvenir sheets, panes, etc., except
for a few scattered stamps through the entire twentieth century and beyond! Glancing at the scarce early issues we note
mint: #37-42 ($3000), 45-51 ($1900), 53-7 ($2450), 64-6 ($950), #67-72 ($600), 76-91 ($2175), 115-23 ($575), 165-74
($1050), 201-10 with varieties ($250), and on and on! There are many options for collection and/or sale or resale of this
material! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Italian Area, Old-time Collection, 1880s-1940s. On blank pages in Biella binder, mainly used, but we noted
some better items, such as Italy #169 MNH ($360); some duplication on Mussolini-era used definitives; some MNH and
nice used with great cancels; also includes some San Marino, Vatican City and Italian Somaliland; concludes with a
separate used West Germany from 1950s and 60s, generally F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $6,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italian Area, Postal History, 1850-1945. A few hundred covers and passports, from Italian States to WWII,
States include Romagna, Parma, passports have definitives or revenues, we did not note any commemoratives, most
with contents, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Italy, Powerful and Highly Comprehensive Parallel Collection to 1980. A wonderful and very extensive,
mostly mint, but in the great majority of cases mint and used, collection of many hundreds neatly assembled in four
lovely Marini hingeless albums; begins with a solid range of States (which have not been figured due to typical mixed
condition issues), then onto highly comprehensive Italy proper, which is missing only a small handful of items for
completion; early issues are predominantly used, with excellent 20th century mint such as Scott #165-70, 248-56,
258-64, 268-79, 280-89 (used), 290-305, 324-28, 331-41 (mint and used sets), 345-48, 349-54, Airmails complete less
only C489, other Back-of-the-Book issues like D1-14, nice Dues, mostly used Advertising stamps, plus comprehensive
issues of the Republic to 1980, mostly F.-V.F., substantial lot to be sure; well worth a thorough inspection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Italy, Collection, 1863-1998. On Scott Specialty pages (in plastic sleeves) with black Showguard mounts in
two green binders, mostly mint; some better early sets and singles, some NH; complete mint (most apparently NH) from
1950 (#545) through 1998 (#2272), with se-tenants and souvenir sheets, except for a dozen stamps; massive retail
value, ideal for online retailer or to upgrade your own collection; with the Italian economy wobbly, now is the time to get a
great philatelic bargain! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italy & Norway, Arctic Flight “Norge” Collection with Memorabilia, 1926-31. Over 90 items related to the
airship “Norge” and its flights, includes three autographs of General Nobile, aviator and arctic explorer, 1928 Zeppelin
label in four colors, stamps showing airship “Norge”, which Nobile designed and piloted, photographs of the airship,
includes additional anniversary flight items, covers and stamps commemorating Nobile’s transarctic flight, photo and
cover from “Citta de Milano” which was the base ship for the flight, postcards of the Russian icebreaker “Krassin” and of
the sixteen heroes of the “Italia” which was shipwrecked, 1926 cover and label from the “Norge” flight, a historic lot sure
to please any collector of airships or arctic exploration, close examination is advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Italy, Lovely All Mint Collection, 1945-60. A highly comprehensive mint collection neatly presented in a
Safe hingeless album; we note regular issues nearly complete from Scott #463-76, 477 and 486-88 on, less only a few
isolated items, plus excellent Airs, etc. Fresh, F.-V.F. or better, attractive lot; examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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HH/H/m Italy: Fiume, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1918-24. Tremendous grouping of Fiume in counter book and on
display cards, includes reference material plus mint Fiume 27-43a (2), 46-53 (2), 73-85 (2), 86-99, 104-120 short 113 &
118, 149-160, 1722-183 (2), B4-B15, E2-E3, used 43 (2), 122-127, 128-133, 134-148, enormous catalog value if all are
genuine, careful inspection may result in great rewards, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

698

H

699

HH/H/m

700

H/m

72

Italy, Beautiful, Substantially Complete Collection to 1949. Lovely and clean, nicely presented and
substantially complete for the period; keenly assembled on Lighthouse hingeless pages; the Classics are well
represented and mostly used as usual, including Scott #45-51, etc., then onto virtually complete mint coverage
including 58-63, 64-65, 92, 97-110 (101 used), 115-18, 119-22, 124-25, 159-64, 248-56, 310-14, 349-54, 367-76,
377-86, 400-09, 489-92, 495-506, B17-19, C1-12, C23-26, C35-39, C62-65, C66-77, C79-83, C89-94, C95-99,
C1274-28, CE8-9, E26 and much, much more, F.-V.F., lots better, a lovely, delightful collection; examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Italy, Postal History & Revenue Collection, 1850-1960. Residing in two albums, the first has over 80
covers or cards with propaganda cards, first flights, registered, 1865 U.S. cover with 68 (2) to Palermo Sicily, special
delivery covers, 1925 first flight Geneva to Milan, Mussolini postcard, Mussolini & Hitler postcard, with a nice selection
of U.S. WWII patriotics all with Musulinin and/or Hitler caricatures, the second volume has revenues, and all sorts of
documents with revenues, a great lot, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Italy, Mint Full Sheet Collection, 1945. Collection of seventeen full sheets, includes C12-C19, 1LN1,
1LN1A, 1LN3, 1LN8, a nice representation, a couple of sheets have folds, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Italy, Used Collection, 1925-37. Over 300 stamps, from Scott #178//371, moderate duplication, a nice array
of material, F.-V.F. Scott $924 (photo on web site).
Offer

Italy & Colonies, Major Collection, 1863-1973. With some colonies (Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Fiume) on Scott
Specialty pages in large green binder, mint and/or used, most are mint, a few later appear NH; used examples are
generally nice cancels; highlight include (mint unless noted): # 37//44 used ($110), 8-63 m/u ($150), 64-6 ($945), 115-8
($430), 119-22 used ($170), 124//42 ($150). #142A-D ($1,240), 159-70 ($1,040), 171-4, 171a-4h ($175), 174A-G
($110), 201-10 ($215), 255-6 ($120), 280-9 ($165), 290-305 ($185), 324-8 ($130), 331-41 ($160), 345-8 ($210),
$349-54 ($200), 359-66 ($140), 367-76 ($175), 477 MNH ($440), B17-9 ($100), C1-11 ($290), C23-6 ($170), C35-9
used ($150), C42-7 ($140), C48-9 ($290), C62-5 ($135), C66-83 ($200), C84-99 ($200), CE1-2 used ($110), J21-4 m/u
($250); Austrian Occupation: O1-8 ($175), Q1-6 used ($475), Q41-4 ($335), J1-13 ($290); Offices Abroad: 11 ($350),
Peking 12-4, 17-20 ($200), E2 ($100), Tientsin ($210), Jerusalem 1-6 ($100); quality is a little mixed in earliest issues,
but a lot of fresh stamps, including the scarce high-values; collection is largely complete from 1929-1971 in regular
issues, and there is also plenty of back-of-the-book material; built over many years; with the Italy economy a little down,
you can pick up this choice material at bargain prices, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Italy: Fiume, 1919-24, Small Group of Better Items. Includes #27-102 less 38, 103a (NH), 134-148,
161-195, B4-10, B12-16, E2-3, E12-13 & J13-26; also includes 1cor #39, vertical pair imperf between (Sassone €120).
Scott $2,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Latvia, Amazing Collection / Dealer Stock, 1918-95. In two Lighthouse stockbooks with black interleaved
pages; mainly mint, many if not most appear NH; tremendous specialization, with perforation, plate and die varieties;
includes map pages and banknotes with stamps on back, other scarce and desirable items; second stockbook has
mainly blocks and sheets; almost all are the classic issues, a few after second independence; Here’s a great chance to
build a major collection or even an Exhibit! And in a solid country that is not over-valued! generally Very Fine. Scott
$3,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
Latvia, Dealer’s Stock, 1918-39. In old stock book, with 1400 stamps, mainly used; great examples, nice
cancels and quality, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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701

H

702

H/m)

703

H/m)

704

H/m

705

HH/H/m Liechtenstein, Parallel Collection, 1912-75. Actually two collections (one mint, one used), each on a nice
set of Lighthouse hingeless pages in two-post binders; most mint appears n.h., and each collection is largely complete,
including Back-of-the-Book; we noticed (n.h.): Scott #1a-3a with certificate, 54-69, 74-80 with certificate, 82-89, 115,
116-31, C9-13a; used includes: 1-3b, 54-69, 82-85, 115 c.d.s. first-day with certificate, 108-13, B1-13, C1-8, C9-13a;
look no further! the whole she-bang is here, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $31,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

706

m

707

Liechtenstein, Great Collection, 1912-60. On Lindner pages in 18-ring binder; complete used (with Scott
#1a-3b), including Semi-Postals, Airmails, Postage Dues and Officials as well, all with nice cancels; couple of certs for
better items, along with several beautiful flown Zeppelin covers; perfect to build upon or for online retail, Very Fine. Scott
$17,125.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

708

H/m/)

709

HH

710

m

711

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Extensive Collection, 1912-85. On Lighthouse hingeless pages in springback binder; just
about everything is here, missing only 4 perf varieties of the 1930 issue and an odd stamp; this includes (n.h. unless
noted): Scott #1a-3a mint, 3b, 56a, 58a, 62-69 mint/n.h., 82-89 mint/n.h., 94-107 mint/n.h., 99a mint, 108-10, 115, 131,
259a-60a, B1-13 and C7-8, oh, the joy and the sparkle, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally Very Fine. Scott $21,600.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Latvia & Bulgaria, Collection, 1886-1996. Many hundreds of Latvia (1918-1996) and Bulgaria (1950-65) on
Biella quadrilled pages in two springback binders; mint and used; some nice Latvia; some earlier back-of-the-book
Bulgaria, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Latvia, Collection, 1918-39. With a decent level of completion including a couple souvenir sheets, missing
some stray values and early airmail sets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,115.
Offer

Latvia, Collection, 1918-41. With a high level of completion, only missing a few stray values and some
airmail sets, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Offer

Liechtenstein, Investment Holding of Vaduz Souvenir Sheets, 1934 (115). 35 souvenir sheets, 23 are
pristine never hinged (several with certificates), 9 are hinged (one trimmed), 3 are used, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to acquire a quantity of this iconic item, generally F.-V.F. Scott $71,850.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

Liechtenstein, Stunning Collection, 1912-79. On Müller hingeless pages in two-post binder; this
high-quality collection is complete (yes, complete!) except for a half-dozen rare perforation varieties; five scarce items
have certificates; here’s the chance you’ve been waiting for, generally Very Fine. Scott $23,800.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

m/)

Liechtenstein, Extraordinary Collection, 1912-77. In four volumes; first is a Davo hingeless album virtually
complete mint (mostly n.h.) except for some minor perf varieties; highlights include (all n.h.): Scott #54-69,73-78, 82-89,
108-13, 115 (with certificate), 115 with c.d.s., 131 (with cert), 171, 356, B1-13, C1-6, C7-23, O1-8 (with cert), O9-20,
etc.; many miniature sheetlets; the next volume contains hundreds of covers: better unaddressed FDCs, a number of
flight and Zeppelin covers, scarce usages (including 1899 and 1900 pre-Independence covers to Vaduz from Austria);
volume three focuses on dozens of specialized printing and plate varieties and errors from the 1937-38 issues, followed
by covers with different rates, cancels and usages; the fourth volume contains mainly dual-country
(Austria/Liechtenstein) same-day “Ballonpost” covers from 1957-63; this is a M-A-J-O-R collection for the true
philatelist (or enterprising online retailer), generally Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Liechtenstein, Sparkling Collection, 1912-87. On Biella Deluxe hingeless pages in matching springback
binder; appears that all but about a half-dozen stamps are n.h.; complete except for a few dozen stamps; includes
specialized perf and color varieties, key Semi-Postals (Scott #B1-10, etc.) and Airmails (complete but for two stamps),
many Officials, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine, you rarely find such a superb collection intact. Scott $17,850.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Liechtenstein, Wonderful and Unique Collection, 1912-85. On Deluxe Biella hingeless pages in matching
binder; all used except for a handful; we notice Scott #54-69, 82-93, 94-107, 108-10, 114, 115 c.d.s., 116-31, C1-6,
C7-8 (2 sets), B7-8 (2 blocks of 4), O1-8, O11-20, etc.; many scarce perforation varieties; looks like less than a dozen
stamps needed for completion—a real philatelic treasure, generally Very Fine. Scott $20,720.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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HH/H/m

713

H/m

714

HH

715

m/)

716

HH/H

717

Liechtenstein, Great Used Collection, 1912-78. On Borek pages in springback binder, complete (includes
Scott #1a-3b) except for a couple items; also includes Semi-Postals, Airmails, Officials and Postage Dues; a beauty,
Very Fine. 2017 Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

718

H/m

719

HH/H/m Liechtenstein, Useful Collection, 1918-57. On hand-made pages in Kabe springback binder; includes
better items such as: Scott #82-9, 103-04 n.h., 105b-6a n.h., 115 mint, C7-8 n.h., o.g., some never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $9,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

720

)

721

H/m
Liechtenstein, Post Office Fresh Collection, 1912-72. On Lighthouse hingeless pages in springback
binder; includes some nice key items, such as n.h. Scott #3a, 105-07, 115, as well as some difficult perforation varieties;
one set used (C1-6), some earlier mint; well worth a look, generally Very Fine. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

722

)

74

Liechtenstein, Stunning Collection, 1912-47. On handmade and Biella specialized pages in springback
binder; mainly used, some better items in mounts; the juicy key stamps are here, including (used unless noted): Scott
#1a-3b, 54-69, 82-89, 98a, 102a n.h., 103-07, 108-10, 111-14, 115 mint, 130-31, C1-8 mint/used, O1-8, O6a; also
included is the rare 1918 Swiss Municipal Local Post for Vaduz (Michel #Ia) n.h.; many if not most of the scarce
perforation varieties of the 1921, 1930 and 1934-5 issues are also here; let your stamps do the talking with this gathering
of champions, o.g., some never hinged, generally Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $17,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Liechtenstein, Fresh Collection, 1912-67. On Kilchner special album pages in two-post binder, most
stamps in Hawid-style black mounts; virtually complete, beginning with Scott #1; many mint are n.h.; a couple better
early FDCs; many blocks of 4 and some miniature sheets; includes better items including 115 first-day c.d.s., 131 n.h.,
with Semi-Postals, Airmails and Officials, generally Very Fine. Scott $13,800.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Liechtenstein, Mint NH Dealer Stock, 1960-2000. An extensive stock of singles and blocks, with
impressive catalog value, many broken down to year sets, with enormous potential this lot should be an easy sell at our
low estimate, take some time to familiarize yourself with this exquisite holding, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Liechtenstein, Fantastic Used Collection, 1891-1950. Nearly complete, neatly mounted in a large blank
album; starts with 23 Austrian stamps used in Balzers, Eschen, Schaan, Triesen or Vaduz; then, beginning with Scott
#1-3, 1a-3a and 3b, Regular Issues and Commemoratives are virtually complete (less 94-107 and the Vaduz sheet);
Semi-Postals, Dues and Officials are complete (including perf varieties of O1-8), and the Airs lack only C7-8; also
included are a few FDCs, like 111-113 and 238, and used blocks of 4. Uniformly clean, Very Fine throughout, a truly
superb lot. Scott $9,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Liechtenstein, Nice Collection, 1912-73. On Borek album pages in springback binder; complete mint
through 1973, plus one or two years of stamps and miniature sheets on stockpages; also includes Semi-Postals,
Airmails, Postage Dues and Officials; stamps are n.h. from the mid-1960s on, plus some better souvenir sheets appear
n.h.; many hundreds of stamps all in complete sets, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,830.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

m

Liechtenstein, Spectacular Collection, 1912-94. On Biella “Bernina” specialized pages (later hand-made
or blank pages) in three binders, mint and used, all in black Hawid-style mounts; starting with Scott #1, mostly VF used
until about 1960, then mint (most appear n.h.) in singles, blocks, corner blocks or miniature sheetlets through the
mid-1980s when it becomes n.h. singles with used examples; complete except for a few items; includes even the very
scarce 1918 Swiss Municipal Local Post Michel #1B mint; all the key items are here, including many perforation
varieties, generally Very Fine, this one will pop your eyeballs out. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Liechtenstein, FDC Collection, 1938-51. 30 better choice early First-Day covers in vinyl sleeves, mostly all
different; some catalogue 1,000 Swiss Francs, Extremely Fine. Scott $14,500+ (Owner’s). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Liechtenstein, 20th Century Cover Selection. Of over (150) covers/cards, includes airmails, 1-3, #238 s/s
(at least 3); Europa, maximum cards, better sets, mostly priced from $25 to $250, useful, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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H

725

HH/H

726

P

727

HH
Liechtenstein, Mint NH Collection, 1912-79. An outstanding starter collection in a Lighthouse hingeless
album; rather scattered until 1937, from which point it is very nearly complete; a few better earlier numbers include (NH)
57a, 61, 61a, 90-93 (20rp LH), B1-10 (B1 LH), and C8; all clean and F-VF throughout; and, again, virtually everything is
never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

728

H/m
Liechtenstein, Old-time Collection, 1912-62. On quadrilled pages, unused with parallel used, many “key”
items present; very attractive! generally Very Fine. 2016 Scott $4,700+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

729

HH/H/m

730

)

731

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Virtually Complete Collection, 1917-64. On hand-typed quadrilled pages in Biella
springback binder; fresh and high quality, o.g., many never hinged, generally Very Fine. Scott $3,840.
Estimate $500 - 750

732

H/m

733

HH/H

734

HH/H/m

735

m/)

Liechtenstein, Worthwhile Collection, 1912-61. On nice Lighthouse hingeless pages in two-post binder;
stunning Michel #1 and 3 mint imperf margin singles with certificate; also n.h. 2-3, 74-80, 130-31, B1-6, C15-16; fresh
stamps, great to build upon, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $8,700. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Liechtenstein, Old-time Collection, 1918-60. On hand-written-up blank pages with stamps in mounts;
some appear NH; lots of the key values and varieties; very fresh! generally Very Fine. 2017 Scott $6,100+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Liechtenstein, Quality Collection, 1912-61. On Italian-made printed hingeless pages in two-post binder;
largely complete, includes better items, back-of-the-book, souvenir sheets and perforation varieties; worth an
examination! generally Very Fine. 2007 Scott $4,500+.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Liechtenstein, 1921 Swiss Administration issue, Superb and Diverse Proof and Essay Holding. A
wonderful, wide-ranging and diverse holding of approximately 200 items from the first, non-surcharged issue; includes
imperf color proofs on different paper stocks including card, design essays, perf and part-perf examples, defaced
examples, plus similar coverage for the associated Postage Due issue, etc.; some multiples noted as well, Very Fine
and choice, wonderful group for the specialist or internet trader.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Liechtenstein, Nice Collection, 1912-69. On Deluxe “Top of the Line” Ka-Be hingeless pages in 16-ring
leather binder; mainly mint, later appear NH; great starter with beautiful album! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott $2,500+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Liechtenstein, Postal History Selection, 1929-70. 80 covers residing in a cover album, better includes
1932 flight card franked with C2 & C6, 1940 Feldpost franked with C17, C18, C20, 142, 1945 B15-B17 first day cover,
1946 B18 first day cover, 1949 238 on cover, a useful lot with many better, review please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Liechtenstein, 20th Century Selection. Includes various mainly better, #152 pane of 20; Madonna
souvenir sheet 75 + used a handful mint, proofs, varieties, stocksheets with various mint sets, at least 3 examples of
#238 souvenir sheet NH and one used, O8 & O10 plus others, an interesting little assembly and easily worth a quick look
and bid, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Liechtenstein, Balance of Collection, 1930s-60s. Small group of one-of-a-kind better items on five
double-sided interleaved pages from larger stockbook; we note: Scott #69, 114, 122-29 (n.h.), 130, 136-50 (n.h.), C7-8,
C15-16, mostly Very Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
Liechtenstein, Mainly Mint Collection, 1915-69. On Kabe hingeless pages in two-post binder; glancing
through we notice (mint unless noted): Scott #82-89, 90-93 n.h., 130-31, 247-58 n.h.; largely complete (and spot
checked) n.h. from 1940s onwards; also includes souvenir sheets from Philatelic Bureau; top-flight starter, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
Liechtenstein, Collection, 1938-95. On Lighthouse pages and matching springback binder; begins with a
dozen better First Day Covers from the 1930s and 1940s; from 1957 appears complete, including ATM stamps
socked-on-the-nose; catch up on all those late twentieth-century issues! Very Fine.
Offer
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736

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Mint Collection, 1955-75. Over 750 stamps, blocks, souvenir sheets and sets, Scott
301//848 plus officials, a perfect lot for the Internet dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Offer

737

H/m

738

HH/H/m Lithuania, Extensive Mainly Mint Collection, 1918-40. In two Lighthouse stockbooks; second book
contains imperfs/proofs in blocks; a great collection in a popular ethnic area, generally Very Fine. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

739

H/m

740

HH/H
Luxembourg, Magnificent First-Class Premium Selection. A wonderful group of four small stockbooks
offering loads of premium, specialized items, with the great majority of items in fresh, superior quality; some of the many
select items include regular issues mint Scott #1, 3, 33b (signed BPP), excellent Haarlem printings by type, 59 n.h.
block, 9 color proofs of the Industry & Commerce issue, 60-69 n.h. blocks, 62a (4 mint, 2 n.h., 1 used), 39b, 92-93
blocks, 197 sheet of 25, 160 die proof sunk on card, 97-111 n.h. blocks, 130 n.h. block, 151 (2 plus a single from the
sheet, n.h. and Very Fine), 155 double surcharge, etc.; we also note Semi-Postals in n.h. blocks of 4 from #B4-6 on
including B45-49, B50-54, B55-59, B60-65, B67-72, B73-78, B79-84, B86-91, B92-97 all n.h. blocks, plus B40
complete booklet, B121-25 imperf, etc.; Officials are excellent as well, with numerous examples signed by notable
experts, with better items like inverted overprints O1a (2), O4a, O5a (pair), O10a, O11a in pair with normal, O19a,
O27a, O28a, O57 double overprint and much, much more. Fresh, o.g., with much never hinged, largely Very Fine, one
of the best Luxembourg lots we have come across in many moons (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

741

m

742

HH

743

H

744

H/m

745

)

76

Lithuania, Interesting Collection, 1918-39. On hand-made quadrilled pages in Biella springback binder;
hundreds of different; couple hundred different, especially blocks of 1920s stamps! generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $350 - 500

Lithuania, Independence Collection, 1918-40. Solid and near complete, all mounted on loose Schaubek
hingeless pages; missing only a few issues other than the 1924 Semi-Postals; includes the full First Issue: both Vilnius
printings and all three Kaunas printings (Scott #1-2 used, the rest mint), 70-80 mint, 179-88 mint (less the three low
values of the set), seemingly complete Airs; unchecked for watermark varieties, a nice starter set—or good material to
fill in your pre-Soviet collection. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $250 - 350

Luxembourg, Outstanding Comprehensive Collection, 1852-1960. A fantastic, virtually complete
collection perfectly presented on Davo hingeless pages in one volume; a sampling of the many premium sets and
singles includes Scott #1-2, complete 1859-64 Coat-of-Arms less the 30c violet, 13-16, 17-26, 27, 29-39, 48-59, 60-69,
75-83, 97-111, 272-77, 278-79, Semi-Postals B1-104 complete, then less a few minor items from there; included is a
lovely set of the rare Intellectuals issue (B65A-Q), Airs complete, strong Officials from O1-10 on, where a few mint items
pop in like O40-43 (O42 signed), etc.; souvenir sheets are complete, highlighted by a lovely example of the rare #151,
plus B131 used on registered cover to NY, etc., F.-V.F., simply a lovely set in all respects; inspection invited (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Luxembourg, Lovely Run of Semi-Postal Sheets of 25, 1947-56. A lovely and pristine group, comprising
Scott #B143-46, B147-50, B152-55, B162-65, B166-69, B170-73, B174-79, B180-85, B186-91 and B192-97, o.g.,
never hinged, routinely Very Fine, scarce assemblage (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Luxembourg, Collection to Build On, 1852-1935. Including Scott #1-2, good imperf, roulette and
perforated coat of arms issues, strong used section of late 19th century and early 20th century regular definitive sets
and official overprints, decent group adding up in value, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $5,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Luxembourg, Parallel Collection, 1852-1988. On computer-printed pages in two three-ring binders; by the
1950s used stamps thin out; mint and better stamps are in black mounts; condition on earliest, as usual, is mixed, but
gradually becomes V.F.; some earlier mint—and all from the 1950s onwards—are n.h.; couple scarcer items; includes
strong Back-of-the-Book, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Luxembourg, Lovely Postal History Selection, 1920s-30s. Clean and attractive group of approximately
110 covers, mostly from the 1920s-30s, housed in one binder; there is a fair range of premium items, including complete
Semi-Postal sets on cover, miniature sheets on cover, numerous exposition covers and lots more, F.-V.F., nice, much
better than average selection; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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747

HH/H

748

H
Monaco, Collection, 1885-1955. Includes #1-8 (very mixed quality), 11-29 (some small thins), 40-92, then
apparently complete 131-353; Semi-Postals include B9-17, B19-99, Airmails complete for the period (Birds are perf
11). Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

749

HH
Monaco, Bright Collection, 1885-1970. On like-new Palo Hingeless album pages in deluxe leather-like
binder and dustcase; apparently all n.h.; centering is a little tight on the early issues, but a lot of great stamps and sets,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,950.
Estimate $600 - 800

750

H/m
Monaco, Mostly Mint Assortment. In stock sheets and including (mint unless otherwise noted) 8 used, 27,
176, B2-6, B19-23, J4 mint and used (2), C41-42 NH, C43, C44a NH, etc. plus a handful of misc. French offices and
territories issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

751

H/m
Montenegro, Wonderful Specialized Collection, 1874-1921. A fascinating and extensive old-time,
well-annotated collection housed in one binder, with the complex first issues as well as the later ones, identified by
Michel, Scott and Gibbons numbers; includes all three sets representing the 1874, 1879 and 1893 printings of the first
issues, all correctly identified, with perf types, etc.; subsequent issues receive like treatment, especially the 1905
Constitution issue, which includes Scott #67a-74a, Very Fine, n.h.(!), plus a second mint example of the rare Scott
#69a; we also note #75 (imperf pair) and 77 (vertical pair imperf between), fresh and mostly Very Fine, a most
interesting lot of difficult material you just don’t come across often (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

752

HH/H

753

H/m

754

H/m

755

HH/H
Netherlands and Switzerland, Accumulation from 1950’s to Early 1980’s. Grouped in glassines with
Netherlands semi-postal mini sheets from B507a//B576a, early Swiss William Tell and Son and some definitives issues
to 1960’s definitives, some Official blocks and Pro-Juventute booklets from 1959//1978. Nice mint accumulation, o.g.,
many never hinged, F.-V.F., please inspect.
Offer

756

H

Luxembourg, Semi Postal Collection, 1921-71. Appears complete on stock page and in glassines,
includes B60-B65, B65A-B65Q, B151, some NH, fresh clean lot, inspection will help you ascertain this lots true value,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Monaco & French Andorra, Collection, 1885-1973. Very extensive and powerful collection on Scott
Specialty pages, Monaco all but a dozen or so mint, later appears NH, well over 90% complete for period, extremely
fresh and nice condition, includes extensive semi-postals apparently complete mint from 1914 through 1949 except for
one stamp! Andorra has from 1932-1973 apparently complete mint, some NH; now you can have your own beautiful
little piece of these exclusive playgrounds of the rich and famous and classical royalty of European philately! generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Netherlands, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1900s-90s. Interesting property mounted in Davo & Ka-Be
hingeless album pages, including singles, blocks of four and a good number of coils and booklets that deserve your
attention and that are rarely offered on today’s market. We also noted many modern miniature sheets, se-tenant pairs
and blocks of four from booklet panes. Have a look, and check for yourself, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1982. Several hundred different, fairly complete for the
period, neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; mostly used to about 1950 and mint thereafter. Early mixed, otherwise
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Netherlands, Collection, 1852-1981. In two Lighthouse 16-page white-interleaved stockbooks; condition
mixed on the earliest classics, but later many nice c.d.s. cancels with many mint n.h., generally F.-V.F.
Offer

Netherlands & Colonies, Nearly Complete Collection, 1852-1997. As near to absolutely complete a
collection as you’ll ever hope to see—all those 10 Guilder Dutch stamps usually missing from a collection are here;
Netherlands, Curaçao, Netherlands Indies and Surinam housed in two Scott Specialty albums with printed pages
through 1981 (later stamps hinged on blank or repurposed Scott pages); highlights include Netherlands from #1; 54,
83a, 86, 101, 104-105, 133-34, 137-39, 226-243, 336-39, C13-14, GY1-7 (mint); Curaçao 1-79, 87-125, 127-85,
missing only #354 until 1980 (but 354a is present), Airmails complete (less C49), CB1-8, many Postage Dues;
Netherlands Indies 1, 2 (2), Semi-Postals, Airs, C13 on clip with Abel Tasman pictorial cancel, Dues, Officials,
Occupation Stamps, GY1-7 (mint); Surinam 1-24, 35-42, Semi-Postals and Dues (unchecked for types), F.-V.F. or
better, an amazing collection the likes of which won’t come along again soon-this is truly a must see.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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757

H/m

758

H/m

759

H

760

m

761

H

762

m

763

H/m/)

764

m
Poland, Exceptional Postally Used Collection, 1860-1965. On nice Scott Specialty pages (with glassine
interleaves) in a green binder; begins with #1 and continues with many key items, including: #77-8 tied on piece (with
APS Cert), #188-90, 214, 251, 314-6, #B15-25 (with Cert), B29, and #1K11A-12; also many nice Airmails, Postage
Dues, Occupations and Offices in Danzig, plus two pages of “Groszy” overprint varieties; put together by very serious
and quality-conscious collector; many VF items; thins out a little in 1950s because there are only postally used (not
CTOs!); a real diamond in the rough! choice F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

765

H/m
Poland, Collection, 1910-59. Many hundreds of stamps (beginning with Locals and Occupations) on
hand-made quadrilled pages in Biella springback album; pretty much complete; some slight duplication; many stamps
appear NH; Have a Polish Picnic! generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

766

H/m
Poland, Mint and Used Collection, 1918-82. A few thousand mint & used stamps mounted in a thick Scott
album, appears complete mint from 1961-1982 with dozens of complete sets, perfect for the topical dealer or collector,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

767

H/m

78

Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-2000. Used 19th century including #1, worthwhile
semi-postals, then an excellent collection of used Netherlands Indies with back of the book material, some better
cancels, perf varieties on the 1923 issue, a little something for every Netherlands collector, some mixed condition,
inspection urged, a terrific value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Netherlands & Colonies, Collection, 1852-1985. Mounted in a Minkus album, appears generally complete,
with better items including Netherlands Scott #1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-53, 90-100, 104-5; Netherlands Antilles
1-12; Netherlands Indies 1; Japanese Occupation issues, Netherlands New Guinea UNTEA set, Surinam 16, 39-42
and 184-207, generally F.-V.F., a great lot with a higher level of completion, be sure to take a good view as you should
find plenty of sets and singles of interest (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Netherlands East Indies & New Guinea, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1959. Mounted on Scott pages
with Netherlands Indies 294-303, airmails complete, N15-N26, Dutch New Guinea 1-21, B1-B3, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Norway, Used Collection. On Lighthouse pages in green binder, includes: #1 ($175), #2-5 ($365), #6-10
($1065), #11-15 ($345), #16-21 ($285), #104-10 ($150), #207-17, 219 ($140), #220-239 ($345), #340-2 ($60), #B1-3
($195), #B4-8 ($55), #B9-14 ($80), #B24 ($120), #B25-6 ($55), #B27-37 ($50), #B50-6 ($75), #B57-65 ($80), #O1-21
($65), #O44-54 ($180); all sound used, many VF with nice light or c.d.s. cancels; late-nineteenth-century missing some,
but from 1914-1991 complete (except for #218); attractive and difficult to assemble! generally F.-V.F. 2017 Scott
approximately $7,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Norway, Collection of Complete Booklets, 1904-89. About 75 booklets, including 16 slot-machine
booklets, each in a glassine envelope and identified by Facit number; virtually all different with better booklets including
Facit H3R, O, H8R, H13, H14R, H19R, H20aH, H24V & H32V. Facit SKr 35,000 ($3,850) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Norway, Top-Notch Collection, 1983-2012. On SAFE-dual pages in three padded deluxe “Norge” binders
with dustcases and bottom sliding-bars; almost like new; appears complete for all 30 years, each with nice c.d.s. or
corner-cancels; includes all souvenir sheets, coil pairs and booklet-pane blocks-of-four, with some FRAMAs;
twenty-first century used can be hard to locate in nice condition; also with unopened SAFE-dual pages for 2013 and
2014; The Viking Spirit lives! Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
Poland, Massive Collection of Mint, Used and Covers, 1860-2016. Spanning 47 volumes, begins with
several #1s with various cancels and continues with multiples, multiple examples, covers, cancels, many many items
built with the true care and passion for one’s heritage that is proudly presented within the pages, every issue
represented, includes a volume devoted to the POW camp stamps and mail, occupations, Groszy overprints, nine
volumes alone are devoted to postal history, Danzig, Memel, etc., also represented, a tremendous holding and sold
intact on the order of the estate, viewing invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Poland, Straightforward Collection, 1918-82. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder; largely complete
from late 1940s onwards, generally F.-V.F.
Offer
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768

H/m

769

HH/H/m Portugal, Extensive Collection, 1853-1996. On Scott Specialty pages in large bulging green binder;
classics are mainly used, #18 with Lutz certificate, then mixed and used in twentieth century, including some nicely
struck cancels; most stamps are in black Showguard mounts; from mid-1930s onwards appears to be complete; after
1950s virtually complete MNH, all in complete sets and with many souvenir sheets; no back-of-book; tremendous value
for online retailer! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

770

HH/H/m Portugal, Souvenir Sheets, 1981. Stockbook with n.h. and used souvenir sheets, including Azores and
Madeira; 63 sheets in total, with many duplicates and many Europa sheets; excellent lot for stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Offer

771

HH/H/m

772

HH/H/m Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1853-1979. Two volume collection; part one is Portugal on Scott Specialty
pages in green binder; part two is Minkus Portugal Colonies pages in a large bulging Blue binder; thousands of beautiful
Portugal and Colonies from Angola to Timor stamps, mint and used; fresh and clean, getting harder lo locate! generally
F.-V.F. 2016 Scott $4,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

773

HH/H/m

774

HH/H/m

775

H/m

776

HH/H

777

H/m

Portugal, Quality Intact Collection, 1853-1976. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder, nineteenth
century are mainly used, from 1924 onwards 95% complete, mainly mint, some NH, including key sets (St. Anthony,
Presidents, Pereira, Colonial Exposition, etc.) and souvenir sheets (e.g. #586a mint, #594a mint, #602a MNH);
tremendous retail value, collector was condition-conscious; reasonably well-filled back-of-the-book (e.g. #C1-10 mint
or used); any Portuguese collector or online retailer will be excited by this! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Portugal & Colonies, Tremendous Collection, 1868-1973. On Scott Specialty pages in bulging green
binder, mainly mint, some later in mounts appear NH, used are generally nice cancels; Angra, Funchal, Kionga, Ponta
Delgada, Portuguese Africa, Quelimane, Tete and Zambezia are each complete mint! Cape Verde, Horta, Inhambane,
Mozambique Company, Nyassa and Portuguese Congo are each complete mint or used except for a half-dozen
stamps or less! Lourenço Marques, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea are both nearly complete; stunning and
extensive collections of Macao and St. Thomas and Prince Islands; There is no fear of Timor which is totally complete
(including back-of-the-book) except for less than three-dozen stamps; very strong Angola with many fresh and crisp
stamps, including complete sets and souvenir sheets; a decent representation of early Portuguese India, which
becomes very strong from 1914-onwards; Needless to say, this is the kind of collection that is very hard to find today—-it
is intact and has not been “stripped”; with the Portuguese economy in the doldrums, this material is undervalued!
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1853-1960. Housed in two volumes, includes Angola,
Azores, Cape Verde, Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, Madeira, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa
Company, Portuguese Congo, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, & Timor, decent coverage throughout, some
mixed condition, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1862-1960. Over 1,200 stamps, includes Portugal, Angola, St. Thomas &
Prince Islands, Macau, Portuguese Guinea, Timor, Cape Verde, Mozambique and Company, there may be some
reprints which were not counted in the totals, an excellent pick up of this popular area, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1855-1940. More than a thousand different on quadrilled pages with
interleaves in Elbe Roosevelt binder, mint and/or used; the order of the pages seems to have gotten confused, but if you
look carefully you will find many better items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Portuguese Colonies: Portuguese India & Timor, Mint Stock, 1914-28. Presented in a small stock book,
duplication with 2 to 13 examples of each, includes Timor 170, 182A-182G, Portuguese India with 373-375, an
inexpensive opportunity to acquire fresh stock of these ever popular colonies, examination will only whet your appetite
for this lot, F.-V.F. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
Romania, Collection, 1862-1943. On quadrilled pages in Biella springback binder; some nice classics and
better items; some blocks of four; an overlooked country that is undervalued, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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778

H/m

779

H/m
Romania, Solid Stock, 1869-1919. Come Caroling with us through these 62 five-row stockcards filled with
Kingdom of Romania stamps; regular issues, Semi-Postals, Postage Dues, Parcel Posts, Postal Tax Stamps and
Postal Tax Due Stamps—they’re all here for the period, often in quantity, perfect for the dealer looking to replenish stock
or the collector looking for that just-right cancel or just-wrong color shade, generally F.-V.F. or better, an excellent
opportunity—worth viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750

780

H/m

781

H/m
Romania, Collection, 1943-62. Many hundreds of stamps on hand-made quadrilled pages in Biella
springback binder; some appear NH; some items have two examples, generally F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Offer

782

m

783

H/(H)

784

H/m

785

H/m

786

HH/H

787

H/m
Russia and Area, Collection, 1857-1995. Mounted in four Scott Specialty albums plus a stockbook of
souvenir sheets and duplicates, mostly used among early classics, mixed mint and used to 1995. Early issues appear
mostly complete, only missing some high values and early souvenir sheets, with some notable items including: 487-88
and lots of nice used 1930’s to 1950’s commemorative sets including 693-97, 852-55, 859, 1132-46, 1261-64, 1280-83,
1359-63, 1360a, 1497-99, 1541, 1542-44, 1550-51, 1624-27 and various WWI and WWII Republics and occupation
issues, including Armenia, Ukraine and Mongolia, generally F.-V.F., a great opportunity to build upon or start a good
Russia collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

80

Romania, Fresh Collection, 1866-1945. On quadrilled pages (with interleaves) in blue Elbe Roosevelt
two-post binder, including Back-of-the-Book; many sets and largely complete for the twentieth century, generally
F.-V.F. Scott $3,675.
Estimate $600 - 800

Romania, Mint & Used Collection, 1870-1979. In two Ka-Be albums, beginning with Moldavia-Wallachia
Coat of Arms 6pa carmine & 30pa blue, followed by imperforate and perforated Prince/King Carol examples, then by
many 20th century sets in the modest range, with some better such as Scott #417-19 (used); many topical issues noted
as well, F.-V.F., please inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Romania, Used Stamp Group. Selection of six different issues in full sheets of fifty cancelled to order,
comprising Scott 3639-48, 3812-21, 3835-44, 3913-22, 4001-6, 4055-60, in addition there are blocks of twenty-five
Scott 3664-84, also cancelled to order, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 approximately.
Offer
Russia, Outstanding and Extensive Collection of Zemstvo Local Posts Collection. A splendid and
overall very clean collection of over 900 mostly different or minimally duplicated issues, neatly assembled on a group of
stockpages; we note a tremendous range of different from a wide variety of towns and municipalities, including Atkarsk,
Arzamas, Bielozersk, Borisoglyebsk, Kozelets, Krasny Lokhvitska, Kungar, Tver, Totma, Urzhum, Valdai,
Vessiegonsk, Volchansk, Yelets and many, many others; within the large quantities of scarce material, we do note a
couple probable reference items, etc.; a superb basis for further expansion, condition ranges a bit on these as nearly
always, o.g. or without gum, a lovely and varied collection; some are faulty as customary with these local issues, largely
F.-V.F., be sure to view images on the web for full appreciation, a tough group to assemble.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Russia and States, Collection, 1865-1924. Mostly hinged collection (mounted stamps are n.h.) displayed
on Minkus pages housed in a Minkus binder: South Russia, Wrangel Issue, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Ukraine;
collection centers on the Civil War/early RSFSR period, with a high degree of completion; noted items include South
Russia complete mint (less Scott #47-49, used), along with many errors and varieties including 27b, 29a, 30a, 31a in
block of 4; inverted, doubled, broken and omitted overprints throughout; Georgia includes three tête-bêches and an
unauthorized issue; also includes nine pages (about 170 stamps) of Imperial revenues: St. Petersburg, Moscow and
Kronstadt, Police stamps, Passport and Hospital Tax stamps, Judiciary and Tobacco, inspection invited. Scott $20,471
(Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Russia and Related Areas including Ukraine, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 20th century holding. Old time
collection balances presented as originally received on pages, leaves, folders and stockbooks, includes literature,
covering the trident issues and more, a large group of desirable but seldom offered issues, includes some modern,
many better throughout, careful; examination is suggested, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Russia, Imperial Era Mint Sheet Accumulation. Over 45 sheets including regular and commemorative
issues, money stamps semi-postals and savings stamps etc., a few edge condition issues but still much catalog value, a
useful group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HH/H/m
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H
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H
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H
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HH/H/m

Russia, Postal Stationery Collection, 1881-1932. Over 120 Tsarist and Soviet items housed in a
Lighthouse covers album; envelopes, postal cards, letter cards, message-reply cards, mint and used; Soviet postal
cards with slogans and illustrations, a very pretty collection of material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia and Area, Accumulation, 1868-1995. As received, an interesting group of 7 binders and stock
books starting with Imperial Russian Offices in China, Turkey and Crete mint and used with light, useful duplication; a
binder of Civil War related stamps in blocks, multiples, strips and singles; a binder containing over 60 Tsarist covers,
postal stationery, postal cards and post cards mostly postally used; a wonderfully mounted Soviet airmail collection
starting in 1922 which includes the 1930’s Zeppelin issues and 1937 transport planes and continues to 1944; a stock
book loaded with mostly Soviet and some Federation souvenir sheets ranging from 1944 to 1995;a smaller binder
containing early and modern issues from Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia; a stock book of classic Latvia to about 1945
with duplication; plus, 40 Nikolai II 37½ ruble, 1991 official Government Re-Strikes coins, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Used Dealer Stock, 1930-75. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in glassines, mostly
identified by Scott number, with 1009-1010, 1075-1079, 1237-1243, 1376-1383, 1944-1945, 1992-1993, 1996-1997,
2044-2046 imperf, 2049-2050, 2056-2058, 2272-2280, 2305a, heavy duplication on much of the material, carefully
CTO’d, a marvelous chance to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Lovely Collection of the Last Romanov Issue, 1913. An interesting, mounted collection of 22
covers or items of postal stationery, plus a like number of used, off-cover stamps, all selected to show usages of the final
1913 Romanov issue, Scott #88/104; we note a lovely scarce registered postal card usage, a railroad example, a couple
mourning covers, a Michel-listed block of 4 of a surcharge overprinted issue, items of cancellation interest and more,
F.-V.F., attractive lot; examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Russia: Tannu Tuva, Mint & Used Stock, 1926-44. Excellent selection of mint & used sets, includes mint
46-52, 61-70, C10-C18, plus many imperfs and CTO’s, a meaty grouping of this hot country, inspection strongly urged,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
Russia: Tannu Tuva, Mint & Used Collection, 1926-43. A few hundred stamps in glassines, with material
like used 61-70 (2) & 71-92 (2), airmails included, needs to be sorted out for maximum return, investigation required,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
San Marino, 1877-1955. An impressive collection; includes #1-24 less #22 (most better without gum, some
with short perfs, cat. $5,250 of total), then virtually complete #93-385; Airmails include C11-16, C55-76 & C78-90; also
including J1-9, J37-51 & Q16-34 as well as miniature sheets #355, C75 & C90. Scott $13,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
San Marino, Outstanding Collection, 1877-1977. A beautiful, exceptional mint collection neatly assembled
on Scott Specialty pages in binder, highly comprehensive for the period, including a wealth of premium items such as
the first issue (Scott #1-24) complete less only the 1L blue (#22), 25-27, 29-31, 40-76 (very scarce complete set),
111-14, 159-60, 169-80, 308-19, 327-411 and apparently complete regular issues from there; additional highlights
include B1-38, C1-10, C63-81, C75 miniature sheet, etc. Fresh, generally F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful collection,
perfectly positioned for completion; inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
San Marino, Selection of Better Miniature Sheets, 1945-61. Seven sheets comprising 1949 U.P.U. (304),
1955 Gymnastics (355), 1961 Europa (490), 1951 U.P.U. Airmail (C75 [3]) & 1961 Helicopter (C117); also 1945 Singles
from souvenir sheet (239a-c, perf & imperf); all clean and F-VF, never hinged. Scott $2,490 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

San Marino, Predominantly All Mint Collection to 1980. A clean and nicely-filled collection of hundreds
neatly assembled in a Minkus album; begins with some better Classics, like mint Scott #4, 7, 10-11, good 1903-25
types, strong 1950s and on, such as 308-19, C80 and much more. Fresh, F.-V.F., attractive collection ideally suited for
further expansion; examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
San Marino, Mint & Used Collection, 1877-1950. Over 200 stamps, used, mint or NH, ranges from Scott
1//334, B3//B37, C3//C12 with some other back-of-the-book, complete sets and MNH items scattered throughout, a
great foundation to build upon, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100 (photo on web site).
Offer
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Spanish Colonies - Switzerland
799

HH/H
Spanish Colonies: Spanish Africa and Equatorial Guinea, Collection, 1902-2009. Mint collection of
Equatorial Guinea and Spanish Africa fore-runners (Fernando Po, Spanish Guinea and Rio Muni) on Scott Specialty
pages in green binder; Equatorial Guinea appears to be complete mint from independence in 1968 to 2009; also
included are hundreds of different stamps and/or souvenir sheets on 35 pages issued between 1972 and 1975 by
corrupt government listed but not priced by Scott; these are popular topics like Olympics, space, sports and paintings;
sparkling collection, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400

800

H

801

H/m
Sweden, Nice Collection, 1855-1936. Mainly used with some scarce Classics and a group of pages waiting
to be merged into almost like-new Lighthouse hingeless pages in two-post binder, pages through 1965; great starter
that begins with a couple of scarce stamps! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

802

H/m
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, Collection. On old-time scrapbook type album of singles and souvenir
sheets full of better classic singles and better souvenir sheets, mounted onto pages, with better items that include:
Liechtenstein: 114, 130-31, 159a, C2, C3 pair and C4 on cover, C7 on Zeppelin flown cover, C15-16 mint, Switzerland:
7 on piece, 8 (4, two on piece), 10 (2, one on piece and one on cover), seated Helvetia group of 10 stamps of various
denominations, 226 (3, two mint, one on cover), 242 (2, one mint and one used), 303-5 mint, B130, B131 (one mint and
one used), B132 (one mint and one used), B144 (one mint and one used) and B143 mint., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

803

H/m/)
Switzerland, Perforated “Sitting Helvetia / Strubel” Specialized Holding, 1862-1881. Three cartons
worth, comprising of over 1500 covers (values up to about $750 each, many in the $50-$100 each and up category),
plus well over 1000 stamps selected from various holdings and collected for their cancels, we note every sort of
specialty item to be found: straightline towns, scarcer towns, interesting usages- three color frankings, single frankings,
mixed frankings, color cancels, plate flaws— every sort of variety to be found, in addition to this there are about 50 intact
auction collection purchases as received (owners cost €40,000++) all relating to this fascinating issue, certainly an
exhibit lies within with many better items to be found, an excellent holding for sales, either auction, internet or retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

804

m

805

Switzerland, Superb Specialist’s Assemblage of the Unusual. A wonderful, valuable and fascinating
well-known specialist’s 25-year selection of over 3500 selected-for-interest items, neatly presented on 120 uniform 8¼
x 5¾-inch black clear-face stockcards; cancellations play a significant role, with scores of premium or superbly struck
examples noted on issues from the Cantonals, Seated Helvetias, plus later high-value frank issues in blocks, etc.;
additionally, we note better cancels and examples of Semi-Official Airmails, Military Stamps, Airs, Semi-Postals and
Dues, Telegraphs, etc.; interesting mint items include some Zumstein-listed varieties, some of which are in light
quantities, plus hotel posts, essays and more, F.-V.F. or better, well worth the time spent for a thorough inspection; a
wonderful, wide-ranging selection.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

806

H/m

807

H/m/)

82

Sweden, Collection of Complete Booklets, 1918-84. Well over 300 regular booklets and 100 slot-machine
booklets, each in a glassine envelope and identified by Facit number; virtually all different with better booklets including
Facit H13, H15Ba, H18IR (front cover separated), H20A1a, H24O, H25II, H26O, H27O, H28O, H29-31, H32A,
H33.CC-38.CC, H39R.CC, H40R.CC, H41aA.CC, H42ya.CC, H43B.CC, H52bR, H53R, H55b, H57, H65O & HA10.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Switzerland, Incredible Collection, 1851-1907. Helvetia Heaven! Thousands and thousands of classic
Switzerland in two large stockbooks, with greatest strength in Sitting and Standing Helvetias; all used, sorted in
specialized detail: includes perforation, color, die and type varieties; items have been selected for freshness, condition
and quality, with many choice and Luxus cancellations, generally F.-V.F. or better, a True Philatelic Paradise; one of the
best such stocks we have ever seen; with 1996 Berra-Gautschy photo certificate for Zumstein 23A and 2013 Marchand
photo certificates for Zumstein 20 and 24A. Scott $125,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

H/m

Switzerland, Massive & Valuable Holding, 19th & 20th Century. Singles, collections, small groups of
better, zusammendrücke, kehrdrücke, intact lots as purchased, you-name it and it may well be found within, Naba
souvenir sheet (several mint and used); hotel post, soldiers stamps and intact auction purchases, owner accumulated
these over the past several decades and just never got to breaking them down, easy viewing and excellent break-down
value for retail sales or internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Switzerland, Extensive & Valuable Specialized Collection, 1847-1953. Barely retained in 8 overly stuffed
volumes which are vintage Elbe springbacks, formed by a disciplined European who collected the “old school” way;
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often there will be mint and used and a cover as well as often a block for almost every issue, all neatly mounted and
arranged. Classics are interesting and some valuable to be found in the Rayons and stationery, the true value in this
behemoth is focused more upon the 20th century mint, lovely sets- many complete until about 1950’s. (We have lotted
the post 1950’s to 2012 as a separate lot in 45 volumes!) We found the comprehensiveness of this lot mind-boggling,
included are not just the normal, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, covers, FDCs, airmail flights, postal stationeryincluding many interesting multicolored postal cards (artist), officials, revenues, telegraphs and airmail flights. As an
example, the NABA s/s is mint and FDC as is virtually every s/s hereafter. By far one of the nicest 20th century Swiss
collections we have had the pleasure of bringing to market. Do have a look online, the selected images are just a taste
and will have you here in a flash to see the whole thing! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
808

Switzerland, Exceptional Mint and Used Collection, 1850-2002. Many hundreds neatly arranged in three
32-page stockbooks; highlights include used Scott #3, 8, 8a, 27 strip of 3, 89-93 (90 mint) and mint 75, 86-88, 88a, 88b,
97, 97a, 111, 126-145, 182-185 and then virtually complete to 2002 including the NABA sheet, Pax issue, etc.;
Semi-Postals are complete, with B4-9 & B12-672 all NH—including all the souvenir sheets except B143 (l.h.); Airs are
also complete, including grilled gum and C25a (NH); Postage Dues include J11 mint & J19 used, and the Officials are
fairly complete, but lack most of the $50+ stamps; as for condition, the earlies are just a little mixed, but otherwise,
except for a few minor flaws, everything is clean, F.-V.F., a marvelous lot. Scott $20,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

809

m

810

H/m
Switzerland, Extensive Holdings, 1850-1952. Here comes the Alpine Avalanche, in two Lighthouse
black-page interleaved stockbooks, from Scott #5 II through around 1950; items in quantities of up to five or so; most are
used, with many choice and desirable cancels; the strength is in the extremely specialized Seated and Standing
Helvetias; over a dozen scarce or rare items have certificates; also very strong and detailed Postage Dues; spruce up
your collection, and sell the extras, generally F.-V.F. Scott $27,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

811

m
Switzerland, Astonishing Collection, 1850-1944. On Lighthouse hingeless pages in springback binder;
extraordinary quality throughout; a few early scarcer items are signed; almost every single stamp is like a tiny work of
art, with beautiful cancels; what is really astounding is that virtually every stamp from the 1890s onwards has an
eye-popping socked-on-the-nose perfectly centered Lux c.d.s.! Also includes printing, color, and perforation varieties,
plus a few plate flaws, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. You have to see this to believe it! You’ll yodel day and night with this
one!
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

812

H

813

H/m
Switzerland, Outstanding Seated Helvetia issues, 1862-81. A lovely superior collection of all three
perforated Seated Helvetias, absolutely loaded with premium issues, such as (mint) Scott #41 (5), 42 n.h. margin block
of 4, 44 (3), 46, 48, 49, 50 (two blocks of 4 and three singles), 59 (block of 4 and three singles), plus outstanding used
such as #42 (block of 6), 46 (5), 47 (7), 48 (irregular block of 3 on piece), 50 (block of 4, 3 singles and a pair), 54 (9), 58
(8), 59 (block of 4 and 13 singles), 66 (rare), 67 (3), 68, etc. Nice quality is the rule, generally F.-V.F. plus, inspection
invited. Scott $22,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

814

HH/H/m Switzerland, Soldier Stamps, 1939-40. Several hundred mounted in two Specialty albums; these were
issued at the outbreak of WWII by individual regiments; all different, with many imperfs and overprints, F.-V.F.,
enormous catalogue value; plan on spending sufficient time to ascertain this dazzling lot’s true value (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m

Switzerland, Highly Complete Used Collection, 1846-1992. Well worn Scott Specialty album with nearly
every space filled; includes Zurich Cantonals 1L1, 1L3 & 1L5, Geneva 2L3 (2), 2L4, 2L7 & 2LU1 (unused cut-out), and
Federal Issues 1-3, 5 and from #7 onward just about complete, including Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and all Souvenir
Sheets except the NABA (does not include any Officials—see complete collection below); condition is very mixed early,
with nearly all of the good 19th century being faulty, ranging from quite minor to completely repaired—most somewhere
in between; 20th century is just about all F-VF with only a minor flaw here and there. A useful lot, several of the earlies
with certificates. Scott $44,000 as mounted (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Switzerland, Souvenir Sheet Holding, 1934-90. Mint and used, from a few to about 20 of each; mint: 226
(4); B80 (12 plus one used); B89 (21 plus 8 used); 242 (19 plus 4 used and 70 used on flight cover); B105 (2); B116 (11
plus 4 used); B119 (9); B130 (10 plus one used); B131 (13 plus 3 used); B132 (14 plus 3 used); B143 (13); B144 (12 plus
3 used); B178 (14 plus 6 used); B206(10 plus 4 used); B229a, 352a (20 plus 10 used), 371a (35); B297 (27 plus 7 used),
B323 (15 plus 6 used), 428 (11 plus 7 used), B344 (7 plus 13 used), 530 (3 plus 9 used); 585 (10 used), 656 (12 used),
749 (7 plus 2 used), 816a (5 used), some are never hinged but mostly what we saw was hinged, a few faults but very
negligible, a useful group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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815

H/m

816

H/m/)

817

H/m/)
Switzerland, Hoard of the 5fr Embroidery, 2000 (1075/1075a). Comprising: used: 45 singles and 22
sheets of 4; 52 single FDCs and 3 sheets of 4 FDCs; 110 mint singles, 26 mint sheets of 4 and 3 presentation booklets,
Very Fine. Scott $14,835.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

818

m

819

m

820

H/m

821

m

822

HH/H
Switzerland, Mint Accumulation. Residing on black/clear stock cards includes many useful including
airmails, C12a (6), C42 NH (75), many others, some faults present but much useful, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott
$16,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

823

m
Switzerland, Extraordinary Collection, 1900-87. On hand-printed homemade pages in two springback
binders; the first volume is enormously specialized and focuses on several issues, such as the 1900 UPU, 1938 League
of Nations and 1947 Railway Centenary, including shade, color, printing, die and plate varieties, along with plate flaws
and positions, generally Very Fine. You will not believe this! Get ready for a Medal! 2016 Scott $4,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

824

H/m

825

H/m
Switzerland, Mainly Souvenir Sheets, 1934-65. Select assortment of better items (a few sets duplicated)
on 8 pages/16 sides of black visi-grip-style stockpages in Swiss-made Biella binder, including one n.h. and one very fine
used of each (unless noted): Scott #226, 552a, B77-9, B80 n.h., B178, B206, B130-2, B143, B144, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., the crème de la crème all in one place. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

84

Switzerland, High-Quality Collection, 1850-1973. In a nice Biella two-post binder; most nicely used
(including a NABA sheet on cover), with some mint and a few better items n.h.; twentieth century is mainly complete;
decent Agencies and Societies, F.-V.F., here’s one to pick up and fill up those missing spaces; great value with crisp
stamps. 2016 Scott $12,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Switzerland, Powerful Collection, 1862-1903. A splendid and exceptionally clean, generally “European
quality” collection on album leaves offering a wonderful range of premium items for the period, such as (mint) Scott
#41-50, 52-59, 52a (mint and used), 77-81, 89-93, etc.; several certificates and better covers accompany; many difficult
stamps included, F.-V.F., most better, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Excellent Collection of Used Officials, 1918-82. A nearly complete collection on Scott
Specialty album pages; comprises Scott O1-47, 1O2, 1O4-8, 1O10-16 (1O13 mint), 2O1-90, #O1-93, 4O1-39, 5O1-25,
6O1-8 & 7O1-20 (including a pair of the 10fr); also includes most of the newer issues on FDCs; does NOT include any
grilled gum varieties except O1a-9a; virtually all clean and F-VF. An outstanding lot. Scott $5,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Switzerland, Semi-Postal & Airmail Used Collection, 1913-2001. Beautiful and comprehensive; better
include French & German Semi-Postal forerunners, Scott #B1-14, B80, used pairs of B105, B116, B119; B143 used (2)
and on cover, B206; appears complete to 2001; Airs appear complete to 1963 and include C1-2, C3-12 (with varieties),
C25a (with certificate), F.-V.F., an exciting opportunity to obtain quality used material, please leave time to inspect.
Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland, Collection of Military and Patriotic Labels, 1939-40. In two Lighthouse glassine-style
stockbooks, approximately 1,500 different military stamps and patriotic labels from 1939-40, when a Nazi invasion
seemed imminent; virtually all n.h. (a few with scarce cancels); singles, pairs, sets, souvenir sheets, blocks, color and
perf/imperf varieties, even a few proof-like sheetlets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, enormous catalogue value; plan on
spending sufficient time to ascertain this dazzling lot’s true value.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Massive Accumulation. Thousands and thousands of stamps (owner estimates 5,000) with
singles, on piece and a few documents, duplication and usual mixed condition. This would be a wonderful study lot with
plenty of interesting cancels and stamps not usually seen here in the U.S., generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland, Dealer’s Stock. 11 inch long chipboard file box with a nice range of material; from Scott #3b
used through 1393 n.h., with Semi-Postal booklets (arranged by Michel and Zumstein numbers), Airs, Dues and a
handful of First Day Folders; good material for your collection or to sell, F.-V.F. Scott $5,332 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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826

HH/H/m

827

H/m

828

m

829

H/m

830

H/m

831

H/m

832

H

833

m

834

HH/H

835

H/m

836

HH/H
Switzerland, Mint Collection, 1884-1973. Solid, nearly all NH starter collection, in a 2-volume German
Lighthouse hingeless album (pencil notations on pages, one mismatched binder) and a little loose, unmounted
material; 19th century is scattered, but with a good number of $10-$80 stamps; 20th is fairly complete for the sub-$50
issues and several better, including (all NH) C15a, C16-45, O1-44, 4O1-21, 7O12-20 and S10a-12a; all clean and fv
throughout. A great little lot with which to begin a collection of this popular country.
Estimate $400 - 600

837

HH
Switzerland, Collection, 1913-1965. Several hundred Semi-Postals, Airmails and Officials in two
smaller-format Lighthouse stockbooks; all different; most are in mounts, o.g., apparently all never hinged, generally
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

838

H/m
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1960’s. In stockbook and loose dealer tear sheets, consisting of: perforation
varieties of early perforated seated Helvetia, coat of arms and standing Helvetia issues, semi-postal singles mostly
complete to 1955 and some officials, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400

Switzerland, Dealer’s Stock of Semi-Postals, 1913-63. In stock book with black pages interleaved;
generally 6-8 mint and used of each item; A half-century of Semis apparently complete! generally Very Fine. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Collection, 1907-53. On quadrilled pages in Biella Gotthard springback binder; very strong
back-of-the-book; stamps are fresh, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,290.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Switzerland, Wonderful and Extensive Seated Helvetias Cancellations. Lovely and substantial
selection of hundreds of items, the great majority selected for interest or quality of strike/scarceness of cancellation; we
note an excellent range of straightlines, boxed straightlines, multiples or combinations on piece, etc.; a lovely study,
with 14 certificates from various authorities, mostly Very Fine, well worth a review.
Estimate $600 - 800
Switzerland, Terrific Collection, 1938-76. On SAFE hingeless pages in 14-ring binder; complete used,
except for three items that are XF n.h. (Scott #B105, B116, B119); sharp and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Landscapes Issues, 1936-48. Handmade study on five quadrilled pages; paper and color
varieties, re-entries, tête-bêche pairs; all mounted; notation of types, often with Zumstein catalogue numbers, F.-V.F.
Zumstein 6,250 SFr ($6,440) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Collection, 1850-1983. On Scott Specialized pages, consisting of: four imperf early Swiss
cross issues, 19 imperf seated Helvetia, various perforations of early perforated seated Helvetia, coat of arms and
standing Helvetia issues, 3Fr-10Fr PAX high values, 376-77 mint, semi-postals mostly complete to 1965 including
B144, C19-25, J1-9 and some officials, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Large Early 18th Century Ephemera Collection. Approximately 250-300 letters, receipts
and financial correspondence, a wonderful study lot with plenty of interesting items not typically seen here in the United
States, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Nice Collection, 1850-1937. On Lindner hingeless pages in 18-ring binder, used with a
handful of mint; also includes extensive Airmails and Postage Dues; nice cancels on many, generally F.-V.F. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Switzerland, Collection, 1867-1963. On Biella pages in two-post binder; from Sitting Helvetias through Pro
Patria, Pro Juventute, Airs, Dues and Officials, including Zusammendrucke tête-bêche pairs; some light duplication;
many nice stamps, o.g., much never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1933. Nice starter collection on old Scott International
pages; highlights include used #2 (repaired, VF appearance), 24, 48, 50, B1-9, J14 & J26a-28a; included among the
mint are #7 (regummed), C1-18 & 1O1-8; condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise all clean and F-VF. Definitely
worth a look. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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839

m
Switzerland, Used Collection, 1908-87. Mounted in hingeless album beginning with Tell’s Son Issue,
complete runs after 1938 needing only Pax issue; Semi-Postals begin with 1925 issue and include Scott #B89, many
special First Day cancels, F.-V.F., please inspect. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s).
Offer

840

HH/H
Switzerland, Starter Collection, 1906-64. On like-new SAFE hingeless pages (complete from 1843-1964)
in nice 14-ring SAFE binder; about a hundred stamps, some n.h., a few better items like Scott #352a n.h.; perfect to
house a fuller collection, F.-V.F.
Offer

841

HH/H

842

H/m
Switzerland, Collection, 1913-80’s. On Minkus pages, with a decent selection of early semi postal singles
and some better airmails, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,604 (Owner’s).
Offer

843

H

844

H

845

H

846

m
Switzerland, Cancel Collection. 75+ singles (with a strip of 3 and strip of 5) with clear strikes of various town
cancels of the late 19th and early 20th century issues, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Offer

847

)

848

)

849

)

86

Switzerland, Collection and Duplicates, 1960-82. On Scott Specialty pages and stock pages for the
duplicates, consisting of regular issues, semi-postals and some souvenir sheets including B144, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

Switzerland, Mint Collection, 1936-75. Fairly complete for the period, except without souvenir sheets, in a
Minkus album; all clean and F-VF, apparently all NH beginning in about 1950 with a good number before that. A nice
starter collection.
Offer

Switzerland, Military Stamps, 1939-42. More than 200 different (Feldpost, Pigeon Mail stamps, Field
Ration stamps, Sanitary Supplies stamps, Healthcare stamps, Transport stamps, Air Defense stamps and others) on
nice-bound specialized pages as listed in the Heinrich Sulser Catalogue in a “Soldatenmarken” binder; a few
items/souvenir sheetlets are NH; a couple used, some stuck down; scarce and difficult to find material! o.g., F.-V.F.
Offer
Switzerland, WWII Soldier’s Stamps. Over 150 different neatly laid out on Vario page, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

Switzerland, Magnificent Quality Holding of Seated Helvetia Postal History. A superb, very clean and
wide-ranging holding of over 450 covers, cards, parcel tags, etc., all selected and accumulated over a 25-year period;
bulk of items are housed in individual cover sleeves, and within you will find, nearly routinely, select quality covers with
dozens of premium frankings, outstanding cancellations including straightlines, fancy cancels, auxiliary and
instructional markings, destinations, etc.; many items are marked with sensible retail values; just an amazing group for
the specialist, the new collector wishing to embark on a new journey, or the internet trader, who will acquire a rich, deep
stock, bulk generally Very Fine, a well-deserved thorough inspection is invited.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Switzerland, Incredible Selection of Better Covers, 1900-50s. A massive, exceptionally clean and select
group of at least 1000 covers, hand-picked and put away over the years, with each item in its own cover sleeve; much of
the coverage and value lies in the 1920s-40s items, with literally dozens of souvenir sheets on cover, such as six 1934
NABA sheets (one on a rare registered postcard), five Flood sheets, plus quite a few additional covers with the stamp
excised from the sheet and dozens of better souvenir sheets in quantity; additionally, we note nice early issue
Semi-Postal covers, excellent flight covers including five #C2 covers, a couple nice Semi-Official Airmail covers, early
picture postcards, censors, several choice Postage Due covers, Military Stamp covers, etc.; a superb,
selected-for-interest holding for over a 25-year period, bulk F.-V.F. or better, a great opportunity for the trader.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Switzerland, Incredible Selection of Better Covers, Even Larger Than Last Lot! 1900-50s. A massive,
exceptionally clean and select group of at least 1500 covers, hand-picked and put away over the years, with each item in
its own cover sleeve; much of the coverage and value lies in the 1920s-40s items, with literally dozens of souvenir
sheets on cover, such as many 1934 NABA sheets, Flood sheets, plus quite a few additional covers with the stamp
excised from the sheet and dozens of better souvenir sheets in quantity; additionally, we note nice early issue
Semi-Postal covers, excellent flight covers including five #C2 covers, a couple nice Semi-Official Airmail covers, early
picture postcards, censors, several choice Postage Due covers, Military Stamp covers, etc.; a superb,
selected-for-interest holding for over a 25-year period, bulk F.-V.F. or better, a great opportunity for the trader.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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850

)

851

)
Switzerland, Vast and Valuable Cover Selection. A wonderful and clean selection of approximately 600 or
more select covers, each housed in an individual sleeve, generally comprising material from the classic Cantonals and
Helvetia issues to early 1950s better items, with strength in miniature sheets, including a beautiful 1934 NABA sheet on
choice cover (Marchand certificate), a couple Flood sheet FDCs, plus other souvenir sheets on cover in quantities to
five each; we also note lovely flight and airmail covers, ballonpost items, postage due covers, parcel tags, a few nice
hotel stamp covers, censors and much, much more; this horde was put together with purpose and is not a haphazard
selection of non-relevant covers. Fresh, F.-V.F. or better, simply a wonderful lot, ideal for the internet trader.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

852

)
Switzerland, Imperf Strubel / Sitting Helvetia Cover Collection, 1854-62. Over 100 covers plus individual
stamps, better items including three-color franking, registered, single franking, mixed franking, some still on
exhibition-like pages, please have a look as this is a very nice selection of Switzerland’s most popular issue, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

853

)

854

)

855

)
Switzerland, Zeppelin Flights, Cover Selection, 1930s. 36 covers/cards of 14 different flights, some slight
duplication but an excellent range of items and value, worthy of a closer look, won’t disappoint, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

856

)

857

)

858

)

859

)

860

)
Switzerland, Stampless Cover Collection. Over 100 covers, with straight lines, c.d.s., tombstone town
cancels, towns include St. Gallen, Auslag, Fuerth, Heidenheim, Schafhausen, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.,
ex Beane.
Estimate $500 - 750

Switzerland, Airmail Flights, Massive Holding, 1920s-50s. Over 650 covers/cards, includes items priced
individually to $750, but mostly in the $25 to $100 range, every sort pf flight imaginable and includes semi-officials, first
days of airmail stamps, no zeppelins as these are offered in their own lot, plenty for the re-seller or for the specialist,
although duplication is rampant, these do sell well, immense breakdown value and worth a more careful look, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Switzerland, Seated Helvetia Covers, 1854-62. A valuable collection of 71 covers, mostly franked with
seated Helvetias, with single frankings, multiples and some better frankings, destinations include Liverpool, London,
Paris, Rome, many with certificates, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Switzerland, Rayon Cover Selection, 1850-52. Of over 35 covers, single franking, multiple franking, mixed
frankings, three-color frankings, a very pretty useful selection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Postal History Tumble, 1924-75. Approximately 125 covers housed in two cover albums,
better includes 1930 Zeppelin picture postcard with red Basel Flugpost cachet and C11, 1936 Zurich to New York flight
cover franked with C12 & C9, 1954 first flight with pair C28, 1924 airmail cover with strip of five 186, 172, C5 and
Sanabria S1, great lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Switzerland, Postal History Montage, 1910-65. With over 60 covers and cards, in a binder, includes 1912
ad cover with 141 & 128, 1919 cover with 186, pair 130 & C2 to Vienna, 1924 flight cover with C3, C5 & Sanabria S5 to
Geneva, 1925 flight cover with C3, C7 & Sanabria S7 corner pair to Paris and forwarded to Geneva, 1937 B80 on cover
to Annecy France, and 1942 B119 on card, fresh clean material, don’t lose out on this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Switzerland, Stampless Cover Collection, Mostly 19th Century. 275 mostly folded lettersheets, a few
telegraphs and documents, overall an interesting selection with many different towns and markings including some
better ornate/pictorial, many straightlines, certainly worthy of the trader or collectors eye for enjoyment or for resale,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Postal History Melody, 19th & 20th Century. Many hundreds if not thousands of items which
include all aspects of postal history, an interesting selection of stampless, soldier’s stamps, airmails, semi postals,
postal stationery, postage dues, offi896cials, censored, parcel cards, you-name-it and its likely here, we noticed items
worth $100 each and up, vast majority is dollar box material though in searching through you will find many useful and
better items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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861

)

862

m/)

863

H/m/)
Yugoslavia, Collection, 1918-82. On quadrilled pages in Biella springback binder, many hundreds; some
better items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350

Switzerland, Sitting Helvetia Issue, Flock of Folded Letter Sheets, 1860s. A few hundred, 5, 10 and 40
values espied, single and double rates, various towns, unchecked for plating varieties, an interesting lot that would
benefit from a specialist’s touch, a quick view suggested, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Switzerland, Specialized Perforated Seated Helvetias Collection. A very attractive, keenly assembled
collection of covers, post cards, items of postal stationery, a beautiful newspaper usage, plus off-cover singles and
combinations on piece, all mounted on seven album leaves; each item is selected for interest, with a lovely array of
unusual usages, premium cancels, etc., mostly Very Fine, a lovely assemblage; examine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Area Collections
864

H

865

HH/H/m

866

H/m
Baltic States, Collection, 1918-40. A look back at the inter-war years’ independent Latvia and Estonia;
Latvia collection (1918-39) is housed on striking gold-framed black pages and includes Scott #B96 used, B97 mint and
30 with partial Cyrillic cancel; Estonia is actually two collections: one mounted on homemade quadrille pages, the other
hinged on Schaubek pages; this largely parallel mint/used collection includes #3b used, multiples showing shade and
printing varieties of early issues, 117-33 used, 147 mint (2), B9 mint, B10 used, B11-12 mint (12 n.h.), C1 mint marginal
with color bars, C3 n.h., C4-6 mint, plus used blocks; a solid foundation on which to build, and much useful duplication
for both the fly-speckers and retailers among us, generally F.-V.F. or better. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

867

H/m

868

H/m

869

H
Baltic States, Collection, 1918-40. Hundreds of different Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania on hand-made
pages, mainly used, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

870

H/m
Europe, Impressive Collection to mid 1970’s. In six Yvert albums chock-full of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets, strong in the classic period, with better items from Belgium: starting with early Leopold I issues, 37, 72, 73, 75,
102, 136-37, 172-84, 213, 229-36, 435-45, early semi-postals, B34-46, B69-77, B107-13, B114-22, B123-24, B125-31,
B144-50, B156-62, B169 (stuck down), B178, B179, B458a, B460-61, B466A-66B, B482a, B514, B515-20, B521-22,
B538-43, B547-54, B558-60, B561-66, B605a, B662a, C12A, Bulgaria: 4, Czechoslovakia: B137-39, Denmark: 6,
11-15, 34, 52, 72-78, 82, 135, 136-37, 138-44, 145-54, 167a, 171a, 175a, 181-91, C1-5, Finland: early coat of arms,
Russian issues and red cross selection, some early German states, Greece: early Hermes heads, nearly complete
1896 Olympics, 165-78, 194-96, 321-34, 338-43, 344-60, 378-80, 427-36, 481, 535-38, 539-44, 556-67, 568-73, 581,
582-85, C5-7, C15-20, C71-73, N150A-64, Iceland: starting with some better numerals, 124, 138, 144-46, 152-64, 166,
181, 184, C9-11, Ireland: 13-14, 77, 175-76, Italy: 37-44, 58-63, 64-66, 79, 115-18, 119-22, 159-64, 165-69, 171-74,
174A-74G, 248-56, 290-305, 324-28, 331-41, 359-66, 367-76, 377-86, 549-67, 574-76, C3-9, C10-11, C23-26,
C28-34, C42-47, C48-49, C62-65, C79-83, C89-94, C95-99, D9-14, E1-11, some Trentino overprints, Aegean
Islands: 34, various Aegean Islands overprints from various islands, Malta: 8-13, 17-18, 21-27, 28-45, 49-62, 64, 73,
98-114, 116-29, 131-47, 166, 208-22, 246-62, Netherlands: 1-6, 18, 22, 23-33, 40-53, 55-83, 83a, 90-100, 105,

88

Balkan States, Collection, 1874-1918. Many hundreds of Bosnia, Montenegro and Serbia on hand-made
quadrilled pages in Biella springback album; most issues are here; some slight duplication with nice cancels and better
items, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,820.
Estimate $600 - 800

Baltic States, Fabulous Dealer’s Stock, 1918-39. Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania and Central Lithuania, in
singles, blocks or multiples, perf/imperf, including souvenir sheets, in a 16-page stockbook; many choice cancels, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Baltic States, Beautiful Dealer’s Stock / Collection, 1918-40. Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania in three nice
glassine-interleaved stock books; most used, but some better values mint, including back-of-the-book; generally about
3-5 of most stamps, a few have more, including nice cancels, paper and perf varieties; includes MNH examples of first
newly independent issues from 1990s; A Baltic Bonanza! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Baltic States, Mint and Used Collection, 1918-34. Small, mainly mint collections of Estonia (including
C4-8), Latvia (with 2N23-33), Lithuania (176-188, 242-255, CB1-4) and Central Lithuania; virtually about all clean and
F-VF. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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142-60, 162-63, mostly complete set of 164/93, 306-22, 325-27, 336-39, 368-69, B1-3, B214-18, J27, O16-19,
Norway: 1, 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 59-61, 104-10, 340-42, B1-3, Poland: 30-40, B11-14, San Marino: 111-14,
Sicily: 13h, Spain: 71, 74, 171, 180, 226, 235, 260, 267, 287-96, 331-44, 370, 478-87, 705, 776-79, Sweden: early
coat of arms issues, 13s, numerals, 48, 49, 64, 94, 152, 197-212, 213-28, 248-62, B11, B12-21, early officials set,
Switzerland: early imperf coat of arms and seating Helvetia group, 98-100, 182, 200-3, 243-46, 293-305, 352a, early
semi-postals, B116, B144, C3-12, good postage dues, better than normal official section, 1O1, and some unusual
telegraph stamps, Turkey: some early Crescent and Star issues and early overprints, Vatican City: 19-34, 45-46,
47-54, 55-60, C18-19, C20-21, C22-23 and E3-4, usual mixed condition but better than typically seen, generally F.-V.F.
appearance, a magnificent collection with many better desirable sets that add up to a massive amount of value, view to
truly appreciate. Scott $150,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
871

Europe, Classic Collection, 1840-1925. In two Schaubek Permanent-Albums with pages to 1925, with
some later issues added with blank pages; lovely selection of neatly hinged items from across the continent including
states, territories and offices; overall a very good level of completion; some highlights include #1s from Austria,
Belgium, Great Britain, Monaco and Norway; Finnish serpentines, German and Italian States, Netherlands Scott #101,
6r Zurich Cantonal (1L4), along with many better sets and singles including Greek Hermes Heads and 1896 Olympics;
Italian Dante, Garibaldi and soccer; strong Seated and Standing Helvetias, 1p Red, 2p Blue (imperf and perf), and
Britain 124 and 142, generally F.-V.F. Scott $52,000.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

872

H/m
Europe, Startlingly High Quality Old-Time Collection, 1840-1966. On hand-made yellow card pages in 7
binders; mostly used, but some mint stamps appear n.h.; extensive coverage of Classics, many nice cancels; a few
countries extend into 1960s; strongest countries are Albania, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, France, Great
Britain, Gibraltar, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Jugoslavia, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, Spain and Sweden; enormously fresh and bright stamps, with many choice
items—including two Penny Blacks, plus imperf and perf Penny Reds and 2p Blues; no space-fillers here, F.-V.F. or
better, bolster your European connection. Scott $70,000.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

873

H/m

874

H/m

875

H/m

876

H/m

877

H/m
Europe, Fabulous Collection, 1850-1950. On 1950 Schaubek Europa album pages in matching two-post
binder; includes countries “A-I”; pages are loaded with choice items and many with nice cancellations; several countries
include mint and used examples (as Germany 1930s-1940s) as is popular in Europe; this is jam-packed with dozens
and dozens of stamps/sets $50-100 and up; in a quick leaf-through we noticed: Belgium #B169 mint ($150), Germany
#B49-57 (the elusive Wagner Operas set) used ($390), B59-67 mint and used ($230), B91-used ($100), B105 mint and
used ($175), Great Britain #139 c.d.s. ($150), 173 mint ($275), Italy #E17 used ($160); quality is excellent, as is the
case with many German collectors; bright and fresh, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m

Europe (Western), Lovely and Very High Quality Collection. Powerful and exceptionally clean,
assembled on Borek pages in two binders with coverage to the early 1900s only; we note very solid offerings of Belgium,
Denmark and DWI, France (with lovely quality Classics), lovely Great Britain replete with Victoria and Edward VII £1
values, good Italy, Iceland, wonderful Netherlands and Colonies, Norway from #1 on, solid Sweden and Spain, etc.;
attractive, neat collection where premium items abound, fresh and F.-V.F., very substantial catalogue value; examine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Europe, Special Old-Time Collection, 1840-1930. On Schwaneberger Europe pages in two-post binder;
strength is in nineteenth-century Classics; some very nice stamps, such as Great Britain first embossed issue (with nice
margins) used, as well as Queen Victoria 2/6, 5/, 10/ and £1 green used; strong France, including a 5F Napoleon III
used; many early Italian States (one has a Certificate from 1911!); solid Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland,
Turkey; you don’t know what you might find nestled away in here, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
Europe, Old-Time Collection, 1849-1949. On Schwaneberger pages; strong, mainly used, including
powerful early Sweden, Belgium, Turkey and Netherlands, with a lot of Czechoslovakia and a nice Estonia collection on
separate pages; condition looks better than usual with some beautiful used examples; very fresh and desirable stamps!
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Europe, Old-Time Collection, 1840s-1940s. On blank pages in nice Schaubek Permanent two-post binder;
probably two-thirds used; quality is better than usual; strength in Denmark, Germany and States, Russia and Sweden,
but also extensive Austria, Baltic States, Belgium, full-toothed Finland serpentines, France, Netherlands, Poland and
Switzerland; there are many choice plums here; very surprising with thousands of fresh, bright stamps, o.g., generally
F.-V.F., this one will keep you busy for months—check it out. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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878

H/m
Europe, High-Quality Collection, 1850s-1930s. Thousands of different stamps on 1938 Schaubek Europa
album pages, from Malta through Wurttemberg; strength in Austria, Hungary, Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Rumania
& Balkans, and Spain; tremendous value with some choice items in Switzerland; many bright and fresh-looking stamps;
you will fill many spaces with this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

879

H
Europe, Air Etiquettes, 1941 Onward. Huge lot of several 1000, some mild duplication, unexamined for
varieties, all countries are present, with sheets, blocks, etc., many scarce items, an ideal start for a major collection,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

880

H/m
Europe, Collection, 1850-1950. Thousands of different mint and/or used stamps on over 200 1950
Schaubek “Europa” album pages in matching two-post binder; album is in great condition and can be continued;
extremely fresh and bright stamps; singles and sets up to $80 and more; strength in early and mid-twentieth century;
This one is a Keeper! generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

881

H/m
Europe, Old-Time Collection, 1880s-1940s. Mounted by country in order with many hundreds of stamps on
blank pages in old springback binder; vast majority used, many with choice cancels; very strong Finland, Great Britain
and Italy, with solid Greece and Netherlands; some Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Montenegro, Norway, Switzerland;
very little duplication; very useful for the European collector, o.g., generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $800 1,200

882

H
Europe, Classics Collection, 1841-1914. In Schaubek album; all of Europe represented to varying
degrees; strengths include Austria, Belgium, France Germany and States, Netherlands and Serbia; highlights include
#1s from Monaco, Netherlands and Spain; nicely margined Denmark Scott #2, 3-5, and a perfectly centered Sweden 2
with Lux cancel; good material on which to build, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

883

HH/H/m

884

H/m
Europe, Collection, 1841-1922. In need of a new home; hundreds of stamps—some stuck down as often
found in old albums—but lots of beautiful cancels and bright and fresh stamps, generally Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

885

H/m

886

H/m
Europe (Western), Classics Collection. 39 stamps on large stock pages from France with five early Ceres
heads an imperf 25c Commerce issue and three telegraph stamps, five stamps from Hannover and Italian States
including 5 different Parma stamps, three Romagna issues, a couple Roman States, several Sardinia issues, three
Tuscany Lion issues and three Tuscany coat of arms issues. Usual faults as you see with most 19th century issues,
generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $6,635.
Estimate $300 - 400

887

)

888

)

90

Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1960. Hungary, Lithuania, Switzerland & Vatican, mounted in four
volumes, includes a Schaubek album with Hungary, includes used 1, 6, C12-C23, mint 8, 198-202, 528, B77-B79,
B80-B87, B94, B97, 1947 Roosevelt souvenir sheets, Central Lithuania in a binder with many mint imperfs, Lithuania
C1-C7, C8-C14, C40-C46, Switzerland is in a Scott album with scattered coverage, and Vatican with mint & used, a few
mixed condition, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Europe, Collection, 1890-1930. Hundreds of stamps on home-made pages in springback binder; mainly
different European countries, with some colonies, majority appear to be early twentieth-century, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Europe, Avalanche of Postal History. Well over a thousand covers/cards including stationery, South
America, Zanzibar, you name it, some highlights include Austria with censored, German postal cards, German Area
covers including Inflation period through Reich, Liechtenstein, a bit of everything, the balance of the masters holdings,
put together at the last possible moment so you may find anything here, owners cost at auction a multiple of the
estimate, viewing strongly advised, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Europe (Western), Massive Postal History Accumulation. An exceptional and very diverse accumulation
of perhaps a couple thousand or so covers, items of postal stationery, etc., from a wide range of countries including Italy
& colonies, excellent Portugal from early stampless to stamped, early 19th-century covers, Spain, excellent
Switzerland with numerous imperf Strubel and Seated Helvetia covers, nice Greece & area, Netherlands & colonies,
Belgium with lots of WWI German occupation items, plus Luxembourg, Cyprus, etc.; as this is a collector accumulation,
the percentage of “better” items is much higher than a dealer’s sweepings; the key to this lot is to keep digging! generally
F.-V.F., from stampless to censors with everything in between; examine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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889

)

890

)

891

)

892

H/m

893

H

894

H/m
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1999. Including Denmark, Finland, Greenland & Faroe
Islands, mostly used and mounted in two Schaubek albums; Denmark includes (used unless noted) Scott #2, 3 (mint),
4, 6, 8-9, 11, 13, 15, 19, 25-34, 65-69, 79-81, 82, 97-131, 1918 surcharges; 167a, 171a and 175a (se-tenant blocks of
4), C1-3, C4-5 (latter two mint), plus many other sets, including Semi-Postals, Officials, Postage Dues, Newspaper and
Parcel Post stamps, followed by Faroes & Greenland representations; Finland, from 1856, counts (used unless noted)
Scott #1, 9-10, 17-24, 38-45, 56, 58, 75, 83-108, 110, 143-52, plus many others 20th century sets, including Åland,
mostly Very Fine, nice clean collection. Scott $13,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

895

H/m

Europe (Eastern), Fascinating & Wide-Ranging Postal History Accumulation. A massive and valuable
collector’s accumulation of perhaps a couple thousand or so covers or items of postal stationery, strongest from the
19th century to the 1940s, with relatively little in the way of modern material; we note excellent usages from Russia,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Albania, etc.; a superb lot for breakdown, generally
F.-V.F., prepare to spend a bit of time with this one; a thorough inspection is advised.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Europe (Western), Extensive Postal History Hoard. A vast and valuable accumulation of many, many
hundreds of covers and items of postal history from Classic-era frankings and usages to the more recent; includes
extensive coverage of Switzerland, Italy, Portuguese Colonies, Spain and Colonies, along with wonderful Austria,
Belgium and the Congo, Andorra, Netherlands, Greece, etc.; unlike many lots of this genre, there is a very nice
percentage of “better” items from 19th-century Horta covers to early flights, wrappers, military items, an 1856 Austria
newspaper with 2kr franking, WWII censors, etc., etc., mostly F.-V.F., a very rich mix indeed; examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Europe, Zeppelin Flight Collection. 35 covers or cards, each flown, Countries include: Austria, Finland,
Germany and Switzerland, plus others, various flights and frankings including better, we see values from $75 to $250
each and totals over $5,000, excellent for internet sales, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia, Collection, 1851-1954. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder; mainly used, some better
items in Crystal mounts; strength in Danish West Indies, Denmark and Iceland; a couple scarcer stamps, V.G.-Fine.
2017 Scott $16,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Scandinavia, Lovely Mint Collection, 1854-1987. Housed in a mix of nine Lindner, Safe and Schaubek
hingeless albums, a very pretty Nordic gathering; Denmark from 1854, Iceland from 1876, Norway from 1856, Sweden
from 1858, and all autonomous Åland, Faroes and Greenland; all items mounted; early a mix of mint and used, more
recent material largely n.h.; very high degree of completion; includes Schleswig overprint series, 1965 Danish
Christmas Seals sheet, set of 1968-73 Iceland Kiwanis Christmas Seals in mint and canceled sheetlets of 12 plus
singles canceled on cover (by a very happy looking polar bear); plus stockbook of Sweden and Norway mint duplicates,
and a mix of FDCs, maximum cards, Denmark duplicates (in glassines and in catalogue order), 934, F.-V.F., lots to work
with here.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Scandinavia, Collection to 1980’s. In a well filled Harris album, note Denmark C1-3 mint, Finland classic
period used, useful assortment of Red Cross sets, Greenland 10-18 used, Iceland B5 mint, Norway 1 used, etc., many
used with good number of post-1960s NH sets, usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Asia, Middle East and Africa
896

China, Interesting Selection of 5 Vintage Era “Reproduction” Sheets. Comprised of 1944 Refugees
issue semi-postals $2 + $2 on 50¢ + 50¢ and $4 + $4 on 8¢ + 8¢ sheets of 24 without surcharges, Scott B4, $6 + $6 on
28¢ + 28¢ sheet of 24, Scott B7, 1948 $15,000 + $$2000 semi-postal in blue green, Scott 13, sheet of 35, plus $5000 Dr.
Sun Yat-sen, Scot #740, sheet of 50 with inverted center and simulated perfs. Unusual group of reproductions /
forgeries not seen by us before, some soiling, unusual group, unused without gum, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

897

H

China: Manchukuo, Collection, 1932-45. Includes 1-22 & 83-100. Scott $725 (photo on web site).
Offer
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898

China (PRC Liberated Areas): North China, Interesting Selection of 4 Reproduction Sheets.
Comprised of 5¢ violet Bird on Globe dollar unit, Yang NC185 sheet of 80, $20 rose red Victory over Japan, sheet of 28,
Yang NC241 and $50 and $80 28th Anniversary of the CCP, sheets of 35. All printed on newsprint, quite skillfully
executed, status uncertain but most probably an early attempt at a forgery or reproduction, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Offer

899

HH

900

HH

901

)

902

)
China (People’s Republic), Maximum Cards & Folders, 1980-2010. Hundreds upon hundreds of
maximum cards, folders, in two large boxes, many of the folders have cancelled sets or souvenir sheets, careful
examination is required to maximize your return, good luck!! Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

903

H

904

H

905

H/m/)

906

H/m

92

China (People’s Republic), New Issue Accumulation, 1978-2010. Many hundreds of stamps,
presentation folders and souvenir sheets in a large carton, better PRC with 1541, 1886-1889 (50), 2188 (25), 2480a
(41), 2543 (10), 2730 (35), 2775 (5), 2989a (8), 3293-3296 (12), 3437f-3437j (30), and that just scratches the surface,
there is also Macao with 956a (10), 961a (10), 966a (2) and some Republic of China material, almost all the stamps are
in blocks or in moderate duplication, if you missed out the first time be sure and nail this one, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
China (People’s Republic), Small Mint Dealer’s Stock, 1949-77. About 45 different sets, a few c.t.o., in
quantities ranging from 2 to 36; highlights include (mint unless noted) 1L1-4 (4), 1L8 (8), 1L9-12 (28), 1L111-114 (12),
1L167-175 (18), 5L69-76 (10), 6L57-62 (4), 117-121 (5), 124-127 (12), 618-619 (12), 735-737 (8), 810-817 (c.t.o., 12),
821-82 (36), 1059-1064 (20), 1131-1142 (2) and 1315-1328 (9); nearly all in blocks, all clean and F-VF, NH with o.g. as
appropriate., o.g., never hinged. Scott $4,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
China (People’s Republic), First Day Cover Accumulation, 1980-2010. A few thousand first day covers
mostly from PRC, with items such as PRC 1761 FDC (3), but there is also Macao, China Republic and Korea, great
topical subjects abound, please inspect, it will be well worth your while, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Egypt, Powerful and Comprehensive Collection, 1866-1967. A simply magnificent one-volume
collection, virtually complete less a few isolated items, with just a few stray used items included, all housed in a sparkling
Palo hingeless album; dozens of highlights are included, such as mint Scott #1-4, 7, 8-15, 23-25, 25a, 29-41, 50-59,
61-74, 78-88, 90-91. 92-103, 108-13, 114, 121-23, 128-49, 166-67, 177-90, 224 and apparently complete mint
thereafter; we also note excellent Back-of-the-Book issues with Postage Dues like J6-9, Military issues complete,
comprehensive Officials and more. Fresh, mostly F.-V.F. or better, a wonderful collection; inspection invited (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Egypt, Superb One-Binder Esoterica Collection. A wonderful and clean specialist’s collection, nicely
presented and annotated, of proofs, essays, imperfs, Royal printings, booklets, souvenir sheets, etc.; some of the many
highlights of this exceptional lot include a nice range of perf / imperf First Issue proofs, various plate proofs in pairs of the
1888 issue, Scott #50-57 plate proofs plus 59 block of 4, 97 imperf with Hass certificate, 96a block of 4, 1922 Harris
essays, a couple premium booklets, Nile Post #SB14-15 plus SB13 (exploded), various trial color overprints from the
Royal Collection, scarce “barred” issue double overprints in singles and blocks (signed Hass), various Official issue
stamps, imperf with “cancelled” on reverse, plus pristine perf and imperf examples of the 1956 Second Arab Scout
Jubilee sheets, Very Fine n.h., mostly Very Fine, a wonderful specialist’s holding which additionally includes a range of
covers and stationery pieces; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Egypt, Excellent Accumulation. Housed in various albums, stockbooks, stockcards, etc., etc.; we note a
stockbook with Palestine/Gaza issues with varieties, a two-volume straightforward all used collection with better values
noted, a one-volume mostly complete 1967-91 mint collection, several early complete booklets, plus a very interesting
group of pages with Penassan and Boulak printings of the Sphinx & Pyramid types with varieties; strong Military stamps
with covers, excellent Postage Dues with trial color proofs and blocks, identified forgeries, types, etc., solid mix from this
popular country, well worth a close review (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Egypt, Very Extensive & Diverse Specialist’s Working Accumulation. A fascinating and very extensive
horde of thousands, much of which is annotated, including early issues, commemoratives, Dues and Officials,
Revenues, Consular Stamps, varieties, plate flaws, etc.; includes everything from ordinary packet material to fly-specks
to noted varieties; little organization to be sure—leave ample time to view this most unusual holding, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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907

H/m
Egypt, Powerful and Incredibly Diverse Hoard. An amazing accumulation of thousands, representing
material from the first issue on, ranging from the ordinary to specialized, annotated pieces from one of the foremost
experts in the field; we note some first issues like unused Scott # 2, 5, 6, 6c, plus varieties of later commemoratives,
inverted watermarks, plate varieties, overprint varieties, booklet panes, test stamps, Consular stamps, TB seals, barred
overprint types, Airmails and more, F.-V.F., a wonderful lot for the specialist to wade through and evaluate; well worth
the time spent for a thorough inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

908

Egypt, Remarkable Postal Card Collection, 1879-1950. Superb and highly specialized, approximately
several hundred or more items, neatly arranged by issue, with light duplication and nearly every piece annotated by the
foremost authority on the subject; the sizeable used section features many stellar examples, including rate studies,
up-rated examples, destinations, censors, rare imprints on cards, a few EKUs, etc., F.-V.F. or better, specialist’s
delight—examine, an outstanding study that would be extremely difficult to duplicate, to say the least (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

909

H

910

H

911

H/m

912

H/m
Egypt, “Story of Three Kings” Collection, 1866-1956. On handmade quadrilled pages housed in a Scott
Ne Plus Ultra binder; lovely collection of stamps from the Egyptian monarchy period; many issues presented both mint
and used; collection starts with #1, 2, 4 used plus a nice selection of Interpostal Seals, 50-59 mint, 61-74 mint, 105-107
(two sets mint), 114 corner margin single (hinged in margin; stamp itself is n.h.), various Congress issues with event
cancels, multiples/part-sheets of 253, 257, 258-64, 266, FDC 265; overprints, Airs, Dues, Military Post and British
Forces in Egypt, Palestine overprints…even a small collection of cut squares and mint and used postal stationery
entires laid in at back; bonus sheet of 1131 var with Arabic value missing from pos. 40 plus 1657 var, imperf at left
margin; most items mounted (some used hinged), exceptionally clean and fresh—worth viewing.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

913

H/m

)

Egypt, Superb and Wide-Ranging Specialized Revenue Collection. An outstanding, keenly assembled
specialized collection of many hundreds neatly arranged by issue in a stockbook; begins with a wonderful selection of
the early 1, 2, 5 and 25 pi Sphinx & Pyramid surface-printed issues, including scarce control number blocks of 4,
hundreds of different perf or imperf high-quality Tobacco & Cigarette tax stamps, including blocks of 4; Salt tax stamps,
to UAR and everything in between, F.-V.F. or better, specialist’s delight; examine, a wonderful, unique type lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, Fascinating & Highly Detailed Cancellation Collection. In a single volume; comprising thousands
of items, each arranged by issue, starting with the surface-printed Sphinx & Pyramid types, to the 1940s, plus Airs,
Dues, etc.; begins with an analysis of the Alexandrie “A” duplex types on Sphinx & Pyramid issues, and continues on,
with each item annotated; includes hundreds of town cancels, TPOs, registered usages, AR examples, hotel cancels,
refused letters, arrival markings, Postage Dues, etc.; a wonderful lot for further study, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Egypt, Wonderful Collection, 1866-1958. Mint and used, mounted and hinged, on a mix of Scott, Minkus
and handmade quadrilled pages; a fresh and clean assemblage from #1 mint (2, one with inverted watermark) onwards;
nice early cancels, surcharges, control number singles and blocks, souvenir sheets, Airs, Special Deliveries, Dues,
Officials, Army Post, Palestine overprints, British Forces in Egypt, 80th Anniversary of First Egyptian Stamp souvenir
sheets, perf and imperf (3 each: 2 mint, 1 with Expo cancel); paper and color varieties; effectively two collections in
one—making this an excellent collection on which to build or for further study, F.-V.F., worth review.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Egypt, High-Flying Airmail Collection, 1931-70. Impressive view of Egypt from the Air(mail); handmade on
quadrilled pages housed in a “French Community” Minkus binder, with notes for each issue; place your chair back in the
upright and locked position as you view this collection, which takes off with Zeppelin overprints mint and used (including
the “1831" variety mint) and taxis to the gate with the 1970 UPU Building issue; covers, control blocks (some in matched
sets), larger blocks and multiples, colors, varieties, cancels—it’s all on board; particularly thorough treatment of control
blocks throughout, plus close study of 1946 Aeronautics Conference issue, including Conference-canceled covers; a
lovely collection on which to build, or from which to draw for your Egypt or Aero/Astro exhibit, F.-V.F., definitely worth
inspecting—you don’t see this material all in one place every day.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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914

)

915

)

916

)

917

H/m

918

HH/H

919

)

920

Egyptian Occupation of Palestine, “Barred Overprint” Issue Covers, 1953. A wonderful and clean
specialist group of covers, mostly used between 1953 and 1955, consisting of both regular and airmail usages; the
variety and scope is exceptional, including various rates and destinations, a lovely diplomatic pouch example and many
others, mostly F.-V.F., nice specialist group of these popular issues; examine.
Estimate $300 - 400

921

H
Ethiopia (1919-74) and Somalia (1950-73), Beautiful Collections. A lovely pair of mint collections housed
on pristine Scott Specialty pages; Ethiopia all in sets, including Scott #273-77, 285-96, C23-33 and lengthy runs of sets
in between; plus Somalia apparently complete, o.g., routinely Very Fine, nice lot.
Estimate $350 - 500

922

)

923

H/m
Persia, Dealer Stock, 1962-76. Presented in stuffed loose leaf binder, mostly complete sets including, but
not limited to 1204-6 (15), 1207-8 (7), 1226-7 (32), 1228-9 (21), 1230-1 (20), 1232-3 (17), 1234-5 (19), 1236-7 (13),
1240-2 (31), 1243-4 (19), 1245-6 (18), 1247-8 (15), 1248-50 (15), 1251-52 (15), 1253-54 (7), 1255-74 (6-17 sets of
each), 1276-81 (8), 1286-7 (18), 1288-9 (17), 1290-3 (4), 1294 (41), 1295-99 (25-31 sets of each), 1205-7 (24), 1312-13
(14), 1346-50 (11), 1351-52 (97), 1363-71 (20), 1453-55 (44), 1488-90, 1503a, 1789-94 (20), and much more. Well
worth a careful look as there are many useful sets and partial sets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $10,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

94

Egypt, Superb Collection of First Day Covers, 1920s-83. An incredible and highly unusual, very
comprehensive collection of approximately 1000 nearly all-different FDCs from the mid-1920s to about 1983, neatly
arranged and housed in eight large binders; a few of the many highlights include Scott #118-20, 125-27, 155-58 (2),
163-65, 168-71, 199-202, 172-76 (2), 217-19, 220-22, 223, 225-27, 278-79 and good runs all along; we also note nice
miniature sheets, Airmails, Special Deliveries, etc., Very Fine, inspection invited, a super lot, truly not easily duplicated.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Egypt, Lovely Collection of Official Service Covers, 1907-15. A fascinating holding comprising a lovely,
very well annotated mounted collection of 22 selected-for-interest covers, plus an additional 20 covers showing a
wonderful variety of frankings and usages, rate studies, etc.; excellent holding for further study and expansion, F.-V.F.,
well worth inspection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Egypt, Excellent and Diverse Holding of 36 Diplomatic Mail Covers, 1875-1950. Commencing with a
rare 1875 incoming British Consul cover, with “Poste Egiziane/16 FEB 1875/Mansura” c.d.s., a stamped 1888 cover
from the U.S. Consulate in Egypt to the U.S., a superb 1950 U.S. Embassy cover discussing the Egyptian attempt to use
improper Free Frank, plus various examples from Canada, Britain (with several nice usages), Indonesia, the U.S.
(which is the majority of the group) France, etc.; wonderful specialist group, offering some interesting postal history,
largely F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $600 - 800

Egypt, Substantial Specialist’s “Caboose” Lot. A substantial accumulation comprising a sizeable range
of various collections, remainders, etc., on a wide variety of album leaves, stockcards, etc.; we note a scattering of first
issues, including unused Scott #4 and 6, loads of Sphinx & Pyramid types, etc.; fun group to wade through and explore,
bulk F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Egypt, Beautiful Comprehensive Collection, 1958-98. Splendid and keenly assembled and housed in a
clean Minkus specialty album; offering UAR apparently complete including miniature sheets, routinely Very Fine, a
lovely lot; examine.
Estimate $350 - 500
Egyptian Occupation of Palestine, Wonderful Extensive Holding of Postal History. An extensive
specialist’s holding of approximately several hundred items, comprising most issues less the “barred overprint” covers
which appear separately in this sale; we note UN Emergency Forces covers, FPOs from a variety of participating
nations, numerous Red Cross covers, censored items, a rare Egyptian POW cover from Isdud, Gaza occupation
covers, lots of additional POW covers, revenue and postal order items, plus a great range of the issued overprinted
stamps offered in a great variety of usages; a simply wonderful holding of some scarce modern postal history, F.-V.F., a
unique opportunity for either the specialist or the trader.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H

Persia, Intact Cover Holding, 1900-25. Over 900 covers, internal uses, stampless, various frankings,
single, mixed, various towns and issues represented, a careful look may well provide an opportunity, a hotbed area
today to find such a large intact holding, enormous retail/sales potential, viewing invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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924

H/m
Persia, Powerful Collection, 1876-1980. On 1915 Gibbons Imperial pages and Scott Specialty pages,
containing over 2,000 mostly different stamps, with many high catalog items from late 19th century and early 20th
century and strong selection of mounted elusive modern issues. From the estate of a former diplomat who served in
Persia in the 1950’s. Highlights include 27-30 (2), 41-46 (2), 53-59, and all mint 90-100, 104-15, 136-51, mint 910-14,
933-4, 935-40 (used), 1015-19, 1042-46, 1048-58, 1079-81, 1099-1106, 1124-25, 1130-37, 1148-50, 1151, 1209-22,
1226-1516 virtually complete, B1-21, Q36-46, unissued official set, and much more., generally F.-V.F., a great
collection, ideal for expansion of your existing collector or great for breakdown.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

925

H/m

926

H/m/)

927

)

928

HH

929

H/m/)
Israel, Specialized Collection of First Issues. Several hundred mint (hinged & never hinged) & used
stamps and several covers on 100 hand lettered (in Spanish) pages, containing only #1-9, 10-14 & J1-5; includes 1-9
and 1a-3b FDCs and 1-6 & 1a-3b plate block; nothing rare, but plenty of material for the specialist; also includes a few
loose covers including 1948-54 Fieldpost, 1949 TABUL FDC and two philatelic covers with J1-5. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

930

H

931

HH

932

)
Korea (South), Postal History, 1960-2000. Over one thousand commercial covers, with some large pieces,
a fabulous array of frankings and cancels, appears to be mostly intra-country commercial covers, mixed condition,
please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

933

)

Persia, Collection, 1920s. Hundreds of different early twentieth century mint or used in a Lighthouse
stockbook, generally F.-V.F.
Offer

Israel, Collection, 1948-80. Three-volume collection, including: 1) apparently MNH regular issues on Scott
Specialty pages with black showguard mounts in green binder complete to 1980; 2) cacheted unaddressed FDCs
(some with tabs) through 1959 on Minkus pages in black Israel three-ring binder; 3) great Revenue collection on Minkus
blank pages in black Israel three-ring binder; Revenue collection includes two early 1950s Palestine Electric Co.
Promissary Notes with spectacular franking on documents, first one with 67 Revenue #14 and 1 #14 (Bale $300++),
second with 23 Revenue #33 and pair of #31; many interesting Revenues, with 2 mint Koffer Hayishus fiscals (Banking
Fee stamps TH3, TH8), 2 pair of Jerusalem Defense Municipal Tax stamps, Consular Service stamps (#C5-8 used),
National Revenues #19//33 (minus #23 and #27) mint (Bale $300), Radio License stamp (#RL 17) postmarked and
cancelled on document (IBM card), Accounting Tax stamps #51-2 blocks of 14 mint (Bale $120+), National Government
Revenues #9-21 (Bale $170), Postal Saving stamps, Six-Day War Revenues, Gaza and Golan Heights Revenue,
Soldiers Ration Card Coupons, Postal Money orders franked with stamps; This one has som3ething for everyone!
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Israel & Japan, First Day Covers & Postal Stationery. Many hundreds of Israel first day covers and Japan
postal cards, a fresh clean lot just waiting for the knowledgeable collector or dealer, should be worth many times our low
estimate, useful duplication, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Israel, Collection of Mint NH Tab Singles, 1948-79. Fairly complete in a German Lighthouse hingeless
album (pencil notation on pages, binder damaged); highlights include 10-14 (20m LH), 15 (left & right), 16, 17-24, 27,
31-32, 36-54 and 99.9% of everything from #56 onward including gutter tête-bêche pairs; back-of-the-book includes
J6-11; virtually all clean and F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Japan, Collection, 1871-1955. Includes #1, 5, 9, 10, then fairly complete, face different, from the Kobans
onward including virtually all the souvenir sheets (422 is NH); a few better stamps with flaws including #154 (crease),
189 (no gum), 229 (regummed), 435 (no gum) & C8 (regummed, slight staining). Scott $11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Japan, New Issues, 1980-2000. Sweet little lot, with many souvenir sheets, high face value, please
examine, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Liberia, Massive and Wide-Ranging Postal History Collection. A huge, clean and valuable collection of
approximately 800 items, housed in three large binders, plus a small amount of loose material; includes mostly older,
pre-1960 material, beginning with excellent mint or used postal stationery from the first issue on, excellent and
extensive ca. 1900-1930s covers, lovely airmail and registered usages, rare town cancels, many German seapost
covers, early flights, picture postcards and much, much more; ideal holding for further expansion, though equally
well-suited for breakdown, F.-V.F., a most unusual lot not to be missed—well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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934

m
Liberia, Outstanding Postmarks Collection, ca. 1880s-early 1900s. Equally wonderful and fascinating,
beautifully assembled and annotated collection of hundreds of early stamps displaying the various original 13 different
cancels from the ten early post offices; we note an extensive range of Monrovia and German seapost cancels, plus a
lovely array from the less-encountered towns of Harper, Buchanan, Bassa, Greenville, Millsberg, Brewerville,
Robertsport, etc.; many different stamps from the earliest issues on are noted as well—a lovely collection in all respects;
includes a copy of Philip Cockrill’s Liberia Postmarks, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

935

H/m
Liberia, Strong 19th Century Collection Including Excellent Back of the Book. An impressive and
original, mostly used old time collection of Liberia housed on Scott album leaves, beginning in the 1860s with #1-3,
1864s with #4-6 and #7-9, completion thereafter in the 1880s, 1881, 1882, 1885, 1892s, 1893 with regular and good
surcharge, 1894 regular and rouletted, 1896s, 1897 type II and ending with the 1900. Then there are the officials,
starting with the 1892 with top value mint, 1893 with both regular and overprinted on #50d, imperf and rouletted 1894 5¢,
1894s complete, 1898 again complete, 1896 and 1900 also complete, as well as 1892 and 1893 unpaid letter stamps
and finally ending with a selection off 1894 registration labels with #F1 genuine usage ($250), as well as #F6 to #F9,
again with authentic usage and unusual as such. A far better than normally encountered collection of this much
underrated area. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

936

H/m

937

HH

938

HH/H/m

939

H)

940

H

941

HH/H

942

H/m/)

943

H
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Liberia, Collection, 1860-1923. On old time pages, with a good selection of 15 early sitting Liberia issues,
some early perforate and imperforate numerals and some of the difficult late 19th century and early 20th century issues,
usual mixed condition, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
Liberia, Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1949-86. A topical paradise; thousands of sorted souvenir sheets
(often 50-100 of each) in a box on some of the most popular topics: UPU, Boy Scouts, Soccer, Native Animals,
Churchill, Space, the Queen Mother, JFK, World Cup, Olympics, Zeppelin, US Bicentennial, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Liberia, Nice Collection, 1894-1996. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder, mint and/or used, later in
mounts appear NH; many sets and dozens of souvenir sheets, mid-to-late twentieth century seems largely complete;
rare C68 variety, pair missing center vignette, unlisted in Scott; many great topics and collector material, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
Liberia, Classic-Era Stationery Collection. A lovely, old-time collection comprising 52 mint items,
including first-issue postal cards by size and card stock, plus a manuscript “Specimen” example, a nice range of
lettercards, registered letter entires, early entires, a punched “Specimen” 1917 surcharge, etc.; clean and attractive lot,
F.-V.F., most better, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Pakistan, Complete For the Period, 1947-55. #1-81, O1-34 & Bahawalpur 1-O28, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,600 for NH (photo on web site).
Offer

Saudi Arabia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1978-95. Presented in three stockbooks, includes mint 818-819 (50),
820-821 (40), 822-823 (27), 834-835 (50), 919-920 (14), 936-937 (60), 862-863 souvenir sheets and much more with
many blocks and sheets of mint sets and stamps, an easy way to stock up on this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Saudi Arabia, Collection, 1930-90s, Mostly 1960s Onward. Several hundred sets, souvenir sheets,
regular issues, commemoratives, covers, Concorde flights noted, lovely mint issues with better items for the period
throughout and including varieties : 740a, misperf, imperf block, 811-13 plus many others, some duplication, looks like a
handful with two of an item/set, viewing a must to unlock the value of this popular and difficult to locate country, o.g.,
never hinged, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Trucial States, Collection, 1964-68. Here they are! one apparently complete mint collection of the wealthy
Trucial States issues of 1964-1968 on Scott Specialty and blank pages in green binder, including; Ajman, Dubai,
Fujeira, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah, Khor Fakkan, Umm Al Qiwain, also with South Arabia; many of these popular items
are listed in the Michel Catalogue, but not in Scott; these famous issues concentrate on the key topical themes of:
space, fish, birds, butterflies, flowers, paintings, transportation, JFK, Churchill, Lincoln, Martin Luther King, Soccer,
Olympics, Boy Scouts, UN; these appear to be complete, including perforate and imperforate souvenir sheets, gold and
silver foil and other specialized items; these are difficult to find in complete sets, and they should go fast! F.-V.F. Scott
$1,450+. Michel €2,773 $3050 ($3,110) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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)

945
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946

HH

947

H/m

Turkey, Covers & Postal History Items, 1860s-1920s. An extensive collection of approximately 135 items
housed on clear-face 8½ x 11 stocksheets offering a lovely and exotic variety of usages beginning with a couple First
Issue items, extensive 1860s and 1870s overprint issue folded letters, examples used in Iran, Iraq and elsewhere;
Feldpost and other WWI items; items of postal stationery, especially nice postal card usages, lovely early picture
postcards, foreign post office usages, a couple bisect usages, Crescent Overprint issue frankings and much, much
more, condition ranges on some, but bulk F.-V.F., inspection invited, an excellent group of material not often
encountered, which should equally delight the specialist or trader.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Turkey, Collection, 1863-1973. In 3 volumes, mint except for 1863 issue, better mint includes block of 50
613, 624, 632, 647 NH, 658 NH, 672, 757, 765-773 NH, B54-B68 NH, 1101a VLH, with many extras, full sheets, 1st ay
covers, SS’s, officials, postage dues, fresh & clean lot, close inspection needed, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000.
Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000
Turkey Mint Stock, 1959-1980. Many hundreds if not thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets, with complete
mint sets such as 1051-1054, 1091-1101, 1212 (33), moderate duplication on some, most identified by Scott #, fresh &
clean, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

$1,800.
948

HH

949

HH

950

)

951

H/m

Turkey, Starter Collection, 1863-1957. On Scott Specialty pages in green binder, generally F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

Turkmenistan, Collection, 1992-2007. Includes #1 complete sheets with two perf & two imperf with one with
a diagonal crease, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 22 complete sheet perf & imperf, 9 (36), 23 (5), also full sheets of 22S & 32S, fresh &
clean, excellent stock for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
United Arab Emirates, Mint NH Collection, 1973-2003. A lovely & clean selection of mostly complete sets
and souvenir sheets neatly assembled in a stock book, with better items such as #51-58, 69-82, many souvenir sheets
& dozens of later sets. Nice lot of these popular issues, examine, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
Yemen, Wonderful and Extensive Postal History Selection, 1930s-40s. A scarce and substantial group
of approximately 130 covers mounted in one binder or on four-pocket clear-face stocksheets; includes around 40 of the
1930-33 “for foreign & domestic postage issue” covers (Scott #7//23), including lovely franking combos, scarce
destinations, registered examples, etc.; additionally we find about the same number of covers from the 1939
handstamp series, early airmail covers, etc., F.-V.F., specialist’s delight, a wonderful holding, rarely seen in quantities
like this from this early period.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Yemen and Trucial States, Dealer Stock, 1930’s-70’s. Packed into 10 large stockbooks, containing many
hundreds of stamps with various popular topicals: Space, Art, Famous People, etcetera, generally F.-V.F. Estimate
$500 - 750

Area Collections
952

Asia, Beautiful Dealer’s Stock of China, Japan, Korea, Singapore. Tour China and its environs through
these three boxes of stamps; includes Korea Scott #3-5 (mint) through 884, Singapore 18 (mint lightly hinged) through
1038a, and good ranges of PRC, ROC, Japan and Manchuria issues; some duplication (especially noted among
Singapore booklets), nice material throughout, F.-V.F. Scott $10,372 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

953

)
Asia, Massive Cover Accumulation. Comprising thousands filling a large carton; we note good Japan, with
commercial covers, censors, FDCs; lots of attractive 1940s Thailand covers and some stationery pieces; lovely Hong
Kong, with commercial mail and flights; China; PRC FDCs, along with Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam and Indonesia.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

954

H/m/)

H/m

Asia, Philatelic Stew, 1940-2000. Box with hundreds of stamps, first day covers and souvenir sheets,
includes mint Viet Nam collection, mint Laos sets, Indo China sets, Cambodia, Viet Nam 182a (5), and Laos souvenir
sheets 1-17, C2-C4, quite a useful lot with high catalog value, some mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
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H/)

956

H

957

H

958

HH

Asia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in glassines, includes
Laos, Cambodia, Viet Nam 88-91 (14), 92-95 (12), 136-139 (7), 170-173, with some useful covers, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Asia, Lovely & Attractive Accumulation. A useful accumulation of mostly modern material including lots of
PRC, Thailand & Hong Kong year sets and presentation folders. A good size binder of PRC sheetlets, Canadian Lunar
New Year folders, a stock book of mint Indonesia with better values & sets, some Philippines. A modest but clean N.C.
Yang album for Taiwan, ideal for expansion, but including the se-tenant strip sets, etc. Attractive mix, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Middle East, Massive Accumulation of Tens of Thousands. A huge, diverse holding, offering a bit of
everything from mixture to specialized modern material; we note useful collections from Qatar and Algeria, 1930
Kingdom of Yemen issues, lots of Trucial States, Jordan, Lebanon, nice Palestine and occupations, modern Iraq with
varieties and errors, etc.; excellent lot of popular material, fun to wade through and explore, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Middle East, Mint Collection, 1967-2000. Mounted in five volumes, includes volume mint Egypt 1968-1997,
also Pakistan, Israel and a Kennedy topical collection, scope this one out, should be plenty of gems to mine, what we
examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Latin America
959

)

960

H/m

961

Colombia, Collection Featuring SCADTA Issues, 1859-1969. Several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott
Specialty album; excellent Classics and States, better noted with mint Scott #323-324, mint & used 332-338, 421-436,
457-463, mint 513, great early SCADTA with used C5, C8, C11 plus four varieties, C12-C16, C25-C35, C38-C50,
C53-C54, several pages of SCADTA consular overprints, and finally several stockpages with mint & used duplicates,
covers, Telegraph stamps, some mixed condition but a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, F.-V.F., be sure to set aside
enough time to carefully inspect this collection, if only for the pleasure of it. Scott $16,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

962

H/m/)

98

Argentina, Specialized Antarctic Postal History Collection, 1942-2012. Approximately 700 covers, in 11
small Lighthouse cover albums, a few signed by Commanding officers or expedition crews. Cancelled during
Expeditions or at one of their 13 stations, that are part of a multi-nation mission to advance general scientific research in
the areas of Marine Biology, Meteorology and general scientific advancement. This area has been a territory of great
contention with competing claims overlapping with Chile and British Antarctic Territory, the British exert their claim via
the Falkland and South Georgia Islands which caused Britain and Argentina to actually enter a brief war in 1982,
although hostilities have ceased, this area is contested, but peaceful diplomatic relations have prevailed. This area has
become quite popular over the years spawning international study groups all over the world., F.-V.F., an interesting
collection of one of the few countries that have permanent settlements in Antarctica. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Brazil, Mostly Used Collection, 1850-1961. Mounted in a Scott album, better used includes 7, 8, 27, 42, 45,
46, with good coverage of the 19th century issues, 173, C17-C21, C22-C24, C32-C38, postage dues, officials,
newspapers, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m/)

Colombia, Lovely and Substantial Parallel One-Volume SCADTA Collection. Valuable and neatly
assembled in a stockbook absolutely loaded with sets and singles including Scott #C12-16 (mint and used sets, plus
many duplicates like C16 mint block of 4), mint C31 (2), C34 (2), C52, C53-54, C68-79, C80-82, and used C25-35,
C51-52, C53, C55-57 (2), etc.; from there we note nice Consular overprints, mint or used, including nice U.S., Great
Britain, Switzerland, Denmark, Panama and others; additionally, we note Ecuador C1-5 mint, plus various nice covers
or stationery items sprinkled throughout, F.-V.F. or better, unusual lot; examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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H/m
Colombia & States, Collection, 1859-1960. Mostly used in Minkus album (with Panama, Canal pages with
a smattering of stamps), strong states with solid coverage and better-than-average completion; includes Colombia mint
#2, 4, 35, 36, 513, F1, F7 and used 16, 25 (28?), 29, 31, 37-42, 42b, 65, 77, F2, LANSA and Avianca overprints; Cauca
Provincial Posts, Cundinamarca 1L1 mint, Medellin and Sociedad de Mejoras Publicas issues mint and used; a nice
clean collection on which to build-please inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

964

H/m

965

H/m
Mexico, Extensive, Very Well Represented Collection to 1980. A substantial, well-filled collection of many
hundreds or more, mostly mint, housed in a packed Scott Specialty album; coverage begins in earnest in the late 1880s
and is strongest in the 20th century, with good runs of sets, Airmails and other Back-of-the-Book issues, etc., F.-V.F. or
better, a solid lot in its own right, yet perfectly suited for further expansion; examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

966

)

967

)

968

HH/H
Mexico, Collections, 1863-1987. Two collections on Scott Specialty pages (1868-1983 and 1863-1987),
each in Green binder, mint and/or used, many in black Showguard mounts, including some obvious duplication, but also
varieties of watermark, perforation and/or die types; there are some better earlies, but strength of both is twentieth
century, and there are many better items in the 1920s-1940s, plus some of the scarcer 1950s-1960s souvenir sheets;
many hundreds of stamps, most mint, later appear NH; many hours of enjoyment here; Sell one, and keep the other! Or
keep both! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

969

H/m

970

HH/H/m

971

Salvador, Excellent Postal Stationery Collection, ca. 1880s-1940s. Over 140 postal cards, letter cards,
paid/reply cards and envelope entires, largely used, housed in a Scott binder; we note many lovely used examples from
the earliest 1880s issues, including both domestic and overseas usages, auxiliary markings, uprated examples, etc.,
F.-V.F., specialist’s delight—examine, a wonderful, unusual collection of these elegant and scarce items (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

972

m

Honduras, Fascinating & Exceptional Collection of the 1865 First Issue. Lovely and intriguing old-time
mounted collection of the 1865 2r issues, including several hundred mint examples as back-ups, plus scores more of
mounted, positioned and plated examples, etc.; the highlight. however, lies on the first pages, which include six genuine
hand-stamp cancelled examples, along with numerous pen-cancelled items, F.-V.F., an excellent study of these classic
issues; specialist’s delight (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Mexico, Stampless Folded Letters Selection. About 200, various towns and destinations, some Durango,
Monterey and others, worth a quick glance, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Mexico, U.S. Border War Exhibition-Style Collection, 1913-18. A lovely and diverse, beautifully
presented and annotated collection in exhibition format, comprising 52 covers or picture post cards displaying the
events surrounding this conflict; includes nice examples of soldiers’ mail; wonderful, pertinent picture postcards;
various nice Vera Cruz items; U.S./Mexico postage due cover; a scarce Roessler example; a one-quarter bisect cover
of 20c issue cancelled by U.S.M.C. c.d.s.; a few Patriotics; registered usages and more, F.-V.F., interesting collection;
inspection invited.
Estimate $500 - 750

Mexico, Good Little Exporta Issue Accumulation. Including many hundreds in all, with a stockbook of well
duplicated used by denomination, plus a second stockbook of mint, including a couple booklets, etc., F.-V.F., nice mix;
examine.
Offer
Nicaragua, Collection, 1862-1976. On Scott Specialty pages in green Scott binder; extensive with many
stamps, including mint: Scott #1, 5, 21a-27a Seebeck imperf pairs, 90-98, 254c, 378a//87a sheetlets, 392; used
includes 2, and 98I; a great number of different stamps, including many varieties, not counted; includes provincial
issues, F.-V.F., this large volume is a specialist’s dream-come-true; with 1997 Estudio 20 photo certificate for 98I. Scott
$7,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)

Salvador, Magnificent Cancellation Collection, From First Issue to 1907. Beautiful and superb, skillfully
researched and presented; many hundreds assembled on quadrille pages in a lovely pair of vintage British binders; this
collection is simply quite amazing as either viewing live or on the Web provides a level of study not often seen these
days; each issue receives remarkable coverage by value, with a huge variety of genuine cancels, varied in scope, from
a country you rarely see them from; even if you don’t collect this area, take a look to see what could be done! F.-V.F. or
better, ideal specialist lot; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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973

m

974

Sa

975

HH/H/m

Salvador, Wonderful and Expansive Specialized Collection. Mammoth lovely old-time comprehensive
collection on Scott pages to the 1960s, but with the true value and interest in the blank pages slipped in between, which
include excellent cancellation and plate flaw studies, scores of varieties, identified forgeries and reprints, specialized
unlisted material like municipal revenues, cut squares, Telegraphs, Officials and more; includes a second volume of the
1899-1900 surcharges; very interesting and useful assemblage, F.-V.F., well worth a careful inspection (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Uruguay, Waterlow Specimens Assortment. Handsome group of eleven complete sheets of nine. Each
stamp with “WATERLOW & SONS LTD/ SPECIMEN” overprint and security punch hole, including the following
corresponding to the 1889-1901 issue: 1¢ Coat of Arms in green; 1¢ Coat of Arms in orange; 2¢ Numeral in green; 7¢
Numeral in green; 10¢ Coat of Arms in orange; 20¢ Numeral in blue; 25¢ Justice in black & 50¢ Mercury in brown. We
also noted 7¢ Bull’s Head in blue (Scott 115); 7¢ Fruits in red (Scott 158) & 10¢ President Suarez in black & green (Scott
132). Extraordinary opportunity that collectors of this country will not want to miss! Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Venezuela, Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1976. On jam-packed Scott Specialty pages in a green binder,
including mint Scott#16, 17, 21, 41, 41a signed, 44, 45a, 60b, 100-03 (103 used), 104-07, 137-41, 149, 380-83, 384-87;
also includes used 35, 36, 39, 65, 66, 157, 324 and Carúpano Locals 7-13; some of the more recent material appears
n.h.; the regular issues and airmails seem to be largely complete for the period covered, F.-V.F., lots of fabulous stamps
here from this solid country which is currently undervalued; now’s the time to get ahead of the economic curve on this
highly popular area. Scott $10,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Area Collections
976

Latin America, Old-Time Mostly Mint & Fresh Collection. Sheets, blocks of four, pairs & singles housed in
a springback album with original stamps & reprints useful for comparison, including Ecuador 1874-1896 issues, plus
Telegraph stamps in pairs, Honduras 1878-94 issues, Nicaragua 1882-99 issues, plus Telegraph stamps in blocks of
four and Salvador 1867-99 issues, including sheets, F.-V.F., truly an unrepeatable lot that merits your attention (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

977

S

978

m
South America, Breathtaking Collection, 1843-1976. You know you’re in for a treat when you turn to Brazil
and the first page presents #1-52 complete—with a second copy of 26 canceled on clip; housed in five Scott Specialty
albums, this collection comprises Bolivia, Brazil, British Guiana, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, French Guiana, Guyana,
Inini, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela; in addition to the stamps, there is the occasional First Day, First Flight or
Registered cover; incredible degree of completeness: this was built over time and with an eye to quality; #1s for all
except British and French Guiana, Ecuador and Uruguay (the last two starting at #2); some of the notables are
Argentina 1-3, 4-6 (mint), Rivadavias, 85-88, 160-75, complete Zeppelin overprints, including C20-34), O2-29,
Departments, Corrientes complete (including #1 with Stolow Certificate), Buenos Aires; Bolivia 1-5, 7-8, 10-14, 185,
Zeppelin overprints C12, C14, C15 (2), C23-26; Brazil 61-77, C1-6, 6A, 7-16, C26-27, 29-30 (Zeppelin overprints),
O14-29, Newspapers complete; Chile 1-7, C1-5, Dues and O9-16; Colombia 1-7, 9-21 (including 14a), 23 (repaired),
421-36, C20-21; Ecuador 2-6 (with shades), 7-8, 165, C4, C32-34, RA39A-C; Paraguay 1, 2 reprint (2), 4 (with doubled
overprint), C54-55, C98-101; Peru 1-2 (with faults), 3, 4, 6, 159 (mint), 176, C39, Q1-6; Uruguay 2, 3, 3B mint, 4-6 used,
full Albatross and Pegasus sets (the latter including overprints); Venezuela 1-6 used, 7 mint and used, 66-67, 158,
Arms & Industry series, Airs and Carupano and Guayana Locals, generally F.-V.F., magnificent collection-must see.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

100

H/m

Latin America, Specimens, 1947-51. 42 perforated stamps printed by the Security Banknote Company and
mounted on two sides of a large card, each with security punch hole and “Specimen” overprint; comprising Bolivia
(344-46, 349, 356, C148-49, C150-52, plus Consular revenue stamp), El Salvador (605,C108-10), Haiti (UPU unissued
set of 4), Honduras (C129-30, C132, C136-38 & C140), Nicaragua (C254 & C256-57), Panama (C88-91), Paraguay
(451-52 & C184-86) & Iran (910-11, 914 & 935), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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979

HH

980

H/m

981

H/m/)

982

HH/H

983

HH/)

984

HH

Worldwide, 2008 Beijing Olympics-Mt. Olympus, Mint Stock For the Gods. Zeus himself would be
amazed by this holding, this was China’s ultimate coming out party, the behemoth holding of over 80 countries, Angola
to Zambia, from 500 to 19,000 of each set, Scott catalog values range from $1 to $7.50 per set, more in Gibbons, Yvert
or Michel, all in complete sets and a unique opportunity to own for resale one of the vast holdings left of this monumental
Olympiad. Incredible new issue cost and in a great topical area. Complete listing available upon request. A
one-of-a-kind, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,750,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
Worldwide, Pope John Paul II Topical Collection. In seven overstuffed and bulging springback binders,
Angola-Zimbabwe, many hundreds if not thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, tremendous retail/sales value,
virtually complete collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, John F Kennedy Topical Collection, 1959-66. Thirteen volume collection celebrating the life
and times of John F. Kennedy, with worldwide stamps, photos, covers, coins, ephemera and autographs, includes
souvenir sheets, imperf varieties and proofs, one whole volume dedicated to his assassination, many autographs of
persons associated with JFK, some auto pens, some are original, we did not notice a JFK, enormous potential please
set aside sufficient time to properly evaluate this historic lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Topical Art Stamps, 1960-2000. 16 stockbooks with art topicals, includes Disney, Chagall,
Japanese art, paintings from the Louvre, Von Gogh, Titian, Raphael, Picasso, with dozens of mint complete sets and
souvenir sheets, the perfect lot for the internet dealer with lots of worth while material, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Man’s Landing on the Moon, 1969. Mounted on White Ace pages in an album, with better
Bhutan 108-108K plus three souvenir sheets, Burundi 297-301 plus 302, Chad C60, Congo C85, Gabon C90, Central
African Republic C81, with loads of other souvenir sheets and gold foil stamps, a topical collection with wide appeal, be
sure to check this one out, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Worldwide, Film Thematic Collection, 1995-2001. On Lindner-T hingeless printed pages in 18-ring binder,
honoring Centenary of Film; several dozen different stamps and souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100

Cover Collections
985

Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Pastiche. Forty nine cover and cards presented in a binder, includes 1930
Germany C39 on a card with South American flight cachet, 1930 dual franked Germany C38 and Brazil 1CL2 & 1CL4
with South American flight cachet, 1930 Bolivia flight C15 & C25 on round trip cacheted cover, 1931 Austria C21, C27 &
C28 on Zeppelin picture postcard to Vienna, 1931 dual franked Columbia & Liechtenstein on Zeppelin picture postcard
to Columbia, a platinum opportunity to stock up on these sale able items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

986

)

987

)

)

Worldwide, Postal History Compendium, Mostly German. An enormous holding of what may well be
thousands of covers- please count them if you want to, its our estimate, each item has been individually priced for sale a
decade ago, mostly one and two figure covers but in such a nice quantity it will add up to a large value, viewing invited,
an excellent lot for internet sales and the marked prices will be a multiple of the estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Air Etiquettes on Cover, 1941 Onward. Approximately 300 airmail covers, all collected for the
air etiquettes applied, a wide range of countries, frankings, etc., the demand for this type of cover is increasing, many
scarce labels, must be seen.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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989

)

990

)

991

)

992

)
Worldwide, Rocket Mail Collection. 25 covers, 22 of which are Germany 1933 Gerhard Zucker rocket
covers, many of which are signed and addressed to Zucker, some duplication, in addition, there are three random
Rocket covers: U.S.A. 50c & 75c denominations on 1936 American Rocket Flight, C31 FDC Experimental Rocket Mail
stamp on thin post card and 1971 Rocket cancel on cacheted postcard for the 32nd anniversary of postal rocket flight at
Havana, signed Araldo Tamayo Mendez - first Cuban and Latin American Cosmonaut, F.-V.F., Retail $3,660.
Estimate $500 - 750

993

)

994

Worldwide, Stock Certificates, 1849-1959. Showing what made America (and the world) great: a nearly
inch-thick album filled with stock certificates, municipal bonds, banks, mortgage papers and the like; steel, metals,
petroleum, gas, buildings and insurance; railroads particularly strong (see how far across the US you can go on lines
you’ve never heard of); most US, note US Steel certificate with Dutch overprint/fee stamp (?) and a New York City
Volunteer Soldiers’ Family Aid Fund requisition from 1863; with a British bank, a German planting company in West
Africa and a bill of lading for cotton from Bombay to Cadiz among the finds; great source of history and fine
engravings—estimated value $1500; definitely worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

995

)

996

)

997

)

102

Worldwide, Airship & Arctic Exploration Collection, 1925-80. Over 170 items related to airships and
Arctic exploration, includes 1926 card carried by the “Norge” and signed by the Norwegian navigator Riiser-Larsen,
postcard with Dornier “Wal” flying boats, 1926 postcard of Commander Byrd and his plane “America”, 1928 Yukon
Airways cover, 1930 cover carried and signed by Hollick-Kenyon, 1938 postcard commemorating Russia’s Arctic flight,
a gorgeous collection mounted in a Lea springback album, put this lot on your “To Inspect” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Ephemera Collection, 1745-1960. Thousands of items include insurance policies,
matchbooks, receipts, telegrams, naval covers, railroad warrants, billheads, checks with some illustrated, beer labels,
licenses, equipment receipt for Civil War companies, valentines, cigar labels, elongated cents, illustrated shipping
receipts, many with revenues, from countries such as U.S., India, Egypt, Argentina, Italy, France, Belgium, Japan,
Canada, Germany, a business in a box, mixed condition, inspection recommended, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Worldwide, Zeppelin Postal History Collection, 1930-36. Fifty one cards and covers mounted in a binder,
includes five unposted Zeppelin picture postcards, better includes U.S. Round the World cachet franked with C8, C5 &
C6, Swiss card with red Swiss flight cachet franked with 193, 163, C7 & C14, Germany Polar flight with red cachet,
anchor c.d.s. franked with C41, Russia red Polar flight cachet franked with C26 & C28, a sweet lot of moderately price
items, clean and attractive, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Cover Collection, 1860-1945. Over 110 covers and cards, with feldpost, censored, advertising,
picture postcards, postal stationery, countries include Japan, China, Germany, some better include picture postcard of
Zeppelin with Olympic postmark, 1933 Zeppelin flight to South America, 1934 Zeppelin cover from Argentina to
Germany, and a nicely franked 1947 Australia to US air mail cover, well worth our low estimate, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Picture Postcard Collection, 1907-65. Thousands of postcards, includes linens and chromes,
many Tucks, many Hong Kong, royalty, railroads, ships, China, military, planes, 90% are views, mixed condition as to
be expected with a lot of this size, inspection invited, huge potential here, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Picture Postcard Collection, 1903-75. Jam packed in a large box, with subjects like military,
Atlantic City, Ashbury Park, Washington DC, comic, warships, airports, souvenir folders, skyscrapers, with linens and
chromes, some real photos, a great trip around the world, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Postal History, 1860-1945. 60 covers, most better, includes 1925 Bolivia first flight cover, 1900
Paris Exposition card, 1902 Bavaria postal card with drawings of two women on reverse, 1940 India censored &
forwarded over, and 1922 Greece registered cover to U.S. with 205 (4) and 206, a nice stock for your inventory, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Oversize Postal History Grouping. Over 35 covers, many with excellent frankings, includes
Japan, Russia, Jamaica-Bahamas duel franking, Grenada with U.S. postage due, Germany, Trans Polar flight card,
and French colonies few condition issues, this is a lot sure to draw serious attention, be the first to view then bid, bid,
bid!!! a diverse and interesting group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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998

)

999

)

Worldwide, The Ultimate Postal History Accumulation. One of the largest cover lots we have ever had the
pleasure of offering, tens of thousands of US and world wide covers and cards presented in every possible format,
approximately 60% U.S. to 40% foreign, includes thousands of U.S. first flights, illustrated ad covers, cacheted event
covers, picture postcards, mint & used postal stationery, censored covers from everywhere, space covers, mourning
covers, U.S. first day covers with felt cachets, WWII patriotics, early Greece airmails and Pre-1950 China covers, there
is really too much to inspect, we will leave that pleasure to the perspective bidders, just make sure you have enough
time to properly vet it, a once in a lifetime event, mixed condition, otherwise, F.-V.F., ex Worcester.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Postal History Abondanza, 1890-1960. A few thousand covers and cards, includes air mail,
advertising, registered, first flights, from Latin America, Europe, Africa, British Commonwealth, better with 1936
Belgium first flight, 1950 Sudan airmail to U.S., 1945 Iceland registered and censored to U.S., 1938 Switzerland first
flight, 1957 Pitcairn Islands first day cover 20-30, 1936 Madagascar around the island, 1937 Aero Club Royal de
Belgique, 1937 France first flight French Antilles, many oversized covers, some with US postage dues or official seals, a
true treasure trove, you never know what will appear next, mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1000 )
Worldwide, Cover Avalanche, 1850-1960. A few thousand covers and cards in a large carton, includes
postal stationery, picture postcards, airmail, first flights, censored, registered, from Germany, Romania, Queensland,
Poland, Switzerland, Iran, Iceland, Columbia, Great Britain, Indo China, Viet Nam, Japan, Costa Rica, Austria,
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Canada, a handful reveals 1940 first flight New Caledonia to San Francisco, 1937 first
flight French Africa to US, Nova Scotia four covers franked with #9, and who knows what else lurks within, for the
treasure hunter in all of you, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1001 )
Worldwide, Postal History Melange, 1860-1975. Box filled with thousands of covers and cards, with mint &
used postal stationery, stampless, first flights, censored, first day covers, advertising, propaganda cards, 1937 Brazil
Condor Zeppelin flight cover, tons of 10.00 to 50.00 covers, all very clean with a retail value of 25,000.00 to 30,000.00,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1002 )
Worldwide, Postal History Monstrosity, 1960-2000. Group of hundreds if not thousands of worldwide
covers and cards, includes first days, airmails, maximum cards, balloon flights and cacheted event covers, from British
Commonwealth, Europe and Latin America, a surprise at every corner, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1003 )
Worldwide, Postal History Farrago. Over (125) covers, better includes Canada air mail with C1i swollen
breast variety, Italy 177a on cover, Greece first day cover C67-C70, French Southern Antarctic first day cover C8,
Hungary first day cover CB2, Newfoundland C3 on cover, France 29, 57 & 440 on cover, with many more FDCs, flight
covers and registered, a clean lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1004 )
Worldwide, Postal Stationery Accumulation, 1870-1945. Thousands of wrappers, postal cards,
envelopes, aerogrammes, telegrams, pneumatics, from countries like Guatemala, Canada, Bavaria, French Oceania,
Victoria, Zanzibar, Sierra Leone, Barbados, British Guiana, Mauritius, Grenada, Saint Lucia, Gibraltar, Ceylon, a truly
amazing lot, mixed condition, view carefully as you never know what might pop up next, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1005 )
Worldwide, Postal History, 1840-1990. Many hundreds of cards and covers that includes worldwide first
day covers, Philippine Occupation covers, advertising covers, stampless, air mail, picture postcards, Israel, Germany,
Italy, France, album of Mexico, with many better, examination is suggested, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1006 )
Worldwide, Postal History Olio, 1850-2000. Thousands of covers in a large box, censored mail, air mails,
first day covers, German States, picture postcards, cacheted event covers, stampless, maximum cards, space,
illustrated advertising, first flights, Prexies, used worldwide postal stationery, mixed condition, please examine, needs
plenty of TLC, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1007 )
Worldwide, Postal Stationery, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1880-1970. Many hundreds of all manner of
postal stationery including telegram cards, aerogrammes, pneumatic envelopes, wrappers, from France, Japan, India,
Canada, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, New South Wales, Newfoundland, German States, Fiji, Egypt, Cyprus, Portuguese
India, Barbados, British Guiana, huge potential; some mixed condition, a worth while addition to any dealer’s inventory,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1008 )
Worldwide, Postal Stationery, Mint & Used Lot, 1880-1960. Thousands of mint & used postal stationery,
with postal cards, envelopes, wrappers & aerogrammes, countries include Greece, East India, Sweden, Thailand,
Barbados, Montenegro, Russia, Senegal, Tanganyika, Brazil, Japan, Iceland, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Heligoland,
Egypt, Timor, Funchal, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands, Angola, Macau, Portuguese India, Azores, Mozambique,
Panama, Cameroun, overall a treasure trove for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1009 )
Worldwide, Postal Stationery Accumulation, 1880-1980. Thousands of postal stationery items, includes
wrappers, postal cards, telegraphs, censored, aerogrammes, from Dubai, Belgian Congo, Newfoundland, Cyprus,
Cameroun, India, Iceland, Nepal, Nigeria, Egypt, Japan, New South Wales, Trinidad, Cabo Verde, some mixed
condition, grab your Higgins & Gage and start evaluating this primo lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1010 )
Worldwide, Postal History Quagmire, 1850-1995. Several thousand covers and cards in three cartons,
includes airmail, meters, first day covers, picture postcards, commercial, cacheted event covers, APOs, censored,
stampless, rocket mail, postal stationery, RPOs, advertising, from such countries as Uganda Kenya Tanganyika,
Mongolia, Southern Rhodesia, Egypt, India, Hong Kong, China, Dubai, mixed condition, enormous potential, please
examine carefully, there is much more here than described, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1011 )
Worldwide, Postal History Patchwork, 1890-1975. Many hundreds of censored, postal stationery, picture
postcards, registered, first day covers, advertising, cacheted event covers, real photo postcard of baseball team, from
India, Newfoundland, Argentina, Turkey, Canal Zone, Venezuela, Peru, Mozambique, Australia, Gold Coast, Cuba,
Egypt, mixed condition, overall, F.-V.F., viewing urged for the useful lot.
Estimate $600 - 800
1012 )
Worldwide, Postal History Mayhem, 1906-2000. Hundreds of covers and picture postcards mostly
arranged by country, with many British Commonwealth, Latin America, Europe and Asia, a quick scan did not reveal
any major items, but a closer inspection should yield some surprises, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
1013 )
Worldwide, Diverse Group of about 80 Most Premium Items. Nice grouping, strongest in Germany and
the U.S.; we note nice Germany, including a Boxer usage on Chinese postal card, Scott #B33 block of 4 cut from sheet
on lovely registered cover, various Feldpost items, about 10 unused U.S. Civil War Patriotics including better designs;
various dollar-value or express mail FDCs and much, much more; interesting mix, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1014 )
Worldwide, Cover Grab Bag, 1850-1975. Thousands of covers and cards in a large carton, includes used
postal stationery, advertising, first day covers, censored, first flights, registered, airmail, fieldpost, picture postcards, a
tremendous lot for a dealer with a 2.00-5.00 box, loads of attractive material, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1015 )
Worldwide, Cover Balance, 1900-2000. Thousands of covers and cards filling three large cartons, with U.S.
first day covers, foreign picture postcards, commercial covers, stamp exposition covers, 1996 album Olympic Games
Official First Day covers, airmail covers, cacheted special event covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1016 )
Worldwide, Postal History Olio, 1905-95. A delightful grouping in a large box, with first day covers, Portugal
595-602 on cover, France 48 & 49 on cover, Canal Zone picture postcards, Monarch Butterfly Game, Holy Land stereo
views, Latin America covers, mint & used postal stationery, worldwide picture postcards, careful inspection will reveal
the huge quantity, value and opportunity for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1017 )
Worldwide, WWI & WWII Censored Cover Accumulation. Several hundred censored covers, many from
England but also includes Ireland, Italy, Venezuela, Dominican Republic, Uruguay, Mexico, Peru, Portugal, Greece,
Curacao, with various censor markings and tapes, all appear to be addressed to U.S., also includes a small group of
WWI censored mail, a tremendous lot for the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1018 )
Worldwide, Airmail Postal History, 1926-80. Includes 24 Concorde covers, 8 balloon flights, worldwide
first flights, Zeppelin flights, Zeppelin picture postcards, CAMs, FAMs and a few first day covers, look this one over
carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1019 )
Worldwide, Postal History Ragout. Over 250 postal stationery cards and covers, mostly modestly priced
items from countries like Canal Zone, Newfoundland, Rep of China, Germany, Iceland, Haiti, Italy, Russia, Japan,
Australia, Comoros Islands, Gibraltar, Mexico, Pitcairn Island and Gambia, mostly fresh, a perfect internet dealer lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Stamp Collections
1020 H
Worldwide, The Extraordinary and Superb “Samuel S. Ting Collection” of First Issues. A truly
outstanding and meticulous collection comprising over 4600 stamps from over 1700 distinctive entities, alphabetically
assembled on annotated, dual-sided stocksheets. Whereas most “#1" collections will simply try to obtain the first issue
from a country, the ”Ting" collection goes miles beyond, offering issues from all entities. If we take China, for example,
yes, a #1 is there (with certificate; over 100 certificates are present on a great majority of the key or overprinted issues
that would need one!), but also #1s from the Treaty Ports, Provinces, PRC, etc. In the cases of Germany and Spain, for
example, the “#1" coverage for locals and Civil War issues boggles the imagination. A comprehensive list of ”better"
items would fill a page, but we will note some better to give an idea of the scope of this holding. Some of the best items
include (mostly all signed or with certs, all listed as #1s unless noted) Albania, NSW, Tasmania, Bangkok, Brazil,
Bechuanaland Protectorate, Antigua, Vancouver Island (Scott #3, but #1 for Vancouver Island, small repair, BPA cert,
Scott $11,000), Canada, Nova Scotia, China, Weihai Wei, Shanghai, Crete, French Congo, French Guiana, French
Sudan, Formosa (Chan Catalogue #1), Finland, Gabon, marvelous German and Italian States—nearly all with
certs—including Bavaria, Hamburg, Saxon (signed Bloch with Friedl cert, small thin), India A1, Sicily, Tuscany, Labuan,
British Madagascar, Perak, Griqualand West, all Peru provisionals, Russia and much, much more. A splendid lot, which
was simply “done right”. Some usually smallish faults as normal, to be expected, generally F.-V.F., please note images
on the Web for a good flavor; inspection invited.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
A labor of love and keepsake collection, which you will love even more upon a thorough inspection.

1021 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850-2010. A strong intermediate collection of Asia, Africa and Europe, neatly
organized in #1 glassine envelopes and on Scott International pages, containing over 61,500 different stamps, plus
some minor duplication, well represented throughout with a good mix of early issues to modern issues that seem to be
missing from most collections, priced inexpensively for the novice collector to build upon or a great collection to fill in
your existing collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $95,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1022 H/m
Worldwide, Phenomenally Complete Collection, 1840-1990s. Housed in 10 Scott International Blues and
a Minkus Japan album, a magnificent worldwide A-Z; Scott pages end around the mid-1970s for most countries, with
more recent material hinged on blank or repurposed Scott pages; to quote the ad execs, “this isn’t your grandfather’s
stamp collection”: starting with the Penny Black, iconic and sought-after issues abound: Penny Red and 2p Blue imperf
and perf, Cape of Good Hope triangles, Denmark #1, 3, 7 and 8 all with four large margins; Greece Hermes Heads and
1896 Olympics (some with 1896 cancels), Greenland 10-18 beautifully centered and lightly canceled, Persia overprints;
pretty selection of early China through PRC and ROC issues; nice DWI selection; Greenland Pakke-Porto (Parcel Post)
stamps, and more; other highlights include Great Britain 124 (with I.H.S. & Co. perfin) and 141 along with Seahorses;
Haiti 1, 44a (mint); Hong Kong 66; good India and better States; very nice Iceland; good Colonies throughout, generally
F.-V.F., a lovely collection with high catalogue value-must inspect.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1023 H/m
Worldwide, Collection (without Europe), 1850-1905. In early 20th-century Schaubek Briefmarken Album
with red buckram binder and pages (still in great condition) through 1902, with a few additional pages/spaces pasted on
back of some pages; many thousands of stamps, with some strong French Africa (Benin, Diego Suarez, Gabon, French
Guinea, Madagascar, Nossi-Be, Obock, Reunion) and Portuguese Africa; also very nice Mexico and South America,
especially Argentina, Brazil, Guatemala and others; super Canada (such as QV Jubilees through 50¢ mint), and
extremely strong US (we notice a $5 Columbian used); there is much to go through here, with enormous catalogue
value; includes some nice cancels; perfect to fill those early International spaces with many left for online retail; Live the
Dream! condition somewhat mixed, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1024 HH/H/m Worldwide, Early Collection, 1850-1920. Marvelous collection in old German album, hundreds of stamps
with many better including (used unless noted) United States Scott #71, 524 mint, J6; Austria 1 and 2; Belgium 1, 8, 19
mint o.g.; Finland 7; excellent Germany and States; Japan 8, 15, 17; Netherlands 3; Norway 28; Portugal 33; Siam 1-6
mint; Sweden 2 and 4; and Switzerland 8, with dozens more better singles and sets, condition mixed on some, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F., an opportunity to acquire better stock for retail, please inspect. Scott
$40,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1025 H/m
Worldwide, Selection of Better Singles and Sets. On #106 cards in a chipboard storage box, roughly
$45,000-50,000 catalogue value, with items from Ascension to Vietnam; includes Bangkok #6 mint, Cape of Good
Hope 5c used, France Offices in China J10a used with inverted handstamp, Germany C38-39 n.h. and C39 (mint and
used), two copies of Great Britain 355 (Wilding booklet panes), Iceland 2 used (2), Singapore J1a-8a n.h., Switzerland
68 used, 226 (Naba ‘34) n.h., and much more; some dubious material is in the box (but not included in value
estimate)—but the majority of items are gems straight from the vault, F.-V.F., viewing encouraged.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1026 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1841-1904. In a 1905 Schaubek album, organized by continent; most attention paid
to Europe, but stamps found throughout the album, with some China and Shanghai, Latin America, Canada, etc.;
strengths truly reside in Switzerland and the U.S.: Switzerland catalogues $14,000 and the U.S. $2300; Switzerland
includes particularly strong collections of Rayon issues, Seated and Standing Helvetias (pages of paper and shades
varieties) and Dues; U.S. issues begin with #10/11, a nice face-free canceled 76, Banknotes, early BEP issues,
Columbians (including 50¢ used), Trans-Mississippi used through 10¢, 1901 Pan-Americans complete (mix of mint and
used), Louisiana Purchase used complete, generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1027 H
Worldwide, Lovely Collection with Strength in British North America, 1840-1970. Six collections neatly
hinged in one Scott Specialty binder: BNA, early Great Britain and British Empire, Honduras, Portugal, Spain and
Railroads; largely mint with used mixed in; Scott BNA pages through 1970, with pristine blank quadrilled pages added
for later issues; other groupings presented on homemade quadrilled pages; many lovely items, including a Penny Black
with four clear margins and red Maltese Cross cancel, several imperf and perf Penny Reds, two 2p Blues perf; British
notables also boast Scott #26, 28, 48, 60, 64, 94-95, 104, 105, 107 and the Victoria Jubilees; Canada and Provinces are
also nicely represented: Canada includes mint ½¢-50¢ Jubilees (15¢ lightly canceled), 71-73, 74-84, 89-95, 101-03,
104-34, 106a, 109a, E1-11, F2, J1-14 and used 46-47 and 90A; New Brunswick 1 mint (with tear); Newfoundland
includes early triangles and mint C2, C9-18; Nova Scotia offers some pretty Victorias, and PEI includes mint 4-7, 10;
Barbados and Trinidad have several Britannias to inspect; Honduras, Portugal and Spain offer lovely selections on
which to build, as does the Railroads: stamps picturing trains, stamps canceled on trains, stamps used on trains…a
nice worldwide selection, generally F.-V.F., worth the time to inspect.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1028 H/m
Worldwide, Large Home Made Collection, 1850’s-1990’s. Tens of thousands of different stamps in 42
different albums, with 9 beginner worldwide albums and the main collection in 34 volumes on home made (on college
ruled note paper) sorted by country / area, with three volumes of British Commonwealth, an album of China, a few
volumes of Latin America / South American / Caribbean, strong in Western Europe. Usual mixed condition, generally
F.-V.F. appearance, A huge bulky collection that has massive potential if you consider the amount of stamps here.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1029 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850s-1902. Many hundreds of different stamps (mainly used) in hardbound edition
of the Imperial Postage Stamp Albums Vol. II-III (i.e., the whole world, less Britain and British Empire); some stamps
stuck down, but nice stamps throughout, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1030 HH/H/m Worldwide, Stamp Pandemic, 1840-1975. Thousands of stamps housed in four albums, with nice China,
Korea, French Offices & Colonies, Greece, plenty of excellent pickings throughout with many mint singles and sets,
mixed condition, an impossible lot to value but a great opportunity to buy an original lot with huge potential for the
internet or approvals, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1031 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1945. Housed in two Scott International albums, includes mint &
used French Colonies, Italian States, German States, Portuguese Colonies, British Commonwealth, may be a few
hidden gems scattered about, a solid foundation to build upon, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1032 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1945. Housed in 11 Scott International albums and separated by
year, besides the usual suspects of Eastern Europe & Latin America this collection includes mint & used India, British
Commonwealth, Iran, with decent coverage on all countries, a perfect lot to build upon or break up for internet sales,
mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1033 H
Worldwide, Photo Stamps, 1880-1940. An extensive worldwide collection of stamp-like photos, personal,
business, promotional including uses on cover, card, business card, etc., a broad range with emphasis on earlier
material, a 15 year collection, must be seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1034 H
Worldwide, Collection Balance, 1860s-1955. The balance of the collection—those countries that didn’t
stand alone or for one reason or another, didn’t fit anywhere. Mostly Asia & Middle East including Aitutaki nearly
complete for the period, Cambodia, Laos & Vietnam (virtually complete for the period including the First Issue souvenir
sheets)Eastern Silesia, Ireland (with #96-98), Israel (with #1-9), Nepal (nearly complete from 1907), Palestine
(comprising #4-25, 48-84 & J1-20), Ryukyus complete for the period except for #17, Tibet, Yemen and the former Soviet
Republics (including Armenia #324-343, Siberia #78-81 & South Russia #10-41. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1035 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1847-1950. A group of collections in seven Minkus albums, includes
Austria collection with many perf varieties, Germany with States, Netherlands and Colonies, Belgium with used #1 & 2
and Colonies, Scandinavia & the Baltic Countries, and two U.S. collections mint and used, with mint 230-231, 233-234,
237, 327-330, 548-550, 1053, please review, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1036 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1900-2000. Mint & used U.S. collection, U.S. face, mint DDR
collection, mint & used Germany, mint Disney topical collection, mint & used worldwide collection, stockbook of mint &
used Germany, Netherlands, lots of albums and books to root through, mixed condition, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1037 H
Worldwide, Women’s Suffrage Collection, 1884-1940. 32 European poster stamps/labels + 17 U.S.
poster stamps, 2 on cover; 4 covers from important individuals or organizations, signed receipt from Julia A. Holmes,
etc., many of the labels are quite rare, a perfect lot for expansion, must be viewed, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1038 H
Worldwide, Air Etiquette Booklets, 1941 Onward, complete unexploded booklet. 63 booklets of various
sizes, all are different, 22 are U.S., these are very difficult to find, especially in the condition present in this group,
inspect, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1039 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850-1936. Several thousand stamps in a 1937 edition Stanley Gibbons hardbound
New Imperial album for Foreign Countries in two volumes, with built-in interleaving; spaces for all but Postage Dues and
Officials through 1936; many interesting items, generally Fine.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1040 H
Worldwide, Mainly Germany World War II Collection, 1933-45, Plus More. Large carton containing 12
albums and stockbooks of various sizes, plus some loose material, the bulk of the material being German Third Reich
covers, cards and stamps, but also including worldwide stamps (and a few covers) issued during or commemorating
World War II. Not only is the bulk German, but most of the value is too, and, though there isn’t much worth more than
about $100 or so, the lot is loaded with useful material including about 100 covers and the same number of cards. This
one should be looked at carefully, as there is interesting material hidden throughout. We have also included a bit of
miscellaneous U.S. and Foreign that has nothing to do with World War II, but without enough value to stand on its own.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1041 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1936. On homemade pages in a large folio-size Schaubek binder with
thousands of stamps from around the globe; vast majority used with many early issues; some beautiful cancels and
some stamps have a row of two of cancels; a real treasure hunt, Fine, you better examine this one.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1042 HH/H
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheets, Miniature Sheets and Booklet Panes, 1898 to Contemporary. Excellent
range of material, from Afghanistan to Zaire; many hundreds sorted by country and Scott number; includes Turkey
#M3-5 in cross gutter blocks of 4, with the remaining items ranging from 1937 onwards; noted Costa Rica 183 (n.h.),
Danzig 221 and C41 (both n.h.), France B48 Deluxe Sheet, Iceland B5, Spain 1937 ¡Arriba España! “Pro Avion”
overprint doubled—many interesting items, the overwhelming majority of which are not from “stamps-as-exports”
entities, o.g., majority never hinged, generally Very Fine, a great opportunity to add to your collection or to your sales
inventory. Scott $4,461 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1043 HH
Worldwide, Mint Gumbo, 1880-1975. Residing in fifteen albums, with better Belgian Congo B26, Great
Britain 267-268, Ruanda Urundi 68-89, 90-109, Portugal 674a, Nyassa 106-125, along with country collections, many
in Kabe or Lighthouse hingeless albums, a great lot at a great price, an ideal lot to break down, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1044 H/m
Worldwide, Number Ones and First Issues of the World. About 160 retail pages in a 3-ring binder with
better items including (“*”=mint/unused, “º”=used) Anam & Tonkin 1*, Austria 1º, 2º (2), Lombardy-Venetia 6-8º,
Belgium 1-2º, Ecuador 1*, French Off. in Turkey 1* (signed Bloch, repaired), Germany 1* (small thin), Guadeloupe 1* no
gum, 2º, Iran 1-4* (no gum), Mexico 1º, Netherlands 1-6º, North Korea 1*, Switzerland 1º (2), Thrace 1*, Tibet 1-4º,
Württemberg 1º, etc., etc.; condition is somewhat mixed, especially on the best numbers, but is otherwise generally
F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1045 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Scramble, 1861-1975. Housed in 8 volumes and some pages, mostly modestly
valued material, but you will find an International Junior with mint U.S. 230-231, 233-237, pages with mint 571, 573,
used 112-114, 116-117, first day cover C18, mint Portugal 657a, 667a, 682a, 701a, 860-865 blocks of four, Zeppelin
cover from U.S., Germany, Argentina, more than enough to make or low estimate, mixed condition, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1046 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1990. Hundreds of stamps in four volumes and several
envelopes, includes a nice Russia collection with mint 573-576, 724-733, 789-793, 867-872, 1029-1031, 1104-1120,
1481-14887, Offices, a nice collection of France and French colonies, Czechoslovakia, and worldwide, many premium
items available for single lotting, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1047 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Medley, 1920-90. Includes three Global Master albums with Trucial States and
Eastern Europe, a binder with mint & used U.S., six large Minkus albums with mint Great Britain, and two albums of mint
& used Germany & DDR, there does not appear to be any expensive items, but inspection should prove time worthy,
mint condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1048 m
Worldwide, International Reply Coupons, 1946-80. Approximately 400 coupons, countries include
Morocco, Mauritius, Denmark, Algeria, Fiji, Belgian Congo, Ceylon, Liberia, Syria, Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika,
French West Africa, Korea, some useful duplication, inspection will be well worth the time spent, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1049 HH/H
Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Sweet collection in six volumes, includes a mint Gibraltar collection
mounted in a Lighthouse album, 1886 to 1989, a mint Malta collection mounted in a Lighthouse album, 1964-1989, a
three volume mint Ghana collection, 1957-1975 with many souvenir sheets, and a mint & used DDR collection mounted
in a Lighthouse album, with a selection of Russia Occupation stamps, better mint includes DDR 58-67, 78-79, 80-81,
83, B21a, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1050 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850s-1930s. Many hundreds of different stamps on well-used Schaubek
Europe/Asia/North & South America pages in two-post binder; most used, many nice nuts squirreled away; strong
classic Balkans and Eastern Europe, China, Japan, US and South America; generally F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
1051 H/m
Worldwide, Treasure-Hunt Collection, 1850-1919. Two hardbound International Stamp Albums (Vol. INineteenth Century, Vol. II- 1901-1920) stuffed with many hundred; some nice stamps, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1052 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1924. In hardbound International Postage Stamp Album Junior Edition;
should be a couple thousand stamps; many classics (mixed condition, but some nice); US is extremely strong,
especially back-of-the-book, including dues, officials, cut squares, private dies and many other revenues, telegraphs,
locals, Confederates, early commemoratives—and that’s just US; Great Britain is also very strong with a nice Penny
Black and Victorias up to 5 shillings, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1053 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mother of All Cabooses, 1860-1985. Eclectic lot, with full sheets of Spain, Brazil, Nevis,
Newfoundland, Hungary, Monaco 1851, Bahamas, Faroe Islands, Argentina, Columbia, stockbook used Italy, mint &
used Algeria with gutter pairs, blocks of four, French Colonies, Brussel’s Worlds Fair, and an Austria collection, should
be enough hidden gems to make it worth well in excess of our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1054 H/m/)
Worldwide, Small, Varied Consignment Balance, 1812-2000s. A couple hundred items in a small box.
Includes such diverse things as 9 early 19th century German stampless folded letters, Belgium #20 rejoined tête-bêche
block of 4, 8 Cape of Good Hope triangles, 50 New Zealand Chalon Heads (18 imperf), Gibraltar £1 Edward Specimen,
several modern Worldwide imperfs & proofs, two 4-margin New South Wales Sydney Views, etc., etc. Needless to say,
the condition is lacking on most of the early material, but there is still a good bit of useful material to be found. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1055

Worldwide, Reference Sheets, 1880-1900. Over 20 reference full sheets, with Romania 2b, 3b, 4b, Turkey
1¼p, Italian States 25c, Braunschweig ¼p, Spain 50c, Venezuela 2r, over 500 stamps, an excellent lot of uncommon
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

1056 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1970. Mounted in two Supreme Global albums, countries run
from U.S. to Dominican Republic in one album, and from Rio Muni to Venezuela in the second, coverage is scattered
except for good coverage in U.S., a quick look does not show anything rare, but there may well be some decent pickings
to be found, examine, F.-V.F., ex-Worcester (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1057 H/m/)
Worldwide, Hercules, Vulcan & Berlin Airlift Collection. Over 140 stamps, covers, picture postcards and
photos mounted and annotated on quadrille pages, some covers signed by the pilot, the Hercules-Vulcan items
includes material from Operation Icecube, the war over the Falkland Islands, and numerous antarctic flights, the Berlin
Airlift are all commemorative items, none the less an informative collection, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1058 H
Worldwide, Balance of Mint Consignment. Small carton containing an album of Israel tab singles, 1948-70
(including 1-6 LH); an album of Vatican City, primarily 1954-74 complete NH; a small stockbook of France, including
such better as 127, 129 & 130 (LH), 329 (NH with abrasion in top margin) & B19 (NH); and several manila envelopes
including some better MNH German Federal Republic, like 664a (2), B318-319 & B334-337 (2), as well as Luxembourg
B151 and an NH pair of Canada’s $1 Fisheries (304); one envelope contains a mostly used collection of Switzerland,
but otherwise virtually everything is MNH. A very interesting and useful lot.
Estimate $350 - 500
1059 m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850s-1914. Hundreds of different on very nice condition 1914 Schaubek
“Permanent” Worldwide album pages in matching two-post binder, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
1060 H/m/)
Worldwide, Misc. Mixture. A small Chile early issue collection, some Italy A.M.G. and Vatican city issues,
Italian States: Romagna seven early reprint blocks of 4, some interesting Montenegro, Palestine issues of the 1920’s
with 15 airmail covers to Switzerland, Southern Rhodesia partial early mint 1924 George V issue including 5/-, a partial
Tanganyika Giraffe set to 3/- and United States mint 232 and 239. Condition is generally mixed, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
1061 HH/H
Worldwide, Poster Stamp Collection. Group of over (75) worldwide poster stamps, many multicolored,
includes German ad stamp for margarine, four German stamps for 1913 art exhibition, 1898 stamps for agricultural
exhibition, German military stamps, 1913 metal plaster ad stamps, & 1928 Amsterdam Olympic stamps, huge retail
potential with many better thematics, examine please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1062 H/m
Worldwide, Misc. Collection with Strength in Canada, 1868-1987. Two Lindner hingeless albums filled
with Canada both mint and used (including a used Bluenose); stockbook of more recent Canada with duplication and—
keeping the British in BNA—album pages and a stockbook of used Great Britain (1873-1973), plus several boxes of
worldwide and US bits and BOBs: FDCs, single and pair of #384 n.h. with Schermack perfs, New York State revenues;
also includes small holding of UN and Israel from the mid-1990s, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1063 H
Worldwide, International Reply Coupon Accumulation. Several hundred International Reply Coupons in
a binder and in glassines, countries included are Japan, Canada, France, Germany, Israel, Belgium, Italy, Venezuela,
Finland, Ruanda-Urundi, Sweden, Australia, Denmark, Iceland, India, Greece, New Zealand, heavy duplication on
some countries, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1064 H/m
Worldwide, Collection, 1850-1932. Several thousand different stamp on Schaubek Worldwide album
pages in matching two-post binder; pretty decent coverage in Europe; this one could be a real sleeper, many good
items! generally Fine.
Offer
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1065 H/m
Worldwide, Three Boxes of Foreign Better. From Albania to Yugoslavia (but no British Empire), better
items in chipboard file boxes on 104/105 cards arranged by Scott number by country; used, mint, n.h., singles, sets,
booklets—you’ll find it all here; particularly good France, Germany and States, Japan and Switzerland holdings; almost
all items list $20 or above, making this a great source from which to add to your collection or to sell, generally F.-V.F. or
better. Scott $80,169 (Owner’s).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1066 H/m
Worldwide, Extensive Collections of Mint & Used. Housed in various Schaubek albums and pages, the
summation of 13 separate collections, each would be a separate auction lot in their own right, we noticed better values
throughout including mint Austria Dolfuss corner margin single and many other better singles and sets, substantial
catalog and sales value, viewing recommended.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1067 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Miscellany. Five binders bulging with souvenir and miniature sheets, oversized
FDC, booklets and panes, singles and full sheets from around the world; most items date from the 1980s through 2000s,
but earlier material ranges from a study of the 1903 New South Wales 9d issue (on exhibit pages), a proof of Belgium’s
Scott #B29, German Semi-Postal sheets from the 1930s and 1940s, a Japan presentation book with 362-73 mint, an
Overrun but…Unconquered book with US 909-21 mint; good Australia (with packs), Canada (including BOB), New
Zealand; nice France, Ireland, Thailand selections; and Commonwealth 1937 Coronation, Peace and 1952 Coronation
omnibus issues; in addition, an interesting mix of ephemera: booklets, WWII-era advertisements, two ESSO War Maps,
a 1907 US Fleet Cruise booklet and an 1888 Costumes of All Nations book, Very Fine, huge catalogue value and one of
the more interesting mixes you’ll find; whether you’re a country or topical collector, you must see this to believe. Scott
$19,269 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1068 HH
Worldwide, Booklet Accumulation, 1940-2000. Over 350 booklets, countries include Luxembourg,
Canada, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Netherlands, Portugal, Great Britain, Iceland, Greenland, Grenada and the vast
majority are Switzerland, the Swiss section includes definitive and semi-postal booklets, with many in the section in the
$50 to $300 retail price range, please inspect, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1069 H/m
Worldwide, Alaouites to Zambia Selection. In seven storage boxes with strengths throughout; six boxes
are all the world, with stronger than usual Mexico and Norway among the mix; the seventh box is solely Czechoslovakia
most (if not all) MNH, along with Bohemia & Moravia and Slovakia; if you need holes filled in your collection—or your
stock topped off for your next show, you definitely want to take a look, F.-V.F. Scott $28,262 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1070 H/m
Worldwide, Extensive and Valuable Selection. Comprising many, many thousands with coverage through
the 1950s, neatly assembled in about 179 approval books; these books never served their original purpose, as the
owner used them as albums and formed a massive collection of sorts, with strong Europe, Latin America, British
Colonies issues, Asia (including some better China like 1¢ and 2¢ mint red revenues) and much more; generally very
clean, F.-V.F., a very solid old-time hoarding; examine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1071 HH
Worldwide, Mint Souvenir Sheet Eruption, 1980-2000. Thousands and thousands of souvenir sheets,
with material such as Mongolia 2278 (100), 2255A-2255I (50), Tanzania 993 (60), Zaire 876 (100), 905a (200), heavy
duplication, terrific catalog value, be sure and check this out, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $100,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1072 HH
Worldwide, Full Sheet Lot, 1900-90. Diverse lot of over 150 full sheets, countries include Cyprus,
Greenland, Germany, Yugoslavia, Marshall Islands, Guernsey, Gabon, Jordan, Philippines, Liberia, Indo China,
French Antarctic Territories, Russia, Senegal, Spain, Jersey, Bermuda, Berlin, Monaco, Mauritius, Togo, Saint Pierre &
Miquelon, French Equatorial Africa, light useful duplication, an exciting lot for the internet dealer, please review, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1073 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Medley, 1847-1960. Presented in three volumes, with stockbook of used British
Commonwealth, album of mint & used Canada with mint 37, 42, 51-54, and a stockbook of U.S. and foreign with used
four margin #1, 36, 69, 70, 112, 115, 116, 117, 119, R143, R149, mint 112, O22, O25, O26, O30, surprises on every
page, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1074 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1920-2000. 51 volumes in four cartons, with countries Canada blocks of
four, Netherlands, San Marino, Poland, Russia, France, Channel Islands, Greece, Norway, Belgium, Denmark, Austria,
Hungary, Korea, Sweden, British Commonwealth, U.S., Monaco, with many complete NH sets and souvenir sheets,
examination urged, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1075 HH/H/m Worldwide, Balance Plethora, 1860-2000. Enormous balance lot with U.S. full sheets, worldwide albums,
literature and supplies, includes mint sheet file with 6¢ to $5 values, mostly 32¢ and higher, with many full sheet airmails
such as C34-C36, C46, then a box with (14) albums, supplies include 2 boxes of Scott mounts and a box of mint
stockbooks, and finally there is literature with Lyons three volume “The Identifier for Carriers, Locals, Fakes” and the
Caspary Collection Auctions 1-8 and 9-16, a treasure trove for any philatelist, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1076 HH/H/m Worldwide, Useful Dealer Stock, 1880-1990. A nice collection of mostly mint material residing in two
binders and a display box, with mint items such as Bahrain 96-98, DDR 58-67, St. Vincent 186-197, Switzerland B132,
B144, used Switzerland collection with owner’s catalog $7,000.00, take your time checking out this one, a meaty group
ready for sale, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1077 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1900-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, countries
include Eastern Europe, Western Europe, Latin America, British Commonwealth, Africa and U.S., with U.S. first day
covers back to the 1930s, mint worldwide postal stationery, albums, glassines, and everything in between, some
organization will reap huge benefits, mixed condition, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1078 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Gallimaufry. Hundreds of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, a few better includes
Uruguay C52 on air mail cover, 1937 Colonial Arts Exhibition Issue (26), Monaco trial color proofs, French Polynesia
imperfs, Mexico airmail covers, Australia first day covers, Canada registered cover with F1, and that is just the top of this
valuable lot, with many 20.00 to 100.00 items, some mixed condition but mostly, F.-V.F., for the treasure hunter in all of
us.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1079 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Farrago, 1890-1995. Thousands of stamps in display cards, identified by Scott
number, includes mint Belgium B180-B187, Italy 342-344, 355-358, Italian East Africa 21-26, Eritrea 54-57, San Marino
203-212, Portugal 922-924 (2), Switzerland C16-C18, Andorra 530, France 327-328, Newfoundland 65 (2), 245-248,
Canada CE3 (3), a neat clean assemblage of stamps, there is a lot of value as a careful viewing will attest, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1080 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Ragout, 1870-1990. An accumulation filling four boxes, with U.S. complete booklets,
country collections, mint Romania blocks of four, mint and used complete sets, mint & used Russia, Croatia B12, loads
of souvenir sheets, covers, simply loaded with every sort of philatelic material, mixed condition, a tough lot to view, but
time well spent for the adventurous, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1081 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Smorgasbord, 1860-1975. Many hundreds of mint singles in display cards,
worldwide covers including censored, advertising, bank tags, maximum cards, mint & used country collections, space
topical collection, full sheets of Liberia, Ghana, 1939 World’s Fair covers, Sudan first day cover C35-C42, proofs, Wallis
& Futuna Islands mint NH blocks of four 1-25, a plethora of interesting items, mixed condition, the description here is
only an outline, with much more to plow through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1082 H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Mishmash, 1860-2000. Stored in two boxes, in albums, stockbooks and display
cards, includes but not limited to Great Britain collection, Lundy Island material, mint & used worldwide, mint Canal
Zone accumulation, Ryukyus full sheet lot, Italy & Colonies, mint & used Russia collection, enormous potential, mixed
condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1083 m
Worldwide, Vast, Old-Time Accumulation of Thousands, 19th to Early 20th Century. A massive, truly
vintage accumulation of thousands of used stamps, all mounted on a stack of blank pages; we note lots of areas of
strength, including Finland with about 50 or so early roulette issues, extensive Classic Italy, German States, lots of
South and Central America including Brazil (which includes a page of “Goats’ Eyes”), Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Guatemala and others, Belgian Leopold imperfs, U.S. from most of #1 on including revenues, some Asia, etc.; while the
catalog value in aggregate must be quite enormous, the condition is wildly mixed, to say the least; still, great quantities
of useful material are to be found throughout, interesting horde, well worth inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1084 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Potpourri, 1930-75. Terrific lot with many souvenir sheets and imperf sets, includes
used Hungary B97 (3), mint 1301-1306 imperf, mint Paraguay 616a, C277a (17), worldwide revenues, UAR grouping,
used Greece collection, Upper Volta World Cup proofs, Germany 804, Chad C181-C185 imperf, better foreign covers,
and full sheets of 30 of French Polynesia 182-190, lots of goodies in this beauty, some mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1085 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1880-1980. A large box chock full of sets, singles and souvenir
sheets in glassines, some better mint includes Hungary B94, C219-C220 imperf, C221-C227 imperf (4), Central African
Republic C8 (5), Russia 596, 1958 Human Right omnibus set in blocks of four, along with tons of mint British
Commonwealth and France complete booklets, viewing is a must to appreciate the scope & value that this lot offers,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1086 HH/H
Worldwide, Old Timer’s Lot of Errors, Varieties & Miscellaneous, 1860-1995. On display cards and
glassines, besides mint Chile 254 (5), Mozambique & Portuguese Guinea with 1939 World’s Fair overprints, Hong Kong
J10 (5), there are loads of imperfs, overprint varieties, proofs, specimens, and every other known error under the sun,
will make for some great hunting, well worth allotting time to check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1087 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Lot, 1880-1995. Many hundreds of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets, from
the four corners of the globe but with emphasis on British Commonwealth, Portuguese Colonies, French Colonies,
Trucial States with gold foils, enormous catalog value, a pleasing collector’s selection with some scarce and desirable
material present, mixed condition, a great lot for the price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1088 HH
Worldwide, Full Sheet Accumulation, 1975-95. Presented in six mint sheet binders, includes French
Southern & Antarctic Territories full sheets of 217a, 225, 232a (6), 237a, 247, 249, 250, C58, C63, C66, C69, C145,
C149, St Pierre & Miquelon Islands 507a, 513, 552a, 606a (2), 618a, 660, 666, 672a (2), C71, C73, also Liechtenstein,
Faroe Islands, Denmark 696-699, Jersey, Iceland, Poland, enormous face & catalog values, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1089 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Pastiche, 1860-1950. Housed in six volumes, the best is a red album with excellent
Russia, Egypt with mint 50-59, 92-102, 103 used, mint 105-107, 108-113, 148-149, 166, 168-171, 172-176, E1-E4,
plenty of quick selling material, some mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1090 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Mishmash, 1860-1960. Stored in a small box, hundreds of mint & used stamps,
booklets and souvenir sheets, material like Saint Pierre & Miquelon C31a, French Southern & Antarctic Territory C10a,
Morocco deluxe proof, France & Netherlands complete booklets, Israel tête-bêche gutter pairs, every display card,
glassine and sheet holds a surprise, needs careful inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1091 HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Stock, 1920-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in three boxes, with better
including Chad J23-J34, Romania 1337-1338 (6), Yemen 98-102, Czechoslovakia 1175, France 1821 (2), 2038-2041
(2), 2050-2053, care should be taken in review this lot as much of the material is NH, loaded with choice material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1092 HH/H/m Worldwide, Accumulation Mint & Used, 1900-80. Many thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in
thousands of glassines, with singles, sets, broken sets, mostly Latin America & Eastern Europe, some better mint
includes Brazil 298-401, Romania B206 (4), should yield excellent results, inspection advised for full appreciation of this
useful offering, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1093 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1930-2000. Presented in 15 stockbooks with many parallel mint &
used sets, includes Channel Islands, Faroe Islands, Germany, Gibraltar, Great Britain, Hong Kong 423-426, 427-430,
431-434, 435-438, 443-446, 451-456, Iceland, Ireland Zimbabwe 414-428, 493-514, loads of better material, examine
please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1094 H/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Oddments, 1925-85. Residing in seven mint sheet files, the value is in the France
Area with full sheets France 245, 1085-1088 (15), 1322-1325, B149-B152, B204 (4), FSAT C58, C59, C60 (2), C70 (2),
C68, C105a (4), C106 (2), C107 (10), large blocks of other issues and countries, also Canada postal stationery, covers,
ephemera, an excellent group which should prove quite profitable to the person who inspects it closely and confirms the
catalogue value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1095 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Monstrosity, 1900-2000. All sorts of good stuff in here, includes country collections,
United Nations collection, stamps on & off paper, stockbooks of mint and used, areas included are Latin America,
Europe, Russia, Asia and British Commonwealth, who knows what lurks within, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1096 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Shilly Shally, 1861-1980. Eclectic lot of mostly worldwide material, but there are
better such as a mint 1937 Coronation Omnibus set, gummed truck sheet, precancel collection, 1981 Royal Wedding
Omnibus set, even a PRC collection, mostly modestly price items, but who knows with a close inspection, mixed
condition, examination is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1097 H/m/)
Worldwide, Diverse Lot, 1860-1960. A meaty lot with loads of U.S. face with values up to $1.00, hundreds of
stamps and souvenir sheets stuffed in all sorts of envelopes, a quick scan revealed Italy 413-418 mint NH, Russia 603a,
New Brunswick 10, box of worldwide booklets, worldwide covers, everything you need to while away a week end, mixed
condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1098 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Medley, 1860-1960. Many hundred of stamps in a small box, with such material like
Hungary imperf C219-C220, Yemen imperf 135-136, Belgium 322-337, Falkland Islands 84-89, Mongolia 102,
Newfoundland 51 (31), Comoro Islands C29 (2), France C43 (3), and with plenty of other sale able items, a great
inexpensive way to restock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1099 HH/H
Worldwide, Philatelic Tsunami, 1930-95. Filling a large carton are full sheets of Monaco 1229, 1242, 1248,
1275-1277, B102, B103, full sheets of New Zealand B59a-B60a (2), B61a-B62a (2), mint Switzerland collection, Faroe
Islands booklets, mint Nauru collection, U.S. Legends of Baseball booklets (12), U.S. first day covers, a selection with
enormous potential, owner states there is over 10,000 franc face, needs a little TLC, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1100 H
Worldwide, Philatelic Fun Box. All sorts of premium material in this little box, includes Liechtenstein 238
(6), various French Colony deluxe proofs, Yemen 96-97 souvenir sheet (6), Somalia C75-C81, FSAT 21, Hong Kong
464a, U.S. first day cover 750 and much more, careful examination is a must for full appreciation of the scope, value &
opportunities afforded here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1101 HH/H/) Worldwide, New Issue Lot, 1930-90. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, with many full
sheets, better such as Brazil C86A, Germany B90, Danzig B21a used, Bermuda 8 var., don’t let these slip by again, this
is a fine lot with considerable catalog value and many desirable items sprinkled about, be sure to inspect carefully,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1102 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Fun Box, 1880-2000. In three large cartons, includes U.S. first day covers, Hungary
B198A-B198D CB1-CB1C souvenir sheets, Canada, Great Britain & Australia year sets, lots of material to dig through,
mixed condition, ideal for internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1103 H/m
Worldwide, Massive Conundrum, 1870-2000. Filling five large boxes, with mint & used singles & sets, with
mint China complete sets, two books of mint souvenir sheets, you’ll need to pay attention, but that effort will be well
rewarded, mixed condition as to be expected, a choice opportunity to acquire some interesting stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1104 H/m
Worldwide, Master Blaster Lot, 1863-1975. Presented in one box, with mint Malaysia collection, Faroe
Islands 120a (30) Scott catalog $1,100.00, dozens of U.S. revenues on documents, bank wafers, Germany booklet
collection, worldwide collection, mint Ryukyus full sheet collection, Christmas Seal full sheet collection, enough sale
able material to make this lot a winner, make it your winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1105 H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Menagerie, 1860-1950. A few hundred stamps mounted in three volumes and loose,
doesn’t appear to be any treasures, but who knows, a thorough inspection might turn up something, mixed condition,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1106 H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance Lot, 1900-2000. Worldwide balance consisting of Canada Lightning on Ice booklet,
Russia first day covers and mint sets, Hong Kong Development of Public Housing & Mainland Scenery sets, 2003
Successful Flight of China First Manned Spacecraft booklet, 1978 Europa first day covers, Dominica gold foil History of
Aviation set, and much more, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1107 H/m/)
Worldwide, Mish-Mash. An envelope filled with various odds and ends including: 9 German Ship post
cards, some interesting 5¢ New Haven Provisional ephemera, United Nations UNTEA overprint set, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Offer

New Issue Accumulations
1108 HH
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Stock, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, there is
Great Britain & British Commonwealth material, but the lot is strongest in Asia with China with 1979 book with mint
2147e, PRC folder with 1618-1625, Iran semi-postals, Bangladesh, Israel, Egypt, a fun lot to plow through, please
examine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1109 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Mint accumulation of Korea, Russia, Falkland Islands, Cape
Verde, Japan, Central Africa, United Nations, British Commonwealth, fresh & clean lot, please examine, what was
checked was mint o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1110 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Guinea, Falkland Islands, Iran, British Commonwealth, U.S. Pacific Territories, Bosnia, Saar, Costa Rica,
Afghanistan, Russia, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $9,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1111 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Guinea, Falkland Islands, Iran, British Commonwealth, U.S. Pacific Territories, Bosnia, Honduras, Israel,
Russia, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $9,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1112 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Guinea, Falkland Islands, Iran, British Commonwealth, Germany, U.S. Pacific Territories, Argentina, Costa
Rica, Russia, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1113 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Guinea, Falkland Islands, Korea, United Nations, British Commonwealth, Saar, U.S. Pacific Territories,
Argentina, Costa Rica, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1114 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries
include Guinea, Falkland Islands, Korea, United Nations, British Commonwealth, Saar, U.S. Pacific Territories,
Argentina, Costa Rica, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
1115 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Mint accumulation of Indonesia, Falkland Islands, Honduras,
Korea, Trucial States, Tonga, Russia, fresh & clean lot, please examine, what was checked was mint o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1116 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Mint accumulation of Russia, Indonesia, Mexico, Falkland
Islands, Korea, British Commonwealth, fresh & clean lot, please examine, what was checked was mint o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1117 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Mint accumulation of Indonesia, Bosnia, Korea, Falkland
Islands, Haiti, Russia, Mexico, fresh & clean lot, please examine, what was checked was mint o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1118 HH
Worldwide, Mint Accumulation, 1980-2000. Mint accumulation of Indonesia, Falkland Islands, Korea,
Russia, Mexico fresh & clean lot, please examine, what was checked was mint o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1119 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Korea, Great Britain, Libya, Afghanistan, Costa Rica, Honduras, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1120 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Costa Rica, Greece, Argentina, British Commonwealth, Libya, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1121 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
United Nations, Philippines, Viet Nam, Bermuda, Niue, and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1122 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
United Nations, Philippines, Viet Nam, Bermuda, Niue, and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1123 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include Korea,
United Nations, Philippines, Viet Nam, Bermuda, Niue, and Tonga, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1124 HH
Worldwide, Mint Lot, 1980-2000. Hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets, countries include United
Nations, Great Britain, Honduras, Libya, Afghanistan, Costa Rica, fresh & clean, inspection suggested, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Philatelic Literature
1125

Core Curriculum for the Philatelic Library, . Collection of twenty five books, includes Boggs’ “Foundations
of Philately”, Durst’s “History of the Bureau of Engraving & Printing 1862-1962", Brazer’s ”Essays for U.S. Adhesive
Postage Stamps", Gobie’s “The Speedy”, Engstom’s “Danish West Indies Mails 1754-1917 Vol 2", Van Dam’s ”The
Postal History of the AEF 1917-1923", and Dougan’s “The Shanghai Postal System”, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350

1126

Notable Auction Catalogs Collection, . A collection of thirty catalogs, includes The Wagshal Collection of
Classic United States Stamps Part 4, The Dr. J. Paul Wampler Collection, The 1918 24¢ Inverted “Jenny” Plate Number
Block, The William H. Gross Collection, The Rush 1847 Cover, The Raymond Vogel Collection Part 1 & 2, The Islander
Collection, a great addition to your library, includes prices realized for those that we checked, F.-V.F.
Offer

1127

Philatelic Library, . A useful library that includes Johl “The U.S. Commemorative Stamps of the 20th
Century”, Brookman “The 19th Century Postage Stamps of the U.S. 2 vol autographed, Brazer ”The Trans Mississippi
Issue", Johl “U.S. Postage Stamps of the 20th Century” 4 vol autographed, Brookman “U.S. Postage Stamps of the 19th
Century” 3 vol autographed, Gobie “U.S. Parcel Post: A History”, 1869 Handbook, Doolin 1893 Columbian Exposition
Admission/Concession Tickets", and Boggs “The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Newfoundland”, a total of thirty
eight volumes, win and become enlightened, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1128

Philatelic Postmarks/Postal History Handbooks, . Collection of ten books, with U.S. International Postal
Rates 1872-1996, Skinner Eno United States Cancellations 1845-1869, Simpson’s United States Postal Markings,
Billig’s Vol 33 19th Century United States Fancy Cancellations, Kay & Smith’s Pennsylvania Postal History, Norona’a
Cyclopedia of United States Postmarks and Postal History, and Lounsbery’s American Postal Markings, F.-V.F.
Offer

1129

Premium United States Philatelic Tome Collection, . A collection of eighteen better titles including
Brookman’s The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century Vol I-III, Willard’s The United States Two Cent Red
Brown of 1883-1887, Neinken’s The United States Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859, Turner’s Essays and Proofs of
United States Internal Revenue Stamps, Johl’s The United States Commemorative Stamps of the 20th Century Vol I-II,
Rustad’s The Prexies and many more, F.-V.F.
Offer
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1130

U.S., & Foreign Philatelic Tomes. Library consists of Album Weeds Vol I-VIII, Brazer “Essays for U.S.
Adhesive Postage Stamps”, Brookman “The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century” Vol I-III, old Scott
Catalogs, Johl “The United States Postage Stamps of the 20th Century”, a useful lot, F.-V.F.
Offer

1131

U.S., Classic Philatelic Literature Lot 1899-1950. Includes 1899 Revenue Stamps of the United States,
three volumes of Brookman’s United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century, French’s Encyclopedia of Plate
Varieties, Neinken’s Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859, Chase’s Classic United States Stamps of 1845-1869, Thorp’s
20th Century United States Stamped Envelopes, plus reprints of several classic tomes, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

End of Sale - Thank You

For Zeppelin Cover Collections please see lots:
160: United States
333: Austria
460, 475 & 490: Germany
855: Switzerland
891: Europe
990: Worldwide

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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